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IMlParttf* T*«l* I. ELEMENTARNYYE PROTSESSY S UCHASTIYEM ELEKTRONOV I IONOV. 
OISSOTSIATSIYA MOLEKÜL PRI ELEKTRONNOM TIDARE I RADIATEI0NNAYA KHIMIYA 

1 
(09)Cnfliih Tt*l* 1. ELEMENTARY PROCESSES WITH PARTICIPATION OF ELECTRONS 

A!.’:' IONS. DISSOCIATION OF MOLECULES DURING ELECTRON IMPACT AND 
RADIATION CHEMISTRY 
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ABSTRACT: Primary products of dissociation of molecules, excited by 
electron impact, were investigated by the mass spectrometry method. 
In the case of n-hexane the mass spectra of ion fragments containing 
two or three carbon atoms were taken using a MV23-02 instrument with 
a resolution (based on line half-height) of about 9000, Most of the 

*7 A 
ions of a general formula CnHm (m < 2n + 1) are formed during 10“'-10’ 

sec and for a given "n" the smaller the m the greater is the life¬ 
time of these ions. A similar reaction also applies to the ion 
fragment kinetic energy indicating that the ions are formed during 

secondary disintegrations. 

5-10"’ ec. 

The CHÍ ion Is formed from Oit within 
+ + 2 A a 

The C-jHy and ions are formed in less than 5-10 

sec. .Ctatisticol energy distribution occurred in ion fragments. 
Molecule excitation energies were determined using electrons with 
an energy times greater than the ionization energy. In collision 
with such energetic electrons, molecules assume a kinetic energy 

of the order of 10 ^ ev. The aceurancy determination exaltation 

energies for and He* using this method wan as high as 30%, In the 

ease of slow disintegration processes, the method can be applied 
success?.illy to all secondary ions. Orig. art. hass 1 formula. 
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0 METODE OPREDELENIYA VREMENI RASPADA VOZBUZHDENNYKH IONOV 

(ODIntiitk Ti»U CONCERNING A METHOD OP DETERMINATION OP DISINTEGRATION 
TIME OF EXCITED IONS 
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ABSTRACT: A new method for determining disintegration time of 
molecular ions Is described. Knowledge of the disintegration time 
is essential in determining correlation between mass spectra ob¬ 
tained at low pressures and the product composition obtained from 
radiolysls in the range of atmospheric pressures. Determination of 
the disintegration rate of primary ions obtained from a collision 
with electrons in the gas phase is based on energetic analysis of 
ions during their ionization in a strong electrical field. Secondary 
ions generated in the strong field have a relatively small kinetic 
energy. This kinetic energy of secondary ions serves as a measure 
of the life of the primary ions. The schematic drawing of the Ion 
source and electrode potentials when using an electron diseellaration 
technique is shown In figure 1. The filament diameter is 
5-10”^ mm, the cylinder length is 10 mm and the potential difference 
between the filament and the cylinder can be varied from 0 to +100 
volts. Using a filament potential of +100 volts and an ion dis¬ 
eellaration to +10 volts, the disintegration time of C^Ht ion in 
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J3B ISTDWYKH MASStSPEKTRAKH I KINETICHESKIKH ENERGIYAKH IONOV 

'''* "U G0NCERNING TRUE MASS-SPECTRA AND KINETIC ENERGIES OF 

^ AelMa* Exptntion 

theec5SsnSndfnîeratl0n °f the aCtUal maSS SPeCtra 
1.Í.LÍ 4 4?? re2?onding true maBS spectra is discussed. The 
íílSLtion íhí ïlnetic ®?erey of ion the greater its dis- 
«níÍS* ÎÎ-? Î'k m5s spectrometer. The relation between the ion 
Î ÍE^aíd fí0m analysls of the line structure * tE; and the initial ion energy distribution •(£) is 

»(F) 
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m 

where V1 and Vg are the two dimensions characterizing the orifice 

of the mass spectrometer. The collection coefficient P is equal to 

where fQ and kQ are experimentally determined peak areas for ion 

and molecule, respectively and ^ and k1 are initial points of the 

respective mass peaks. It was found that there is a siKnifiormt 
discrepancy between the literature data on mass spectra of îons of 
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0 VLIYANII KINETICHESKOY ENERGII OTNOSITEL'MOGO DVIZHENIYA 
IONA I MOLEKULY NA SECUENIYE I MEKHANIZM I0NN0-M0LEKULYARN0Y REAKTSII 

(Of)C«i|litk Titla ON THE INFLUENCE OF KINETIC ENERGY OF RELATIVE MOTION OF 
M§T$Í$ M0LECULE 0N CR0SS SECTION AND MECHANISM OF AN ION-MOLECULE 
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ABSTRACT! This article investigates the statement that, from 
the dependence of charge exchange and transition cross section of 
a heavy particle upon kinetic energy, as kinetic energy increases 
the charge exchange cross section should generally outstrip the 
transition cross section if both transitions are energetically 
permitted during collision. A mixture of oxygen and hydrogen 
(Og! Hg = IslOO) was ionized; the formed packet of ions wan ex¬ 

tracted from the chamber, accelerated to a definite energy and entered 
the collision chamber. The secondary ions formed in the collision 
chamber have a velocity close to thermal and thus can be found in the 
collision chamber for a relatively long time. The dependence of the 
ratio of the cross sections of the processes 
......... ' 

4 
+ 0, 02h+ + H and Hg + Og 

upon the energy of the Hg ions is given and the sharp change of the 

path of the curve at approximately 10 ev is considered connected with 
the expected sharp decrease of the first reaction cross section. 
English Translation: 5 formulas, 2 figures and 5 pages. 
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l*é)P•«••«« T'*l* TOZBUZHDENIYE I DISSOTSIATSIYA IONOV V REZUL'TATE SONDARENIY 

S ATOKAMI I MOLEKULAMI I SVYAZ» S MASS-SPEKTRAMI 

m 
EXCITATION AND DISSOCIATION OF IONS AS A RESULT OF COLLISIONS 

WITH ATOMS AND MQT.ECm.KS AND 'T'HF.TR WF.T.ATTnu VJTTK J/AnH-^PECTRA 
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ABSTRACT: Mase spectre of excited molecules and ions and mass 
spectra of their dissociation due to collision with atoms and 
molecules were studied to determine the structure, nature, and 
energetic state of molecular ions. Good correlation was found be¬ 
tween the mass spectra of C^H^N and n-C^H10 obtained during electron 

impact with the mass spectra of dissociation of the corresponding 
ions due to single collision with neon atoms. An excellent agree¬ 

ment was found among mass spectra of dissociation of ions which 

originated from C?H2, C^, C^H^N, C^Hg, and n-C^H^. This agree¬ 

ment for the mass spectra of dissociation of ions stems from the 
fact that the energy of all C-C in ions is equal. Orig. art. has: 
2 tables. 
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ABSTRACT: Mass spectra (reported in the literature) obtained during 
collisions of molecules with electrons photons and slow ions and 
those obtained during collisions of ions with atoms and molecules 
were cross-compared with the aim of finding their common features. 
A coincidence of mass spectra was found in various collision processes 
having a similar average ion excitation energy and a similar ion 
energy distribution function. Mass spectra of the ion-electron 
collision coincide with mass spectra of the ion-photon collisions 
when Ee - I < I, where Eg is electron energy, and I is ionization 

energy of a molecule. When - I > I, mass spectra of the fragment 

ions resulting from ionization of molecules due to collision with 
electrons coincide with mass spectra of dissociation of fast ions 
due to collision with neutral particles. Both the established de¬ 
pendence of mass spectra upon excitation energy and the found 
correlation between the mass spectra of molecule-electron, ion-atom, 
and ion-molecule collisions, make it possible to predict the mass 
spectra of molecular ions resulting from molecular ion-electron 
collisions. Thus the mass spectra taken during the collision of 

NH-, and CH^ ions with electrons have common features 3 
has: 

Grig. art. 

2 formulas. 
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ABSTRACT: ions from ethylene, n-butane and benzene are in- 

vestigated and the obtained dissociation cross sections of Hg 

are found to be below that of these ions from methane. This is 
explained by the lower vibrational excitation caused by the process 
of pyrolysis on the hot walls of the ionization "hamber, with the 
formation of unexcited hydrogen molecules, and delayed disintegration 
of molecules. English Translation: 3 
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Ti*U expëRJMENTAL INVESTIGATION OP ION-MOLECtJLE REACTIONS AND 
COLLISIONS OP IONS AND MOLECULES IN NITROGEN 
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ABSTRACT: This work proposes these ion-molecule reactions 

NT + N»-* Nj -f N; 
(i) 

NÎ + N*-* NÎ*( vit rationally excited [6]). ^2) 

from the appearance of N^ and N^ ion potentials of 15.8 and 22.1 v 

and the square dependence of the intensity of ion currents upon the 
nitrogen pressure In the ion source. Mass-spectra of nitrogen at 
elevated pressures were investigated, the dependences of ion line 
strength, the relative intensity of the fractional peak and the cro 
section of the process 

Ni -¡ Nj->Na ¡-Nj. (3) 

. 
upon electron energy are given and it is concluded that N^ ions were 

not observed in the region of pressures up to 10u. English Trans¬ 
lation: 5 formulas, 3 figures and 4 pages. 
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(0*)l«|l'»h TnU 2, REACTIONS OF HOT ATOMS. REACTIONS OF‘HOT ATOMS OF 

HYDROGEN WITH ETHYLENE 
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ABSTRACT: This worh studies the interaction of hot radioactive 
r.toms of hydrogen (tritium) with ethylene and mixtures of ethylene- 
ammonia and ethylene-helium in the gaseous phase at elevated 
pressures (up to 10 atm)* Tagged products of the interaction oí 
1 ot tritium atoms with ethylene were Investigated and the radiolysia 
products of ethylene were identified. The effects of ammonia 
additions on the tritium distribution in the tagged products and of 
helium additions on the formation of tagged ethylene are illustrated. 
Relative radiation yields of products for the ethylene-ammonia mix¬ 
ture are tabulated. English Translation: 2 figures, 1 table and 
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ABSTRACT: This article presents arguments in favor of the hypothes 
about the resonance character of the reactions of hot atoms with 
molecules. It is assumed .that the scattering amplitude and cross 
section of these reactions are mainly determined by the resonance 
terms and are described by the Breit-Wigner formula. This assumptl 
also pertains to certain other bimolecular processes. An important 
result of using the Breit-Wigner formula is constancy of the ratio 
of the rates of any two reactions proceeding in the same resonance: 
in any case, this ratio is equal to the ratio of the partial width" 
Experimental determination of this ratio allows a judgement about 
the relative contribution of different valence schemes in the wave 
function of a compound molecule. English Translation: 4 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a general discussion 
of quantum transformations occurring in an yí;to 
bratJonal energy into translational energy; vibraticnaj. energy 1 
snin-orbital energy; electron energy into vibrational energy, the 
%les of these trfîsfomations in chemical and physical reactions 
are also discussed. English Translation: 6 pages. 
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Ti'U IMPUL'SNOYE PRIBUZHENIYE V TEORII ATOMNYKH I ATOMNO- 
MOLEKULYARNYKH STOLKNOVENIY 

(OI)Ib|Ii»* TitU PULSE APPROXIMATION IN THEORY OF ATOMIC AND ATOMIC- ' 
MOLECULAR COLLISIONS 
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ABSTRACT; The pulse approximation is based on the assumptions that 
the wavelength of the incident particle and its effective radius of 
interaction with particles of the scattering system are less t?ian the 
average distance between them and that the time of paired interaction 
is much less than the time of an essential change of state of the 
scattering system. This method is applied for ionization during atomic 
collisions and scattering of fast atoms on molecules. English Translation 
3 pages. 
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(6*>F "•••« T"<* 0 SVYAZI SECÍIENIY UPHUOIKH I ÍÍEUPRUGIKÍI PROTSESSOV P RI 
l.r ADIABATICHESKIKÎI ATOMNYKH STOLKNOVENIYAKH 

(09){Mfliik T.rlê CONCERNING THE RELATION BETWEEN CROSS SËCÏÏÔMâ ÔF-- 
ELASTIC AND INELASTIC PROCESSES DURING NONADIABATIC ATOMIC COLLISIONS 
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00 
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ABSTRACT: This paper discusses the relation between cross sections of 
elastic and inelastic processes during nonadiabatic atomic collisions 
with participation of two atoms under these assumptions: 1) all 
interactions are centrally symmetric; 2) there are only two interacting 
states; 3) the energy terms of the initial and final states intersect; 
4) the point of intersection of the terms lies below the energy threshold 
of reaction. English Translation: 2 formulas and 4 pages. 
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•fie Tail gas ionization, argon, particle collision, inelastic 
interaction, approximation method 

IMlfWf» Till# K TEORII NEUPRUQTKH ATOMNYKH STOLKNOVENIY V ADIABATICHESKOY 
OBLASTI 

KmCntUli Till* 0N THE theory qf INEIASTIC atomic collisions in the 
ADIABATIC REGION 
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0 00 
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ABSTRACT: The theory of inelastic atomic collision in the adiabatic 
region is discussed as it applies to argon ionization and an 
approximating formula for this reaction is obtained. English 
Translation: 10 formulas and 8 pages. 
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reported in the literature, as ffPKP; ‘' I 
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and the disappearance of AÍ in the earth's ionosphere are discussed. 
These rates are verified by comparison with corresponding laboratory 
determined rate constants, a*, which conform to the equation 

'Sift V 3 10^ y-r 

o 

cm* « r#% 

where T is the gas temperature in K. A comparison of the rate constants 
of dissociative recombinations based on actual information obtained 
from the earth's ionosphere with the corresponding rate constants 
determined in the laboratory allows determination of the altitude at 
which a given process may occur. Orig, art. has: 4 formulas. 
English Translation: 4 pages and numerous equations. 
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ABSTRACTS A critical evaluation of laboratory determined ra.e constants 

of dissociative recombinations of N+, o£, and N0+ is given in light of 

the information from the earth's ionosphere (100 km altitude) transmitted 
to e**rth by rockets and satellites. A satisfactory agreement of the 
geophysical data on dissociative recombination reactions with the results 
of laboratory tests Is essential for studies involving simulated 
ionospheric conditions. The accuracy of the recent laboratory deter- 

T-ïîu?8 ?rrtt'^5ate™con8tentis of rooiecular aissociative recombination 
150-200%. This accuracy is due to a proper treatment of the 

effect of ambipolar ion diffusion in the laboratory test chambers 
Recent experimental improvements will be useful in Investigating details 
of elementary processes occurring in the ionsphere, the energy balance 
etc. English Translations 2 pages. 
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!0,,t",l"h T"1* OK THE INVESTIGATION OF CHEMICAL PROCESSES IK THE 
IONOSPHERE 

M) Ac least Expanse oa 

ABSTRACTS This article proposes the investigation of elementary 
chemical processes in the ionosphere through rocket technology. 
English Translation: 10 pages. 
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Till* Vi MEKHANIZM NEKOTORYKH SOLZHNYKH PROTSESSOV PRI VYSOKIKH 
TEMPERATURAKH I V PLAZME. ROL' UTYAZHELENNYKH IONOV V TERMICHESKOY 
iRAVNOVESNOY IONIZATSII GAZOV 
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IONIZATION OP GASES 
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ABSTRACTS The authors calculated equilibrium concentrations of ions 
formed during thermal ionization of water vapor, hydrogen and argon, 

talcing into account processes of formation of H-.0+, HÍ and Art ions. 
5 i 3 2 

Calculations showed that for H20 and H2 up to 4000°K, and for Ar, up to 

6000°K, ionization is caused by formation of E,0+, HÍ and Art ions 3 ' “3-- 2 
respectively, where concentration of heavy ions exceeds concentration of 
positive ions calculated without taking into account the former, in the 

region of 2000°K for water by three orders of magnitude, for hydrogen 
by two orders and for argon by four orders. This result is consequence 
of the large value of affinity of protons for water (I69 kcal/mole) and 
hydrogen (70 kcal/mole) and of the Ar+ ion to Ar(ä99.3 kcal/mole). At 
the same time, from the entropy point of view, processes of formation 
of heavy ions 

2MZÎMÎ +e 

are less suitable than processes of direct ionization: 

M M* + c. 

(I) 

(il) 

Therefore, with increase of temperature, when influence of heats of 
corresponding processes on degree of ionization decreases, and role of 

F TO ¿tfK Cl 
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vire ropy factor increases, equilibria of ^ype (II) become decisive, 
the degree of ionization of which is calculated by the Saha formula. 
At present the authors have considered question about influence of 
pressure on role of heavy ions in equilibrium ionization should 
decrease in importance. As an example, for argon and hydrogen there 

were calculated pressures at which P + and ? p . + p + 
Hp H+ 

English 
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PriOTSESSOV PO NAPRYAZHENIYAM GORENIYA ELEKTRICHESKOGO RAZRYADA 

T.il. ESTIMATION OF R1ÏLATIONSHIP BETWEEN KINETIC CONSTANTS OF 
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ABSTRACT: This article proposed the method of total determination 
ln?}asHC ^°51565 from the arcing voltages of a discharge as a means 

of estimation the ratio of the kinetic constants of elementary processe, 
The magnitude of a reduced field E/p determined from the arcing voltage 

, discharge in a special discharger was used to estimate the ratio of 
he kinetic C on R t. a n f. C nf* th#a v*oar>-M ™-.r. . I ^ , . , the kinetic constants of the reactions 

Translation: 2 formulas and 3 pages. s + e and 0o + e. English 
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Ti*t«coNCERNING THE QUESTION OF STATIONARY STATES OF A GAS 
SYSTEM ESTABLISHED UNDER THE ACTION OF SOURCES OF FAST PARTICLES 
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ABSTRACT: Thin paper considers a gas system under the Influence of a 
source of fast particles. These particles have a certain initial kinetic 
energy Eq considerably exceeding the average thermal energies. During 

the direct influence of particles. In the system processes can occur 
with activation energy less than or near to Eq. However, this Is not 

the only possibility. The action of particles causes disturbance in 
Maxwellian distribution of the gas particles which propagates (for 
comparable masses) far into the region of energies greater than Eq. 

The energy distribution of bombarding particles also changes as a result 
of their elastic scattering in the gas. In this way the mechanism by 
moans of which a source of particles with energy Eq can lead to processes 

■oith activation energy considerably exceeding Eq is reevlized. This paper 

considers two simplified models of sucah a mechanism. English Translation: 
1:1 equations and 4 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: This paper notes that there are essential differences between 
the mechanisms of molecular processes above and below 7 ev. During 
photosensitized photolysis of ethylene in the excited state, internal 
exchange of hydrogen atoms is realized (the ratio Hn:HD:D0 is approximately 

¿cl 
identical during photolysis of CH2CD? and cis-CHD-CHD). During 

photolysis by light with the wavelengths in the region of vacuum ultra¬ 
violet, such exchange in the excited state is absent (the ratio H^sHDsD^ 

Is equal to 2:8:1 during photolysis of trans-CHDCHD and 2:2:1 during 
photolysis of CH^CD^). During photosensitized decomposition of hydro¬ 

carbons, there occurs the isotope effect. During photolysis by light wioh 
wavelengths in the region of vacuum ultraviolet of mixtures + 

C^Hg + effect is absent, and during 

decomposti.on under these conditions of CHDCHD, CH^CD^, CH^CD^, the isotope 

effect occurs, English Translation: 1 formula and 5 pages. 
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Ti*l# I. PEREDACHA EMERGI I ELEKTRONNOGO V07BUZHDENIYA. 
SRAVNI TEL'NAYA POL' VOZMOZHNYKE Ï1EKHANIZM0V PR REN OSA ENERGII PRI 
RAJIOLIZE ZHIDKIKH RAZBAVLENNYKH RASTVORQV_ 
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ABATRAGT: This paper discusses the causes of deviation from the 
additive law during radiolysis of mixtures: energy transfer betv/een 
separate components; resonance transfer of electron excitation energy 
from the low singlet excited level to the singlet excited level; diffusion 
of excitation between molecules; resonance transfer of energy through 
upper singlet levels; transfer of charge; selectivity in absorption of 
energy by components of the solution. These deviations from additivity 
during radiolysis were divied into two groups: sensitized radiolysis 
and radiation shielding. English Translation 5 pages. 
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excited and nonexcited molecules in liquid phase is discussed in 
detail. The structure of aromatic liquids and solutions is discussed 
in terms of molecular interaction. In the case of strong interaction, 
there occur free excitons the life of which is tc K. where t x 10 

sec is the life of orientative relaxation and n - the number of molecules 
in a domain. As a result of the interactionwith the defects of a domain 
the free exciton becomes localized and forms an excited aggregate 
(eximer) with several neighboring molecules of the liquid through 
resonance Interaction. The eximer along with other molecules in a 
close ordering is called an orienton. The concepts of eximers and 
orientons explain many important features of such an excited liquid 
organic system as anthracene in benzene. English Translation: 5 pages. 
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rule. This indicates that in the absence of photochemical reaction 
the internal decay >r '.he electronic excitation energy of aromatic 
molecules occurs via triplet state. Orig. art. has:' u figures, 
English Translation: 2 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: A nethematical treatment of the resonance mechanism of 

ifrln-^ítinTÍ^Í100 TC^&y transfer Is given. This mechanism operates 
aarinr extinguishing of fluorencence of excited molecules B* by the 
H'Crp. r molecules A, during sensibilized fluorescence of A molecules, 
during Lnhioition of chemical decomposition oí' 3* by A, and during 
sensibil zed photolysis or radiolysis of A molecules. For stronm resonance 
ÍR'„rilf h1 f Tr& tra2s""' «• radius or the molecular Í^I«<luS‘ 
V : - : ‘:^rly upí'n a1ana i where a is the energy transfer constant 
iup. ruling upon molecule orientation and D is diffusion constant. R is 
Independerá of molecular dimension. In general the magnitude of a is 

*• ** ä j 
within 10 v -10 ' cm'"'/sec range and the magnitude of D is ab ou 

.-7 sec. 

mm * ¡ 

1° cm-/sec; consequently, the magnitude of R is the order of 10' 
/nr 1 y^ur3 ?; thfi effective molecular interaction radius R can be 
ctpplxed to the steady state process. If excitation energy transfer from 
T In chemical transformation of A and concentration of A 
.. auff1cit n .ly small, then the steady-stat» concentration of A molecules 

1.:: expressed by civ = - Nv 
it 

Translation : 5 pages aid numerous equations. 

Orig. art. has: 10 formulas. English 
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(10) Acidic Expansion 

ABSTRACTS The transfer of excitation energy between benzene and toluene, 
o-aiphenyloxazole, and 2,5-diphenyloxazole and isopropyldiphenyl and 

cyclohexane was studied* The dependence of the relative intensity (I) 
of luminescence of a diphenyloxazole solution (O.005 moles/l) in ' 
isopropyldiphenylcyclohexane mixture upon the reciprocal viscosity 

solvent os shov/n in figure 1. For all three systems, the experlmer 
&u.ly determined rate constants of energy transfer are lower Mian 
those calculated from the formula 

' 0+ vk) 

where D is diffusion coefficient, r is critical radius for instantaneous 
intermolecular energy transfer by exchange mechanism, t;, is life of excited 

molecules. This discrepancy is probably due to deviation from thr 
probability of resonance interaction W(r) between molecules A and B a- 
calculated from the formula 
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of hydrocarbons at low and medium temperatures was studied. For hi^1 
a rela^atl°n time of the order of lO-^-lO"^1 . 
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tneenf0baVÍ;Liíy ^ vflcuum) of energy transfer from the excited molecule 
to the molecules of the inhabitor by the dipole-dipole mechanism is 

ÜA 

where Wj and are probabilities of dipole generation by excited 

molecules and molecules of the inhabitor, respectively, p(cu) js den-i- 
ty aistrioution in the ultimate state of the inhibitor mSle¿ules,S 
a par?metfr- In many cases, the excitation level of 
firït m°le=ular system, particularly ions, is below the 

^ h1 Klevel0f m0St molecules in the reacting system. In the 
case of strong absorption by the molecules of the inhibitor, che- deoenri 
cnee of the probability of inhibition œ upon concentration is ' tpena‘ 
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'rre B1 and ß2 are constants depending upon the intensity of molecular 
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ABSTRACT: The mechanism of energy transfer was studied using a molecule 
excitation technique based on chemiluminescence. The dosage was as low 
as 2-4 ev. The mechanistic aspects were treated in terms of triplet- 
triplet and triplet-singlet transformation. The energy level schans 
for the oxidation of ethylbenzene and energy transfer to acetylene 
derivatives as reflected in chemiluminescence is shown in fig'. 1. The 
effect of substituents on the probability of triplet-singlet"type inter- 
and intermolecular energy transfers in oxidation of cyclohexane In benzene 

at 50° C is shown in fig. 2. The effect of halogens on 
intermolecular energy transfer conforms to the same mec 
art. has: 2 figures. English Translation: 0 pages and 
equations . 

Fig. 1, Solid line--rate constants of 
energy transfer without chemiluminescence, 
wavy line—energy transfer without chemi¬ 
luminescence, dotted line--course of Irans 
fer. 
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ABSTRACT The yield and duration of luminescence in several or^ani 
compounds v/as studied during their excitation by fast electrons'^to 
assess the dynamic quenching effect. Luminescence duration was 
measured on a phase fluorometer with a modulation frequency 

to =s 1.23*10 sec. Dependence of luminescence duration of plastic s 
lators upon concentration of luminescence additive is shown in fi-• 
Dependence of luminescence yield of liquid and plastic scintillator 
additive concentration is shown in fig. 2. For dependence of luminescenc 
duration of anthranilic acid in alcohol upon concentration see fig. 3. 
For antharenilic acid CCl^ system, the rate constant of luminescence 

quenching is 4.7*10^ 1/mol'sec and the rate constant of photoluminescence 
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CONCERNING THE QUESTION OF MIGRATION OF ENERGY IN THE 
LIQUID PHASE 

ABSTRACT!The mechanism of electronic excitation energy transfer in 
liquid solutions of aromatic compounds is discussed in terms of 
excimers and orientons. The excimer represents an electronically 
excited aggravate involving a localized exciton and several neighboring 
molecules. ihe orienton is a domain involving an excimer and several 
molecules surrounding it in short range order through resonante Inter¬ 
action. An orienton in characterized by reduced potential enervy and 
entropy, and a structure resembling that cf a crystalline material!" Any 
transformation occurring in an excimer is reflected in a correspondía; 
transformation in the orienton. The orienton concept is supported by 
the following experimental evidence: quantum yields, scintillation, 
and long wave electron work function during luminescence are increased 
when the concentration of benzene, xylene, naphthalene or anisóla in 
various solvents is increased. English Translation: 4 pages. 
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English Translation: 2 pages. * 
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TitU ON MIGRATION (TRANSFER) OF ENERGY WITH PARTICIPATION 
OF TRIPLET STATES OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
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ABSTRACT: The mechanism of energy transfer between organic molecules 
in solid solutions, liquid solutions and crystals is discussed in 
terms of resonance theory. In solid solutions, if the Wigner rule of 
preservation of total spin is satisfied, the energy is transferred from 
an organic molecule In a triplet state to another‘in a .singlet state and 
is In accord with the exchange-resonance mechanism 

3rD + ‘rA + Vjj + 3r„ 

where D ic a donor and A is an acceptor. _ 
is operative at a donor concentration in solid 

This "triplet-triplet" mr char.' ;. 
olid solution of 5*10”8-5»10-! 

moies/l and for tne inoermoiecular uxstance of IO-15 ft. An inductive- 
resonance mechanism is operative and the Wigner rule is not followed 
when the intermolecular distance (donor-acceptor) in the solid solution 

is 25-50 ft- In this, case, the acceptor molecule converts into an 
excited singlet state according to: 

FTD »M« 0.4*34 
i. : hi ' :: 
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t ,!ï .‘v,1' , '' n"! ri;'<.' I !<!uId solution, l.]¡e energy transfer is of a 
• , ; 1 : ;1 ^ •'• • ” ar1^ follows the ( xchange res (nance mechanlsra 

1 ];;-J the lif« of organic molecules in triplet state is ' 

J'ec' In case °r benzene, triplet-triplet type enertv 
r proceeds at an appreciable rate at an acceptor concentration 

_5 "ii moies/l (293°K, lr0z] = 0, libe of the donor triplet state 

1 \ . ' T A'hf.: problems oi' bfiplefc-singlet typ« energry transfer in 
1 jy ? solutions and of the triplet-triplet type energy transfer 

in stale remain unsolved. English Translation: 3 pare 
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OBRAZOVAOTYE TON-RADTKALOV PRI RADI OLI ZE ZAMOKOZHENNYKH 
ORGANICHESKIKH ZHIDKOSTEY I POLIMEROVj SODERZHASHCHIKH RASTVORENiiYYE 
izöÜAVKI _ 

(0*)Eml.»r. T.»U FORMATION OF ION-RADICALS DURING RADOILYSIG OF FROZEN 
ORGANIC LIQUIDS AND POLYMERS CONTAINING DISSOLVED ADDITIONS 
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ABSTRACT: This article presents a survey of three recent investigation; 
of the author during gamma-irradiation of dilute solutions of aromatic 
amines frozen in organic liquids and polymers. English Translati f-: 
4 pages. 
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(M)FT.«U ISSLEDOVANIYE OPTICHESKIMI METODAMI ELEKTRONOV, 
3TABILIZIROVANNYKH V NEKOTORYKH PRELEL'NYKH UGLEVODORODAKH 

(W)Cml,»t« Tul» INVESTIGATED BY OPTICAL METHODS OF ELECTRONS STABILIZED" 
IN CERTAIN SATURATED HYDROCARBONS 
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ABSTRACT: Photoluminescence and color of hexane, nonane, 2,4- 
dimethyldecane, tetradecane, cyclohexane, dicylohexyl-4-decane, 1,2- 
dicylohexyldodecane, and high density polyethylene were studied during 

irradiation with fast electrons at 77°K. The irradiation dose varied 
4 8 

from 5*10 to 2#10 rads. The spectra were taken with CP-2M spectro¬ 
photometer. The objective was to learn more about the nature of the 
electron traps which fix electrons during radiolysis of saturated 
hydrocarbons at low temperatures. After radiolysis saturated hydrocarbons 

exhibit photolumincscence (4000-6000 X). The photoluinescence and color 
are due to stabilized ions present in the saturated hydrocarbons. The 
number and depth of electron traps increase with the irradiation dosage. 
By nature, the electron traps occurring in saturated hydrocarbons during 
irradiation are stabilized radicals. These radicals are capable of 
recombination under heating. English Translation: 4 p&ges. 
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ABSTRÀCT: This'paper reports on investigation of high-voltar.e 
polarization appearing in saturated hydrocarbons irradiated at 77K. 
Serailogarithihic anamorphoses of the dependence of reverse current on 
time and the dependence of the electrical conductivity of irradiated 

^ * -4 Ens-lish Translations 7 pages 
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<UlF«f«,t» T.iU TE0RII NAKoPLENIYA 2'AMCROZHENIvYKH RADIKALOV V TVERDYKH 

(Of)Ei«fi'»h THE THE0RY 0F ACCUMULATION OF FROZEN RADICALS IN SOLID 
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ABSTRACT : As Is known [1, 2], during accumulation of radicals in 
solid bodies there are observed gradual deceleration of growth of 
their concentration and transition to limiting, or almost limiting, 
i.e., to very slowly increasing concentrations. In this work there 
are considered certain hypothetical mechanisms of processes leading 
to the phenomenon of "limiting concentration." Part of these 
mechanisms have been to various degrees considered by other authors; 
certain are considered in this work for the first time. First of 
all, we should note that inasmuch as in all cases concentrations 
of radicals are many orders higher than thermodynamically equilibrium 
concentrations, then the nature of the phenomenon is undoubtedly 
connected with kinetic processes occurring in the system, either 
during radiation influence or in a therm )dynamicaily nonequilibrium 
system, in the absence of a field of radiation. Conducted comparison 
with experimental data shows that it is possible to satisfactorily 
explain the observed concentrations cf free radicals (in particular 
nitrogen atoms) at the temperature of liquid helium with the help 

the thermal-chain model. Actually observed concentrations of 
radical 
are 

a higher temperatures (in particular in organic compounds) 
1-2 orders lower than predicted by the obtained formula 

Is probably 
ia of frozen 

radicals exceeding 0.01 (if we express them ar a fraction of all 
bonds In the system). English Translations C pages. 

The 
c.inclusion is drawn that in certain real systems it, 
not possible t^ expect obtaining of concentration 
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léélfmiir» TitU K VOPKOSU 0 MKKHAHIZME ,l STUPENCHATORY1’ RI^KOIiBXNATSII 
SVOßODNYKH RADIKALOV V 03LUCHENNYKH TVERDYKH VESHCHESTVAKH 

T.tU CONCERNING TIDi] QUESTION OF THE MECHANISM OF "STEP" 
RECOMBINATION OF FREE RADICAIS IN IRRADIATED SOLID SUBSTANCES 
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"steps in 

ABSTRACT: The step character of recombination of free radicals In 
irradiated inorganic systems for the first time was observed in works 
[1-5], Lately there has been observed the same recombination in 
cyclohexane and n-octyl alcohol [4], Recently it was shown that 
recombination of macroradicals in irradiated polyethylene^[5] 
and polypropylene [6] at low temperatures also occurs in 
distinction from recombination at temperatures higher than room 
temperature [7].Bwe studied processes of recombination of free 
radicals in various frozen organic substances - phenol, naptnalene 
glycine, malonic and palmitic acids, and others. In majority of studied 
cases, destruction has a step character, i.e.; at a given temperature 
there disappears only a definite part of the accumulated radicals 
(Fig. 1). Analysis of results obtained hare and in the literature 
oermits us to make the following conclusions with respect to 
phenomenology of "step” recombinations 1) are observed step 
In a very wide range of temperatures (phenol ~7G , malonic acid M.00 
glycine ~250o); ?.) magnitude of concentration of free radicals 
remaining on a "step" (n ^ is for a ven sample a iunction only 

o 

CT) 9 
temperature, this is confired by experiments on "splitting of steps" 
(Fig. i). 5) dependence of on T in a number of canes satisfied 

la t ion ship - a - bT (Fig. ). i-'- ilrh 
n, 
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T,,U OBRA;: OVA NI YE RADIKALOV PRI NIZKOTEMPERATURNOM RADI OLI ZE 
A ROM TIGHESKIKH SCLEDINENIY 
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RADICALS DURING LOW-TEMPERATURE RADIOLYSIS 
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/•-•-.-»lRmCi : Investigation of radiolysis of aroir.Htic co;:ipounds and t heir 
derivatives is of ^reat interest due to their hi-h radiation stability, 
le our work, by [EPR] (3I1P) method, there was studied formation of 
radicals during low-temperature radiolysis of certain derivatives of 
benzene. In analysis of EPR spectra of the investigated irradiated 
substances, there were used spectra of simóle radicals - phenyl i1] 
benzyl [2] cyclohexadienyl [3], phenoxyl [4], obtained in our 
laboratoiy and by other authors. Analysis of spectra of benzene and 
1er, mono- und dlalkyl-substituted derivatives and also such derivative^ 
of benzene as benzoic acid, analine and thiophennl (--roup i) showed -- --- 
a characteristic peculiarity of radiolysis of these compounds Is formation 
V; secondary cyclohexadienyl radical as a result of attachment of a 
.., ir -on atom to a phenyl ring. Spectrum of radicals of such type has 
seen tnoroughly studied in works [3, 5, 6]. It is the characteristic 
kr ? plot 
4 pages 

wIUi splitting of components AH = 4b-1. . oe English Translation: 
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REKC1CINATSIYA RADIKALOV V TSIKLÛOEKSAKE¿ OqLUCHENNOM 
V GAZOKRISTALIJCHESKOM SOSTOYANII_ 

Tul« RECOMBINATION OF RADICALS IN CYSLOHEXANE IRRADIATED" IN 
GAS CRYSTAULNE STATE 
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ABSTRACT: Recombination of free raciicals constitutes on of the simplest 
reactions in the solid phase. However, mechanism of recombination has till 
now been insufficiently studied. It is obvious that meeting of two 
radicals can occur either as a result of their diffusion, or durirv 
transfer of free valence throught the substance without displacement 
of molecules. It is possible to expect that mechanisms of second 
type are especially essential in case of high-molecular compounds. 
Nonetheless, it seems to us that even for polymers it is impi.ssible to 
exclude completely recombination of radicals caused by thawin' of motion 
of separate sections of the macromolecule. Estimation of magnitude 
of diffusion coefficient of the entire polymer molecule as a whole, as 
this is done in the work of S. Ye. Bresler and colleagues [1], 
certainly does not solve the problem. English Translation: 9 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: Recombination and transformation of free radicals in 

Kr^Klobitv^e0 "efara,1S' 77-323°K' -/-^radiatÍon SSatiSn 0-40 

îrlwlenc IrTo/lnäT^ ^ ^ dUrlng V-irradiaUon o?npoïy. propylene (77 K and 25 megarads), recombination of J 

alkyl radicals, and the transformation 

alkyl radicals and 
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polyene radicals, take place. The e.. parameter as a function of 
7-lrradlatlon duration at various temperatures is shown in fir;. : . 

.,Similar graphic data on the parameter are given. In polypropylene 

an'i polyLriohutylone, the radical recombination proceeds via the 
migration of hydrogen atoms from one carbon atom of the polymer chain to 
another. This mechanism does not apply to radical recombination in 
polyisoprene and polyisobutylene. 
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Orig. art. has: 

ratio of concentrations of alkyl radicals to alkyl radicals; 

j508°K; 4—323°K. 290°K; 
4 figures> 3 formulas. English Translation: 11 pages. 
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. ISTRAdt: To clarify the cause oi' the two lioht flames observed 
j.ring heating of irradiated amorphous substances, the authors investigated 
the epr spectra of high-pressure polyethylene, commcrical paraffin, 
natural rubber, dicyclohexy1-4-decone and i,S-dicyclohoxyldodecone, 
v:nich were irradiated with fast electrons at 77K. English TransiatLon : 
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ABSTRACT: The formation and destruction of radicals in" about 30 
airrerent arnlno a^lds, peptides and proteins of various molecular 
weights (degree of polymerization) during electron irradiation at room 
temperature were investigated. The dependence of radiation yield 
of radicals and number of radicals per molecule at full saturation 
or degree of polymerization is given. English Translation: 10 formulas 
1 table, 1 graph and 7 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: Transformations and reactions of radicals with molecules in 
. lid ammonia during y-and UV-irradJ tion at low temneratures were 
investigated by the EPR method. It cas found that UV-irradiation n-r 

&ce'taldehyde in which radicals had been preliminarily formed by 
amma-irraoiatlon decelerated polymerization of acetaldehyde English 

irons la tion: 4 formulas, 3 figures. 1 table and A ’ tn^lish 
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(OnC^Utii T”'ßADIATI0N CROSS-LINKING OF RUBBER POLYMERS 

in IWB) Aticas» ütpanfcJon ifttteiM 
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r^hW^KT1^6«6^01 0f irradiation on cross liniing of NK natural 
rubber, polyisoprene rubber, KhK chloroprene rubber, SKD _ « 7 " * V-A --- . CUC l uuucr, OJ\. 

«nrfyanOTÎdv;e!?e.^ï'Ubbe^, ^*50 and ARM butadiene-styrene rubbers, SKMS-30 
^hí!K?DbUía^e^e‘mmíhylftyrene rubbers» and SKEP ethylene-propylene 
solid r^hher^)'6^0^6 yields of free radicals under y-lrradiatlon of 

* ^"196 ?) were measured by EPR technique at -196ÔC and 
he yields of cross linking were measured in terms of maximum swelling 

oí!aXl¡ÍÍne ^J*00® temPerature. Radiative cross linking of natural rubuer 
and the so! fraction of natural rubber with various conten;s of 
diphenyIpicryIhydrazine (DPPH) as a function of irradiation dose is 
snown In fig. 1. 

ii! 

• \ 
* 

‘ 

FIa^. 1. 1--NK natural rubber sol; 2--HK na 
rubber sol 4- 1.25 v/t % DPPH; 3--NK natural 
rubber; 4--NK natural rubber 4 IQ v/t % DPPH 
(A); 5—NK natural rubber 4 16 v/t % 

methylstyrene (o), 

irai 
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:he radiative crons linking of rubbers proceeds maiiily via the ionic- 
.molecular mochanlsrri. It was found that Irreci&Mon of rubbers results 
in an initial loss of free radicals due to recombination and that for 
each type of rubber there In an optium irradiation dose for maximum 
free radical buildup and cross linking. Grig* art. has: 3 figures, 
1 ta b le. Jùïoi Lnh Transía 11 on : 10 pa^es. 
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epr spectrometry, camina radiation, free radical, ammonium 
salt, aqueous solution 

lé*)Pwttfft ît*W ISSLEDOVANIYE METODOM EPR OBRAZOVANIYA T P F EVR A F> H 0 HFli TY A 
FVOBODNYKH RADIKALOV POD DEYSTVIYEM GAMMA -17LUCHE1TYA V FOLYAKH 
NHltCl, NpHit HC1, NpHu H?F0u I IKH ZAMORCZHENNYKr V'ODNYKH RAFTVORAKK 

'iwiSüTTH.* TÎIVESfTGATToH ^Y eI^R kÊtfiòrt OF FOFMATTOM AND TPAMFFOPMATION 
of Tree radicals under action of 7-radiation in salts nhmCi, NoHk . 
HCl, . tip SOU AND THEIR FROZEN WATER SOLUTIONS 
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ABSTRACT! This paper presents the results of a study of the EPR 
spectra of gamma-irradiated ammonium salts and their frozen aqueous 
solutions directly after irradiation by different doses and after 
heating to different temperatures, English Translation: 2 figures 
and 5 pages. 
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(é«Ft»#.r Tal. J33LEDOVAKIYS OBUICHFNNOGO FERKHLQRATA XMMÓNIYA METODOM 

1' LKKTRONNOGO FARAiYAONTTKOCO REZOKAKSA 

(OfíCRtI.ík T,.|. TNvTISTTGATTON OP IRRADIATED AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE BY METHOD 
OF ELECTiv'iN PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 
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ABSTRACT: This papor discusses the nature, accumulation and recombination 
of paramagnetic centers appearing under the action of ionising 
radiation in pure ammonium perchlorate and with addition of thermal 
decomposition catalysts. English Translation: Í pages. 
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K VOFROS'J 0 MEKHANIEME FOTO LIE A VOt'îiYKH ” AMÒR0Z HENNYKH 
RASTVOROV 

T.tU CONCERNING THE QUESTION ABOUT MECH/vNISM OF PHOTOLYSIS 
OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 

t«» eiM 

00 
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ABSTRACTî Free valence transfer to a distance of 1^-17 molecular 
diameters of water was checked by photolysis of fast -"roren 
solutions of hydrogen peroxide and n-propyl alcohol In water. 
English Translation: 2 graphs and 2 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: Photosensitized bimolecular reactions of isotope exchange 
were detected in liquid and solid phases during UV Irradiation of a 
mixture of saturated hydrocarbons in the presence of sensitizers. 
English Trans]at ion: ^ pages. 
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(Of)CH«i<ik Ttil* KINETICS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION OF METHYL 
ALCOHOL AT I,OW TEMPERATURES 
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ABSTRACT: To clarify the mechanism of photochemical ‘ransforma1 ions 
occurring with participation of alcohol radicals, the authors studied 
the kinetics of the accumulation of radicale and ¿raeecus produces 
during UV irradiation of dilute solutions of hydrogen peroxide and 

in methyl alcohol by the EPR mass spectrorreiric inethod. Erirlisfi 

Translation nages , 
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IMIF««.'* T.i). FOTOSENSIBIUZIROVANNQM BENZOLOM I YEGO PROIZVODNYKI 
RASPADE U G LEV ODORODOV PRI NÏZKIKH TEMPERATURAKH VUDRYKI 

,AT ’ LOW * TEMPeStURES3 °F PH0T0CHEMICAD DECOMPOSITION OP METHYL ALCOHOL 
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ABSTRACT; Initial rate of formation of hexatriene, alkyl radical, 
and hydrogen were studied at 77°K as a function of C6¿ and CrD^- 

coneentrations in 3-methylpentane, The dependence of formation rates 
of hexatriene and hydrogen upon temperature was studied in various 

solvents using a 2.10"2 moles/l benzene concentration. All samples were 
U/ Irradiated at 770K. Free radicals were monitored by the EPR technique 

,e object was to elucidate the mechanism of the simultaneous formation 
°1 radicals and hydrogen during UV irradiation of benzene solutions 
at f7°K. The hexatriene formation and the photosensitization were not 
found to the interrelated. The UV irradiation of Cf H, CD, in 

3-methylpentane at 77°K results in formation of 94% h’^ and 6% 
£ 

HD; hydrogen is the sole product when o-D- and p-D-toluene in 
3-methylpentane are subjected to UV irradiation; H0, HD, and D2 

resulted from UV irradiation of C6H5CH3 in 3-methylpentane. A 

photosensitized decomposition of hydrocarbons according to the followinß 
scheme ‘ 0 
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occurs in ihe case of toluene. Results obtained with 

system revealed that the rate of formation of HrCH0 radical is 

10-12 times smaller than the rate of foruiation of alKyl raaicals. 
It was condlued that photosensitized decomposition of hydrocarbons 
at 77 K also occurs in ethylbenzene, cumene, o-, m-, and p-xylenes, 
diphenyl- and trlphenylmethane and other compounds. Ori^. art. 
hasî 1 formula, Kngllèh Translation: 5 pages. 
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ABSTRACT: This report presents certain considerations on the stationary 
distribution of concentrations of primary excited states during the 
action of ionizing radiation on solutions, English Translation: 4 pages. 
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T**l« ekSPERIMENTAL'NYYE KRITERII OPREDELSNIYA prtrody PERVICHNYKH 

PROTSESSOV FRI RADI0LI2E 

T .»U EXPERIMENTAL CRITERIA OF DETERMINING THE NATURE OF THE 

PRIMARY PROCESSES DURING RADIOLYSIS 
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ABSTRACT: The authors propose using two experimental criteria, the 
I-regularitles (I-dose rate) and the dependence of and HpO^ yield 

upon the concentration of the acceptor of active particles, to 
determine the nature of the primary processes during radiolysis. 
English Translation: ? pages. 
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ISStEDOVANIYE VLTYANIYA KTGLORODA NA PERVICHNYYE P HO To ESS Y 
RADIOLIZA ORGANICHESKIKH SOYEDINENIY 

TitU INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF OXYGEN ON THE PRIMARY 
PROCESSES OF RADIOLYSIS OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
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and radiation-oxidation of a fatty acid, its salt and es+er, which 
differed only by substitution in the carboxyl group, in the presence 
and absence of oxygen. Irradiation at -I960 produced identical 
radicals and radiation yields for the fatty acid, led to a decrease 
in G for the ester and the salt and to a change in the character of 
the spectrum for the salt. English Translation: 2 figures, 1 falle 
and 4 pages . I 
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The authors 'Investigated solid-phaso raalaiion polymer iza Mon 
nitrile arid vinyl acetate under + he action, of ij Mev 
vrlth calorimetry of the heat liberated or absorbed during 

rid irradiation and with observation of the PTR signals 
beam and after irradiation. Brief Irradiation of 

rile by large doses (8 Mrad ) with t hawing of the monomer 
C (the phase transi tier' point ), the sample nr 1 :ie.*i*ssarily 

•M reverse freezing after each irradiation led to an Increase 
r yield proportional to the number of irradiations, 
polymerl zatrlon of vinyl acet ate v;as lacking at all 

res in the glasslike and crystal Mates. Kngll 
: 1 figure and 0 cares. 
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PREFACE 

Thin ol Lection oi'ferej to the reader contains a reduced account of reporte 

made at the Symposium or, Elementary Processes of High-Energy Chemistry and discussion 

of these reporta. The Symposium, taking place 18-22 March 1963 In Moscow, with 

respect to the group of questions covered by it, was apparently the first of its 

kind. Coais and methods of organization of symposium are presented In the Introduction 

from the organizing committee. 

One of the important peculiarities In the carrying out of the symposium and 

preparation of the present collection was the tendency to carry the discussion to 

I he future roder. All questions and statements in the discussion were recorded on 

magnetic tape. During preparation of discussion for the press, scientists, 

secretariei, of sessions and editors Introduced certain purely literary corrections. 

Statements in the discussion and also questions are given with Indication of the 

surname of the speaker. In rare casus, nevertheless, surname of the person asking 
. ' 

the question wat» not eutabliahed. 

E:*peclaily animated was discussion of mechanisms of elementary energy transfer 

processes in the condensed phase. In view of the fact that this discussion did not 

Um(J 1-., uuiYlrlent clarity (special arguments were caused fcy questions concomí’ 

the character of dependences between magnitude of radiation yield and concentration 

or additio« ;’. .>f r.idiolysis inhibitors, see p. 179 ), the symposium designated a group 

of rcicrtK under the chairmanship of academician V. V. Voyevodskiy* which had to 

develop a rrrtain unified point of view on the controversial questions. Since 

nppurenu.:/ these questions can be solved only In further experimental and theoretical 

wurKo, thn designated group succeeded only in obtaining from certain scientists 

-1- 
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additional materials and Judgements, Inasmuch as these materials are of general 

interest, and are intimately connected with the whole discussion at the symposium, 

the editors included them in the present collection (see pp. 197-209 ), 

On the whole, the symposium in its theme and form turned out to oe very useful 

for presentation of results of experimental and theoretical works in the region of 

high-energy chemistry, and, which is especially important, for bringing to light 

unsolved questions and formulation of problems for the future. 

Preparation of transactions for press was conducted by the editorial board 

consisting of Doctor of Chemical Sciences Kh. S. Baydasar'yan, Candidate of Physico 

Mathematical Sciences Ye. L. Prankevich, Candidate of Chemical Sciences V. Ye. 

.'kurata and the author of the preface. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Chairman of Organizational Committee of the Svanoaium 
and Doctor of Chemical Sciences V. L. TalWe 
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Esteemed comrades] 

Tl" r'r,'r“r'1 1* in „.p,0t8 „a fl„t of 

'0r,*Inl1 U" ^ ‘I' rim’tU. there 1. »„ „ , 

™u,=„„ ar sclentlete o, etuaylw u«l. interertl^ »th 

o ,.r (radiation ah^i.trr, photoeh.„i.„y, ple,m ch.,1<trï, lono.pb,rlc ohM. 

»a hlsh-teieperaturc ohe.l.trp) to oon.ieer th.oretle.l prohi... oonn.o,.., wth 

eleeientary pr„o,.3„ .hloh her, oo-„„ l.port»« tor .11 or pert ., th. .„Bretel 
areas. 

If we opeak utrictly, then the general theory of the elementary process, the 

foundation of chemical kinetics is unified. ,or instance, gestions of energy 

tr.insier ami transformation of one form of energy (for instance tranelational) into 

another (for Instance of vibrational excitation energy) and back are coeoon for 

chemical kinetics on the whole. 

However, undoubtedly with the appearance of radiation and high-temp.rature 

-roots, with increase of role of plasma state in different regions of technology. 
--- ‘-o-w.ao wocnnoiogy, 

Hh simulai.ion of the ionosphere in the laboratory of man, the attention of kinetics 
JJ at l rv’tqted * ^ *'1 ----- 

nul. dec 1 it ive. 

V -- «vacation or nine 

l; ... ,0 t'lementary pr0CeaEee ’Alch in, so to speak, "usual" chemistry are 
I i< ! I. ïini* ! ri Î s,. . 

-- - '¡I, here are included processes proceeding through strong excitation 
) fl I "'.It i , ef* ..(.-...4 1-. 

'md !;>nl ",UOn °f ,il°"tr0n ahellB' tr—i-i- of excitation through eLc^TlZls, 
rea-’ttonr. oi fast particles. 
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Therefore, in developing a program, the Organizing ' ommittee tried to "saturate1 

it with works dedicated to namely such processes. As I have already said, chemical 

kinetics is unified, and probably namely therefore into our program there have 

"leaked" a certain number of works on elementary processes with participation, for 

Instance, of free radicals in thermal equilibrium with the lattice of a solid body, 

and certain other works which to an equal, or possibly, to a greater degree interest 

the orthodox christ. 

Program oi* symposium is composed of three sections: 

I. Elementary processes in gases. 

IÎ, Elementary processes in the condensed phase. 

III. Elementary processes in quantum generators. 

The last section, included in the program by the proposal of the Physics 

Institute of Academy of Sciences of USSR, certainly does not rover all questions of 

this new rapidly developing region; its task is only the formulation of certain 

problems, and especially the attracting of attention of a new group of scientists 

to this new area of physics and chemical physics. 

There haa been made an attempt to experiment with the method of preparation of 

the program and carrying out of the discussion. Approximately one hundred scientists 

l ‘t r ^ '1 i 3"^ r ^ ’T ' f 1 1 
were sent invitations to formulate concrete questions and to report on which of these 

questions they would want to answer in their reports, and on what they await answers 

from their colleagues. 

Questions obtained in the first round were again reported to the comrades with 

whom we were corresponding. Finally, the whole list of questions was included in 

the appendex to the program with indication which questions would be discussed and 

in what reports. 

Preparation of symposium was promoted by the help of three scientific councils: 

Scientific Council on Use of Atomic Energy in Chemistry (Chairman, Academician A. P. 

Vinogradov), Scientific Council on the Theory of Chemical Structure, Kinetics and 

Reactivity and Catalysis of the Department of Chemical Sciences of the Academy of 

Sciences of the USSR (Chairman, Academician V. N. Kondrat'yev) and the Scientific 

Council on complex problem of "High-Temperacure Thermophysics" (Chairman, Academician 

V. A. Kirillin). The organizing committee thanks the leaders of these councils for 

their help, 

Organl/ing committee is grateful to all lecturers and all scientists participating 

in formulation of questions of the program. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Academician N« N. Semenova 

Dea r c orn rad eu! 

In recent .yearn there hat; occurred considerable expansion of sphere of interest* 

In field of application of chemical Kinetics. This expansion is especially strongly 

connected with development of chemistry of processes occurring at extreme parameters. 

Here are included processes at very high and very low temperatures, at very high and 

very low pressures, processes in fields of different high-power radiations, etc. 

In connection with this, the importance of understanding what elementary 

processes are characteristic for such conditions and what the quantitative of these 

processes uro, was increased. 

The prosent symposium la dedicated to elementary processes of radiation 

chemistry, phot.‘»chemistry, plasma chemistry, high-1-1/\¡aitre chemistry and 

ionosphere '•hemistry . Totality of chemical transfoi’nations naracterlstlc for ’C|’’ .-1¾ ^ ^ f*, ; i;J 
typo., f « tt’o ’a and media has been called by oiv^'¿ers of this symposium 

high-ener gy chemir.i ry. I think that in these areas of chemistry there are Indeed a 

Jarre numb-r .,: related elementary processes, and from this point of view the firet 

1 '*moni i?. Joint consideration of these enumerated areas in world science, which 

i ; t el up h -:..-.1 at this symposium, seems to me to be very useful. 

At the same tIme, It is necessary, certainly, not to forget that kinetics of a 

ornp lien ted process in real systems is determined by a complicated set of elementary 

event r. and by the general conditions under which this system is found — let us say 

:- n of proximity to equilibrium, distribution of energy, etc. It is necessary 

to consider this in order not to fall into "overgeneraliaation" on the basis of only 



one conaideration of elementary processes. 

Questions outlines to the symposium for consideration have very great 

theoretical value for many regions of contemporary science and technology. There 

is no aense In enumerating these regions - they are known to every participant of 

the symposium. 

It is necessary to note that Soviet scientists have made a serious contribution 

to the study of the elementary chemical process. It is pleasant for me, for 

Instance, to note that the chairman of this session. Academician V. N. Kondrat'yev 

and Academician A. N. Terenin are two of the pioneers in the region of experimental 

study of elementary processes. The laboratory of V. N. Kondratyev, since its 

founding hac. been called the laboratory of elementary processes. Now in the field 

of study of elementary processes, which lies within the group of interests of the 

present symposium, there are working a very large number of scientists of many 

scientific establishments of our country. 

I began my statement appearance with the fact that the range of questions 

considered by the symposium seems to me to pertain to an extensive region of extreme 

effects, by part which consists of high-energy chemistry itself. I would like to 

note what great interest a combination of different types of extreme effects on 

matter can present. For Instance, in recent years, new prospects have been opened 

by a combination of methods of high-energy chemistry with low temperatures. This 

combination, in the conditions of a solid body, creates a situation in which the 

proce.'.ses determining chemical transformations are processes of energy transfer and 

processes of charge exchange. Of processes studied up to the present time, very 

interesting, have turned out to be, for Instance, processes of radiation polymerization 

in solid bodies at low temperature. On the other hand, processes of solid-phase 

polymerization, possibly, even in the absence of radiation are connected with 

transmission of excitation, and application of radiation methods serves here for 

interpretation of the role of energy transfer in general. 

What ha br-c-u said is only an example from that extensive region to which our 

symposium awaits to introduce a contribution. 

Allow iw to wish to you successful work. 
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1. KLKMKNTARY 1 WITH PARTICIPATION 
iCTRÔNi? AND ION, 

•OCIATION OF MOLECULES DURING ELECTRON lí^lPACT 
AND RADIATION CHEMISTRY 

V. Sumln 

High-energy chemistry, In particular radiation chemistry awaits from 

investigation elementary processes (mas spectrometry) first of all data about 

yields of initial products of every process 

In radiation chemistry 

their states and Kinetics of molecular 

transformation as the distribution of initial product 

there are frequently directly used experimental mass-spectra of electron impact. 

Thus It Is implied that disintegration of molecular Ion occurs instantly,. ' i.e 

exceeding in order of magnitude the time between collisions of 

one molecvtlc sec in a gas under standard conditions). 

Information about state of initial products Is very limited Knowledge o time 

if experimental mass-spectrum gives the answer, first of all, to the 

question concerning, initial product and only indirectly information about their 

Certain data on disintégrât! on rate of molecular ions is given by radiation 

tot if. Numerous case correlation between mass pectra and yields of 

’ducts in gar, and sometimes even In liquid phase can be explained by 

disintegration f instantané ou, 

usually It is impossible to obtain reliable information in such a way 

pee ftrometry there* are Known slow disintegrations 

fliv.t are let-ty proven and observed for diatomic molecules during electron impact 

.lies during auto ionization. Slow disintegrations appear in 

me lastable ions For explanation of mass are used two 

According lo statistical hypothesis, all remaining disintegrations are 

(time to disintegration greater than 10 slow according to 

JL O. V.* J..JI 
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We Investigated low disintegrations by the method of line shapes 

for Ions containing two or three C atoms formed from 

instrument [MV?>02] (MB23-02) with resolution ( 

Measurements 

emlheight of line) ~9000. It 

formed during a time of 10” -10 the time to disintegration is bigger 

It is interesting to note that kinetic energy of ver» 

f ragma te, ar. a rule, increases in the same direction These results will 

with the a umptlon of formation of these ions due t o consecutive disintegrations 

during a time of about 5-10 sec. All enumerated 

... I 
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'local" hyjiothes i, breaking of C ~ C bonds occurs during uhe time ^10 sec, and 

subsequent delachinent of H atoms can be slow. These hypotheses give qualitatively 

dllíerent jfedictiono for init ial radiolysis products. Thus, there appears the 

problem oí i lading the distribution >>f dissociation products according to 

disintegration rates. 
; ? r l|lS| 
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turned out that among ions (m < 2n + 1) there is always a considerable part 

p Mj-i.*. ww a^xjucu i i vm 

ions cannot be primary radiolysis products, and the initial ions for them (probably 

the ’instantly" formed ions CrjIÎ2n+i) must be strongly excited. For ions C^Hy and 

C2H3 the tirae °r formation in any case is less than 5-10”9 sec. Calculations 

conducted with use of the quantity of kinetic energy of fragments as excitation 

energy per degree of freedom (according to the statistical hypothesis) for these 

lone lead to the conclusion of inapplicability of the hypothesis of statistical 

distribution of energy to them. 

lor estimation of small disintegration times, we assume to use the method of 

angular distributions of fragmentation ions, which gives us the possibility only to 

determine excitation energy, which till now (with rare exceptions) has only been the 

subject of speculative conclusions, 

The proposed method of determination of excitation energy consists in that 

at. uiiieiently high electron energies, (3-4 times higher than ionization energy 

or greater) momentum transmitted by electron to molecular ion as a whole is simply 

connected with excitation energy transmitted to ion. 

Transmii ted momentum is measured experimentally according to the distribution 

unction of ions with respect to projections of velocity onto the direction of the 

• .uctron beam. Thus a motionless molecule acquired kinetic energy of the order of 

10 J ev. Measurements (with calculation in the approximation of very high electron 

er■!rules) rave for excitation energies of H* and He+ results with an accuracy of 

v1-'.'. It Is very important that this method can also be applied for fragmentation 

k lliii 
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ions (in v.ht> case of clow disintegrations) 

Di sc usa i on 

V, N, Komi rat,1 y f y. You said that C — H bonds are broken "more slowly'1 than 

ütheru. Is there a theory with the help of which it is possible to estimate the 

rate of thin process? 

M, V, Uu^.vev. We assume that the C — C bond is broken during a time of 

~10 ^ sec, and later there occurs detachment of H atoms. These are qualitative 

ideas. A theory does not exist. 

V. N. Korulrat »yev. Were these observed cases when an ion during disintegration 

gives a saturated molecules? Now in very many schemes of chemical reactions it is 

assumed that during disintegration of a radical there is obtained Hg. 

M. V. tiuj^yev. This question was considered only in one work.1 As an example 

can serve the ion of propane, which during disintegration gives Investigation 

of neutral disintegration products is experimentally a difficult problem. 

L. M, (Junyuk. What is the time of motion of an ion to the collector? 

M. V. Gurtyev. Time of motion of ion to collector is comparatively long; in 

our instrument it is about. 10 sec, but this magnitude does not have significance 

for the proponed method. 

V. V. v<'yevodskly. Was the process of detachment of a separate atom from a 

whole molecular ion Investigated? 

M. V. (Jur'ye/. For those substances which we studied, this is a quite doubtful 

process, except for methane. From our data it follows that CHÍ ion will be formed 

-8 from CHh in a time of about. D-10* sec 
*4 

our method permita doing this. 

We did not investigate CH^ ion, although 

XD. Be.-tv ami 0. Osberghaus. Z. Phya., l6û, 406 (i960). 
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products at pressures of the 

a method of measurement 

products 

CONCERNING A METHOD OF DETERMINATION OF DISINTEGRATION 
TIME OF EXCITED IONS 

G. V. Karachevtsev and V. L. Tal* rose 
• V 

iHiilftl; ■ 
Determination of‘ time of disintegration of excited molecular ions formed by 

electron impact is a batiic question in searches for correlation between 

obtained al, low pressures and composition of radiolysis 

order of one atmosphere. The authors have proposed and tested 

of disintegration rate of primary ion formed by electron impact in ynaavâ 

bared on energy analysis of ions during Ionization by elections of a thin filament 

in a strong electric field 

wû» ma* 

- cathode; n — 
filament: a - cylinder, 1, ?, 
,*.« ^) eIee .nuiea forming ion 
be;mn. There are shown 
o 1er I. rode potentials dur ing 
operation with deceleration 

Thanks to the fact that ionization occurs in a strong 

electrical field, small differences in times of 

formation and dissociation of primary ion into 

fragments lead to the case in which kinetic energy 

which fragmentation ions obtain in this field will 

be noticeably less than tnat which they would have 

if dissociation occurred Instantly, Magnitude of 

kinetic energy which ions will have can be determined, 

for instance, by the method of the retarding field. 

This energy will serve a measure of life time of 

the primary ion. Quantitative relation between 

magnitude of energy and lifetime of primary ion 

can be established only on the assumption of a 

definite mechanism of disintegration. 
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We have eoniiidered the comparatively simple case of disintegration into two 

fragments (ionized and neutral)*1 It is assumed that disintegration of one part of 

all ions occurs according to the usual single-molecule law; the other part is 

considered to be not at ail able to disintegrate. Under 

this assumption, for disintegration of ions in the 

cylindrical field of a filament, there is obtained a 

formula (see footnote) with the help of which there can 

be performed estimation of rate constants according to 

the ratio of fragmentation Ion current to nondisintegrated 

ion current under a given decelerating potential. 

In preliminary experiments the ion source (Fig. 1) 

with filament (n) in its cylindrical ionization chamber 

was assembled and installed on a usual magnetic mass- 

-2 
spectrometer. Diameter of filament was *-10 mm, 

diameter of cylinder was 10 mm and potential applied to 

filament relative to cylinder could be varied from 0 to 

+100 V. As a source of electrons served tungsten 

cathode (k). Rough energy analysis of ions could be 

produced by means of creation of a retarding electrical 

field between plates 1 and 2 of the ion source and 

controlled according to change of width of mass-spectro- 

metric peak. 

As first example of investigation was selected dissociative ionization of 

n-hexane. Into source war. admitted mixture of argon and n-luxane, and there was 

taken manu-spectrum of mixture at zero potential of filament with respect to cylinder 

(as in the usual ion source of a mass-spectrometer) and at potential oí filament 

») ») 

Fig. 2. Sections of 
mass-spectra of a 
mixture of n-hexane 
and argon (contribution 

of Ar+ ions to 40 amu 
line is ahaded) i a) 
with deceleration of 
ions; b) without 
deceleration of ions. 

equal to 4 LOG v, with subsequent deceleration of ions to +10 ev. In Fig. 2 are 

given sections of mass-spectra of mixture of n-hexane and argon (contribution of 

Ar* ions in 40 amu line 1c shaded). Ratios Iç:^Hy~/^Ar+, + *CAr+ +//IAr+ 

vcMilii, with accuracy, constant when decelerating potential is turned on. This 

-8 
elenirier. that decay time of + (C^) io less than 10'J sec. 

_ 
lG. V. Karachevtsev and V. L. Tal*roze. Kinetika i kataliz, 4, 92? ( 
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In these first experiments is still one-two orders 

i let ion of behavior of ions at atmospheric pressure than In required for prei 

one-two orders greater than ever attained by the direct method 

Calculâtions (see footnote) show that by Increasing potential of filament to 2 ev 

relative to potential of cylinder and applying or decelerating system, which ensures 

uie of energy of ions to 10 ev, it is possible to measure decay times of 

At present experiments in this ec for the some fragmenta of n-hexane 

being prepar 

Discussion 

Did results of your work coincide with those presented in 

results do not contradict results reported in the paper 

, since according to their estimate decay time of ions with only 

C bonds, which we investigated, is less than 5-10 

within the framework of our method it Is still 

Regarding breaking of l 

detachment of hydrogen 

nssib le to say anything about this. 

M. V. (iur’yev. Did you consider the kinetic energy of fragmenta during partial 

Integration of an already accelerated ion? 

V. L. Tal1rose. No, this was not taken into account. 

than for reactions In Do your conducted experiments mean 

of collision exceeds 10“ sec, it is 

results obtained 

ssures when characteristic time asma a 

but directly to use consider secondary processes, 

spectrometer? 

during disintegration If we could guarantee that particles formed 

then this would signify that mass-spectral 

which it is possible to use at pressures when 

However, this is not so, inasmuch as 

which we have 

do not enter into any other reactions 

nt the final result data rep re; 

(~1 mm Hg) 

formed after disintegration can enter into secondary reactions 

haracterißti 

jblem here is to answer the queotion, just what secondary 

o consider. If, for instance 

then there will be formed a definite in a very short time, 

etc., which is known to us from mass-spectrum of CH; 

occur 

>no start in a definite way to react with molecules of methane and other 

say that disintegration occupies a much larger time than however 

fJk
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time between eoillßiona, then we are not right in transferring results of investigation 

of processes taking place during electron bombardment in a vacuum to conditions ol 

considerable pressures, and are obliged to think about how excited but undecomposed 

ion ChJ will react with other molecules. 

Lt N. GanyuK. Does magnitude of field in which lifetime of excited ion la 

studied have any influence on disintegration of ions? 

V. L. faldroze. No, those fields which we have applied still do not render 

such an influence. Influence of electric field on disintegration of ions is well- 

known, and was studied in experiments with nonuniform electrical fields obtained 

near very sharp points. In order for such an influence to occur, energy obtained 

by charged particle at distance of the order of atomic dimensions should be of the 

same order as dissociation energy. The fields at which such influence starts to be 

"felt" have to be two or three orders higher than those which we applied. 

j 
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CONCKRNING TRUE MAS, SPECTRA AND KINETIC ENERGIES OF IONS 

lumin, M. V Tunitskiy 

ueation about truth of observed mass spectra has 

what extent it is possible to use data 

a direct relation to the 

of relative yields of 

fragments during electron impact for study of primary processes of high- 

cnt*rgy chemistry, and. In particular, radiation chemistry. As a rule, products of 

electron impact arc* studied on mass-spectrometers with small aperture, which 

Introduce eonslderable distortions into mass-spectra due to scattering of ions with 

It is obvious that fraction of fast ions in large Lateral components of velocity 

beam parsing through system of slots will be the lees the greater their energy 

known as discrimination of fast ions 

For correction of experimental mass-spectra, it is necessary to know, first, the 

initial distribution of ions with respect to energies and secondly, to obtain an 

oefficient of ions with various kinetic energies. 

energies of fragmentation ions are also of great independent 

In practice, during solution 

m about obtaining the initial distribution of ions with respect to 

ico, it Is necessary to use two methods 

interest in investigation of processes of dissociation 

investigation 

ral line in case of large kinetic energies and obtaining of 

li respect to the component of velocity parallel to the axis of slots 

t cornet or by method of deflection (for energies of the order of 

thermal, euer 

of form of mass-spectral line of a fragmentation ion, it is 

ir./ to distinguish Instrument line broadening from smearing in the direction of 

• iiii 
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low accelerating voltages, which is connected with existence of initial velocity of 

the ion. This is attained by solution of the convolution equation, in which as the 

instrument function there appears the line shape of molecular ion, with natural 

width much smaller than the magnitude characterizing resolution of the mass-spectro¬ 

meter. Theoretical distribution obtained from analysis of line shape is connected 

with the initial distribution of ions with respect to energies by the relationship 

where <v(E) initial distribution of ions with respect to energies, and and V2 

characterize the magnitude of aperture of instrument according to two measurements. 

Analogously there are found relationships for the method of deflection of ions 

along the slot with the difference that there is considered discrimination only with 

respect to one direction - perpendicularly to axis of slot. To obtain collection 

coefficients, complete solution of equations is replaced by determination of average 

energies, which considerably simplifies calculation. In the case of analysis of line 

shape, collection coefficient has the form 

p «. const Ml 
/¡•to—Mè 

where 1'0 and Kq are area of experimental respectively for fragmentation and molecular 

peaks; f^ and are the first moments of these lines. 

Still more simply are determined magnitudes of average energies and collection 

coefficients during the study of component of velocity by method of deflection along 

slot in case of strong discrimination: average energy is directly proportional, and 

collection coefficient is inversely proportional to square of line width at a height 

e times less than height at maximum of line (e is base of natural logarithm) if 

experimental, curve can be described by Maxwell's law. For majority of fragmentation 

ions of organic molecules, this approximation does not introduce essential errors. 

In order not to distort the initial distribution of ions with respect to energy by 

focusing of the ion beam, there has been created an instrument with plane electrical 

field in the region of ionization. Such a design permits us to apply exact 

calculation for determination of initial energy of ions and collection coefficients, 

where»;’, in instruments with focusing of ion beam there can be obtained only relative 

or approximate results, as usually has been the case. 

By the method of analysis of line shape there has been investigated the 

fragmentation ion N* from N?. Magnitude of its average kinetic energy was 

approximately 3 ev, which agrees with source material. Collection coefficient 



£*,;i-spectrum of n-hcxane determined 
o account initial energy of ions: 
spectrum according to the catalog of 

intensity of line m/e 
Iditlon to magnitude 

into account discrimination 

hexane with m/e; 2Ó-28, 58-40, 50-51* ar.d 62-6? having fraction of ion rom 

How was instrument function chosen? 

I" '«p»1 
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calculated according to the given formula turned out to be equal approximately to 

1/20, and testifies to the fact that formation cross sections of N+ and Ng from Ng 

are identical within the limits of experimenta] error. 

By the method of deflection there have been investigated fragmentation ions of 

certain organic molecules. As an example, on the figure there are presented data for 

n-hexane obtained for energy of ionizing electrons equal to 70 ev. Magnitudes of 

average kinetic energies of 

4 fff 

fragments of organic molecules are 

included in range from energy of 

close to thermal energy to energy 

of about 0.5-0,5 ev. Source data 

for these ions are strongly 

exaggerated. Collection coefficients 

for fast ions depending upon their 

energy have a magnitude a few times 

(up to 10) smaller than for Ions 

with thermal energies. During 

correction of experimentally 

observed relative yields of 

fragmentation ions with high 

kinetic energies, total ionization 

cross section in the case of 

n-hexane Id increased by 1.5 times. It ia necessary to note that besides change of 

total cron;, rcction, form of spectrum changes: contribution of fast ions, a 

considerable part of which are not recorded in experiments due to discrimination of 

the Instrument, is greatly Increased. For instance, by 2-5 times is increased the 

average one ivy 

K- A. Khincl'nltrkly 

L. V. f.nmin. Instrument function was determined experimentally according to 

line of molecular ion. 

at KhriH *ni tskly. How do you explain the fact that mass-spectra obtained 

on e;. sent in! iy different Instruments little differ from each other? 

-IS* B9 



L. V. .'Vu-min. AU mass-spectrometiirß, ar. a rule, poseeas strong discrimination 

and therefore mass-spectra are similar. 

H, A. KhmeUnitaKl^. What you can say about discrimination in a time-of-flight 

mass-spectrometer? 

L. V. ;:umln. Time-of-flight instrument in this sense was not considered by us. 

V, L. Tai1 rozo. In connection with question about influence of kinetic energy 

of fragments on mass-spectra, it is necessary to cay the following: It is difficult 

nevertheless to understand why discrimination in all mass-spectrometers of the world 

does not lead to very different mass-spectra. If we leave aside problems of high- 

energy chemistry, then simply for analytic mass-spectrometry it is very important 

that this question be clearly answered. 

M. V. CiuHyev. In reality, mass-spectra obtained on various instruments differ 

tion, it follows that mass-spectra can be similar, even while being strongly 

discriminated. Thus, every separate type of instrument requires, naturally, special 

considerations and exact numerical calculations. Regarding the time-ot-flight 

instrument, discrimination in it is not so small, as it may cecm at first glance due 

to the small magnitude of accelerating voltage and application of pulse ejection. 
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INFLUENCE OF KINETIC ENERGY OF RELATIVE 
OF ION AND MOLECULE ON CHOSE SECTION A 

OF AN ION-MOLECULE REACTION 
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M. I. Markin and V. L. Tal'roze 

In preceding inveatigationa of authors [l] dedicated to ion-molecule reactions 

Ulero were obtained direct experimental indications that charge exchange at low 

velocities of particles has a resonance character. At the same time, it la known 

that the cross section of resonance or close to resonance charge exchange at high 

speeds only slowly decreases with Increase of energy of relative motion of particles. 

On the other hand, the authors several years ago was assumed that ion-molecule 

reactions with transition of heavy particles should be sharply decelerated with 

increase of speed to the speed when energy, which is transformed in accordance with 

law of conservation of momentum Inside the complex, starts to noticeably exceed a 

magnitude oí' the order of binding energy [2]. This assumption found confirmation 

in work;: [])s 4J. 

J'Yom comparison of given characteristics of dependence of charge exchange and 

transition cross sections of a heavy particle on kinetic energy, it ensued that with 

growth of this energy, charge exchange cross section should as a nil • "outstrip" the 

M-.m:.¡ l ion .vein section of the heavy particle If during collision both transitions 

>vn energetically permitted. 

The pn ¡ent work was. dedicated to checking this statement, for which there was 

required development of a special method, inasmuch as joint Investigations of 

transition of electron and heavy particle at low speeds is methodologically very 

difficult. 

---- 
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Fig. 1. Diagram of Ion source: 1) ionization chamber; 
2) collision chamber; 3) cathode. 

As the object of investigation served the competition of the reactions: 

1^+01^(^1+ + 11, (tú (1) 

H« +C^-*oJ +H|. M 

(in parentheses there are given symbols of corresponding cross sections). 

In the ionization chamber of the special source of the mass-spectrometer 

(Pig. 1)# under the action of a pulse of electrons there occurred ionization of 

mixture of oxygen and hydrogen (OgîH^ » 1:100). The formed "packet” of ions was 

extracted from this chamber,, accelerated to a definite energy, entered collision 

chamber and, after emerging from it, was deflected by deflector plates, and thus did 

not enter the mass-analyzer. Secondary ions formed in collision chamber have 

velocity close to thermal, and can therefore be found in collision chamber for a 

relatively .Large interval of time. After time tg (usually 10-15 microseconds), 

after cessation of action of ionizing pulse on extracting electrode, there was given 

a voltage \^Ue, under the action of which secondary ions were extracted from the 

co Union chamber. For the time of action of the extracting pulse, voltage was 

removed from the deflector plate, and secondary ions could pass into the macs-analyzer, 

The meucured value of ion currents and Og are proportional to cross 

sections of processes o1 and o^, inasmuch as special experiments have shown that 
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overwhelming fraction of 0?+ ions will be formed 

as a result of reaction (2), and not as a 

result of charge exchange reaction 

ot+o,-o,+o;. (3) 

As can be seen (Fig. 2), with increase 

* H 
.uirr*/ or Ion Nj, nv 

Fig. 2. Dependence of ratio of 
crocs sections of processes 

H2 * °2 °Ptl^ + H and [[? + °2 

-* o;‘ -i H0 on energy of Ions. 

of energy of ionc there occurs relative 

decrease of reaction cross section (1) up to 

energy ~10 ev, at which there occurs quite a 

sharp break of the curve, and measured ratio 

of cross sections remains practically constant 

at energies higher than ~10 ev, and does not 

drop to zero as was assumed. It turned out. 

however, chat at energies higher than 10 ev, and does nut drop to zero as was 

assumed. It. turned out, however, that at energies higher than 10 ev, formation oi 

considérable number of üpH* ions occurs as a result of the following set of 

procès ses a : 

hJ (rut) (•»») +H, (rut) 

H« !•*-) +0,-<yi+ + H. 

Thus;, It Is possible to consider that sharp change of path of curve at energy 

~10 ev In indeed connected with expected sharp decrease of reaction cross section 

(i). At this magnitude of kinetic energy of HÍj Ions, excitation energy of complex is 

£•*. - E ** 10• H =s9.4 eV. 
Hg '"Q.-r'WH, S4 

The author.1: are grateful to technician S. V. Nikitin for his help in this work 
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Discussion 

N. TurrlIskiy. Was electron energy varied? 
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M. I, Markin. In our experiments energy of electrons was constant and equal to 

60 ev. 

Vj. N* K^ndrat.♦yev. During charge exchange which occurs with large tfross section, 

there practically does not occur exchange of kinetic energy. Formation of complexes, 

however, occurs with exchange of kinetic energy. Was kinetic energy of products 

measured in the case of formation of complexes? 

M. I. Markin. Measurement of kinetic energy was not conducted. In ouv case 

kinetic energy of the actual complex should be about 656 of kinetic energy 0.:* hydrogen 

ion. 

M. y. Guryev. If ions are formed as a result of a tertiary process, then 

there should be a specific dependence of current intensity of these ions on pressure 

of hydrogen. 

Mt I, Markin. Such a dependence was observed, and according to it there was 

determined the contribution of the tertiary process. 

A. Ya. Temkln. Does there exist an energy region in which first and second 

processes are resonance processes? 

M. I. Markin. The first process, which passing through a stage of formation of 

an intermediate complex, is not a resonance process. The second process we considered 

to be resonance in the entire measured region. Endotherm of this process if. -0.1 ev, 

where this energy can be "taken" for the Hg ion. 

V» . 1. Gol1danskly. Is it not expedient to interpret the mechanism of processes 

studied by you in terms of an intermediate state and partial width and, let us 

assume, to formulate the following question: how does partial width affect electron 

transport? 

V, L. Tal1 rosse. Here it is necessary to distinguish two questions. The first 

of them is the question about intermediate states having a lifetime of the order of, 

let us say, the electron transition time (for instance, it is possible to consider 

résonance charge exchange to be such). Naturally, such states are always formed. 

But there appears the second question - will there be formed after this "something" 

with long lifetime, greater than IcT^-lo“1’ sec, which then disintegrates, giving 

products or elementary reaction. This "something with long lifetime" is an ionic- 

tnoleculctr complex, lifetime of which frequently is not only icr1'5«!*)’12 sec, but 

larger, sometimes exceeding a microsecond. It is natural that if lifetime is so 

great, then there has Lime to occur quasi-resonance distribution of energy with 

respect to degrees of freedom of such a complex. The question which we studied could 
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have been Cormulated In the following way: how does relationship between charße 

exchange cross section anti transport cross section of heavy particle affect the 

fac t of format Urn of such an ionic-molecular complex? 

In accordance with the point of view expressed by ue both in this report and 

earlier, processes requiring a lone lifetime of the complex with kinetic energy of 

about I'd <3v arc practically eliminated, and there remain only those processes which 

correspond to short-lived intermediate states, apparently exactly those which 

V. I. (Jol'tianskiy has in mind. As follows from our results, with increase of 

kinetic energy, charge exchange processes start to predominate over transport 

processes of the heavy particle, i.e., processes which are favored by formation of 

a complex. 

ÎJ. \\. Tunltslrly. In the report of V. L. Tal'roze and M. M. Markin it was 

indicated that excitation of ion affected the character of its ion-molecule 

reactions. In connection with this, it would be possible to suggest an experiment 

in which lit id obtained near its appearance potential. As follows from our data. 

In thi:- on. e there is obtained an H* Ion practically without vibrational excitation 
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EXCITATION AND DISSOCIATION OF IONS AS A RESULT OF COLLISIONS 
WITH ATOMS AND MOLECULES AND THEIR RELATION 

WITH MASS-SPECTRA 

S. Ye. Kupriyanov 

Data on mass-spectra and appearance potentials permit us to estimate average 

excitation energy of molecular ions. This magnitude turns out to be [1, 2] of the 

order of several electron-volts for ions of hydrocarbons. In case of dissociation 

of ions us a result of collision with atoms and molecules, their excitation energy 

can be estimated likewise. It is natural that in the case of identical excitation 

of ions obtained in different inelastic processes, mass-spectra formed as a result 

of dissociation of these ions should be similar. As can be seen [3], this occurs 

in processe.:, of Ionization of molecules by electrons, a-particles, in processes of 

dissociation of Iona as a result of collisions with atoms and molecules and during 

charge exchange. 

From the conducted analysis |*t], it follows that approximately identical spect 

are also obtained during ionization of molecules by photons. We will note that 

similarity of mass-spectra obtained in different processes is observed for various 

energy regions: energy of ions Kev, energy of a-particlea Mev, energy of 

electrons :Ao ev. Mass-spectra obtained by ionization of molecules by electrons of 

low energies (close to ionization potentials). For example, in Table i are given 

mar.M-spectra m* and n-C^H^ and dissociation spectra of these ions as & result 

of single collisions with neon atoms. Dissociation spectra of ions are obtained on 

the double mao.:;-spectrometer, description of which is given in work [5]. Mass-spectra 

of ions are approximately identical. Analogous results are obtained for molecules 

and lone of water, ammonia, methane and propane [6]. 

! 
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Molecular and fragmentation ions In approximately Icf^-lcT^ sec after their 

appearance have excitation energy or the order of dissociation energy. The presence 

of such energy in the case of separate polyatomic ions can be judged according to 

Known spontaneous decays of metastable ions. From results of investigations [7, g] 

one may see that such energy is possessed by many complicated and simple molecular 

and fragmentation ions. It is known that dissociation cross section of ions 

were kinetic energy attains several [8, 10] and even hundreds of Kev [11], depend 

on energy otate of these ions. 

I able 1. Comparison of Mass-Spectra of Electron Impact 
and Mass-Spectra of Disintegration of Corresponding Ions 
During Collisions with Neon (energy of Ions is 3.5 Kev). 
(In the Table there are Contained the Most Intense Lines: 
rt/e is Ratio of Mass to Charge) 

CgH*N <CaH,N*) 

mfc 

52 
51 
50 
50 
37 
27 

»•CtHitCCiH»*) 

rtAaa-gpgctru* 
of 
tr.-nJo I**»«! 

Ma»->p«alrt« 
of diilrt«- 
MTfttlOtl 

m'« 
fBiuia-spcRlruH 

ol" #100- 
Kfhfïlc impart 

»ifiB-apaoinjB 
of dialRt»* 
«erat Ion 

».5 
12,8 

5*2 
2,8 
1.7 
7,1 

58.4 
3,9 

56,0 
12,2 
1.3 
3.4 
1.4 
8,3 

31.2 
8.2 

100,0 100,0 

57—48 
43 
42 
41 

28 
27 
25 

2,0 
35,8 
4.2 
9.8 
4.8 

15.8 
11.8 
13,3 
1.8 

44.0 

2 100.0 
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In the case of dissociation of simple ions of different origin, there are 

obtained strongly differing dissociation cross sections. Thus, for instance, it 

has been shown [12] that dissociation cross section of ions obtained during 

electron bombardment of methane is approximately 2.7 times greater than dissociation 

oi cress sect Ion Kp ions from hydrogen. However, during dissociation of larger 

hydrocarbon Lons, dissociation cross sections of identical ions of different origin 

dlfior írom -ach other to a lesser degree, as can be seen from data in Table 2. 

Dissociation cross sections of the same ions of different origin with breaking of 

the !•: - C bond do not strongly differ. By considering the influence of excitation 

energy on dissociation cross sections of ions [10], it is apparently possible to 
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auauiwe that C - C binding energy for these ions is approxiinately identical,1 although, 

it is Known, C - C binding energy for corresponding molecules is different. 

Consequently, distribution of ions requiring for their formation breaking of C - C 1 

bond with respect io excitation energy in the given case does not change so strongly 

as it changes in the case of Hg ions [11] when they are obtained from various 

molecules. Detailed consideration of these data will be conducted in another work; 

we will note only that structures of ions of different origin are not the same. 

It wc assume that for ions from ethylene, near every C atom there are two H atoms, 

although iono with different number cf H atoms can be regrouped, then among ions 

i ront propane and n-butane there are definitely those for which one C atoms has three 

H atoms and the other has one. 

Table 2. Dissociation Cross Sections of and CgHg* 

of Different Origin, icr1^ cme 

Collisions with Neon). 
Ion Energy 2.5 Kev, 

Initial «iMult 

C.H, C.H. C#H, 

2.07 
0.26 
0.12 
0,06 

2.60 
2.80 
0,37 
0,06 
0.16 
0,07 
0,04 

2,00 
0.29 
0.13 
0,07 

1,90 
0,23 
0,15 
0,09 

2,10 

"WüPP 
- 

From maso-spectrum of it is impossible“ to establish that ions form the 

peak m/e = 26. Dissociation spectrum shows that contribution of CN+ ion to intensity 

of this peak lu small. Consequently, this peak is formed mainly by CgHg ions. Thus, 

study of dissociation spectra of ions formed during collision with atoms and molscuips 

permits us in certain cases to Judge concerning the structure, nature and energy state 

of the lona. 

'î1 avpraKed over aU lona of the beam, since in the beam there are lone 
wilh dltierent degret of excitation. 

!If wc do not apply mass-spectrometers of high resolution 
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Discussion 

V. N. Kondrat'yev. Electronic levels for a number of diatomic and triatomic 

particles are known. Has anyone tried to compare data obtained by your method with 

optical data? 

Ye« Kupriyanov. Such attempts have still not been made by anyone. Besides, 

we should stress that from the moment of formation of the ion in the source of the 

mass-spectrometer to the time when this ion collides with a molecule or atom and 
—3 “"6 

reacts (or dissociates), there passes a time of the order of 10 -10 sec. 

Therefore, ns formed in the source for the most part have time to deexcite, and 

will react only in the vlbrationally excited state and also in the metastable state. 

_____ 
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CONCERNING MA.SÉ 3-SPECTRJ \ OF EXCITED MOLECULAR XONf ; Bl 

Z. Latypov and S. Ye. Kupriyanov 

In thin work there are compared mans-spectra described in the literature, which 

are obtained in processes of collision of molecules with electrons [MS] (MC) mass- 

speetruin, with photons [FMS] ($MC) photon mase-spectrum, with slow ions (charge- 

e*change) [PMf] (IIMG) charge-exchange mass spectrum, collision of ions with atoms 

and molecules [DM3] (JlMC) dissociation mase spectrum. There were conducted 

approximate calculâtions of excitation of ions in different processes. 

In all these processes, distribution functions of molecular ions with respect 

to excitation energies can be different. Therefore, we should expect similarity of 

mass-speclm obtained In different processes under the condition of proximity of 

average exaltation energies of ions and distribution functions of ions with respect 

to excitation energies in these processes. Comparison of mass-spectra of different 

molocuU.: and Iona confirms such an approach. 

There have been made conclusions : Dissociation of molecular ions depends 

barica lly on the value of excitation energy, but not on the method of excitation. 

Similarity of mans-spectra of electron Impact to mass-spectra of photon impact, and 

oo ' ‘Pally with charge-exchange spectra is observed at energies E of electrons 

; • t l .o'.y ing the condition E ï 1(1 Is ionization energy of molecule), i.e., for 

the caro when distribution functions of molecular ions with respect to excitation 

enérgico are comparatively narrow. Similarity of mass-spectra of fragmentation ions, 

dur in ! nil at Ion of molecules by electron impact and mass-spectra of dissociation 

of fast Lori! colliding with neutral particles is discovered at E satisfying the 

■21- 



in casea when distribution functions become complicated 

similarity of mechanisms of excitation in these processes. S 

there occurs considerably greater excitation of molecular ion 

esc, and their subsequent large fragmentation 

, dissociation mass-spectrum DMS can be considered as a continuation 

on the basi 

iiHR 

condition K 
e 

This indicates the 

in the DMS process 

than in the MS process 

what was said above, dissociation mass-spectrum DMS can 

of maca-spectrum of fragmentation ions MS into the region of high excitation energies. 

Dependence of maos-spectra on excitation energy and the relation between MS and DMS 

maaB-spectra permit ua to predicting mass-spectra of molecular ions which can be 

obtained in collisions of the molecular ion + electron type. Thus, there are 

predicted basic feature of mass-spectra of and CtfJ during collision with electrons 

:1¾ ! ■ II «H f|g r.; 
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INFLUENCE OF EXCITATION ENERGY ON ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS 
IN A WIDE RANGE OF ENERGY 

A. A. Perov 

re Investigated H, ions of different origin from ethylene, n-butane 

during collision with Ne 

(below dissociation cross section of 

and benzene. Obtained dissociation croas sections of H' 

have magnitude near 1.4»10 

Dissociation cross section of H' from methane 

‘gy of II... ^>.0 Kev. This effect Is explained by lower vibrational excitation of 

'orme 11 from these molecules as compared with H 

1) the process of pyrolysis of substance on hot walls of 

ener 

obtained from CH and can be 

lained by two cause, 

hamber of source, with formation of unexcited H0 molecules 

f molecules As a result H will not have noticeable 

disintegration of molecular ions CH 

formed as a result of a fast process with conservation 

disintegration, as a consequence of which the ion is 

were carried out under conditions of collision 

Gelation cro; section is very difficult to estimate 

[•'rom investigations of dissociation spectra of ions as a 

I )1si<>ns with ï11oms an d molecule ee that during disintegration one may 

with formation of C^H anee l re occurs detachment 

ut< 

m iriirrai*iri.'u-iiii™ii!mi ijr]i..i!jiiuimiriuinir j 111 

H 
H 

1 
I 
K s 

V r t il* l£ ; it possible to estimate excitation energy and cross 

. ' 1 ' .Ion of flic p »• oc ess acc ording to Interatomic distances of methane? 



of Hg moJeculGB und two H atomn in approximately equal amounts. The same followed 

and from reports about reactions of hot atoms with molecules and about direct 

molecular disintegration of hydrocarbons at high temperature, and also from certain 

photochemical works. Prom our data it ensues that detachment of two atoms of 

hydrogen is carried out basically by means of consecutive detachment, and not 

simultaneously. Detachment of first H atom occurs sufficiently fast, at least not 

more slowly than breaking of the C — C bond. Detachment of a large number of H 

atoms occur during a longer time, since this is a stepwise process. Ions formed by 

breaking of C - C bond also disintegrate by means of fast and slow process. 

Investigation of dissociation spectra of ions gives one experimental methods for 

determination of time of disintegration of excited ions. There is reason to expect 

that by this means it is possible to obtain time resolution of ~10 sec. 

V. H. Kondratiev. You said that during dissociation of various molecules 

there can be formed ions of identical composition but with different excitation and 

different structures. Explain, please, how you propose to distinguish between 

these structures? 

Ye. S. Kupriyanov. Investigation of dissociation spectra permits us, with 

required accuracy of determination of cross sections, to conclude if the ion has 

the structure: 

In an ion beam of identical composition, there can be ions which are different in 

structure. Investigation of dissociation spectra shows what the predominant 

structure of ions in the beam is. On the basis of magnitudes of cross sections, 

there con be made a conclusion about excitation energy of the given type of ions of 

different nrir.lmi. It turna out that »11 Ions C¿a+, CgH^ from various molecules 

havt* on Mu' average, with respect to all ions of the beam, approximately identical 

c — c lilitdlng oniH’gics, although In neutral molecules these bonds are essentially 

dllTorimt - cingle, double and triple. 

V. L. Ta.froöe. Concerning the question about influence of er rgy of ions on 

ion-molecule reaetiono in a wide range of energies. Apparently, one should consider 

two ranges of energies: of the order of several ev, where kinetic energy still 

plays a small role, and high velocities of relative motion. 

. 
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y. N. Komirab1 Yf-'V. It la known that in the low-voltage range of energiea, 

croon aectlon o of ion-molecule reaction with transition of the heavy particle is 

proportional to V^' (E Is kinetic energy). 

V, ,,. Tul Toce, There is no full clarity in this. Calculations according to 

the classical model of interaction between ion and induced dipole, with formation 

of an intermediate complex [1], give o ~ E1/2. Such a dependence was observed for 

a number of cases by Stevenson [2)5 however, there are known deviations from this 

law [}). in any case it Is clear that starting from certain energies, when 

excitation of intermediate complex becomes strong, there should be observed large 

deviations from this Law. Several years ago we predicted [K] that at a certain 

erierBy, reactions proceeding through such a complex are totally ceased. This 

found confirmation in experiments of Hamill [5). Final qualitative clarity into this 

question was Introduced, as it seems to me, by results presented in our report with 

M. I. Markin at this symposium. 
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EXPEIUMKNTAL INVESTIGATION OF ION-MOLECULE REACTIONS 
AND COLLISIONS OF IONS AND MOLECULES IN NITROGEN 

M. V. Tikhomirov 

The majority of investigated ion-molecule reactions do not have activation 

energy. There are aleo known, however, endothermic ion-molecule reactions [4], 

i.e., reactions in which excited ions participate. The most thoroughly studied 

endothermic reaction is formation of the ion N^ from N^* and Ng. 
-f. 

N, and ions In a glow discharge in nitrogen were revealed with help of 

mass-spectrometer in 1933 [2]. However, in later works [3, 4] there was observed 

only formation of N^ ion; nJ was not detected. Mechanism of formation of N^ and nJ 

ions was investigated in detail in work [5]- In this work, according to appearance 

potentials of ionr. N't and nJ, which are respectively equal to 22.1 and 15.8 v, and 

the square dependence of intensity of ion currents on pressure of nitrogen in the 

ion source, there were suggested the following ion-molecule reactions leading to 

formation of heavy nitrogen ions: 

Nf+N.-.NÎ+N; (l) 

N» +Ni-*NJ (vibrationally excited [6]). (2) 

In process (1) there participates molecular nitrogen Ion Ng#, which, as was 

considered in work [1] by Cermak and Herman, correspond to the state of nitrogen 

ion H : u; in the later work [7], they assumed thé existence of the metastable state 

■ mdictory natura resulta obtained :r. 

Live-t L.vt! uv O'* Ilia,-spectra of nitrogen elevated pressures. Work was carried 

un m/iss-spoctrqiuvv-^i* [MI-1Ä3 [8]] (Mfi-1303). Pressure in ion source 
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thermocouple munometer and wae varied from 10 to 10 

thus did not exceed 5-10*5 mm Hg (residual pressure <10 

In experiments contained 0.5% Ar and less than 10 '% 0^. 

In Pig. 1 are given Ionization functions for formation of 

m/e » 42 and 56. There were also Investigated Initial segments of these curves, and 

it WAB shown that appearance potentials of 

equal to 20A * 1.3 and 46.5 ± 

Pressure in «analyzer 

Nitrogen used 

56 are respectively 

m/e = 42 depends on pressure 

of Ngj therefore# this peak we 
ion Ny Formation cross 

cm2, l.e.. Is close to the 
section of this Ion Is approximately equal 

value obtained In work (1]. Let us note the presence of a distinct maximum on 

Ionization curve of N+, which Is characteristic for 

ion-molecule reactions with participation of excited ! 
-!- 
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Fig. 1. Dependence of line 
strength of Ions on energy 
of electrons! 1 - m/e = 40 

(A*) $ 2 — m/e » 42 (N^); 

2 - m/e » 56. 

atoms and molecules [9* 10]. 

In order to obtain additional information 

about excitation of initial ions# there was 

conducted investigation of dependence of relative 

intensity of peak m/e - 7, which appears due to 

disintegration of ion Ng (N^ -+2 + N) as a result 

of collision with molecules of nitrogen in the 

region between electric and magnetic fields of the 

mass-spectrometer from the energy of the electrons 

[11# 12] (Fig. 2). From the figure one may see that# 

just as in the case of hydrogen [12], relative 

intensity of "fractional" peak in region of low energies of electrons increases with 

increase of electron energy. This result is interpreted by us as growth of vibration 

excitation of N* ion. It is necessary to emphasize, however, that with increase 

or electron energy higher than 35 ev, relative intensity of "fractional" peak drops. 

U is possible that vibrational excitation of N+ ion is important in reaction (1). 

in favor of such ideas witnesses the data of Olese and Maier [13], who, investigating 

VI lisions of N+ ions with kinetic energy -4-5 ev with tig obtained N+ ions with 

appearance potential equal to appearance potential of Mj,. 

Magnitude V peak m/e = 56 also depends on pressure squared. However, 

appearance potential of this peak practically coincided with appearance potential 

V iloubly charged W4- Ion (m/e = 14.5). Thus in the spectrum there was absent 

isotope peak m/e «. 5Y. Therefore it could not have been caused by N£ ions, but was 
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Fi»/. 2. Dependence of 
relative intensity oi 
"fractional" peak on 
electron energy 

if f! ‘H i : «pTiW 
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cmtovU by chun/R .«Chango of n|+- ion» in the analyzer of the mass-apectrometer 

111, 14 J ; 

Nf +Nt-NÎ + N?. (3) 

Cm»» »uctlon of thla procesa in order of magnitude la equal to 10-lj cm2, and doea 

not, depend on electron energy from &0 to 100 ev (Fig. 3). To an analogoua 

conclusion about formation of peak m/e - 56 arrived the authors of work [!>]. 

_ H * 
tlMtron «ntra, w 

Pig. 3. Dependence of cross 
section of process 

N^24 + Ng ^ Kg + Ng on energies 

of electrons. 

Thui-., the conducted investigation permits ua to make the conclusion that In 

region of pressures to 10 microns of mercury, n{ ions were not observed. In work 

[.;,] investigations were conducted at electron energy of 50 ev, i.e., at energy 

hit her than appearance potential of N2+. Therefore the process (3) occurred. 
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KIACTI0NÜ OP HOT ATOMS OF HYDROGEN WITH ETHYLENE 

B. G. Dzantlyev and A. P. Shvedchikov 

Ideai; concerning the special chemical behavior of hot (possessing 

nonequilibrium energy) atoms and radicals have recently been more and more 

frequently utilized for explanation of phenomena observed in the area of radiation 

In majority of such cases, we speak of hot hydrogen chemistry and photochemistry, 

atoms [1-4], Introduction of ideas concerning the specific character of chemical 

behavior of hot hydrogen atoms frequently has a speculative characte* . However, it 

i: possible to directly observe peculiarities of reactions of hot at . of hydrogen 

6 5 
by gene rating them with the help of the nuclear reactions Li (n, a)T or He (n, p)T, 

In this c i i ; ■ c* there appear atoms of hydrogen V? possessing high energy and being 
:, Lmu I taneoun 1 y tagged, which greatly facilitates tracing of their chemical fate« 

In this work there was studied interaction of hot radioactive atoms of hydrogen 

(tritium) wUh ethylene and mixtures of ethylene with other substances (ammonia, 

hciliun) in Ute get:: phase at elevated pressures (to 10 atm). Along with investigation 

of tagged interaction products of hot atoms of tritium with ethylene, there were 

simultaneously identified radiolysis products of ethylene. 

Hot atoms of tritium were obtained by means of the nuclear reaction Li^(n, a)T* 

A i a detector of tritons was used Li^CO^ salt. Irradiation was conducted in vertical 

a mpu Uni , watt ■ 

.1 of reactor [1RT-1000] (i/lPT-1000) at a flux of thermal neutrons 

neutron/cm2«sec. The accompanying dose rate of 7-radiation from the 

^ ev/cnr’-sec. For the work there was used ethylene with 99.0^ 

purity. Irradiation was conducted in quartz ampules. After irradiation contents of 

u?d by method of gas radiochromatography. Products were separated 

.. 
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in a column containing ailica gel [SHSK-í)7] (UiCK-í?7) (length of column was 3 m, 

carrier gaa w&3 argon, rate was 30-40 /min). For separation of HT and CH^T there 

was used a column with molecular sieve 5A. With the help of two detectors 

(catharometer and flow-through gaiger counter) there were analyzed in parallel 

products of chemical interaction of hot atoms of tritium and inactive products of 

radiation-chemical reactions proceeding under the action of radiation from the 

nuclear reactor. 

There have been established yields of tagged and untagged products. There was 

observed formation of ethylene, ethane, acetylene, hydrogen, n-but&ne, butene, 

butadiene, hexane, methane and propane. Data on distribution of T in tagged products 

are given in Fig. 1 and 2\ along the axis of 

abclssas are plotted molecular % NH^ or He In 

mixture with CgH^j along the axis of ordinates — 

fraction of tagged product in relation to HT 

(activity of HT ■ 100). Relative magnitudes of 

radiation yields 0 (molecules/100 ev) of inactive 

products in deep stages of r&dlolysls are presented 

in the table. 

Magnitudes G were calculated taking into 

account energy released in system due to gamma rays 
molecular % 

Fig. 1. Influence of NH^ 

additions on distribution 
of tritium in tagged 
products. 

from the active zone and protons generated by the 

Dose rate (air) reaction 

14 
e « 1-10 ev/cnr #sec 

From the figures and table one may see that Interactions of radiolytic and hot 

(tagged) hydrogen with ethylene essentially differ. Thus, for instance, in spectrum 

of tagged products, the main part of activity is 

due to hydrogen, ethylene and butane, but ethane 

(10$), and especially acetylene (2-3^), compose an 

insignificant part; in radiolysis products, a 

considerable quantity is composed of acetylene and 

ethane, and conversely there is little hydrogen. 

It is possible to assume that spectrum of final 

products is determined by magnitude of excitation 

energy imparted to ethylene or the ethyl radical. 
Fig. 2. Influence of helium 
additions on formation of 
tagged ethy1ene. 
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heiative Kadiation Yields of Products for the Mixture 
C.JL-NH. (Pressure in Ampule is 5 ± 1 atm) 
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d; ta un photolysis of tagged ethylene. It Is known [5, 6] that excited 

molecule of ethylene at high pressures experiences monomolecular disintegration 

with formation of acetylene and molecular hydrogens 

ctf-cA+H. (1) 

With increase of energy of a quantum, ratio is Increased, constituting for 

wavewthr. ,>W7 (Hg^). 1470 and 1236A respectively 1, 2 and 2.8. This is 

connected with flew of the process accompanying (i) 

C.^-CA + IH. (2) 

the role of which is Increased with increase of excitation energy. During radiolyais, 

especially at high pressure, process (2) plays an Important role; this le indicated 

"y lam: mai "liutic of rati0 C2H2/H2 * The appearing atomic hydrogen (which is 

thermal or "warm") in expended basically on hydrogenation of ethylene 

lC^+H-ClH*. (3) 

Decrea.:ç of quantity of ethylene during radiolyais of mixtures is basically 

determined by proceur, (3), with subsequent polymerization . From the table 

1,0 "uty ,'<î,; U,at <loes not depend on composition of system and is 

did ormlned imply by generation of H atoms, independently of whether ethylene or 

«11,, "suppll' thc-m (doii< Is calculated for the whole system). The formed C H 
2 5 

:,,il al ' l''"','lolP',u' 1,1 Process of polymerization and also recombine and 

1111:13 ! 

ilispropcr! ionai.e, with formation of butane and ethane. Ratio of yields of reactions 

of diuproporilunation anu recombination at the temperature of the experiments 

.. 
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(^40 to ÎpO C) should be 0.1-0.2 (in accordance with magnitudes of rate constants 

and activation energies of reactions). At the same time, ratio CgH^/C^H^Q exceeds 

1; this may be connected with presence of excited radicals formed according to 

[3]j with participation of "warm" radiolytic H atoms. 

At sufficiently high energy of atoms T, they can enter into reactions of 

substitution and detachment of hydrogen from molecules of the medium. Introduction 

of inhibitors (He, NH-^) into CgH^ lead, to decrease of yield of tagged hydrogen, 

and especially ethylene (see Fig. 2), whereas yield of tagged CgH^ and C^H^q 

practically does not change (see Fig. i), and their ratio is close to 0.2. Thus 

reactions of substitution and detachment of hydrogen: 

ca+t-ca+hti 
ca+t-cat+h 

are hot, and reactions of attachment of T by a double bond seem to occur at energies 

close to thermal. However, % > ^ according to process (» there would have 

to take place formation of excited tagged ethyl radicals. It is possible that with 

increase of energy of atomic hydrogen above a certain limit, cross section of process 

(3) decreases, and high yields of tagged butane are connected with the interaction 

of excited molecule (C^H^T)* with CgH^ with subsequent hydrogenation of tagged 

butene. 

In mixtures, at high content of NH^, with ethylene there interact only 

inhibited T atoms (thermal T atoms do not react with ammonia at room temperature 

due to the high activation energy of process NH^ + H NHg + (^KT * *3 to 

15 kcal/mole)). Taking into account corrections for thermal processes, ratio of 

probabilities of reactions of substitution by hot triton and detachment of H atom 

from ethylene is close to 0.2. 
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it possible to lirait energy range of atoms of tritium to 

uveraj hundred electron volts? 

1‘aantlyev. This does not seem to ua to be so important, since the 

of hot atom before achievement of energy of hundreds or tens of electron 

essentially affect the fate of tritium or yields of products. 

What is the sf'ïctrium of tritons in the region of reactivity 

volts probably doesn't 

it is possible b. C. P/.antlyev. Assuming model of elastic deceleration 

expect establishment of the Fermi spectrum <t> ~ 1/E. 

V. N. Komi rat'yev. Have there been experiments which show that with addition 

Has this been of inhibitor yield of reaction products of hot atoms changes 

calculated? 

He and 1 discussed this B. d. Uzanflyev. It was calculated by Wolfgang 

question. If we consi der that the atom Is neutral, 

determined by the known mechanism of thermalizatlon of neutrons according to the 
■ • ’H’p'vi ’ tHr!'! 1 ■ .«[V.ifvíf'':r i' ilí oTf 1 ^ !'r]wf Irti*?11 tjätfi.81*?<sjl?* 

Law of elastic collisions. For the case ol methane plus rare gases, there has be< 

shown agreement of theory of elastic collisions with results of experiments* 

V, l. Gol Mane,kly. How la It possible to imagine the form of the excitation 

en its thermalisation is 

function of a reaction? 

excitation function of With decrease of energy of tritons Dzantjyev 

reaction passes through a maximum. It lies in the region of ten 

it possible to explain change of ratio of yields of 

Where does the hydrogen disappear to? 

With Increase of excitation energy, with the process of 

molecular splitting, the process of detachment of atomic hydrogen starts to compete] 

the latter Jr. expended on hydrogenation of ethylene. There are experimentally 

ethane and butane. It is possible to see that at observed hydrogenation products 

when usually the ratio of ethane to butane corresponds to reactions 

disproportionation and recombination, in the case of excited ethyl 

observed a predominance of reactions disproportionation and direct radieaid there 1 

inte met I on with RH, with detachmem of hydrogen 

I'emkin. Have there been observed reactions in which tritium knocking 

remains an atom itself? 

B. G. rizonti :/cv. 

! ! r'ljl'i 
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B» G» Dgftntiyev« These reactions in principle are not observed by the given 

method, since there are not obtained tagged products. Such processes obviously 

take place during slowing down. 

Y» I, Qo^danaKly« «íhat is it possible to say about reaction of tritium in 

energy range, from 60 Kev to tens of evt Is there a possibility of chemical m 

m 

reaction in this region? 

B. Q. Dsantiyev. In range of energies considerably higher than binding energy, 

interaction of hot atom can take place not with the whole molecule, but with 

separate atoms. There are known results for reactions of replacement of hydrogen 

by tritium in H2 and molecules. In this case, proceeding from the interaction 

w.'^h separate atoms, there would be expected a considerable isotope effect which was 

not observed in experiment. This speaks in favor of the fact that reaction occur, 

in energy range, comparable with binding energy, and therefore possibility of 

application of pulse approximation requires special consideration. 

V. N. Kondratiev. How, nevertheless would it be possible to formulate an 

answer to the question of the program: "What la the relationship between substitution 

reactions of atomic groups and attachment of atoms of hydrogen during interaction of 

hot atoms of hydrogen with organic molecules?N 

B. G. Disant lye V. Ratio of probabilities of substitution of tritium for hydrogen 

atom to detachment of hydrogen with formation HT is about 0.2. Regarding, however. 

11 
the process of attachment, apparently, this process occurs more efficiently when 

energy of atoms becomes of the order of one ev or fractions of an ev. If we trace 
;•, 1 - ¿Tu..! df.t, :| t ¡Kjjlm. -Wrl fife - 1' j; : T*i;í. -¾11¾.5}^¾ 

the dependence of cross section of various processes on energy, then maxima of cro^s 

section will be arranged with decrease of energy in the following order: 

substitution, detachment, attachment. Regarding the mechanism (pulse substitution 

on the one hand and formation of a short-lived complex with lifetime shorter than 

the time necessary for achievement of equilibrium distribution on the other), then 

0 the question of experimental distinction of these processes is vague. 

V. V. V' >.yovodi'kiy. Certain considerations about relationship between reaction: 

or substitution am! detachment under action of hot atoms can be expressed in the 

tvuuuple of radiolysis of water. It is true that our work is connected with certain 

iumptiorui about the actual scheme of radiolysis. We advanced the assumption that 

thin scheme includes reaction of a hot hydrogen atom (we will imagine it to be tagged) 
i 

iiflagii.e two mechanisms of reaction: 1) detachment of H with formation of HH and OH 

o 
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ana 2) nubnlitutlon, wi t.h ejection of H by "tagged” hydrogen and formation of H OH. 

If we ttiu-.iune that radiolynis of water occurs through formation of hot atome of 

hydrogen ami oil radicals, then according to yields of radiolysis products it is 

possibJc to estimate ratio of rate constants of the indicated two mechanisms of 

reaction: lubntifutlon and detachment kj. This ratio t°T H atome was 

calculated by us1 according to data on radiolysis of water and is equal approximately 

to 0.Í?. According to data of Rowland for hot atoms of tritium,2 who, just as B. 0. 

Üiîantlyev directly measured yields of HT and HTO, there can be obtained magnitude 

of this ratio ~0#l, which in good enough coincidence considering the presence of 

lautope effect. Thin coincidence of two magnitudes obtained according to two 

different works, although It is not a direct means of measurement of relationship 

between reaction rates of substitution and detachment, in a given concrete case can 

serve ar, qualitative approach to determination of this relationship. 

V. N. lúiMdrat»yev. And how is it with energies of activation? After all, this 

relationship should depend un temperature at various activation energies, 

V. V. Voyevodskly. Here there are such surpluses of energy that it will always 
•c 

suf:Ice for overcoming the activation barrier. 

V. N. K mdrat^yev. It eerns to me that in the report and in our discussion, 

the following question which pertains here. In relation to the program, did not find 

ref lection: '’Whal data on excitation function of endothermic (threshold) and 

exothermic (bul with activation energy) reactions can be obtained from analysis of 

already avaiI able resulto on réactions of hot atoms?” 

V. I, d I Mmukly. It seems to me that, concerning this question, from 

available rcouit.o Iheru can be obtained quite little data. It, is difficult to carr^ 

mui:rukinellc results to some range of energy or another and existing theoretical 

workr have the character of calculations of elementary events. This question is 

intimât e«..v related with another quetstion of the program: "slow to vary conditions 

of experiments ami what calculations to carry out in order to obtain quantitative 

irii'urmai.l'Mi about excitation functions of reactions of hot atoms?" Answering both 

these questions, it is necessary to consider that during the analysis of material, 

•ven v/h ¡i I h< re are initially obtained monochromatic hot atoms (and this occurs in 

the case of K-capture), is hindered by a certain ambiguity connected with the fact 

lV. V. Boyevodskiy. Kinetics and catalysis, 2, 14 (1961). 

;iF. Rowland. Pros, of 4th Conference on Radiation Chemistry of Water. Notre 
, 1901. Dome 
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that in the course of slowing down, all the same there appears a certain spectrum 

of energies« In the process of slowing down there occurs, as it were, "stratification” 

of hot atome; part of them enter into reaction at the beginning part later, etc. 

In what interval of the spectrum of energies the center of gravity of chemical 

transformations falls is difficult to say. The answer of B. G. Fzantiyev on th 

question is a qualitative answer. Maximum of probability of chemical interaction 

could lie both in the range of several electron volts or hundreds of electron volts. 

Direct experiments here should be made with an atomic beam of prescribed energy, 

obtained for instance by means of charge exchange. By changing this energy there 

can be obtained data on excitation functions of reactions of hot atoms. Regarding, 

however, theoretical calculations, it seems to me that already now it would be 

possible to give at least a semiquantitative slowing down theory of hot atoms in 

simple standard media, taking into account both elastic collisions and chemical 

transformations. 

V. N, Kondratiev. It seems to me that it would be possible to answer this 

question if one would trace reaction products to various stages of slowing down 

of hot atoms. Is it possible to do this experimentally? 

y. I. Polyanskiy. In principle this is possible to do, but we should consider 

that results will be seraJintegral. Therefore, it is subsequently necessary somehow 

to differentiate, and compare them with each other. The situation is similar to 

case when there is a pulse source of neutrons and a resonance detector, which 

registers neutrons of some definite energy. Observation of time distribution of 

appearance of such neutrons permits us to follow the kinetics of the process of 

thermulization of neutrons. However, concerning experimental possibilities of such 

kind in the case of reactions of hot atoms, it is still difficult to say anything 

more definite. 

A. M. Brodakiy. In examining the relation between elementary processes and the 

"global" results to which reactions of hot atoms lead, it is necessary to consider 

two energy ranges separated by a value of about 10 ev. Atoms possessing energy highei 

than 10 ev, i.e., higher than ionizing energy as a result of multiple collisions 

comparatively rapidly iose energy in processes of charge exchange, and which occur 

with large cross section, practically do not play a role in chemical transformations. 

Main yield, however, is caused by reactions of atoms with energy lower than 10 ev, 

cross section of which in come other way, apparently in a resonant manner depends on 

energy. 

c 
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rcífictloníí which clilTer in certain senoetî from reactions ol‘ thermal atoms (at the 

Uiiual, not too liii'h temperatures), and at the same time do not lead to reactions 
S' 

Studien by r.-uJiatlon chemistry in which first stage is ionization or exciting of 

electron terms of molecu le. The indicated reactions were observed, for instance, 

tn oxperimoht.n with hot tritium atoms in saturated hydrocarbons [1], Although 

initial energy of atoms of tritium in these experiments is of the order of 200 Kev, 

results of experiments pertain basically to range of energies lower than threshold 

of excitation of electron terms, since at higher energies processes of ionization 

and excitai Ion of electron terms of molecules dominate, leading to fast slowing 

down of hoi. ?il *mr.# In favor of this assumption witnesses also character of 

dependence or yields of considered react! 
ISM 

ms on additions uf inert atoms (on their 

muss and concent rati on) [f?]. Ac, is noted in works (1, ?], description of considered 

reactions whh help of usually theory be.sed on assumption about equilibrium complex 

Of col Li d inp. partie los is not satisfactory. At the same time it is easy to see that 

a 1 to mut i /o variant - model of direct knocking out of atoms from molecule contradicts 

experimentai data [1], nlnne it can not explain binding of atom of tritium in one 

of fragments of molecule. 

In the present work, there will be given arguments in favor of hypothesis about 

resonance character of reactions of considered type. We will assume that scattering 

amplitude and cross section of reactions in this case are determined mainly by 

resonance terms and are described by Breit-kigner formula [^-7]. Indicated assumption 

ill 
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Also pertains to certain other inelastic bimoleeular processes. Partial widths of 

different channels of reactions are determined only by properties of a concrete 

system; on them are not imposed any general relationships ( in distinction from 

theory of equilibrium complex). Therefore, our assumption does not contradict 

considered experimental data« Let us consider series of arguments based on 

contemporary theory of scattering and nuclear reactions [6-10], witnessing in favor 

of the made hypothesis. We will be limited to region of energies from tenths of 

on ev energy of first level of electron excitation. We note that likewise it is 

possible in certain cases to consider processes occurring at lower and at higher 

energies Sfel 

$ in •!• 

Appearance of resonances is caused by strong interaction of colliding system, 

intensity of which should be of the order of energy of chemical bonds. Interaction 
■ 

can be carried out only as a result of overlapping of electron wave functions of 

these systems, and in the considered energy range has a local character. It is 

possible to consider approximately that in formation of complex (if there is no 

system of conjugated bonds) there participates one atom entering into composition 
• 

of molecule. Influence of excitation energy transfer along molecular chain can then 

be taken into account if wj consider this process by means of introduction of 

additional channels of disintegration of the local complex. Thus, in principle it 

la possible to pass in the limit to the case of an equilibrium con^lex. 

Local character of strong interaction permits expanding scattering amplitude of 

at«tt on a polyatomic molecule into a number of Jacobian polynomials. Just as for 

case of collision of two atoms. Using this expansion, it is possible to generalize 

the Regge concept [9> 10], considering angular momentum K of system, its projection 

Mjç on fixed axis and projection A of electron momentum on axis of symmetry as complex 

variables and investigating pole of scattering amplitude in a space of three complex 

variables. Basic role is played by A, since resonance characteristics are 

E! 

El 
determined by structure of electron shell. It is obvious that there should be 

satisfied the condition ASK. Reasoning by analogy with usual theory of Regge, it 

la possible to expect following results: 1) resonances can be only at integer 

He A > 0; ?) resonance lie in the electron volt range of energies, and their number 

la not more than two or three; 3) distance between resonances is approximately equal 



to dlctonceis levels or bound atatea of the system}1 4) total widths of resonancei 

turn out to be of the order of 1 ev If resonance lies In the electron-volt range 

Oi* encr^ieu ( thia corresponds to a lifetime of compound molecule of atout 

Vio"1" sec; in that time, equilibrium is not able to be established). 

Use of Hr oil-Winner tjives the possibility to write kin' tic equation determin. 

energy dlatrihution of hot. atoms In gas medium or to determine part of group constants 

during use of method of energy groups [11]. In case of presence In gas of an 

e fectivo iipcod reducer of hot atoms, reactions rates determined with help of 

Breit-Wignei* expression for cross sections should have maximum at certain initial 

energy of hot atoms. Likewise, temperature dependence of rates of bimolecular 

reactions at high temperatures possesses a maximum, if we apply resonance theory to 

them 

An important result of use of Breit-Wlgner formula is constancy of ratio of 

in any case. rate of any two reactions proceeding in one and the same resonance 

It Is equal to the ratio of partial widths. Experimental determination of this 

ratio permits Judging about relative contribution of different valence echemee In 

wave function of a compound-molecule. 

In conclusion we express gratitude to V. G. Levlch and participante In the 

seminar directed by him, V. 0. Nosov, L. S. Polak and K. P. Lavrovskly for their 

useful <31 counts Iona, 
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discussion 

Can there be made any concrete conclusion for the most V. I. (iol»danaKly. 

simple reaction? 

J\. Ya. Tonkin. There is considered the following: hot atoms propagating in 

medium of consisting of molecules of one type are slowed down. Then it is assumed 

that slowing down goes slowly and that slowing down cross section is nonresonance 

region is determined as cross section of two colliding spheres. 

Considerations connected with the Regge theory are needed only in order to 

establish the presence of resonances in cross section, to find their position and 

approximate width. After position of resonances is established, with help of 

Breit-Wigner formula it is possible to write expression for reaction rate. 

V. I, Co^dans&iy. Name some concrete reaction. 

A. Ya. Temkin. For instance hot tritium plus alkanes. 

V. I. Go^danskly. Direct interaction of two atoms it is possible to describe 

also in the pulse approximation. It would be nice to compare results of calculations 

In pulse approximation and according to Regge theory for some concrete process 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

V. ]., Ta l1 , Question about influence of kinetic energy of ion on direction 

and cross section of Ion-molecular reaction is analogous to question about mechanism 

or reactions of hot atoma. During collision of ion vrith molecule one should 

distinguish two processess 

1) process connected with short-range interaction, when time of interaction is 

small and only processes not connected with displacement of nuclei have time to 

occur. It is accepted to call them resonance processes during atomic collisions; 

?) reaction complex can have a lifetime of the order of many vibrations, and 

then there occurs its disintegration through many channels. 

Method of Drouskly-Temkin, if it, is true, is applied namely to processes of 

first type. It is possible to imagine such a scheme. As a result of some process 

there will bo formed a short-lived complex, which has a number of channels of 

transformation. in the case of process of charge exchange and in chemical reactions 

without eJeetron transport (for instance transmission of electron excitation), one 

of the channels is formation of long-lived complex, and another is transformation 

not connected with transfer of a heavy particle. Disintegration of long-lived 

complex should not depend on method of its formation. 

Of interest to me is how the authors of the report feel about the scheme 

presented by me, and also if it is possible on the basis of their theory to answer 

the que ut ion: with what probability are there realized the "channel1' of formation 

of a long-Lived complex and the "channel" in which this coup lex not will be formed? 

A. M. u’odksly. I will briefly formulate results reported by A. Ya. Temkin. 

There is n system of bound states in region of negative energy levels. In region 

_____ 
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or positive kinetic energies which is equal in magnitude to interval of negative 

energies, there should occur resonance interactions. Bound states are determined by 

attractive forces on the one hand and centrifugal barrier on the other. With 

Increase of energy there appears a decaying state, but then one or two collisions 

have time to occur. All this iß very similar to what V. L. Tal*roze said. 

What information does our method give besides a general affirmation that 

resonance lies in the electron-volt region of energy? If the system of bound states 

is known, it is possible to obtain approximately their position and width. Width 

is obtained to be of the order of distance between levels to the (21 + i) power. 

The concluuion is otill; resonances are few. 

With respect to applicability of method of concrete chemical systems, let us 

a.-sume that bound state is close to zero, for instance recombination. In this case 

there can be obtained expression for reaction rate from which one may see that the 

on 'tail” of the Maxwellian distribution reaction rate should decrease with 

temperature rise according to a 5/2 law, which is in accordance with experiment. 

Besides, with help of one resonance term it is possible to integrate the kinetic 

equation. 

In order to compare experiment with theory in chemistry of hot atoms, it is 

necessary to study dependence of process on kinetic energy and angular distribution. 

Apparently, it, is promising to use hot muonium. According to polarization of formed 

electrons it is possible to follow behavior of hot atom in dependence on its energy. 

V. I. (lOlklanskly. There are three parameters characterizing any resonance; 

parameter characterizing cross section at the maximum, (^, full width of resonance 

P and resonance energy F<0. From these three parameters the proposed theory permits 

determining in essence one. I am confused by the fact that what besides resonance 

interaction through intermediate state, there will occur direct (''potential") 

interaction with characteristic time equal to, roughly speaking, time of flight. 

In any interaction where there can be direct interaction and interaction through an 

intermediate romplex, we have to add not cross sections, but amplitudes of these 

interaction:., since there many be interference. Direct interaction it is better to 

consider with help of the method of pulse approximation. I propose to compare 

rcsuil.t ti: raIculatJon according to Urodskiy-Temkin method with calculation in 

the ru.lt.c approximation in the example of the concrete reaction 

T + H.->HT + H. 

If jililllB 1 
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VIBRATIONAL CONCERNING QUESTION ABOUT MECHANISM 
REIAXlflON 

Konti rat'yeV 

I*1 rom experiment und theory it is Known that it ic comp:?; vtlvely easy (especially 
MÍmíiBSB ! I ! i 

f,h temi-eratures) to transform one vibrational quantum into translationax energy. 

and also quantum into another transformation of one vibrational 

ipin^orbltal interaction (especially in the presene e of resonance 

However, concerning the process of transformation of large portions of 

1 bra Liona I t nerry into translational, vibrational or electron energy, we Know very 

approach to consideration of these processe f th< evi ent wa>.- ol 

tudied processes of transformation of energy inside a 

prediasociating for instance 

Leculir, which can serve as a sample of process of transformation 

gy into translational, which taKee place during collision of a 

cd particle AB (AB* ) with particle Mi it is possible to treat the 
it 

Integration of complex (AB-M) (similar to prediasociating 

en< 

it is possible to consider .1 occurring in isolated molecule 

n molecule (taking place during monomolecular dieiniegration) 

täte. This transition uffielent reserve of energy into the active 

vibrational energy Inside the molecule such that 

of freedom Is concentrated on the broken bonds ited among many degree 

i this pn.ccss, exchange of vibrational energy during collision of 

an be considered as redistribution of vibrational energy ir. the complex 

14|UI|(IIIIHI I I- 
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formed by them, which ia similar to a complex of the type of the activated molecule. 

Mutual transformation of vibrational and electron energy during collisions of 

molecules in the most distinct form appears in extinguishing of atomic fluorescence 

of dl- and polyatomic gases, which is treated as transformation of electron energy 

into vibrational. Thus for instance, extinguishing of D-fluorescence of sodium with 

nitrogen can hardly be interpreted otherwise,1 

In view of the ease of transition of energy of electron excitation into electron 

energy during collisions of atoms and molecules (especially in the presence of 

resonance), it is possible that it is necessary to connect with electron transitions 

certain cases of dissociation during collisions of electron-excited atoms and 

Transformation of vibrational energy in a molecular complex obviously should be 

represented as transition of system from one potenti.-l energy surface to another. 

Probability of this process should depend on forces of interaction between particles 

forming the complex, on energy of these particles and on lifetime of the complex 

One of the strongest interactions of colliding particles is interaction observed 

in chemical reactions. Together with that, a characteristic peculiarity of chemical 

reactions is ease transformations and exchange of vibrational energy. Chemical 

interaction undoubtedly plays large role also in physical processes of transformations 

and exchange of energy, which pertains, in particular, to processes connected with 

transformations of large portions of internal energy during collisions of molecules 

liH 

Au an example It is possible to indicate the ability of vibrationally excited 

molecules of nitrogen (N*) appearing during interaction of N and NO to split molecule 

of ozone [}]. The measured large probability of this process can be explained by 

the strong chemical interaction of and and ease of transformation of vibrational 

energy in the complex caused by this. It is interesting that vibrationally 

excited molecules formed during interaction of 0 and Oy in distinction from molecules 

of j|ire not to »P1** ozone The absence or the negligibly small 

probability or process + 0-^ « + 02 + 0, must apparently be explained by weak 

interaction of with (unobservability of In distinction from NgO^). 

. !■ ... 

1There were expressed assumptions about large role of resonance between electron 
und vibrational energy during transformations of one form of energy into another. 
Again jit thin witness data about extinguishing of fluorescence of thallium by hydrogen, 
where, in spite of sharp resonance, extinction practically does not occur [1]. 
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It la also pofíüible to assume that with large reserves of vibrational energy 

rmatiora are realized with greater ease, the more probable the chemical 

process become for instance HX + XX = HX + XX 
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Discussion 

of vibrational quantum number htlov. It is known that with increase 

there is increased probability of inter-transformation of translational and 

vibrâtIona What causes this anharmonicity or something else? energy 

Matter not only concerns the magnitude of vibrational 

quantum, since even for a harmonic oscillator, where vibrational quanta are identical 

probability or transformation of energy grows with increase of vibrational quantum 

number v 

Increase of probability of transformation of vibrational 

i molecule into translational with Increase of vibrational quantum number 

:cveral ti&uees. For diatomic molecules In which redistribution of energy 
X Jflw i '; Ttt** *'V ’ t i *' '!• . !» 

l ime between collisions is Impossible, probability of transition is 

energy ol 

» ropo ri lona 1 In the first place to reserve of vibrational energy 
v, v-1 

pendence (linear in v) io simply due to the fact that magnitude of 

interaction responsible for energy transfer increases with increase in termo'1 ecu lai 

Factor B also depends on v; however, this dependence i, 

>n I y with sufficiently great anharmonicity it leads to growth of 

This effect ic connected with decrease period of oscillation 

anharmonicity with increase of v therefore, collisions become less 

i ilabatic In other words rate of interaction characterized by time of 

e<l In units of period of oscillations increases with growth of v. 

of probability of energy exchange for polyatomic molecules 

it is necessary to consider in explicit form not only 

vibrational quanta with increase of oscillatory quantum 

apparent ly 

5. II. 

k. D. 



number, but also the possibility of energy exchange between normal oscillations as 

a result 01' anharmonieity in time or collision. Qualitative discussion of this 

question can be found in work [1], 

Yel^aahevleh. Are there direct experimental proofs of transition of 

energy of electron excitation into large portions of vibrational energy with 

considerable probability? 

V. N. Kondratyev. Here there are very few reliable data. Interesting from 

this point of view is the work of Sher and Fayn [2], where it is quite clearly shown 

that high effectiveness of extinction of fluorescence of mercury by carbon monoxide 

(20 times larger than effectiveness of extinction by nitrogen) can be explained only 

by transformation of considerable part of energy of electron excitation into 

vibrational energy. Of course, direct proof would be direct detection of this 

process. 

K. F. Vaslltyev. In the report were given examples of transformation of 

vibrational energy into energy of electron excitation, as a result of which there 

will be formed unstable molecule which then dissociates. Do there exist similar 

transitions in stable electron-excited state which, radiating light, would go to 

the ground state? 

3L-M-«- Kondrat1 yev. To this question It is possible to give the following 

answer. For any process, according to the principle of microscopic reversibility, 

it is possible to suppose a reverse process. For instance, if above the discussion 

centered around transition of electron excitation of mercury into vibrational energy 

of CO during collision, then it is possible to present the reverse process, when 

strongly vibrating molecule of CO collides with atom Hg, transmits energy of its 

vibrational excitation to atom of mercury and excites it. 

ft. F. Va/:1 l'yev. Are there experimental data on such processes? 

ïi-ü-*,,, Kon-¿r.ftt 1 yc-,v« If there occurs a chemical process, i.e., transition to a 

new (from the point of view of potential surfaces) state, then such transition does 

not differ from transition to any other surface, in particular to a surface which 

corresponds to electron excitation. For instance, during collision of vibrationally 
* 

i tod molecule with atom Na, there are formed sodium hydride and atom H, but 

it energy is sufficient, Na atom can also appear in electron-excited state. But this 

is also only Indirect proof. 

It in necessary, certainly, to obtain direct answers to all questions appearing 

nore. The purpose of my report is to pose such problems to experiment and 
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to repeat what the sign of defect of Ve. Yo. NIKIlIn, Is it Impossible 

resonance during interaction of hydrogen and thallium is? 

8) is greater than energy of electronic 

The question, why Hg extinguishes 

fluorescence of thallium was discussed 

Vj_Kondrat’ycv. Energy of H 

excitation of atom of thallium by O.Oj ev 

fluorescence of Ma and doer, not extinguish 

in formation of There war advanced the following explanation 

and NaH0 molecule, there participate only s- and p-electrons excited atom complex oí 

complex in the case of thallium, there participate whereas :in formation 

d-elect ron; 

Ye. Ye, NIK It In. I would like to express certain considerations about 

resonance exchange of energy during atom-molecule collisions, in particular about 

Iran .‘’.format 1 on of electron energy of atom into vibrational energy of a molecule. 

In such a nonadiab&tic c lectronic-vibrational transition, probability of exchange 

a function of resonance defect le asymmetric relative to the position 

about sign of resonance defect is very of exact resonance, so that the question 

side, there is possible Intersection of During approach to resonance from one 

whereas from the other side, intersection t.wo adiabatic electronic-vibrational terms 

An example of the first process is one of the mechanisms of extinction 

of mercury caused by nonradiative transition [3]* of fluorescence 

HKV») + X,(u - Q)Hgl»Pi) + X,(u« I). 

which 1 would want here to touch upon concerns multiquantum 

when electron energy becomes vibrational energy vib rationa1 excitat1on 

interaction of excited state of sodium with a molecule of hydrogen known * 

Na + H0 intersect the corresponding to states Na -f H,: 

where nona(iiabatic transition occurs at points of 

Hence it would follow that all excitation energy is turned Into 

But the fact is that due to very strong interactions, the 

here is not turned into kinetic ^nerfiy 

Institut International de Chimie, douzième 
ihre de Bruxelles du lj au 10 novembre 1962 

f run.’.for d* Energie dans les ga 
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5E APPROXIMATION IN THEORY OF ATOMIC 
AND ATOMIC-MOLECUIAR COLLISIONS1 

G. K. Ivanov and Yu. S. Sayasov 

ased on the following assumptions about nature of 
. 

de (considered as a structureless particle) with a 

articles. First it is assumed that wavelength of 

effective radius of interaction with particles of a 

distance between them R* bo that 
! 

of interaction of the pai'ticle with the system can 

>:vav, and processes of multiple scattering can be 

is that the time of paired interaction t is .such 

the scattering system h/0Es t « h/AE» 

lo scattering 

complicated s 

incident particle X, 

system A are leas than average 

1. Thus, potential v < 

idered to be paired: V » 

§ 

rded. Another assumption 

inn time of essential change of state of 

.a it turns out, as r it is poasle1' 

scatterinr 

o take t 

Hiding particles, 4 is their .relative energy) Condition 
ampli 

— « 1> VOTH 1‘ 
OTH 

Thus, the pulse approximation is 

n the form can also be rewritte’ 

1ative velocity of colliding jarticles 

mt l-adiabatic entially 

of collisions in the pulse approximation, 

ions for differential cross sections so to transform initial expre 

the symposium, but was not reported 
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Is remarK&bie that total cross section of ionization is obtained to be of the order 

of ( 

is adiabatic parameter of Messi) instead of exponentially small cTqC 

is cross section of elastic scattering of atom and electron 

as this is 

by means of effective summation of partial cross sections and integration over 

variables of the incident particle, and gives a whole series of advantages in the 

analysis of inelastic processes. Initial expression for differential scattering 

cross section which is used by us subsequently has the form 

0 - Z* <•/, r*"'©,), 

where are wave functions of initial states of scattering system; * weighting 
V»«#r, 

factors; - a certain operator, constructed in terms of scattering amplitudes 

of free particles and the Hamiltonian of the scattering system. 

Ionization During Atomic Collisions 

There was performed calculation of probabilities of ionization during collision 

of excited atom with atom in the ground state. Thus energy of excited atom was 

assumed to be so great that it is possible to consider it to be hydrogen-like, i.e.. 

In this case the atom 
o 2 

ionizing energy is Q ■ l/2n (in atomic units) where n » 1, 

con be considered as consisting of singly charged case and an election located from 

■8 2 
it at a distance of the order of 10 n (the latter interacting with the other atom 

gives a decisive contribution to ionization). Conditions of applicability of the 

pulse approximation turn out to be satisfied (into condition « 1 there enters 

velocity of electron v ~ 1/n) at n¿ » 1, i.e,,» at ionizing energies Q X 1 ev. It 

considered in the case of ß » 1, This is due to the fact that in spite of 

satisfaction of condition M/hv„ » 1, process of interaction of incident atom has 
a 

not an adiabatic, but a sudden, pulse character. 

Scattering of Fast Atoms on Molecules 

Despite the fact that the state of a molecular bond concerns the structure of 

atoms, law of interaction (potential V) of fast atom possessing energy Ea £ 10 ev 

Svav no* to depend on character with molecule can dcj considered to be paired V 

uf molecular bond. This assumption was used, for instance, by Magee1 during 

elanulcal calculation of dissociation of molecules, and it actually is true, inasmuch 

L. Monchick, K. Funabashi and J. Magee. J. Chem. Phys., 27, 754 (1957) 
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ae interaction of fast atomrj occurring durin(î their strong approach to each other is 

determined by participation oi' electron, of Inner shell, whereas interaction of 

atoms in a molecule is carried out basically by orbital electrons, and 

the greater the energy of incident atoms is and the heavier atoms 

in the molecule are 

Other assumptions of the pulse approximation in the range of energies E 

are fulfilled with good accuracy We will note only that for amplitudes of atomic 

catteriJV mattering of atoms by molecules can most simply be 

in the case when |e - n| « F.a (R = H/SfV H ~ 

massee of scattering atoms) 

considered transmitted energy. 

transmitted momentum when we arrive at a 

result equivalent to the Born results with the distinction that Born faevors 

, h)# where 

depending upon 

replaced by amplitudes of elastic scattering of free atoms F 

4 Ma). At I 

a whole 

R 4-. MvKa/(M 

E Introduces 

changeability of amplitudes F 

cries of additional peculiarities, and essentially affects 
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CONCERNING THE RELATION BETWEEN CROSS SECTIONS OP ELASTIC 
AND INELASTIC PROCESSES DURING NONADIABATIC 

ATOMIC COLLISIONS 

M. A. Kozhushner and Yu. S. Sayasov 

It io Known that during atomic collisions accompanied fcy change of internal 

ótate of particles, the presence of Inelastic process can greatly affect cross 

section of elastic scattering. Such influence appears, in particular, in that the 

cross sections undergo unique breaks at the energy thresholds of corresponding 

inelastic processes* Presence of such threshold singularities is used with success 

at prisent lime in nuclear physics for investigation of different characteristics 

of coLlidirii; particles, for instance in reactions of the tlÿpi* X + Y X* + Y* [1, 2] 

Investigation of relation between cross sections of elastic and inelastic 

processe.’ is 'ilso Important for physics of atomic and molecular collisions, all the 

more ro ¿.¡c nu. o at present time there has been developed the technology of atomic 

and moloc i; lo1 ln?an¡., with the sufficient intensity and monochromaticity necessary for 

observation «»f such n relation* 

In Uil report are expounded x’esults of work [5]# in which there is given full 

auaiy..L;; of r-iution between cross sections of elastic and inelastic processes 

occurring will» participation of two atoms under the following assumptions: 

J) all in toraclions are centrally symmetric; 

;?) there arc only two Interacting states; 

) •. nerr..y terms of initial and final V^, states intersect; 

;i) point; of intersection of terms lieu lower than energy threshold of reaction* 

It is shown that In this case relation between total crocs sections of 

oiur.Lle > , and inelastic processes has the form 
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coincldeö with o When interaction 

is short-range, in quasi-classical case, 

for typical inelastic processes, which have 

h.\f- 
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where o ir crois 

<Fy * Cfp 0«* 

action of potential scattering in the term disturbed as a result 

of interaction Wlf., which causes the transition 

*<t » -j-ifc+V,)+y 

and becoming as distance between particles r-♦ cd the undisturbed term V, ; o is 
!■ H 

croBü section of nonadiabatic transition (excitation, charge exchange and others), 

given by the known Landau formulas. 

According to [i] total cross section 

between particles in initial state V 

it is known, is constant. Therefore, for typical 

an almost adiabatic region (i.e., exponential growth with energy of colliding 

particles, and then a slow drop after the maximum), in the energy dependence of o 

there should be observed a minimum, after which there follows a gradual increase. 

It is possible that observation of such energy dependences in elastic cross sections 

can be used for determination of cross sections of inelastic transitions. Such a 

method, which at present has not yet been applied, can in our opinion serve as an 

alternative to the usually utilized methods of determination of cross section of 

inelastic processes (for instance by de-excitation of excited atoms), especially in 

those cases when excited states are rapidly destroyed as a result of side processes. 

Wear the energy threshold 1*^ of inelastic reaction there are possible two types 

of energy dependence of u,p. 

1. If particles in final state have Coulomb interaction (for instance 

+ 
Na -t ClNa + Cl ), then formula (1) is valid strictly near the threshold. Since 

°n (1) Is constant near the threshold at E > En and on « 0 at E < Ejj, then this 

means that Oy undergoes in this case a finite jump equal to 0,,(¾) near the energy 

threshold, whereas total cross section af « remains constant in region E gT En, 

in accordance with the general theorem (?]. This Jump in certain cases can be very 

considerable (as in the example Na + Cl -• Na+ + Cl*) and is easily observed 

experimentally. Therefore it seems to us that observation of such threshold 

singularities In elastic cross sections for the considered case can be used for 

déterminâtion • »1 uh near the threshold, 

2. If V|. lalln off at large distances faster than 1/r^, then near energy 

threshold there occurs the following threshold singularity: 
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(2) 

(í,0 - phaoe of B-scattering In term V^j l.e., in this case oy has near Bn a unique 

break, which In certain cases (in particular if Vf ~ 1/r, i.e., in the final state, 

two identical atoms in different states interact) can be very noticeable and attain 

several pcsrccnt oí* ^as-Ki-nstlc vûIug. 

To us, further theoretical investigation of the relation between cross sections 

of elastic and inelastic proceGses during collisions with participation of molecules 

and electrons and in photochemical reactions seems desirable. 
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Discussion 

vf T. HoJ'dansklv. What is the width of the peaks (singularitiea) which were 

mentioned in the report? 

M. A, Kozhuohner. This width is small (~10 2 ev), inasmuch as it is caused by 

inapplicability of the qu&nl-classlcal approximation for heavy particles near the 

threshold which was utilized here. For this reason it is difficult to rely on the 

fact that tlilu width will be detected in experiment. 

V, X. liol1 dannkly• How doen formation of bound state during collision influence 

behavior of :. Insularities of cross section? 

M. A. Koy.hiu’hner. This question was not considered by us. It is possible, 

however, to expreso the following assertion. If term of final state is characterized 

by presence of a bound state Lying sufficiently close to the continuum, then cross 

sections of the considered inelastic processes should have near the threshold a 

resonance of Breit-Wigner character. Accordingly the form of singularities in 

elastic crons flections near the threshold in these cases undoubtedly differs from 

that given by the formula (2). 

Question Total cross section obtained by you behaves smoothly near the 

others? 

,11,11,1..1, 'Mil .«Hi' '-J. 
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M. A. KoahuRliner. If reaction products inceract according to a Coulomb law. 

smooth behavior is not strange, inasmuch as we talk about a cross section averaged ^ 

over all resonances appearing in this case. This result in particular was obtained 

by A. I. Bax1. Regarding behavior of the cross section when products of reaction 

are neutral, I spoke only of cross section of inelastic processes, and not about 

total cross section, which indeed changes abruptly. 
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SríÂIP; 

on THK THEORY OF INELASTIC ATOMIC COLLISIONS IN THE 
ADIABATIC REGION 

I. Pödlubnyy 

In the two-level approximation, the probability of transition from state 1 to 

date 2 i.-. determined by asymptotic behavior of system of equations: 

/¿¿i-vltCi«xp - &Vdt' 

leads to 

Form of curves of P(V) and a(E) is determined to a 

considerable decree not by the pressure of a point of intersection, but by the 

character of the approximation, so that for approximation of the data of experiment 

it, is possible to use corresponding formulas without analyzing in detail peculiarities 

of behavior of the potential curves. 

In particular, if there exists a well-defined region of maximum approach of 

potential curves to each other, for probability of transition P(v) in the first 

P e r t u r ba t i or i - tl i eor y app r ox i ma 1.1 on 

we have 

P(/a) *=4fl V., <P 



Il< F« A - AI«, I / flíMl Vj ili l O h’iilBA r vii» ir h 

MA 
~“T—> 
h* AV 

Î M \i', n .H,. . I ,,11 «Il. 

I I I ; i 11, n i, , . i .m . ,« i i fin i, i i 11, mu ii( •• mi H im U < .n 1,0 

lui <r r.*i I ( ’ I I ni roilin * i| liy i h» 111’t < m 11 • Mh l h i I • I », ii ,i • <| i h« tnt i. , i i lowly 

«>r íilL (il I mt!iuf»ii'i| Ihfii. fiotnl oi I ni » i ¡u*<* i | nh ni j.iiin'lil fmfv I 111.:111(,), 

111In (Nirniula (;*) t.hn » - |ihí»i'1 on 

M{R) - AV(#,| I ±\y’(RMR-Rtf I- ... ('.H) 

finit t.fiKlri/1 l’f*in t.hl!■ ilcoomponltion only the first two tnrnni, wo «rrlve at (^), 

Tlitui bohnvlnr of l.rannl 1.:1 on probability as a function of speed of relative 

motion ilüiHMiilr. on minimum «llntuiice between potential curves arid their curvature 

Partial 5-.1111111101.1011 of Die perturbation-theory series leads to a result more 

.•in-urate thnn ('A)(for Iruitance, see [11): 

p " m ¡ $ dlv»CM |t J dt‘ fÃ* 4 4i/;,j (jo 

II. ir. easy to show that (^) also remain« valid in this caße; it is necessary only to 

rv-y "1 r¡> 

ref»lace A by yA' H ilV'j,, and K(J by , where R^ is determined from the condition of 

a minimum <»f the exp res «ion under the radical. 

For cross section o(K), J'rorn (>) we find 

w-'P'-y- [® (t /S)]’- (¾) 

wh«*ro l)(J eoerfsporMl« to the larger of potential curves at point R^, 
" 0 

in oi'ilor to cisïtlmato we will net M - 10, A - 1 ev, AV “ 1 ev/Ac . Then 
/ 

~ 10ç>v find in the re/iion K « wr obtain from (S) 

a - (!■) 

Kypress.Îon ('») was used as an fipproximalinp formula for description of reaction 

/> r i Ar-* Ac i Ar -t e, wliere it was considered that u^ I, where I Is ionization 

«•hct'fy of rtrpon. Probability of transition to the continuous spectrum is obtained 
g 

I'rnin ( ) by Intnpxahion over momenta of the knocXed-out electron. 0 ^ ^ K - 1. 

In work I r* I Mi»' cf' was approximatr! I.y calculated matrix element V^p(P); electron was 

ilcscrll»cr! by a plane wave. Near threshold of reaction, it is necessary to replace 

-Y?- 

11.14¾iii'iir.iiiu441,11 .i,,i 

r. 

-4 4,1,, ¡íl, 



Considering noted that at the point E-24 ev, a < 

for zn/z (z io number of collisions accompanied by ionizati 

we obtain 

obtain curve 

||ppp|S||® ., 

plane w¿xve with a Coulomb function. Then (6) becomes 

o(E) = A' • e 'r-' ■ (7) 

It turned out that in région E > 40 ev, cross section depends on energy similarly 

to (1;). Normalizing a(K) with respect to two points (3Í50 and 2b0 ev) of the 

« - ¿il ; X, --450 «IA =9,2.10-“ 

Equations (7) and (8) fairly well describe experimental data in a wide region of 

energies, from threshold to ev. So, for E « 10 Kev, aT 1.4*10 ^ cm2, while < 

and according to data of [5]j according to [4], aQ = 1.6*10 

Cg •= 0.7-ur16 cm2. 

In the near-threshold region, absolute values of o are unknown. According to 

data of [6], at points E « 26, 28, J>0, )2, 24 ev VVa38<I4i05 " 1:5:6:12:27. 

According to formula (7), this ratio is equal to 1:2, 9¡6* 6:12, 8:24. 
jijtj : 

l?’rom (7) it ensues that the approximation of o(E) near the threshold as a 

straight line on = a(E - I) for the purpose of calculation, for instance, of zn 

(the number of ionizing collisions) for temperatures kT ~ 1 ev gives greatly 

exaggerated results. 

In work [7] it was 

(hat 0(^) 10'V! cm2, 

calculuted according 

electron energy changes within the limits 

E - I :< PV'-w *• E - I + D, where D is binding energy of molecular ion. Therefore, 

in (7) we should replace (E - I)2 by D(E - I). Such a rough estimate of relative 

role of processes of associative ionization gives 

-2--X1/X (10) “ TT V W 
(.. lii number of collisions acconipanied by formation of molecular ion). For 

Lnstanci , taking kT 1 ev and D = 0.9 ev, we will obtain z/z « 12. 
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Discussion 

V. N. Kondratiev. Can you depict the potential energy curves which were 

mentioned In the report? 

h. I. Podlubnyy. The curves can be different. Of interest to me is that case 

when potential curves approach sufficiently close to each other. 

V. 1,. Tal^oze. Will you more precisely define what the conditions and 

temparature are for the ratio z/z * 6? 

L, I. hMllubnyy. During finding of the obtained estimate z/z * 6, it was 

assumed that kT 1 ev « D. 

V. 1,. TuProKc. To what will the ratio z/z' be equal if we consider that 

D = 4 ev? 

.U I. Podlubnyy. Ratio =- is slmP1y Inversely proportional to D. 

If D = 4 ev, then the probability of formation of a molecular ion will be considerable, 

I would like to turn attention to the fact that calculations 

according to source material give D * 4,3 ev. 

L. 1. IN »dJubnyy. There exist other data according to which magnitude D is equal 

to approximately 0.5 ev. 

V, 1,. T,'aMw.e. I think that these data are incorrect. 

V. 1,. dranovs^ly. Can you write the absolute value of cross section of ionization 

at e omparat. i ve. ly low energies? 

1,. i. i < •■ilubn.yy. In principle, this can be done. For this it is necessary to 

make lhe rot respondí nr. calculations, which was not done by us. 

Ye. Ye. IMlklti n. According to what law does cross section grow near the 

V. L. Tal'roze 

t hreaholdV m 

^ .: ' w 

# 
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h, J. i'0(llul)r»,y.y. Cvor.L uection of wimple ionization increases according to the 

0 h 
law o ~ (K - l)'c ’ F.-f; for formation of molecular ion, i.e., in case of associative 

B 

Ionization, according t.o the law a ~ i.e., dependence on energy in 

second case is weaker. These formulas do not hold near threshold, since during their 

derivation there was used classical approach for atoms, and also because near 

threshold the reversal point will be close to the point of closest approach. 

Yu. N. hemkov. 1 have two questions: 1) We certainly know little about 

but does this mean that it is possible to sketch them however 

desired? 5) To what extent is your two-level approximation legal if one of states 

Lies In continuous spectrum? 

1.. 1. i'odlnbnyy. It seems to me that the most probable is the following 

assumption: the transition from behavior of potential curves in accordance with the 

Landau-Zener formula to any other is gradual, and if curves approach each other, 

then an ahr.oiute boundary between processes of first and second types does not exist. 

Kegurdlng the second question, it is always difficult to substantiate the two-level 

approximation. In this case, an a certain substantiation can serve the following 

consideration: probability of ionization from ground level is considerably less than 

probability of ionization from excited levels. 
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V. N, Kondrat'yev. There are a number of questions of the program which were 

not answered in the reports. X will name by turn some of them. Maybe someone has 

ideas concerning them. It is possible to start for instance with the question: 

"What Is energy spectrum of secondary electrons appearing during ionization of 

0, 0,,, N,, by electrons with energy from 0.1 to 40 Kev?" 

Yu. 1. Gal»perin. This question pertains to the aurore polaris. In spectra 

of aurore j-)laris, there occurs glow under the action of electrons and also protons 

with energy in jur.t that range which was indicated. It would be interesting to find 

out what causes thin glow: primary beams which, in being decelerated, will finally 

have the appropriate energy, or is this glow caused by secondary electrons. Secondary 

electron under these conditions will surely "work/ since under conditions of upper 

atmosphere, it cannot be "lest on the walls". Inasmuch as secondary electrons have 

less energy, character of spectrum should be different than that of spectrum obtained 

at energies ~Kov. In connection with this, it would be interesting to obtain the 

energy spectrum of secondary electrons, especially in that energy range where these 

electrons can cause electronic excitation of atoms and molecules, i.e., not in the 

1-2 ev range, but noticeably higher. 

V. N. i, oi'trat'yev. The following question of the program: "What is the 

. 

probability of direct formation of alkyl radical under action of electron impact 

(dissociatlon into radicals)?" 

y. L. l'a 11 ruse. Certain answers to question of dissociation into neutral 

fra iH. nL, are* found In works of the 'west German masß-spectroscopial Oberghaus [1] 

which not very Long ago was able for the first time to investigate experimentally 
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the path ui' Uisaoe latlon of a complicated molecule into neutral partie lea during 

electron impact, nusic result is natural from the point of view of Investigations 

in region of radiation chemistry. It is that dissociation into neutral fragments, 

l.o.. dis;u ;latlon without ionization, has approximately the same probability as the 

i ui procer.; on of ionization. This answer apparently is given with an accuracy up 

to the eoerrielant 2-'. 

V. N. KondraMyev. But, after all, this should depend on energy of electron. 

If its onerp; is lower than Ionizing energy, then ionization will not occur at all. 

V. b. Ta I.» roye. You are absolutely right, but radiation chemistry usually is 

not very interested in electrons with energies lower than ionization threshold. 

Buch electroi.; apparently give a contribution which in order of magnitude is not 

very great. Radiation chemistry is more interested in electrons with energies of 

order of tons and hundreds of ev. Results about which I spoke pertain to just such 

electron energies. It is necessary to note that in this energy range, dependence of 

ratios of cross ser-fIon:, of various processes on electron energy exists, but as a 

rule 1 ■ very weak. 

V. ‘A, tondraigyev. The following question: "What is probability of 

•Uaöoelation of moleculee during transmission of energy directly to vibrational 

levels by .low electrons?" It is known that electron with low energy can transmit 

vlbrational energy to a molecule, where this does not occur according to law of 

clastic spheres. Cross section of such a procesa is greater than croas section of 

process pr< w.eedln* according to the Jaw of elastic spheres. 

V. ■ ._i'■ ■< apuv. Recently there have appeared works in particular the work of 

\*hu!z In which it has been shown that during bombardment with electrons with 

energy of - ev, there can be excited vibrational levels of molecules. I hesitate 

to spin-:1 ¡'y I he valut of cross section for such a process; apparently it is 

approximately one and a half orders less than the gas-kinetic value. It is assumed 

that in Mr’,, .-ar.o there will be formed a complex — a "negative ion." For instance, 

for /.h ; ,, . 11 is possible to depict the reaction as 

Nt + €Njr*-• N¡ (vibrational ) + e. 

in I ! ■: muni iuiicd work, author measured energy distribution of slow secondary 

electrons. 

ndmt'yev. Of the most, interest for chemist is the possibility of 

ctb.a*>oial.lon which is the result of excitation of vibrational levels by electrons. 

..triáis can snccepslvely excite all higher vibration«. 

IPMiilippPii 

It would be desirable to 
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anower the question: What ia the probability of auch rliasociation in syatema 

important in practice. In the majority of real systems, the most probable apparently 

is dissociation during electron impact, which proceeds through excitation of 

electronic level. 
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ROLE OF PROCESOLO OF TYPE X+ + Y2 - XY+ + Z 
IN TERRESTRIAL IONOSPHERE 

A, D. Danilov 

At present, the question of role of different chemical processes in upper 

atmosphere sharply stands out. Hate of processes of dissociative recombination 

determines effective recombination coefficient in ionosphere. Knowledge of which is 

necessary for exact calculation of ionization balance in atmosphere. Laboratory 

data available at present on magnitude of rate constant of dissociative recombination 

3 - lO-'j/ 
a _ 

cm •sec 
■1 

* 

where T is temperature of gas. However, in Laboratory experiments up til now the 

effect 01: diffusion has not been satisfactorily taken into account. Comparición of 

the most reliable data on magnitude of effective coefficient of recombination in 

ionosphere with experimental data on ionic composition of ionosphere leads [2] 

to lower values of u*, which constitute at temperatures of the order of 1000°K about 

ti .-:1 
>10 cm 'Sec 

At prônent there is essential uncertainty in the question of effectiveness of 

various Ion-exchange reactions occurring in the ionosphere. At the same time, role 

of similar ret liona in the ionization-recombination cycle of processes is very great, 

,lnce they lead to transformation of atomic ions formed as a result of primary 

ionination into molecular ions, which rapidly as a result of dissociative 

recombInnlien [3]. Experimental investigation of changes of concentration of 

Ions in ionosphere with altitude permits us to distinguish ion-exchange 

are the most important. 
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Comparison of experimentally observea and theoretical change of ratio of 
JJ. j 

concentrations [NO ]/[0 ] [4] indicates predominant role in formation of NO ions 

of the process 

Nt+0*-NO* + H. (2) 

Thus, ionospheric data give for ratio of constants 72/aN0+ ^ß*1***1106 

(5-10) •io"'* [4, For the value of determined according to formula (1), the 

(1.[)-?)• 10*12 cra^aoc-1 

At present there are two experiments on determination of magnitude . 

Experiment of V. L. Tal'roze with colleagues [6] gives for magnitude an estimate 
-11 3 -1 

y2 * 7*10 cnT'sec . According to data of Langstroth and Hasted [7]^ this 
-12 3 -1 magnitude is equal to 5*10 cm »sec . Thus, laboratory determinations of 

# # 
magnitudes y^ and a ^^e ratio 72/aNo* 0kfcalned from ionospheric data will fully 

agree with each other. 

Formation of ions in terrestrial ionosphere to altitudes of about l6o km is 

explained well by the reaction 

0*-lA-*OÎ +0. 
(5) 

Katlo of conutantr. y-,/a* . is obtained from Ionospheric data [8] to be equal to 10"11. 

For value of a*, equal, according to [1], at altitudes of IOO-I50 km to approximately 

O 

value 
.1 

of 
\ 

y2 Kt ionospheric temperatures is obtained to be equal to (5-10) 
« 

•10"1'’ cm5* 
'll 

' 
• sec l 

• If, however, we take for a^0+ the value obtained from ionospheric data on 
i ' ! 

a* (see above), the magnitude of -> p in ionosphere will be equal to 

—7 A „ 1 —ll^—l 
cm «ser , magnitude y^ will be obtained to be equal to 5«10” cnr*sec“ . 

This agrees well with experiment of Dickinson and Sayers [9].» according to which 

y2 » cm^-sec"1; however, it exceeds the magnitude 1.8«10“12 cm^sec“1 

obtained by Langst roth and Hasted [7]. Above 160 km for explanation of foration of 

ions there is required a mechanism not connected with 02 molecules, since their 

concentration sharply drops with altitude due to dissociation. 

Investigation of distribution of ratio of concentrations of ions and N+ with 

respect to aLlitucb* led the author to the conclusion [10], that the process 

n*+n,->n;+n (*) 

0 
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• oxplain al rlbution of lono at altitudes greatei than 250-300 ton. «However# 

the teceußao magnitud« ¡ ; 1 ■ L- higher than possible; 

therefore, reaction (4) Is apparently not important in the ionosphere* 

Of Interest L;i the question of ion-exchange processes in ionosphere leading to 

(Usappeamne- of argon Ions, Comparison of concentrations of neutral atoms ot argon 

and estimates of concentrations of Ar+ ions obtained experimentally shows [il] that 

A r* inns have to disappear at altitudes of 100-200 Km as a result of ion-exchange 

reactions with molecules of the atmosphere having rate constant not less than 

assumed [12]. 

The exact value of rate constants of basic ion-exchange processes is very 

important for explanation of a whole series of questions connected with distribution 

of ionic componentV. of the ionosphere and also neutral atoms of the atmosphere [1^]. 
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Du re us si on 

U, i . tkh. In radiation chemistry of gaseous mixture of N2 and 0^, basic role 

• • , th rdt • Loi I 8 + •• , - NO4 i NO, Why isn«t this reaction also decisive 

! <, milt ions of the upp ir a 1 mosphere? 
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—■i''’,'1'll 1 ïhe answer is that concentration of parent substances of thin 

reaction is very low as compared to concentrations of 0+ and N0, and therefore it 

ic not decisive, although it probably occurs. Calculations based on the assumption 

that reaction 0+ + N? has the main role gives agreement with experiment. 

I:!. M- MGerman. Did you assume that between the components there exists so to 

speak, photochemical equilibrium, and if you did, on what basis? 

lJj |]raaU-oy,. We assumed that rates of formation of N0+ by the reaction 

N2 + 0+ anii disappearance of N0+ by means of dissociative recombination are equal. 

h. M. Hlhurmnn. And on what basis? 

-A- n- l),1'iliuv- Your question us I understand it is as follows: Is there some 

unaccounted for process? If we did not err in the chemical mechanism then the only 

such process is diffusion. However, estimates have shown that up to altitudes of 

about fro Km Ita influence is immaterial, 

—lüberman. In what temperature interval Ip it possible to uee expressions 

for constants obtained by you? 

ili.. A« iJatiilov. Obtained ratios of constants remain unchanges with the range of 

100-400 km for 0+ and N0+ and from 200 to 50 km for N+, i.e., in the whole region of 

existence of these ions. This corresponds to temperatures from 400 to 1500°C. 

Regarding, however, a , in this case everything depends on preservation of 

temperature dependence of magnitude a* during transition from laboratory conditions 

to conditions of the upper atmosphere, 

Yu.-.. 1. Huj'perln. What is the rate of chemical reactions in upper atmosphere, 

and what ir. total heat emission? 

Reaction rate changes with altitude. Integral value of flux of 

ionizing radiation is 5-10 orgs/cm2»sec. The fraction of ionizing radiation which 

passes into heat has a: yet not been sufficiently exactly determined. 

y.t„-N. K^'drat'yey. Processes considered by you are blmolecular. Is it possible 

to disregard reactions with participation of three particles and radiative 

recombination under these conditions? 

A. 0. Danilov. Consideration of processes more complicated than blmolecular 

should be conducted at altitudes less then 80 tan, where the quantity of neutral 

particles is large, although for coalisions 0 + 0g, it is necessary to consider this 

•■von higher. For ion collisions, I made an attempt to consider the reaction 

0+ -t 0 - o;j + hv, which caused serious objections, although I assume that some 
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will have to be used In order to trim liar proceed er;, for Instance N -i 

explain the tii [.appearance of atomic: nitrogen 

From the obtained values of constante and coefficient 

followed that diffusion does not have time to interfere diffusion, It ha 

that more exact values of constante will require consideration of diffusion possibl 

altitudes from 

p 
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IMVT',oTIcati0n OP DISSOCIATIVIí recombination 

OP ATMOSPHERIC IONS N, 

Ivanov-Kholodnyy 

Dlscusßion oí* the question of rate of dissociative recombination of ion 

It has been established present in literature can be considered to be completed 

reaction of dissociative recombination of molecular that the ions indeed possesses a 

high rate There are, however large difference between laboratory data 

although the most reliable determinations differ from each other magnlLude rate 

by not more than an order of magnitude 

Now dat-i obtained with help of rockets and satellites, on density and electron 

cone on I ration in upper atmosphere, Intensity and spectrum Of tv ionizing 

•jl.nr radial h.<n, and especially data on ionic composition, which indicate the high 

concentrai j,i .M of molecular lona at different altitudes, shows that in the main part 

of Ionosphäre licn -r than ~ 100 km, neutralization is determined mainly by the 

reaction o ' lissoclutive recombination. Analysis of different ionospheric data 

permit to estimate order of magnitude of rate of this reaction for different 

estimate possess great uncertainty, they are close m<"> I ecu i ?> r L* >n ::. A11hough thene 

obtained in recent laboratory experiment Further i^efinernent of these to vaiue 

raagnitudes ha::i g.reat value for election of ideas oí’ the nature of basic elementary 

processes occurring in the ionosphere, about the magnitude of energy balance, and so 

laboro tory measurements of magnitudes of rate iG necessary to conduct 

constant of dis.-; on la tive recombination with accuracy up to the factor l.h-2, which 

night out experiments; in particular thorough ve ry 

: 



it ib important to correctly consider the disturbing effect of ambipolar diitusion 

of ions to walls of chamber in the laboratory installation. It is important to 

determine rate of reaction of dissociative recombination for atmospheric ions 

Ni,, 0*, and especially NO*, and also to investigate dependence of this process on 

temperature. Consideration of available geophysical data on the reaction of 

dissociative recombination is interesting for clarification of various peculiarities 

of this process and formulation of the most important laboratory experiments. 

Discussion 

V. L. Tai*roze. May I ash you to name facts for whose explanation there is 

required use of the hypothesis of existence of a source of night ionization? 

G. r. 1 y an oy-Kholodnyy. Besides a day source of ionization (shortwave solar 

radiation), in upper layers of atmosphere there is another source of ionization - 

corpuscular radiation, which constitutes a flux of electron with energy of about 

1 Kev. The very existence of the ionosphere at night, and also nightglow (red oxygen 

line 6.500 A), which is connected with dissociative recombination, are impossible 

without the presence of ionization. Furthermore, there are a set of other processes 

In upper layers of ionosphere which indicate presence of corpuscular radiation. 

There has already been started investigation of "soft" electrons (with energy of 

1-10 Kev) on rockets and satellites, and quantities of such electrons agree with 

other data. 

Yu. 1. Gal 1 perIn. What is magnitude of flux of electrons with energy of 1 Kev 

which Is necessary for explanation of night ionization, if we assume available 

effective recombination cross sections? 
2 

G. 3, Jvanov-Kholodnyy. There is necessary a flux of approximately 1 erg/cm -sec 

if we assume for recombination coefficient a magnitude of si fëjr- cm^sec 1. 

1 would like to emphasize that at the present time energy balance in atmosphere 

has begun to be examined very seriously. Earlier It was assumed that energy flux by 

d.MY was 0.1-0. > erg/cm^'sec, but now this magnitude has Increased to 3-10 erg/cm^'sec. 

XX depends on solar activity. Power of night flux differs from power of day shortwave 

solar radiation by >10 times, which has been confirmed by high-altitude temperature 

distribution; It Is known that at great heights, temperature has value of 

t'„>u0-2000uC during the duy as well as at night 

of heating a I, night. Works conducted recently confirm that flux of electrons of 

For this there is necessary a source 
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1 err./cm^• ;;ec could give thid effect. However, it is nectissary to know what fraction 

of energy of electrons goes to heating, ionization and other processes. 

Ü. P. Ku.yzer. How do you explain the fact that laboratory and ionospheric 

measurements of values of rate constant of dissociative recombination differ by 

50 times? 

G, f, ivanov-Kholodnyy« Ionospheric measurements give magnitudes of rate 

constant of recombination of the order of 10 ^-10 ^ cm'^scc , and in certain cases 

they are too low, whereas laboratory data are too high. Understating of data in 

ionospheric measurements obtained according to 24-hour changes ot electron 

concentration can be explained by the influence of change of density in the upper 

layers, which is asymmetric with respect to noon. Exact analysis leads to the fact 

that there remains a disagreement between ionospheric and laboratory data of 

approximately 2 times. 

Yu. M, Yemel*7'rjj.v, What are the concentrations of ions in the atmosphere, 

atmosphere 

These ions have not been detected in upper layers of 

observed only in laboratory experiments. 

1 
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ON THE INVESTIGATION OF CHEMICAL PROCESSES IN THE IONOSPHERE 

S. P, Yataenko 

With development of rocket technology, there has appeared the possibility of 
* 

study of chemical procer,sea occurring in the upper atmosphere. Thus there are 

considered procesaos including participation of atmospheric ions, since first of all# 

ionic concentrations are easier to measure than concentrations of neutral component«# 

and, secondly, distribution of ionic concentrations with respect to altitude is 

determined basically by chemical processes, whereas distribution of neutral particle« 

Is greatly Influenced by diffusion, which hampers investigation of chemical processe«. 

Chemical investigations in the ionosphere can be approached from two points of 

view. On the one hand, chemical processes determine the most important properties 

of the ionosphere, and therefore for study of ionosphere it is necessary to develop 

investigation of elementary chemical processes. On the other hand, in the upper ■ if. 
layers of atmosphere chemical processes flow In the most "pure” form; here there are 

absent wall . and other factors distorting flow of the process. Therefore, study of 

ionosphere can give valuable information about laws determining rates of elementary 

chemical processes. Thus chemistry of ionosphere and investigation of elementary 

chemical processes are intimately related from the point of view of experimental 

The basic means of stury of chemical composition of ionosphere at present is the 

radio frequency mass-a nectrometer [RMo] (PMC) [1]. Contemporary RMß1 have sensitivity 

IfPi 
1 f*> r. 

l,fo avoid coni* 
□metimos used . N 

usion in terminolc)gy, 
for mass-üpectrometeri 

we should consider that the same abbreviation 
s intended for determination of free radical«• 
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during "ionic" analysis of IC^-lo' iona/cm3, and during "neutral" analysis - up to 

-10 
10 nun Hi'. Weight of instrument la about 2 kilograms. Further improvement of RMS 

goaa along the line of increase of aenoitivity with üimultaneous decrease of 

dimensions. 

1'n investigation of neutral composition of atmosphere, there have so far been 

made only the first steps [2-5]. Basic difficulty here is recombination of atomic 

components on walls of Instrument [6, 7]« Concerning ionic composition, valuable 

information has been obtained by V. G. Istomin with the third artificial earth 

satellite and in a number of rocket experiments and also by Johnson (USA) by means 

of rockets [5, 8, 9], During ionic analysis, tUe main difficulty is discrimination 

with respect to masses, which has an especially strong effect during measurements 

on a satellite. 

The nearer the mass numbers of investigated components are, the higher the 

accuracy of determination the ratio of their concentrations. For finding absolute 

concentrations there are used data on electron density. In principle it is possible 

to measure absolute concentrations directly with the help of RMS, but for this it is 

necessary to conduct much preliminary work. 

Data on the high-altitude change of relative concentrations of ions allowed 

A. D. Danilov to investigate the role of ion-exchange reactions in the ionosphere 

[10]. No less value in study of ionosphere can have experimental Investigation of 

high-altitude change of absolute concentrations of different ions. It is possible 

to show that ions disappearing as a result of recombination with electrons and ions 

disappearing as a result of interaction with neutral components of the atmosphere 

must have sharply different variation of ion concentrations with altitude [11]. 

Experimental data of V. G. Istomin [12, 13] confirm this conclusion. 

If there are known basic chemical reactions determining composition of ionosphere, 

there can also be found relationship between concentrations of ions, which must 

remain constants with change of altitude, geomagnetic or geographic latitude, time of 

day or other parameters. Investigation of such "chemical invariants” can give 

valuable information about properties of Ionosphere [Hj. 

Besides measurement of chemical composition, it is possible to study chemical 

pr.oeanes in Ionosphere by releasing in ionosphere different gases and observing the 

occurring reactions with the help of RMS. 
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In launching of geophysical rockets, the container with macs-spectrometer on 

descending branch of trajectory passes through a cloud of gases released by the 

rocket. in. ! there are recorded Ions of the contaminating materials [9], Processing 

of data on contamination could probably give interesting resulto. It is possible to 

Imagine setting up a special experiment: a container with masa-spectrometer passes 

through an artificially created cloud of gas (for instance molecular nitrogen) and 

reports about change of chemical composition of ions in cloud as compared to that in 

the undisturbed atmosphere. 

Instead of creation of m artificial cloud, it is possible also to install on 

the container next to the RMS a device for ejection of small portions of gas [1½]. 

Calculation shows that sensitivity of im is sufficiently high for detection of 

products of Interaction of released gao with ions of the atmosphere. It is 

interesting to note that on the third artificial earth satellite there were recorded 

UP {third orbit ten >r rout ainlnatlng substances released by surface of the 

satellite. The time variation of concentration of these ions shows that they were 

formed as a result of Interaction with ions of the atmosphere. 

The rad ! ofrequency mass-spectrometer presents great possibilities for chemical 

investi,;atiorm in the ionosphere. It is obviously time to ask the question 

concerning wide use of these possibilities. 
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GEÏŒKAL DISCUSSION 

importance of chemical proco.^e;; in upper atmosphere in 

principio i.-. wfi.LT eatabliehed. I want to give several examples of how part of 

problems or upper atmosphere would already be solved today if certain of our data 

ha¿. been considered in detail by specialists of that type which is represented at 

this aymp'ioium. 

At present, processes determining formation and destruction of the ionosphere, 

i.e., proce. r.eo of ionisation and recombination, have been very thoroughly discussed, 

a large roi»; here is played by the no longer new conception which was presented here 

by A. D. Danilov and G. S. Ivanov-Kholodnyy about the role of molecular ions opening 

the way for fast recombination in the ionosphere. The thought about the large role 

cd molecular ions was for the first time expressed by Bates [1], He considered that 

in ionospher - . there are fast recombining particles, which are formed directly unaer 

> ‘Lion of ’onL in,, agent and rapidly disappear, and there are also those particles 

which wi at able to observe In a certain stationary concentration - these are 

products <>r chemical reactions. If we consider that there occur the reactions about 

whL'h A. M. • nilov spoke here (i.e., reactions of type X+ + YZ -» XY+ + Z, which 

have cate c-, n. (ant;i-io k cm'Aec), that flux of solar radiation ~10-100 erg/cm2.sec 

^u ' ' mii hi! "1' -- accepted in works of A. D. Danilov and 0. fí. Ivanov-Kholodnyy, 

tiiouf.h they lowered somewhat the required energy fluxes), that the 

ionosphere i auirally consists of molecules, and finally, if we take effective 

ret ' .. mcients equal to 10*7-10*6 cm5/öec, then we can explain magnitude 

concentrations of charged particles during the day. 
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Then, however, due to high effective coefficients of recombination, the 

ionosphere would have to disappear rapidly at night. In order to explain existence 

oí ionosphere at night, A. D. Danilov and G. S. Ivanov-Kholodnyy have to introduce 

yet another ionizing factor, which is, they assume, corpuscular. Recently there 

have been obtained data about rate constants of ion-molecule reactions, about the 

intensity about intensity of solar radiation and about values of effective 

recombination coefficients. If we conpare these data with data on corpuscular 

ionizing agent, then there appears a contradiction. It was established [2] that 

I lux of corpuscular ionizing radiation at night time, which obviously must cause 

the glow which is characteristic for aurore polaris, does not exceed 

-2 2 
5*10 erg/cm »see, i.e., it is almost two orders less than the magnitude about 

which G. G. Ivanov-Kholodnyy spoke. Thun corpuscular night ionization at low and 

average latitudes is practically absent. 

The way out of this situation which has been created is not clear, but possibly 

can be found if we consider that composition of ionosphere is not molecular. 

Molecular ions which are revealed there would have recombine rapidly with 

dissociation, and in the ionosphere there would have to be few molecules. There are 

other possibilities for preservation of the night ionosphere. Therefore, we should 

examine all these conceptions anew. According to recent data [3], the ionosphere at 

the considered heights consists almost completely of products of dissociation of 

molecules, basically these are atoms of oxygen and helium (inasmuch as reliable 

data on concentration of atomic nitrogen are still absent, its existence is 

nevertheless probable). 

V, L, Ta 11roze. Consideration of ionospheric processes which were discussed 

in these reports is an important achievement in the region of understanding of what 

occurs in the ionosphere. Apparently It is impossible to Imagine another way of 

recombinai ' nn of charged particles besides recombination through the stage of 

formation of a molecular ion. On the other hand, the character of fall of 

concentration ol ons at night also is strange: quite rapid fall of concentration 

niter nunsei.. and then practically constancy. This, as I understand it, has induced 

thf thought nb<>ut. existence of a constant source of Ionization. However, in 

examining these que; tlons, usually no attention Is paid to other chemical consequences 

which will be worked by processes of dissociative recombination. To what do processes 

of rocombinat Lon through the stage of formation of a molecular ion lead? 



Proceru; 0 + li NO h N obviously will lead to a case In which after 

Ussocitttive recombination oí NO* there will be obtained itoma of N and o, i.e., as 

a result ol* this process there will occur destruction of molecules. Any processes 

ol* dissociative recombination lead to destruction of molecules. In the end, in the 

ionosphere there will be destroyed all molecules. Necessarily there appears the 

assumption which Yu. I. Galperin expressed here; does not the entire ionosphere 

consist of atoms, although this is contradicted by Information about composition of 

the upper ionosphere which has lately become canonical. Simple calculation shows 
Q 14 

that time of recombination of atoms formed in ionsopher*e is from 10' to 10 sec. 

As a result, there would have to occur destruction of the "molecular" ionosphere and 

replacement of it by an "atomic" atmosphere (night will practically not introduce any 

changea), where there would remain so few molecules that effective recombination 

ratea of ions calculated on the basis of highest possible rate constants of 

dissociative recombination would still be exceptionally low. 

In light of this, 1 have advanced a hypothesis, which is that the basic process 

determining recombination rute in ionosphere in the regions of the F-layer moat 

interesting to us is diffusion ("fail") of atoms formed as a result of ion-molecule 

and other processoa in lower layers of ionosphere and reverse diffusion of molecular 

nitrogen. ''rolLuinary rough calculations show that the characteristic diffusion 

time which 1:: noce usury to provide the observed coefficients of effective recombination 

is ~i0" sec. do Lut Ion of the problem, which simultaneously takes into account 

kinetics of chemical reactions and diffusion in the field of gravitation is very 

complicate«i. A. .... K nipuneyets recently considered the simpler problem of diffusion 

in a gnvitui. i onal field without taking into account kinetics, and is now seeking 

approaches to the whole problem. In light of the hypothesis proposed by us, the 

picture of the process of ionisation and recombination in ionosphere is the following: 

By day, under action of solar radiation, there is established a certain 

stationary -oncentration of ions, which are destroyed by means of dissociative 

recombination; this concentration is controlled by supply of molecules from lower 

lyurs by m> u»:. of diffusion, as the slowest process. 

After nr ' . there occurs fast drop of the concentration of ions which was under 

mi zing fee. tor of the cun, and then the process of recombination again starts to be 

•ontrolled . / th« slow process of diffusion. Process of drop of concentration, as 

r.ni li how, should occur slowly in this cace. After sunrise, ctarts again 



ionization which la constructed under diffusion and is established day 

concentration of ion 

eoiru; to me that the hypothesis about such flov/ of proceosec makes it 

possible- to avoid introduction into consideration the idea of a night ionizing factor 

and give« a logical explanation of the entire set or known facts and procease; 

leading to that tutlonary concentration of electrons in the Ionosphere which 

hould apologize before my comrade:, studying questions of the 

ionosphere for the fact that Ir, my work there 

an unfortunate misprint in the value of the upper limit of rate constant of the 

reaction 0 + N,-. -♦NO + N It is written that k s 

read X s 7 • Î-0 This does not at all change the present situation 

xist data of Hasted [5]j according to which k inasmuch as then 

At present we are developing a method with the help of which we hope to obtain no 

tímate, but a more exact value of this constant 

I agree with the fact that it is necessary to consi 

role of diffusion. The necessity of auch a consideration in particular in the ca 

indicated long ago [6] but unfortunately a quantitative 

lUTuaion, which fur unde rjjtandable reason 

diffusion is indicated by a whole series of 

perimentnl data, in particular data about equatoria anomaly in Ionosphere, about 

atribuí lor icentr.ition according to altitude and about dynamics of 

distribution ai ni I would not absolutely do not correspond to the 

It la very good that now there will appear 

ways to créai.«; quantitative theory of the ionosphere taking into account diffuslor 

(to Tal'roze) 

t height Ifv/here recombination occurs will change the whole 

I do not understand how the process of supply of 

hould removal of atoms of nitrogen and delivery of molecul 

or Instance, with the help of a mass-spectrometer to 

(data Indicate that there iu much molecular nitrogen to 

Is it impossible to consider that the recombination 

oncer, trat ion of molecular nitrogen 
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V. I,. Tm i 1 co’mj, I should repeal. Aß a result oi‘ recombination reactions there 

are formée] nt 'ms. If we calculate how fast they have to disappear in the absence of 

diffusion, then it will appear that they do not disappear for, let us say, 10^ years. 

Consequently it ic necessary to look for a molecular replacement for them. We 

established that the process of recombination is such a clow process that it explains 

nothing. In chemistry I do not find other processes which could be sufficiently fast 

to determine rate of the process of ionization. Therefore, we are forced to assume 

that the source of molecules is lower layers, and that the process determining 

effective recombination rate of ions ic diffusion. If you will, this signifies that 

I include diffusion in the total recombination cycle, where I include it as the main 

e ont rol1íng p rocess. 

G. S. ■Tvanov-Kholodn.yy (to Tal*rose). What processes of diffusion do you have 

in mind? 

V. L. J'al1 roze. We consider diffusion of neutral molecules from below and, 

naturally, reverse diffusion, or fall of atoms and other particles. The total picture 

should certainly also take Into account diffusion of ions, although by introduction 

of diffusion we wanted to turn attention for the time being only to the fact that as 

soon as we Include in our consideration ion-molecule processes which "convert" 

molecules into atoms, the process which controls the concentration of ions in the 

ionosphere becomes diffusion, and not the ion-molecule reactions, although 

everything occurs through them. 

Yu. 1. c.vl'pcrln. Important is the fact that at night it is necessary to 

consider diffusion of ions and electrons from above-lying layers, inasmuch as there 

recombination does not occur, due to the low concentration. Therefore, at night 

there mainly occurs recombination in the lower Ionosphere, and in the upper ionosphere 

recombination Is practically absent. The "middle" is supported by diffusion. 

V. !.. Ta It would be interesting to establish what "fall" of ions 

downward not. only from upper layers the ionosphere, but, we will say, from the 

radiation bolts can contribute to ni^Tt ionization. It seems to me that magnetic 

fields permit ouch a fall. At one time I considered that this fall could be Just the 

ionizing agent which G. S. Ivanov-Kholodnyy discusses, until I began to consider 

diffusion as the basic regulating mechanism explaining the stationary concentrations 

of ions without a night ionizing factor. 

G. ! vvin.'V^Kfiul'jdTiy.v. The hypothesis of V. L. Tal'roze about the role of 

■ liTufion .is undoubtedly of interest and can sufficiently well explain a number of 
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proceskieß do not eliminate the posBibility of presence 

A» I). l^ml-1-ov« It is necessary to consider how dif: 

superimposed on ion-molecule reactions and recombination processes. Furthermore, it 

true concentration of N, Usually the fraction of N, 

taken by u:; to be constant to heiglits of 400 km Under such an assumption 

hut is it correct to choose such a concentration 

Tal'roze pertains, it seems to me first of all to 

all our 

subsequent reasonings are accurate 

of U,,? The hypothesis of V. L 

the question oi concentration of N, If consideration of diffusion leads to data 

agreeing with presently known concentrations of Np in the ionosphere, then all thi 

was reported by G. S, Ivanov-Kholodnyy and I will completely agree with the 

hypothesi concerning the role of diffusion 

I agree with such a formulation of the problem If night 

Ionization doe then it is necessary to look for error in measurement, 

concentration however i source of night ionization does exist 

Quantitative data on calculations o 

higher 

concent rat 1 uns of can occur diffusion will 

conversely, if it turns out that Large quantity of N 

can be supplied by diffusion it is necessary to look for a night 

the controlling process In ionization. 

ource of ionizatior 
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Tiilí ROLE OF HEAVY IOÎIS IN THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM 
IONIZATION OF GASES 

V, L. Tal*2*026 and I. K. Larin 

The authors1 calculated equilibrium concentrations of ions formed during 

thermal ionization of water vapor, hydrogen and argon, taking into account 

procesaos of formation of 11,0+, H+ and Ar+ ions. Calculations showed that for H,.0 

rU'd+(lS tU ^°°°^ un<1 for Ar' UP t0 ^00% ionisation Is caused by formtlor^of 

H-,0+, H+ and Ar+ ions respectively, where concentration of heavy Ions exceeds 

concentration of positive Ions calculated without taking into account the former, in 

the region of 2000¾ for water by three orders of magnitude, for hydrogen by two 

irier., and j.oi aigon by four orders. This result is consequence of the large value 

of affinity of protons for water (I6y kcal/mole) and hydrogen (70 kcal/mole) and of 

the A/1 ion to Ar(*99.3 kcal/mole). At the same time, from the entropy point of 

view, processes of formation of heavy ions 

2M-MÍ+Í (I) 

are less suitable than processes of direct ionizations 

(II) 
Therefore, with increase of temperature, when influence of heats of corresponding 

P" ’cesses on logree of ionization decreases, and role of entropy factor increases, 

MuiUbrla of type (II) become decisive, the degree of ionization of which is 

calcul ato d by the »’»ahn, fórmula. 

K. burin and V. L. Tal'rozo. Kinetics and catalysis, 3, 305 (1962). 
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From (1) and (2) it follows that 

... ........I.U 

At ¡»rr¡ií*nt i.h«* authors have considered question about Influence of pressure on 

roll- of heavy lonn In equilibrium ionization. It is clear that with decrease of 

pressure, the role of heavy ions In equilibrium Ionization should decrease in 

Importance. 

As an example, for argon and hydrogen there were calculated pressures at which 

P . 35 P . and P , «= P , + P ,. 
Ar+ Ar+ H+ H+ 

For argon there was considered the system of equations: 

2Ar^ Arf + Ki « —*! —; Qi *=» 265 kcal/mole; 

Ar ¿ Ar4 + r; Kt3* ; Q* =* Kcal/mole 
^Ar 

Ac« 
H 

K ( 

i.e., the contribution of Ar^ to Ionization in the beginning increases proportionally 

to pressure, and then asymptotically tends to unity, where at T « 2000°K 

.-8 
l.C»10 atm. Thus, heavy Ions predominate starting at insignificantly 

P . 
h; 

In the • ace of hydrogen, there was calculated -n-^-—nr- = f(pí! ) 

11+ è 2 

was considerod the following system of equations: 

A*, PH^r 

2Ht Zl Hj f H r r; hM ...• C.i = 348 kcal/mole; 

Hi7?K r ¢, A'l * o '— ; Qi » 355.7 Kcal/mole; 

H f €, Kk ^ « 313 kcal/mole s 

H • ¡ ! 2H; Kg » ~i»~~• *■ 103,2 kcal/mole; 
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Is small since it disregard the role of OH Bible to 

it will decrease with pressure) 

8) it follows that 

k* + -t~ P A/h. ’tKgK% 

in calculations for used by you Vjhfit molecular constants are >khov 

heavy loti: 
inertia and frequencies of 

for the analogous molecule 

•om the worX of Hirschfelder 

to know moments of It was necessary ha rin 

which for H*0 vibration 

between nuclei H 

vibrations were ncies of 

uiharmonicity is the same as that it s 
result of this 

taken equa 

not required in 

urac.v of selected 

there i calculation of concentration!! 

factor of 1.5-2, a««1 the 

V « L, Ta'l ^oze 

than a in accuracy better practi 

¡uf fio lent constants wr 
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liiSflM/morï OF KJi'IAT IONS HIP BETWEEN KINETIC CONSTANTS 
OF ELEMENTARY PROCESSES ACCORDING TO THE ARCING 

VOLTAGE OF AN ELECTRIC DISCHARGE 

V. FilippoV, Yu. M, Yemelyanov and V [imoylovlch 

Amonr elementary processes occurring in the zone of an electric discharge, a 

large role ¡.. played by processes occurring during collisions of molecules of ga¡ 

with electron; 

Dlrecl; determination of kinetic constants of such reactions is very complicated 

especial i.7 in the rase of reactions in the zone of a discharge at high pressures. 

lb le méthode, of estimation of kinetic constant or their ratio can 

be the metis--i of total determination of inelastic looses according to arcing voltage 

column or' unlimited cro; action gradient of potential 

rep!enir l >n.!y the energy loss of electron; which is ected with elastic and 

amblpolar diffusion in such a column is absent 

criterion of energy losses of electron; cart serve as a 

of forma of inelastic is electron excitation and the chemical reaction 

followliii: 

for estimation of intensity of chemical processes 

«ÍVüM ol reauced field E/p in pool. Live column of disc harp 

applied for estimation of ratio of kinetic constants 

Maf.ni lude K/p eacftlot,‘a was d#tu mined according to arc in?. 

tai d 1 r.ciiargej1 wltl iiel< trie li Lrode 

1 atm and with discharge in the range from 0 



'•’or eh« ekíhf'. oí.' eoj'reotuoöö of the method, at firet there was Investigated 

discharge in helium. For helium in region of small E/p in positive column, it is 

possible to consider only elastic collisions of electrons with molecules. (Radiation 

losae:1 wer not tukert Into account, since in applied form of discharge radiation has 

low intensity). In this case, 11 is possible to represent balance of energy In 

positive column in the form 

£ T.VT* 
P “ A, ' 

where L.; electron temperature; k is fraction of energy of electron lost during 

collision; ■ j is mean free path of electron at p « 1 mm Hg. Te found thus corresponds 

to 2,9 ev, which is very close to the source material, 

1 1 ''In? dis charge in oxygen-ozone mixtures, arcing voltage of discharge is 

linearly related to concentration of ozone (to 7# volume of ozone in mixture). 

Extrapolation of experimental data permits us to determine E/p for pure oxygen and 

for ozone in oxygen-ozone mixtures. Magnitude E/p in positive column during 

discharge In oxygen constitutes 21 v/cirmm Hg, arid for ozone ICO v/cm-mm Hg. If we 

disregard tosses of energy during elastic collisions ana consider that basic 

nonQlastic processes are the following: 

Oj O’f* Of -p t 

and 

(1) 

Of + i-.O + 0 + f, (2) 

then ratio of magnitude..• of reduced fields in ozone and oxygen will be equal to ratio 

of products of number of corresponding elementary wants and energy loss of electron,; 

to every event.. This permits us to estimate ratio of kinetic constants of processes 

(!) and (2). Ratio turns out to be equal approximately to 9. 

This magnitude will agree satisfactorily with ratio of kinetic constants of 

prosesses (•> and (2) obtained from data on kinetics of formation of ozone during 

discharge in an ozbiilser. 

Discusaion 

Tp' • 1 '! -1 * In your conoideration photons do not participate. How do inelastic 

losses "lea\. ' the volume md why then iu the Maxwellian distribution disturbed? 

VhJii. a ylovich. The quention pertains to ways of consumption of total energy. 

■did '11 res.. >njrigs given in the report concern only an electron gas. Plasma of 
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inveîîtigFJited diacharge is nonisothermal, and energy oí* electrons during inelastic 

processes becomes energy of neutral gas, subsequently this energy of neutral gas can 

go to chemical reaction and to be released in the form of heat on the electrodes. 

i.-r^v.i f! 
"lii!«. 

[yifil|ÍWljKP|;vs^ 1 fttéI i 

ifSSftll HÜ 
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CONCERNING THE QUESTION OF STATIONARY STATES OF A GAS 
SYSTEM ESTABLISHED UNDER THE ACTION OF SOURCES 

OF FAST PARTICLES 

Ye. V. Stupochenko and A. I. Osipov 

We will consider a gac system under the influence of a source of fast particles 

Theae particlea have a certain initial kinetic energy EQ considerably exceeding 

average thermal energies. During direct influence of particles, in the system there 

can occur proceasec with activation energy less than or near to Eq. However, this 

is not the only possibility. Action of particles causes disturbance in Maxwellian 

•ibutlon of particles of gas, which propagates (for comparable masses) far into 

the region .'f energies greater than Eq. Energy distribution of bombarding particles 

also changes as a result of their elastic scattering in the gas. In such a way there 

is realized the mechanism by means of which source of particles with energy E0 can 

lend to processes with activation energy considerably exceeding Eq. Below there are 

considered > wo simplified models of such a mechanism. 

Let uc assume that in a monatomic gas with small Impurity of diatomic molecules 

there acts a source creating per unit volume per unit time N of the same monatomic 

. *0 
particles will, Kinetic energy Eq, where e ^ « i. considering molecules as 

harmonic , lUtttoro with frequency u> > E0/h, we will find the stationary 

i • fibut L )f molecules with respect to vibrational levels. Let mass m of atom 

re small ; . spared to mass M of molecule. Then kinetic energy distribution of 

lolc’ulei'. practically remains Maxwellian. Distribution function of light component 

coincides wish distribution of single-component system disturbed by a source of 

particles, and in the region x > x° s Eq/KT has the fonr. 



of number of particles 

M*)d*«[P+c (*-!)]/<•>(*)</ 

nnalized distribution; 

where d is particle diameter; 

—2L.. JL. .SliîîL, 
2n*r 

»,*■<• + -J-; A(i) - ui(z)«|(z) - u^tijUY 

c)dx is l 

(i) r r ' 

aaxweixj.an 

Ui(2) — (ï* — &)*-*; h*W -2-^0(3, 2,2); 0(a, 3, ;)— 

is a function for which the following asymptotic distribution holds 

/u* n i i •* • «(*+ 1)9(3 + 1) . 0(«.p.*)-H--T-ai- T... 

In the region of themuil energies, distribution of the light component 

practically remains Maxwellian. Designating by symbol xn the concentration of 

molecules on the n-th vibrational level and by the symbol — the probability of 

transition m -* n referred to one collision, for stationary distribution we have 

(single-quanturn transitions) [3], [4]: 

Deactivation occurs nut.Inly during collisions in the region of average thermal 

veJ ocltlea; therefore, Pn+^n = (IVx.n)paBH* Calculatir‘G pn,n+i with the helP of 

(1), we will obtain in the adiabatic approximation 

P«M+l = (I + »)(P..«+lW*> a ^ 

where x is that value of x, the neighborhood of which is essential for excitation 

of vibra tier..al levels I ' j. Substituting these results in (2), on the basis of the 

equality 

*«4-1 

we obtain fur the s tut iom ry distribution the Boltzmann distribution wVth 

ter pu rature . .el ermlned by the equality 

Iii equal 1 • »r (i). N ».’• taken to bo small as compared to the total number of 

e.'illir.ioiht po r uni t voluino per unit time. However, the method does not assume 

miai Ira:.:; ui* perturbation in region of high energies, and equation (1) also describes 

r'ïiU ’' pc *•? i i*i• tlon:» lu 1 htí tail of the distribution. Therefore, equation (4) is also 

-iQB- 



valia when difference between 0 and T is considerable 

is displacement of chemical equilibrium in a system 

We will take the following simplified scheme of 

of impurity dissociating 

the one considered 

vibrational level according to equation 

t m + 1 levels (0, 1, 2, ..., m) we consider to be equidistant 

illator with frequency a>(hu) > EQ) and corresponding transition 

er l levels (not necessarily equidistant) are characterized 

£ s s m + ¿ - 1) that transition between them 

Just as transition from upper levels to the continuous 

levels of harmonic osc 

p rob ab il it ic 

by auch 

(forward and reverse 

spectrum ( a 1 osoc iation) 

mail values of 

are connected basically with collision; in the region 

Equilibrium values of concentrations of atoms A and C 

are related by the law of mass action 

r{r)q(r> 

1: determined b, >y statistical sums of translational motion; r 

rotational vibrational statistical sum; E, 1 dissociation energy 

ources of particles according to equation (4), fi 

level 

Durln, perturbation by 

popula I- of vibrational we have 

(0<s<m); 

ume that (. are stationary concentrations Concentration C 

¡qui 1J brium with upper levels (6 ) on the basis of the 

we obtain 



If we aseiune that E 

«•(rfe)-c(r) 
tm*) 

(compare with formula (M). On the basis of (4) and considering 

Taking for m a value of the ord2r of 10 is very sensitive to 

tail of the Maxwellian distribution (influence of magnitude o) perturbation in the 
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CONCERNING DIRECT MO^CULAR DISINTEGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS 

R. A. Kalinenko and A. M. Brodckiy 

In hli:h-energy chemistry (radiation chemistry, photolysis, decomposition at 

hitih temperatures), an essential role has begun to be played by processes of direct 

molecular disintegration. By direct molecular disintegration we mean processes in 

which in n r-Ingle event there occurs breaking of more than one bond in the molecule. 

Breaking oi several bonds in molecule without its preliminary intramolecular 

reconstruction (for instance detachment simultaneously of two H atoms with formation 

oi hydrogen or* a Cll^ radical and H with formation of methane) is extremely difficult 

energetically. Such processes have activation energy of about I60-I80 kcal/mole and 

are unreal!/,ab le in thermal processes at temperatures of 1000-2000°. Meanwhile, in 

experiments on cracking of ethane with additions of tagged methane at 

6OO-890 C and pressure of 90 mm Hg in a reactor with complete mixing, we found [1] 

■ hat rormution of ethylene occurs basically by a molecular mechanism with activation 

energy oi 8.1 1 ii kcal/mole, which corresponds to energy of ov. 

As the i'' action of chain formation of there was considered the reaction of 

dis integral l* «H 0[' ethyl radical; the constant of chain formation of was defined 

ai 

*1 - *4*1 IRU 

IC.H.J Í + M,W' + IRjF? kJ • 
(1) 

and the fraction formation of CgH^ was defined as the ratio of k±Ai where 

is total rate constant of the process of formation of CpH^ from In formula 

( 1 ) : ki? ~ constant of reactions of substitution of any radicals with C^H^j 

k2(cJII,(»M' ' "atc f,oneUnt or reactions of substitution of C?H, radicals with any 
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raüier.uie:;; ,. . - fit to c one l«.nl of reaction of recombination of radicals; K4 - rate 

constant of ^. Integration of into C.H, and H; [K] and [M] are respectively 

concentrations of radica).- and molecules in the system; t is stay time in the 

reaction zone. 

Calculation according to fomula (1) has shown that hjA » at 

800-900°C by means of the chain mechanism there will be formed not more than 10* 

ethylene. The value of K, is obtained to be small, mainly due to the small value of 

u because of the presence In substitution reactions of a steric factor of the order 

of 10"4. The fact that substitution reactions have a steric factor of the order oí 

10-4 was repeatedly noted in the literature, and at present apparently causes no 

doubts. Thus, in the chain scheme of foimtlon of olefins from paraffin hydrocarbons, 

U,e rate of basic reaction of continuation of the chain turns out to be very small, 

which creates the possibility for the molecular process of decomposition to compete 

with the chain proceoü. 

Question about nature of the actual elementary event of molecular disintegration 

is not fully clear. It is only clear that it does not occur by means of successive 

breaking of several bonds. It is probable that direct molecular disintegration is 

preceded by an elementary act of Intramolecular reconstruction, as a result of which 

there are formed structures whose disintegration is facilitated, for instance; 

CA 

H-H 

H-<U=¿-H-- 

á A 
CjHj+Ht. 

Formation of such structures is an energetically difficult process and is the 

limiting stare of the entire reaction. Their further disintegration however, 

apparently occurs with relatively high rate. Confirmation of the fact that direct 

molecular disintegration of hydrocarbons can pass without simultaneous breaking of 

two bonds ear, bo found In works ^¡photolysis of hydrocarbons during action of light 

,lth W)lVl|.„ i„ in th. region of hard ultraviolet. In these works it was shown 

that darin, i rrao ...Uon of hydrocarbons by light with wavelength of »37 A (~5 ev), 

...,. uri|.y detachment of prepared molecules, for instance H2 [2]. ^ring 

;,wl3lU„ ... irradiation by light with wavelength.: of 1470 A (8.43 ev) and 1239 A 

( K,-U2 ,!V) . ), ¡.noro Inc.•eases the role of simultaneous detachment of 2H from one 

luolecuit • , when energy of Irradiation becomes sufficient for breaking 

of two bond ., I hen these processes really begin to be detected. 



liïotope effect it; absent during decomposition under these 

conditions ox* CHDCHD the isotope effect occurs 

Literature 

mm 

At lower energies (photosensitized irradiation by light of 2557 A (~5 ev)), 

there are observed molecular processes of detachment of and CH^j processes of 

simultaneous breaking of two bonds still do not occur. Thus, there is determined a 

lower threshold uf energies, starting at which there appear reactions flowing with 

simultaneous breaking of two bonds: this is approximately 7-8 ev or 160-190 kcal/mole* 

In the region of energy 3>.L-5 ev, however, (lower threshold is determined from our 

experiments on decomposition of CgH^), processes of molecular disintegration of 

hydrocarbons occur by another mechanism, omitting the stage of simultaneous breaking 

of two bonds. 

Let us note that there are essential differences between mechanisms of 

occurrence of molecular processes above and below 7 ev. Thus, during photosensitized 

photolysis of ethylene in the excited state, there is realized internal exchange of 

hydrogen atoms (relationship H^îHDïD^ is approximately identical during photolysis 

of CH^CDp and cis-CHD—CHD)• During photolysis by light with wnvelengihr in the 

region of vacuum ultraviolet, such exchange in the excited state is absent 

(relationship is equal to 2:8:1 during photolysis of trans-CHDCHD and 

2:2:1 during photolysis of CH^CDg). During photosensitized decomposition of 

hydrocarbons, there occurs the isotope effect. During photolysis by light with 

wavelengths in the region of vacuum unraviolet of mixtures + C^D^, + C2D6' 

J. A. M. HrotJckiy, H. A. Kalinenko, K. P. Lavrovskiy and V. B. Titov. Journal 
of Physical • hrinh.try, 55, 24^7 (1999). 

h. . Cvetanovlc and A. B, Callear, J. Chem. Phys., 23, 1182 (1939) 

H. okabe and I. L. McNesby. J. Chem, Phys., 56, 603 (1962). 

Dlccusolon 

ft» VO» Milllov. You give for activation energy of molecular disintegration of 

' ' 1 • 1 itude of 8£ Kcal/mole, which là approximately equal to binding energy 

r - C in H.haruj. How do you explain the fact that radical disintegration 

- 2CH,., activation energy of which is equal to binding energy of C - C, occurs 

much more sluwlyY 

ynenko. During comparison of rates of molecular dl ,*integration of 

ethane and disintojr.ration of it into two CHV radicals, one should consider not only 
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activation enor/jy of these reactions, but also pre-exponential factors of rate 

constants« 

Question: What la activation energy of development of a chain? 

R« A, KallnenXo. 12 kcal/mole. 

V« V« Voyevodnkly. Concerning the question of the first event: If 10# of 

substance is formed by the chain scheme, then this should signify that rate of 

primary process of disintegration into radicals is more than 10 times less than rate 

of molecular disintegration, since there are several monomer units. How is it 

possible then to say that disintegration into 2 methyl radicals is considerably 

slower than molecular disintegration? After all, this disintegration occurs with 

normal rate:;. 

R, A. Knllnenko. According to our data, rate constant of molecular disintegration 

of has a pre-exponential which is two orders greater than the rate constant of 

disintegration into two CH, radicals. 

A. Ve. r;h i lev, Considering the change of entropy of the reaction, we had to 

make the opposite conclusion: formation of a four-raembered ring is less probable 

than simply stretching Of the bond. 

H, A. KuiIncnko. The event of molecular disintegration is unknown. 

V. V. yvycVf.>d:-,kly. It is surprising how at 900°C there could be obtained a 

strongly excited molecule. 

K. ft. K.'tllnmko. This is experimental fact. 

V. V. Voyt!vod::kiy. Jensitlzed photolysis (reactions during the interaction 
* 

Hg + RH) ce mot be considered from the point of view of the ame mechanism as 

photolysis of an isolated molecuJe under the action of a shortwave quantum. 

Kt. A. t >IInenKo. During sensitized photolysis there occurs complete exchange 

of hydrogen utoBUi« 

V. V. '■/ 'jj /od,T. t,y. Once again I recall that this process occurs in the presence 

Cd an Hg a., in; thL con-t.itute.; sensitization. There appears the complex (RH-Hg ). 

V. R» ' 'd r-it At what pressures were experiments carried out? Could there 

no t bo Inf Ur * ¡et? >f wa i I V 

T», A , .,. ■ i Ifi' id-. - I'r.vsure wa.’ )0 mm Hg. Experiments were carried out on 

t orundum ar». •• i'‘cu l ts in both cases coincide. 

ÜL-JÍ-. 1 :• T}n're is i wliole scries of experimental data from which it follows 

that wl i b i <• nv» n ,»!* i • inj rat urn there arc increased activation energy and 



pre-exponential factor K/periwentiJ show that thera exists a molecular process with 

pre-exponential ‘actor which is tw6 orders larger than the time of the usual electron 

possible to express two hypotheses: 1) there occurs a preliminary 

event of intramolecular reconstruction, where there will be formed a state of 

transition 

ational excitation with subsequent disintegration, and 2) there occurs increase 

activation energy in a narrow range of temperatures; activation energy of 

kcal/molc is a quantity which does not accidentally coincide with energy of 

breaking of C C bond Maybe there occurs something like a cellular effect 

i fHH 'lili!'1 1(::11 HI IM 111 I«1I'| ï" l! !r I'llliil pmmiimiiiiiéhimiiiíÍéIÉhIMIIhMIMIM^^ 1 

iiliiiL., iyi jijjiö |!Í:liÍ!|'i| 



ff.* Pi I wanted to diseuse briefly the question of reactivity of 
molecules In the triplet state. This question, in general, is very important. 

Inasmuch as chemistry of molecules In ttuv triplet state constitutes an independent 

region. I will dwell only on qualitative characteristics of activation energy 01 

reaction in which molecules In the triplet state participate. How does such a 

molecule differ from a radical? The simplest example is an 02 molecule, for which 

triplet atate is ground state. He will consider at first the interaction of 0„ 
2 

1111 

molecule with en H atoei, which leads to formation of 0„H radical, in the given case. 

obviously, there is no activation energy. 

From consideration of the three-electron problem, one muy see that energy of 

system H + 0,, within the framework of the London method is equal to 

where Q io floulomb Interval, a ia "intermolecular" exchange Integral of Is-orbiT, of 

H atom and 2iyr.orblt of molecule 02(a < o), ß is intramolecular exchange integral 

between and 2pxir-orbitß of molecule 02(ß > 0, ß ~ I.5 ev). 

It io anr.umed that H atom is located in plane of orbit 2pztt on a straight line 

perpendicular to axio of molecule (direction Oy) and pausing through one of atome 0. 

With ouch u locution, exchange integral between orbit of atom H and 2px7r-orbit of 

ulum 0 la ciunl to aero, J-’or Large distances between H and 0o, when |a|«ß 
¿ II- 

ivjuuUon (J) i;lvo.; 

, » Q _ ß +1 a. 
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of attraction 
If wu cii£¿relat'd quantity Q, 

which ic equal to Ac =8 l/2o# is 2 times less than energy ox 

i H to radical having only one uncoupled electron; this energy i. 

fusion is qualitatively confirmed by experimental 

, energy of atom H with molecule of oxygen is about 

H02 - about 90 kcal/mole 

molecule In triplet state interacts not with an &toa> 

Activity of molecules in triplet state will be lesa 

.he fact that for the former, height of potential 

The cause of this 

equal simply to a. 

data. It. is known 

Similar results should 

aturated molecule 

than that of radicals, due t 

2 times higher than for the latter 

electron of molecule, which has spin of the same 

►feres” with the first, and 2) uncoupled electrons in 

several atoms; the latter pertains also to radicals 

the leas active ic the radioalj 

direction a.-, the first 

molecule arc "smeared out 

the greater this “smearing with conjUi ate bonds 

as well as the molecule in the triplet ctate 
triplet state saturated molecules with molecules in 

In excited states 

•mo nt.fi r y 

transitions are apparently very significant, 

.ore are usually many closely crowded located 

i,oh other. Considtr*atlon of transitions betyr; 

nonadiabatic 

electronic levels, which 

•c/i them is necessary for the 

molecules 

excited otates entire choml .’.try of 

of fluorescence of sodium During the study of quenching 

us to obtain smooth dependence between 

Ible reactions of excited sodium with md heats of the poss 

more correct to take activation energy or maJecu-lCf.. Possibly it i 

ai;, a measure of chemical interaction. It 1 

undcratami this question. 

.orinan. The problem of rate of radiative re 

For mure complicated atoms there are obtained 

depends on temperature as Vt. If data on 

upper layers of atmosphere differ from the; 

,hi'V. unsatisfactory in other questions, ¡ 

•oet to recombination of charged particle 

necessary that 

theoretic Ion 

values 

and not in this one 

s during triple collision, 
■ ' j ?'feFF; ¡i jltílíh jftit > 

on of cross sectiona of capture This in the quest! 

of ionization from the For hydrogen cross section 



ItVQl with principle quantum number 
* 

as n j and in the case of the classical approximation a» n 

section very sharply increases with principal quantum number, and level n - 10 is 

Bomtimes realizable, especially in upper layers of -atmosphere where density is very 

in the case of the Born approximation 

Inasmuch as cross 

can attain one order of magnitude, and it is nec^s'ary to 

take this note into account 

¡hilfí-'uttiftits i flu ' . 



II. ELÜMENTARY PROCESSES IB THE CONDENSED PHASE 
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1. TI^ANSMISSlOIi OF KNKRGY OF ELECTRON EXCIT/VTION 

OF ENERGY COMPARATIVE ROLE OF POGGIBI.E MECHANISM. 
TRANSFER DURING RADIOLYSIS OF LIQUID 

DILUTE SOLUTIONS 

I. G. Kaplan 

deviation from additive law during radiolysis of 

eparate components. Let us consider m be transfer of energy between 

briefly pu,¡;;lb.le mechanisms of transfer and criteria of their applicability. 

donor molecule D to acceptor 

mixtures 

energy occurs during approach of 

Rate of process is determined 

liter/mole*sec 

molecule A to distances of the order of kinetic radii 

For molecules with identical diameter k by diffusion rate 

where r. \: vise ou Number of encounters of excited molecule 1) 

average interval of time between encounter with molecu Lea A In 1 ■üi'i(pCA 

ondition for efficienc, transfer proce 

Iter/mole*sec. Therefore, at T is lifetime of D For benzene 

a result of thi at small ve should have r > 10 

basically for transfer of energy of acceptor, diffusion plays a role concentrai I one 

In the presence of considerable JeveIs due to their large life time through trip !t 

transfer can approach he ipht of triplet level of such rate constant difiereir 

ite cons tant [ 

inglet excited nee transfer of electron excitation energy from 

i level A. Probability of transfer where H. 

. : change of component becomes not proportional to fraction 



. 1 ' ' ^ I 
#H|iI 1 1 

! ! I* ! .1, ! i'1 

ef rui* tive u î fi tance al. which probability of transfer is equal to probability of 
■••1 ., .ti-' il ¡»'ll» ' ---1-(( .(»-I- Li llitf'l-. iBatlitilMU 

spontaneous deactivation |^i], Formula for W is derived under the condition of 

Immobility of molecules and validity of the Boltzmann distribution. For solutions 

with low viscosity, when diffusion displacement (I) is diffusion 

coefficient) becomes of the same order as Kg, there is necessary joint consideration 

of diffusion and resonance transfer. Such a problem wan correctly formulated In 

work [3] and solved in limiting cases of viscous (Dt « ÖKg) and low viscosity 

(j/Eh > solutions.4 

2. diffusion of excitation between molecules D, until D* is sufficiently 

dost to A for transfer tobe possible (diffusion of "localized excitan"). 

According to Fttrster [6], diffusion coefficient « Kq/tL**, where L is distance 

between molecules D. At Rg « 2$A (for dyes RQ « 40A) CA * IQ"1 mole/liter, 

■“* ^ * r,e(:í wti obtain De 6*10 ^ cm^/sec, which somewhat exceeds diffusion 

rute oi mo Loe ules in low viscosity solutions. For instance, for pure benzene, as 

a result of calculation [7], we nave Dq « 2»10"7 cm2/eoc. However, this is only a 

rough estimate, since for closely crowded molecules Försters formula ceases to be 

valid. 

k. Resonance transfer of energy through upper singlet levels. Usually it 

has nut been considered due to smallness of lifetime of molecule in upper state 

(according to Kasha [8], r « 10 ^ sec). There la reason to consider that this ir, 

the lower Hmtt, und we will consider t •» lcTi2 sec. In such a short time thermal 

equilibrium does not have time to be established. During exact resonance between 

levels, excitation oscillates between D and A, where probability 

. As follows from Försters calculations [9], for intense transitions 

For CA > 10 1 mole/liter this corresponds to energy of interaction 

. However, due to dlffueivity of bands for upper levels, it is possible 

to consider such transit;!onn as transitions in a constant spectrum, when exact 

resonance .Is ab sen I., This leads to faster growth of W with decrease of R(rwl/K^>). 

strengths of transitions into upper states for the majority of 

, then it is possible to expect that transfer of energy through 

J¿!; c aï. reports of N. N. Tunitokiy, Kh. S. Bagdasar«yan, V. A. Krongaur., 
• h. Va si 1 ‘ ,vcv, and B, P. Kirsanov in the present collection. 
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upper lev»: lu In favo rabie eases will compete with internal conversion even at 

C, > 10 mole/liter. 

. Transfer of charge D+ + A -♦ D + A"*”. Necessary condition is In > Ifl , 
U 

croas section is maximum at *“ 1A (I iß ionization potential). Transfer is 

efficient if t + is larger than interval of time between encounters. For 
••if) 

10 inole/lifcer, there should be satisfied t , > 10“^ sec. Reliab .e 

, • D 
information about, lifetime of ions in liquids are absent* 

6. Selectivity in absorption of energy by components of the solution can also 

lead to disturbance of additivity. A characteristic example is dissociative 

capture of thermal electrons by molecules of an additive. This process is more 

efficient, the greater the affinity to an electron and the lesa the appearance 

(occurence) potential of a negative ion. Such conditions are satisfied by halides, 

for instance CCl^, and so forth. 

II. Experiments indicating deviation from additivity during radiolysis of 

solutions can be divided into two large groups. 

11 ‘ -1.1.1 y,ed radiolysls. In a number of works of Krongauz and Bagdasar'yan 

[10] there was revealed sensitized disintegration in benzene of a number of 

peroxides, disulfides and also compounds under the action of 7-radiation. Radiation 

yield G of process of disintegration at CA * 10“2 mole/liter attained values of J>; 

^ ^ * mole/liter there was observed deceleration of growth of G with Increase 

of CA. Such high values of G cannot be explained by resonance transfer through 

lower singict levels, since 0(^3^) < 0.5 for benzene (see p, 323). Against 

dissocialivo capture of electrons witnesses the fact that in cyclohexane, 

sensitiza!ion of disintegration of benzoyl peroxide did not occur. We consider 

that the kinetic behavior obtained by the authors can be satisfactorily explained 

if we assuru. that at CA < 10 ^ mole/liter, the basic contribution is given by 

triplet-triplet transfer of energy, and at CA > 10“2 mole/liter transfer through 

upper Uiveh -fart.:: to give a contribution. Unfortunately, it still is not possible 

to est tmatt tationary concentration of molecules in triplet state during 

7-1 rrad 1 at i >:-n. 

li oth< r works, ior instance (11], where there was observed sensitization of 

btolnugrai i•-n of halides in benzene, the contributions of different mechanisms of 

transfer change. Triplet level of molecules of the majority of additives lies 

higher than for benzene. Therefore, here the main contribution is given by 

... . 
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aieBoclative capture of electronsj this Is aU the more favorable for thlo class 

of substances. There Is not excluded transfer through upper excised levels at 

CA > I0_i inole/llter. Direct experimental proof of Insignificance of participation 

of first level of benzene In procesa of transfer is given In work [12]. 

2. .’.hleldlfiK. The requirement that transfer of energy have time 

to occur during the lifetime of the state from which disintégrâtion of the 

molecule occurs (10"10-10-15 sec) is decisive. Disintegration of aromatic 

molecules occurs during their excitation to upper levels; therefore, attempts to 

inhibit rudlolysis of benzene by addition of lO^-lO’2 mole/liter of anthracene 

and terphenyl did not give results [13]. The most thoroughly studied is radiation 

shielding of cyclohexane by addition of benzene. Decrease of 0(H2) begins at 

CA = 1Ü-5 mole/liter. However, here there still exists confusion in the question 

of capture of H radicals with formation of (compare [14] and [15]). 

The mechanism of charge transfer advanced by Burton requires a lifetime of 

C6H+g of the order of 10*7-lCf8 sec. It is possible that <he controlling process 

Is transfer through triplet levels. However, information about lifetime and 

position of triplet level of cyclohexance is absent in the literature. Thus, the 

mechanism of protection of saturated hydrocarbons by aromatic additives remains 

vti^ue in many retipectü. 
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Discusaion 

V. V. VnyfcvodaKly. In your report there were discuoaed several different 

* 

aechaniairiL' of energy transfer. What are criteria of selection of the mechanism in 

each specific case? ««I! ; 

G. Kaulan. In every given case it is necessary to consider a specific 

system. And therefore, as I have already said, in the case when there is an 

addition with great election affinity, capture of thermal electrons is very 

prohable. In canes, when there Is not, it is necessary to consider, in the first 

place, the position of triplet levels. If triplet level of donor molecule is 

higher than triplet level of acceptor molecule, then probability of transmission 

through triplet levels with subsequent disintegration of acceptor molecule is very 

great. 

fl. N. Tunltr.Kiv. H«tw is the situation with dissipation of energy? Will 

energy of electron excitation be "pumped" over into vibrational excitation in 

process which you considered? 

I. O. Kaplan. During estimation of efficiency of transfer we require only 

that time of energy transfer be less then quenching time. It is important how 

processes of quenching occur - they may be completely different mechanisms. If 

the 

there occurs nonradiative conversion to the ground state, then energy doubtlessly 

is converted to vibrational energy. 

V. Yt rmrjnyev. Bid you calculate the coefficient of excitan diffusion in 

benzene u: Inr Förster* s theory? 

” G» Kaplan. In this case I gave data of LirsKy and Burton, 

V. L, Yermolayev. First of all, at such distances Forster's theory is not 

applicable, and secondly, at such distances it is necessary to consider resonance 

exchange transfer according to Dexter. 

I, (i, Kaplan. This remark is corre« 



EXCITON, IN THE LIQJTD PHASE AND STRUCTURE OP LIQUIDS 

Kh, V. Protopopov 

In coruienoed molecular systems 

distinguish strong, average and weal 

exciton 

resonance 

on, in liquid there ia propagated 

which protects the excito» fiPOili |u 

'omotc 

for a not too weak bond 

luj. merci ore, there is not excluded a certain directivity of 

local exclton in liquid at dlstarices oi* the order of several 

molcoula r 11 amo ter; 

A. 



Both free and local excitons apparently exist In aromatic liquids and 

solutions. Independence of ,,a/ß-ratioM on state of aggregation of organic 

scintillators and the independence of fast components of de-excitation times in 

them on dh/dx (linear energy transfer of radiation) indicate the great similarity 

of processes of excitation and fast quenching in liquid and solid organic 

scintillaters [7] and also the relation between these processes and fast excitons. 

Sharp drop of light yield with Increase of dE/ix In all organic scintillators, 
* 

accompanied by Increase of contributif,., of the slow component of luminescence can 

be explained by exciton-exciton interactions in the region of the track, which 

lead, according to [Ô]# to formation of ion». 

Existence of sufficiently high short-range orders in aromatic liquids and 

solutions which are necessary for fonsation of free excitons has been indirectly 

confirmed by experimento with X-rays [9], by data on the large deviation of binary 

liquid systems of the type benzene-cyclohexane from idealnesa [10], and also by 

investigations of shift of nuclear magnetic resonance [NMR] (HMP) signals in such 
■ *j 

systems [11]. According to Burton and his colleagues [5, 4], large magnitudes of 

rate constants of quenching and energy transfer in liquid scintillators, and also 

the minima of luminescence in multicomponent scintillating systems containing a 

diluent and quenching agent are explained by the large contribution of excitons 

embracing domainu of 10-15 molecules of solvent to energy transfer. 

These peculiarities of proceases In liquid scintillators cannot be explained 

by resonance energy transfer from solvent to activator or quenching agent. 

Resonance transfer here can probably not occur at distances exceeding molecular 

diameters. Since for molecules of aromatic solvents transitions of higher orders 

are characteristic, then values of [1] cannot be calculated by Fttrster's formula, 

which la ujitful only for dipole-dipole interaction [1). The remaining possibility 

ol energy transfer by means of diffusion of molecules does not explain either the 

high values of quenching constant and energy transfer constant or the proximity 

of these magnitudes for such substances as oxygen and n-terphenyl [3]. 

The domain hypothesis agrees well with direct data on high rates of energy 

transfer in Solutions of anthracene In benzene [12] and in other liquid scintillators 

for average distances between excited molecule of solvent and molecule of activator 

not exceeding Vj A• With Increase of this distance to 50 A duration of energy 

transfer U Increased by many times, which indicates essential change of mechanism 

of energy f.ran.-for in the interval of 15-50 A. 



M*,-i muni? ^ 

Hecenliy It wui: fîhuwn that many aromatic molecules In solutions, and even in 

vapors, form excited dimers which represent simple eximers [l^]t Binding energy of 

molecules in such eximera not infrequently exceeds kT [14]. Existence of exioers 

in liquid ben/,ene and toluene in confirmed by recent work of Sveshnikov and others 

lb], in which there are revealed minima of quantum yield of luminescence and of 
. 

de-excitation time oJ: solutions of these substances in hexane at concentrations 

higher than 1 mole/liter, and also intense fluorescence in region of 520 mu at 

concentrations exceeding Q.lj mole/liter. 

The greatest resonance interaction between molecules of aromatic solvents is 

expected in that case when the edge of one ring is above the center of another 

(an in neighboring planes in graphite) [16]. Therefore, it is expected that the 

process of rearrangement of the eximer during transfer of the exciton should have 

noticeable directivity. Diffusion displacement of the orienton as a whole aggregate 

oi molecule:; id obviously still less important for transfer of energy than diffusion 

molecules. Directivity of motion of orientons at distances of 4-5 molecular 

diurnetern is possibly explained by existence of gently sloping (approximately 

linear) segments of dependences of scintillation light yields on average distance 

between molecules of activator in liquid scintillators in the range of concentrations 

l-o. I pm/lli « r [!>, 7). it is essential that molecules of activator, before obtaining 

excitation energy from solvent, be drawn into the orientons and, then be "built into'* 

ex liners due to resonance forces. 

Trunufcr of local state of ordering, which is similar to motion of orienton. 

ill 

should take lace in associated liquids during exchange of protons or during transfer 

R: of electrons in biologically active materiais. 

It !.. interesting that an orienton represents an elementary self-organized 

system, which exists in motion, resists dissipation of energy of electron excitation, 

and promote.-, -oncer vat ion and transfer of this "high-quality" energy to the place 

ot its use In the chemical or optical process 
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Discussion 

Optics and 

A. Ya. HVmkln. In examining excitons In crystals, we usually consider a crystal 

of sufficiently large dimensions. Was there considered In your case the proximity 

effect of boundaries of local regions to one another? Were there considered 

conditions or» boundary of local region? In particular, how large is the ratio of 

volume of local region to its surface? 

ffh. V. rrotupopov. Even in crystals, at first there occurs a non-statlonary 

process — thr-. ex triton is formed in a small region and then spreads apart. In the 

case of a liquid we cari speak only about such a process. Full formation of exciton 

apparently does not have time to occur, boundary conditions are exactly those 

conditions which lead to localization of the exciton. The question of localization 

of excitons on defects is considered in detail in the survey of Hochstrasser.1 

it possible to apply the model considered by your to 

In vitrified media it is difficult to talk about any 

ordering dui-ing uxcif.atlon, since for this, apparently, there is not sufficient energy. 

A. T. KorlUdrly, 

vitrified media? 

Kh • V. grotopopov, 

., i>4, 531 (1962). M. H*n: hstrasaer Revs. Modern Phys 



Yu. i. K.))■■', 11. It i;.; Known that tn oxamlrring excltona in crystals, the structure 

oí' crystal. U\ assumed to he fixed. How Is it possible, in connection with this, to 

consider o/.cLton::, and orientons in liquids? 

Kh, V, 1'rotonopov. An exclton will be formed during a time at least an order 

of magnitude less than the relaxation time of volume and shear viscosity. Therefore, 

every,,ning occurs as in a solid, but not very ordered medium. However, in the work 

there are considered liquids with sufficiently high short-range order. Regarding 

the orientou, that as i-: soon as 3 there exist come «additional forces, the system will 

tend to a minimum of potential energy by means of ordering, and it will be realized 

if Interaction energy exceeds KT. 

-12 
Yu, L, Khali , How did you obtain the estimate of 10 *” sec for the lifetime 

of the excld on? 
o 

Kh. V. i’nd.oi opov. We have data only about the fact that for R < 15 A, 

de-excitation times during excitation of solvent (medium) or only of the activator 

10 * —12 
coincide within the limits of 2*10 sec. Regarding t 5 10 sec, condition 

shows only how much the lifetime of the excitan depende on mobility of short-range 

order in the liquid. 

L, S, ¡‘oInk. What energy can be transferred during migration of a free exclton? 

PrUopopov. Several electron-volts. 

Ho/.ovsKiy. Self-adjusting systems have to be characterized by the 

presence of feedback. How is feedback carried out in your case? 

Kh, V. i'rUopopov. The report concerned not a self-adjusting, but a self- 

Kh. V 

A. ï a 

organized system, l.e., a system which is fully open from the point of view of 
. ■ ■■ , :. '■ : / , . -,. . . ! I; : . ■. . 

thermodynamii and which possesses the rudamente of self-organization. 

■ Yu. 1«, /.ha it.. Kven if it is a selí'-Oi ¿anized system there still 

feedback: otherwise there will not be self-organization. 

V, K. l ykhovr.kly. What is the nature of forces which prevent fast removal of 

excitation energy from the orienten? Since in the system there are low-lying energy 

levels, cannot it happen that energy will disperse throughout the medium and the 

exclton will rapidly disintegrate? 

Kh. V, iTotopopov. It la possible to show that for average binding energy, the 

wave packet exactly should be extended to cover several molecules. This question 

is considered in detail in work [1], 

h. g. Polak. 

of its formation? 

On how many molecules is the exciton localized in the beginning 

-   ^: 1 ; : ' 
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Kh « V. Pro t. opopo y. The exciton iß localized on a of the order of tens 

of molecules. If in some region there fluctuatingly appears short-range order, 

then during the time of existence of this region, in the absence of defect in it, 

the exciton will spread out through it to the boundaries and then recombine 

nonradlatively or luminesce, or will be localized. 

Y, L» Tal*rose. What is the time of spontaneous decay of excitation in the 

solution? 

Kh. V. Protopopov. lo"^ - 10"^ sec 

V. L. Tal*roze. Should energy transfer then occur more rapidly? 

Kh, V. Protopopov. Duration of transfer should be included in this time, 

apparently, as a small component (about 2*10 ^ sec). In those cases when duration 

of transfer la large, de-excitation time will be changed. 

Yu. L. Khalt. How is it possible to consider the existence of the ordered 

region in the liquid for 10*^ eec? 

Kh. V. Protopopov. Region of ordering is considered not as stationary but in 

motion. During energy transfer, the region of ordering around the excited molecule 

is reconstructed — it, as it were, ’’goes" after excitation. 
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DIFFERENT TYPES OF NONRADIATIVE ENERGY TRANSFER FROM TRIPLET 
MOLECULES OF AROMATIC COMPOUNDS 

I 
1 

V. L. Yermolayev 

la work:- [1-2] it ia shown that in solid solutions there can be carried out 

two types oi* non radiative transfer ^migration) of energy from triplet molecules of 

organic compounds. First type of transfer appears in the phenomenon of sensitized 

phosphorescence of organic compounds in vitreous solutions at low temperatures. 

which was discovered in 19‘32 [1]. Deactivation of triplet molecules of donor in 

this cast: ii accompanied toy excitation of molecules of acceptor directly into the 
'1 1 r rip let stc-t <■., i. u., transfer occurs according to the scheme 'T- 4- 1rA -• i „ + • 

n A a 
. 

Hie dJar.tam d’ - lect ron levels for this case is shown in Fig. 1. 

Quanti i Jive relations in triplet-triplet transfer sharply differ from relatione 

oh:.erven iu i.n- earlier investigated singlet-singlet transfer [4]. Dependence of 

o frióle-¡r:y m t¡uenchLnr of donor of energy qQ/q on coni eritration of acceptor C in 

'•'hir, caira i. i< . ^rUnuj by Perrin's formula lb, 6]; q^/q ^ exp(VN C), which testifies 

to the sharj 'y limited sphere of action ol' quenching V. Magnitudes of V for 

different combination:; of donor and acceptor, detértnlned from experiments on 
* °V. 

ciuencnlng, a equal to (9-14)-10- A , which corresponds to distances between 
o 

centers of Interacting molecules of 10-19 A [6], It was shown that the probability 

f triplet-(. rip let transfer does not depend on probability of intercombination 

: ; ing let-1 rip let transition in the molecule of the acceptor of energy [7# 8]. These 

and other observed facts testify to the fact that the phenomenon of nonradiative 

transfer of energy through triplet levels iu caused by exchange-resonance 
¿’"‘‘i'iL ' •’ 1 ' : J i'1!:'1 í" i J''- 

interaction;;. of excited donor molecule and unexcited acceptor molecule which appear 

lailiW^ii.lliiiiÉÉi-r-idiiM'i ilii- I 



during superposition oi* peripheral parts of 

electron shells of the interacting molecules 

[7* 8]. Exchange-resonance transfer is 

permitted if there is observed Signer's rule 

of conservation of total spin of donor and 

acceptor during transfer. 

Eig. 1. Diagram of electronic- 
vibrational levels of molecules 
in the phenomenon of nonradiatlve 
energy transfer through triplet 

1 l * 
levels : V, V - ground and 

excited singlet, -V — triplet 
levels. Straight arrows 
designate radiative transitions, 
wavy arrows designate internal 
processes of nonradiatlve 
degradation, and dotted arrows 
designate transitions 
accompanying nonradiatlve 
electron excitation energy 
transfer, k^-ky ^ are rate 

constant of the corresponding 
processes. 

In 1961 [3]j it was experimentally shown 

that triplet molecules can 

electron excitation energy with 

nonradiatlve transfer through the usual 

inductive-resonance mechanism. As a result of 

transfer, the acceptor molecule is excited 

into the singlet excited state, i.e., 

1 * 
r . »a Tß + rA. The phenomenon of \ 4* -* 11 

triplet-singlet transfer was observed both by 

reduction of t and quenching of phosphorescence 

of the donor, and by the appearance of 

sensitized afterglow of the acceptor. For 

this type of transfer it is necessary that spectrum of phosphorescence of the donor 

overlap the intense absorption spectrum of the acceptor, 

Donor Acceptor 

Fig. 2. Energy level diagram 
of molecules for nonradiatlve 
transfer of energy from triplet 
to singlet level. See 
designations in Fig. 1. 

Quantitative relatione and 

0 
distances of transfer (25-½ A) are close to 

those observed for singlet-singlet transfer [4], 

Diagram of levels for triplet-singlet transfer 

Is shown in Fig. 2. This type of transfer doe:; 

not require superposition of electron shells of 

interacting molecules and obeying of Wigner's 

rule. 

Both effects were used by us for the study 

of intramolecular nonradiatlve degradation of 

electron-excited molecules in solid solutions at 

low temperatures [9]* These investigations 

showed that in the absence of photochemical reactions, internal degradation of 

energy of electron excitation of aromatic molecules is carried out through the 

triplet otate. The actual processes of nonradiatlve transfer of energy of both types 

art- not 1 . led by transition of aü energy of electrón excitation into heat. 
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Discussion 

N. 1). 1 '»kolov. What is the mechanism of triplet-singlet energy transfer? 

V, L, Y(■ rniolayev. This is the usual mechanism of inductive-resonance transfer. 

It is completely analogous to the mechanism of singlet-cinglet transfer, with the 

difference 'hat everything occurs in another region of times. 

V". V‘ • fiiktMn. When singlet-singlet energy transfer occur, then the 

measure of ihtermolecular interaction in molecular crystals is dipole-dipole 

■putting of terms (Davydov splitting of tenue). Is it possible from experimental 

data to find a quantity characterizing inductive-resonance interaction? 

Y,* ) ♦ »971101 ayev. Inductive-resonance interaction is weak, and splitting of 
0 

• rm;; is not observed for molecules separated by a distance of 30-40 A. In 

particular, ..uch an interaction does not affect optical characteristics of donor 

or acceptor molecules. 

1 « ! « « v. lo.rt. i’ront experimental data It foliowr that during excitation of 

■ i'ccU.. ( f bonsophenone, phosphorescence compose» iOOÿ of the radiation. This 

• • b .riilM»is tlcit excited molecule passes from singlet state into triplet state in a 

• imu of abouI, JO 1,1 sec, nince de-cxoLtation time of singlet level can attain 10“^ sec 

How do you ■ 1 jíii sucli fast transition of excited molecule into tripJ.et state? 

V.J.._>1 nnolttyev. This question has still not been answered. It is necessary 

to note thn . the time 10 
10 

see la too low an ostiiuat-e. Radiative transition of a 

-I35 
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molecule ui’ buiwophcnorit; i’rom oinif.let Into ground occur., not In 10 r»oc, but in 

-6 10 sec. Coruiequently, uo that there will be revea'Lea only phosphoreocence, it 1. 
8 

sufficient to have a time of transition to the triplet state of 10 sec. 

V. V. VoyevoUskly. Your method of calculation pertains only to the mechanism 

of tramifer of energy from donor molecule to acceptor molecule. And do you not 

consider the mechanism of transfer from aonor molecule to donor molecule through 

triplet levels? 

V. L, Yermolayev. Apparently it is not necessary to take this into account, 

since there is no dependence of probability of transfer on concentration of donor 

(in the region - ICT1 mole/liter); if there were such a transfer, then 

there would be & dependence of probability of transfer on concentration of donor.1 

Question; At what concentrations does there appear action of the acceptor? 

V. L. Yermolayev. By certain methods it is possible to observe influence of 

acceptor starting at concentrations of laole/liter; by other methods, 

for instance according to quenching — at 5*^0 ^ mole/liter. In experiments of 

Sandros and BEckstrôm,2 where transfer of energy through triplet levels was observed 

in liquid solutions, very low concentrations of acceptor are sufficient 

(1CT4-Icr5 molo/liter) 

Question: Is It possible to explain self-quenching of molecules of donor by 

triplet-triplet transfer? 

V. L. Yermolayev. Belf-quenching for aromatic molecules in solid solutions 1- 

not observed up to a concentration of ~1 raole/liter. Self-quenching occurs for 

moleculeo of the type of dyes, where spectra of radiation and absorption strongly 

overlap. For aromatic molecules, this effect is practically not observed up to 

very high cone en tint ions. 

Quest Uon: Is it possible to say that if there is experimentally observed 

transfer of excitation to large distances for aromatic molecules in the solid phase 

at concentration of the order of ICfmole/liter, that this is not transfer 

solid 1 solution at Y7° K (i JAi. very high .• one'‘ntrations in solid solution at 77 K (O.ji-1.2 mole/liter}, 
there was n-vua’l.ed triplet-triplet transfer of energy between donor molecules [V 
1.. YcrmolJi/t y. Op Me:: and :, pu otros copy, 16, 5*18 (1964) ]. 

K. r.nn.ir mid il. L. J. BÄckstr'im. Acta Chem, Scand., lb, 9bß (1962). 

•l^ó- 
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xperimental data of auch kind? 

L. Yermo t./cv. We estimated the distance of inglet-triplet transfer. It 

hovnn that for different combinations of donor and acceptor, they compose from 
o 

lj'j A; i.e*, this is the usual distance observed for 

was u 

inglet-singlet transfer 

not contradiction here with singlet-singlet transfer. 

How do you explain invainability of spectrum during 

Since according to you there is formed something like an 

lhc.n the spectrum should be characteristic for 

Therefore 

H. N. Murmukhametov 

ensi' ized luminiscence? 

ximcr an eximer, 

[• The question of eximers drops out, since they are forme 

where there is possible regrouping of interacting molecule in liquid solution; 

after excitation of one of them In solid matrices molecules after excitation 

same places. After energy transfer from donor to acceptor, 

not interact with acceptor because triplet level of donor is higher 

KiTleiency of transfer 

remain in the 
molecule 

donor doe 

hould depend on overlapping of rr-electron 

serve a dependence of efficiency of transfer on structure of 

arid on the Introduction of interlocking 

.ov. Efficiency of transfer should be s 

¡ubstitutes? 

;)mewhat higher for d' 

molecule tronger prohibition of intercombination for transitions 

molecule itsell tendency Indeed appears, but it is necessary to make 

Ince it is difficult to estimate and to a conelusion with certain caution 

:>f different molecules compare 

l!lg-k.?.X■ You investigated carbazole and dlphenylamine, which in 

ir»tor into interaction with molecules of the matrix Could it 

rmud radicals of alcohol quench excited molecules? 

11ayev. The yield of photochemical procès 

excitation there were used low intensitie; 

ses is small Inasmuch as 

it is apparently 

reward photochemical processes 

ensured homogeneity of impurity in the 

V.JL. Yermolayev. Yes, for solid solutions it is possible to assert this 

quite definitely. 

V.« M» ^uWdiovieh. If there occurs induced resonance, then fer probability 

of triplet-singlet transfer, the dependence on distance r should be 1/r^. Then in 

(-he case of good overlapping you would obtain transfer at 100 A. Are there known 
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There!orr, we exelude the a:j3ociatXon effect; it «Joco not appear either 

tfpeetroncopically or otherwiae. 



of donor and acceptor molecules C. the other hand a can be determined 

experimental tneana aoc ordinii, to some procesu which is a result of energy transfer 

quenching of fluorescence of B* by molecules A 

protection1’ of molecules B 

sensitised 

from chemical decoiqposltion an< 

or radiolysis of molecules A Comparison of experimental 

ule A with consideration of diffusion Approximate 

r 

PROCESSES OK ENERGY TRANSFER IN CONDENSED SYSTEMS 
I '¡I'; 'i 1 i ■ i ' : ' ¡ j h! '1 jt|íT¡¡ '? ! 'Y1Pp !;:p Y p!|' ¡T ! pi.;j| jli;'jH|i f ¡í;| ; ||ïï|fr 

N. N. Tunitokiy and Kh. S. Bagdasarfyan 

For explanation of many phenomena of luminescence photochemistry and radiation 

hemistry, there are widely used the concepts of "energy transfer" from some 

molecules to others [1, 2], By this idea embraces processes whose physical 

mechanisms are very different, and in certain cases possibly even unknown. F 

this point of view, of doubtless interest is establishment of a region in 
,, i, ■! Y|p■ ¡iji, ! tfillwfPMit HtfMBIMHM 

concepts of the "resonance" mechanism of transfer of energy of electron excitation 

are valid. Probability of energy transfer per unit of time from ej 

B to molecule A In the case of dipole transitions is equal to 

Jim 

where r !.. «ilstance between molecu es; a in energy transfer constant (depending 

also on their orientation). 
• ,j 4|[ ,■* - .'»‘v-i lï'-S' 

Theci-.. or resonance t.raniií'er , rmlt.H us to üetermine a from electronic spectra 

as lili 

üii'i thoort'i l. 'ii vnluer. of magnitudee a oan serve as the most convincing argument 

:t- Yuwr or resonance mechanism of tr'insfer. In connection with this. In this 

worn there in given exact solution of problem about transfer of exaltation ener 

: r*oi¿ molecules B to mo lee 

-‘ítóíhk-íiJ 
_ 



problem are given In works [3 

c one entration of excited molecules 

that initial concentration of excited 

new 

time with finite D it is nece 

, ... ,1.-, 

solutions 

We will consider change a 

of molecule A. Let us assume 

constant over tne volume, and that 

B in vicinity 

molecules is 

molecules will not be formed. After a 

certain time, near each of molecules A,on the average, there will be established 

a region with lowered concentration of excited molecules B*, since molecules B* 

located close to A will lose excitation faster. Furthermore, near every molecule 
* 

A there will be disturbed the equilibrium distribution of molecules B with respect 

to their orientations. We, however, due to the great complexity, will not begin 

to consider orientational effects, and will use values obtained by averaging over 

all possible orientations, which is permissible during sufficiently fast rotation 

of molecules. 

Average concentration n of excitea molecules B in neighborhood of A will be 

described in such u case by the equation 

* r *• i* 

where k is probability of spontaneous deactivation of molecule B per unit of 

time; D is diffusion coefficient. 

As additional conditions we haves 

at /-0, 

Here Is distance of minimum approach of molecules A and B. Sometimes, instead 

of the second condition we use: at r » HQ, n « 0, which contains the assertion of 

an additional mechanism of energy transfer during approach of molecules to each 
* 

other. Number of n.lecules B losing excitation near molecules A per unit time 

will be equal to 

N ~dr. 
g» 

im.y tj in the Jirriting case when D-* cd, we have 

^(0) 

in order i - 'i d vuiue of N for lai 

t" solve » ur tivri At t > t^ (t1 will be estimated below) solution has the form 

a »* n„€“Ä/C(z) *= ß(r «« oo)c(z), 

3 *: 
moments of 



r. 

wm 

rtiHßvpm 

where 

Cfr) —7 
(Df, ... '♦■'•(?), ,., . 

M?) J'- 

0% 2 t 

X, - Beere' function oí* index p 
iJ 

Brom ( ^ ) .'ind (b) v/e find 

iV »öiMw(r « oc)^J 
gl 

(6) 

(?: 

At lar(;e vnLuer of b we have 

|m|¡:'' I >• 

Bain/' l'.nioiuKliovßkly1 o formula for rate of coagulation of colloidal particles, 

we can Introduce the idea of radius of equivalent absorbing sphere R, determined 

by the relation 

JV-4«D/&i(r«oo). 

i / « \v* 
We have 

,U, 
(8) 

Time i' establishment of ntationary distribution for function C ia determined 

■MÉHÉÜBIhí 'jlllifsiilillMMMBli by follow] nf reJationrhip: 

/,=ftv- (9) 
D O^1 ‘ 

Wo c.utr- that iiuririr, utronf resonance transfer of excitation energy, R does not 

depend on -UmensIons of molecules, but only on magnitudes a and D, Thus, 

dependence of H on u and D is weak. Usually values of ct lie within limits 

cm /sec ; D =- 10 cm /see. Therefore, R sliould have the order of 

,, 

'ho f*Hi’itJ value of effective radius can be used for approximate consideration 

01 ¿. Ul 

1 

leads* 

L 
(J ii t ran nf urination of A, then concentration of molecules A will be 

nuiii id by the equal 1 

w ..1..... • ,1,,.-., 
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The above relationuhips are valid If concentration of molecules A la sufficiently 

email. 
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Discussion 

A. M. Brodokiy. What excitations are being considered here, and what are the 

lifetimes of excited states with respect to chemical disintegration and luminiscence 

What concentrations does the theory consider? 

N. N■ Tunltakly. Lifetimes of excited molecules can be various. It is 

necessary to make only one limitation: concentration of molecules A should be 

low enough that there is not much overlapping of zones with impoverished 

concentrations. This reduces to the following concentration of molecules A should 

be leas tiian 102° - 101^ molecules/cm^ (depending upon magnitude of constants). 

V. V. Vovevodskly. You wrote boundary conditions. The first condition 

» 0. In the presence of a diffusion flux it apparently is not satisfied 
Id rip 

and, in any case, this condition is impossible to introduce with additional 

substantiation. The second alternative condition proposed by you, n » 0 at r *■» Kq, 

assumes that basically the process is limited by diffusion. Thus you use boundary 

conditions for the diffusion region without conducting a general solution in order 

to clarify relationship between diffusion and other processes. It would be more 

correct, I think, to take the usual conditions, when concentration is not equated 

to zero orj the boundary, but when there are equated flux and rates of process at 

the wall. Then you Indeed obtain general conditions, which in the extreme 

diffusion case lead to the conditions n * 0. 

N, H, Turiltop 1 y. In this problem, If we do not assume some new mechanisms. 

It 1 s hcc. li.snr.v to have the 

1 
boundary condition- diffusion flux 1 3 equal to zero. 

'i i excita tion t/ molecule is determined by the accepted law l/r\ 



.. ^ 

pi • . " iW11 : '» j 

1' I'. tue Mflual diffusion tquuMon we sot flux equal to zero, then there will 

not be u-l • „n-nr of particles. In this complicated equation, flux is equal to 

.:ero, ami :rfi.¡appearance of particles Is considered by Ote term an/c6. 

* ' -a „r,,1'dtln. You said that particle density of a* ■ 10^ l/cm\ Is it 

pxisiblo .in such a cane to write equation of diffusion in differential form? It 

■cmy to tm. that in this case it is necessary to write integral Kinetic equation 

• u.u not ill i ! . rentlal equation of diffusion. Concentration of molecules is too 

small, when: r diffusion equation pertains to physically small element of volume 

containinr. a lar^.e number of particles. 

In our caoe It Is posciible to write the equation of 

dli!uolon. ídffuclon approxiraationfl are Juatlfled here. 

You consider molecule A to be secured at a point, but It, 

Ufter al1’ ai'COMpJiahe8 «-andom walks, which In general lead to the result that it 

''11 1 1 1 ’ 'la aan® 0*- excited molecule ii and arrive at a zone where 

' "l 1 ' ivl- 13 ll ''r|t. Qualitatively this effect Is the same as diffusion of 

molciiuiec i. , but quantitatively it can be absolutely different. What is your 

opinion Concerning the role of random wals of molecules A? 

'!‘u,'ll:!;fcl.Y» Tt ^ sufficient to refer on nmolukhovakly, who considered 

relal lvc ••i-.ws.inn motion and showed that during relative Brownian motion diffusion 

weitlcieiil.. art added. Here wo understand by D the coefficient of relative 

Brownian mof,:3on, 

IV Ufetime of ^cite<a ^ate ia such that diffusion displacement 

i 0 Ro' then ^ iG not necessary to consider diffusion 

incUnee, ' or highly excited molecules ( lire t ime ^10' 

to consider diffusion 
it is 

-lü 
sec) 

•osslbie j 
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V relative intensity 
eocenoe of fjolution 
.00‘j mole/lit'H*) In 
eye '1 »hexane mixtures 
of reverse viscosity 

nt. Point A - 
DK) in vitreous IPD 

INVKSTIGATXOri OF MECHANISM OF INTERMOI»KCTJIAH ENERGY 
TRANSFER IN ORGANIC SOLUTIONS. THE INFLUENCE 

OF DIFFUSION 

V. A. Kron^auz, 1. N. Vasil'yev 
and B. P. Kirsanov 

During sensitized luminescence of liquid organic scintillators and also 

during certain sensitized radiation and photochemical reactions, transfer of 

excitation energy from solvent to solute occurs apparently by means of resonance 

interaction of excited molecules of energy 

donor and molecules of acceptor [1-3]. 

\ 4* 

liquid solutions, a considerable role in 

energy transfer is played by diffusion motion 

of interacting molecules. 

As an example of Influence of diffusion, 

in the figure there Is shown change of 

Intensity of sensitized luminescence oi’R 

2.‘j-dlphenyloxu/.ole [DPO] (flOO) dissolved in 

mixtures of isopropyldiphenyl [IPD] (Him) and 

cyclohexane be under action of light absorbed 

by IPD. Decrease of viscosity was attained 

by increase of content of cyclohexane. 

It i.. possible to consider the influence of diffusion in the following way: 

In the st« idy state, f-t small concentrations of energy acceptor B, distribution 

function ».( r) of excited molecules of energy donor A near the molecule B in the 

lire.:-one*' of resonance interaction and diffusion is determined by the equation 
1 

145- 
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Dbn(r)-W(r)n(r) *(r) +1*0; 

under the conditions: n(Kl2) « 0; n(co) « ßTQ, where 

'w-HïV- 

III VP , 1 il 1, K*r ! -1 sir ! Ill ' 

0‘ ) C 

(la) 

D le diffusion coefficient; W(r) la probability of resonance interaction of 
# # 

A and B; Tq is lifetime of excited molecules A ; r0 is "critical distance” of 

resonance ener<sy transfer; ß is concentration of A* formed per unit time; R12 is 

sum of kinetic radii of A and B. 

We will formulate the following principle of equivalence: number of 

molecules deactivated during collision with a "sphere” of radius r1, which 

instantaneously quenches every molecule A# colliding with it. Criterion of 

applicability of this principle is 

(2) 

On the basis of the formulated principle, it is possible to write equation 

(1) without the second term with the boundary conditions: 

* (0)-0, n(oo)=»pt,. 
il 

(5) 

Solution of auch an equation leads, as Is known [4], to the following expression 

for rate :onstant of energy transfer () : 

*AB=4nDr,.v(l+^A=). (4) 

Magnitud«- fj is simple to determine by using the following simple method [rj]. 

Let us consider deactivation of A by resonance means in accordance with equation 

D\n(r) — tt?(r)rt(r) - 0 (^) 

under the conditions 

"(Äm)-O, /1(00)^/1,. 

Dofvnitin i iij ; from (b) the value of dn/dr, we will find number of molecules 
» 

A doact ! ..tUd by particle 13 per unit time, which, according to principles of 

equivalence, should satisfy the equality 

4*DrîïLr4nD'‘'v (6) 

incluí' value of dn/dr found IV.» (b) in (6), we will finally obtain 

{7) 
ivwAotj /./. i"» ; 
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Calculated Experimental 

: 

where F(x) in .’amina-rune ti on and I. (oj) in Bessel function of i-st kind, 

A n in i lar oxprößflion for equivalent radius Is obtained in work [6] 

If we consider that constant calculated according to the 

the equation practically do not depend on concentration of acceptor and 

region of very low concentration:.*., then values of calculated according to 

equation (t) can be compared with experimental values. 

In the table there are compared values of for certain systems, which were 

determined from experiments on the kinetics of sensitized luminescence of DPO 

solutions and sennitized radiation decomposition of solutions of benzoyl peroxide 

[5], with values calculated by means of formula (4). 

Comparison of Experimental and Calculated Valuea of k^g 

Solution 

henzoly peroxide — toluene 

DPO “ toluene 

urn - IH) — cyclohexane 

i.2 

Ac can he . • • r> fivni the table, calculated magnitudes of k^, are less than 

■ \p :rinionI.■ I vilucs. Pol Ibly this is connected with the fact that dependence of 

probabilltv *;■ r 'onance Interaction on distance between molecules, which is 
* 

determines, hy expression (ta), in not retained during, diffusion approach of A and 

!' to emai l d:i.:tances from each other. 
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K. F, V-isiPjev. You aaid that; it le necessary to consider diffusion if 

lifetime of excited state is sufficiently groat. At what lifetimes does this 

phenomenon show up? 

V, A. Kronr.auz. The criterion of applicability of our ideas is the condition 

rWÊB 

iüu 

where 1q Is lifetime of excited molecules of solvent; i.e., the equivalent sphere 

is "skipped" without deactivation, and in the equivalent sphere particles are not 

generated. Only then can we apply the proposed considerations, 

idea of equivalent sphere is not applicable, 

Otherwise, the 

-8 It is satisfied because Tq « 10 

Question: And how is the matter at large t0? 

V. A. Krontiaua. Our approach is exactly Justified at large Tq. It is 

important that spontaneous deactivation not occur inside the sphere. If, however, 

deactivation occurs inside the sphere, then our consideration is not applicable. 

1 want to .ida that the analogous idea about equivalent radius was used by M. D. 

(Jalanin and 0. P. Belikova. However, magnitude of equivalent radius was taken by 

them to be equal to half the critical distance, which in our opinion is not fully 

Justified. 
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KNKRGY TRANSFER DURING RADIOLYSIS OK HYDROCARBONS 

A. M. BrodüKiyj Yu. A, Kolbanovskly and L Polak 

Amorip, proolenu> of cautsing the greatest Interest during the study of radlolysls 

of hydroenrbono at low and average temperatures are Included characteristics of 

transfer of excitation energy during Inhibiting. Experimental curves of inhibiting 

of formation of definite products of disintegration have in many cases the 

characterlr.Mc form represented schematically in the figure. As can be seen from 

the figure, there are two different Intervals. In the first, inhibiting is 

accelerated very sharply with increase of 

concentration of the addition, and in the 

second it grown comparatively slowly. Moreover, 

in case of inhibiting in liquids, transition 

from one interval to the other occurs in region 

-4 -6 
of relative molar concentrations 10 -10 or 

-5 -6 
at average distances of about 5-10 ^-10 cm; 

in case of gases, however [1], the corresponding 

transition occurs at concentrations of 
„P 

altogether 10 mole/mole, but at the some 

din tances. Let us note that curve of inhibiting 

c many u; i < 1 /.as reactions has analogous form, only the corresponding critical 

average distances are several times larger. On second interval magnitude 

10(/) “ 0( «)]" (G - radiation yield; p — concentration of inhibitor in raole/cm^), 

which is a linear function of probability of transfer of excitation, is 

proport.1'Mvi i ! " C’ ; i.e., its behavior is analogous to behavior during inhibiting 

! i t:'*» 7¾ • ■ i-ffi-rin 

u. 
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of luminescence. At the eame time, as analysis of experimental data made in work 
M 

[2] and alc.u analysis of uubeequent more exact experimente from works [1, showed, 

initial se-tion of curve of inhibiting Is characterized, with good accuracy, by 

•1 2/3 proportionality of magnitude [G(p) - G(cu)] to concentration C which 

corresponds during “strong inhibiting" to proportionality to the mean square 
0 

distance R 

According to our works [^], the indicated distinction of the concentration 

dependence of inhibiting can be connected with transition from one region of 

variation of the dimensionless parameter. 

Ar *cpl' 
9. » 

mR 1.7«» 

where o is corresponding excitation energy, to the other. M'*gnitude cd during 

radiolysis of hydrocarbons can take values of the order of energies of electron 

excitation, i.e., approximately ev. Then it is obtained that exactly at 

-*5 -6 
average distances of 5*10 -10 cm or at the above-indicated critical values of 

concentrations, parameter a passes from values smaller than unity to values larger 

than unity. 

In connection with what was said above, we advanced the assumption that transfer 
v!!fiiil-pll11 A!:s! -¿»'Of#;! {%: ' 
of the considered comparatively high excitations with relaxation times 

—i ^ — I ^10 -10”' sec occurs by means of direct electromagnetic transmission, where, in 

accordance with values of ct at low concentrations, it is necessary to consider the 

time lag, in theoretical consideration L^] of the proposed mechanism of inhibiting, 

the problem was divided into two parts. At first there was considered the model 

quantum-mechanical problem of transfer of energy in vacuum from excited molecular 

system to m- lccule of Inhibitor. Probability of such process when only dipole — dipol- 

terms are t*i l.alned turns out to be, with the most favorable location of dipoles. 

equal to 

.7 - a* ^1+a*+ -5- a* j p (u») Wiiiin, (0 

where w^. atui w ■u r probabilities of dipole radiation of excited molecule and 

inhibitor; , (",) to prob-abillty density function of final states of inhibitor 

the. re a.l problem , w. •; have excited ions anc 1 molecules and molecules of 

¡stlcally distributed among thorn (usually aromatic compounds with 

comp I lea ted ¡,/j.tem of levels, iodine molecules, etc,) 

-1^0- 
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In many casea liurinf, radiolyüie of hydrocarbons levels of excitation of 

chemically active molecular system* particular ion lie below the first 

so that the medium is indeed electronic level of the min part of the molecules 

transparent 

based on formula (1) 

of probability of inhibiting on concentration 

obtain Durlnr, strong absorption by inhibitors we 

xpreeslon for dependence 

where ß,, und fi coefficients of the order of unity depending on ire constant 

is easy to see, formula (2) permits the describing .Interact ion 

inhibiting phenomena of the enumerated peculiarities of 

Literature 

Chem 

S. Polak. Transactions of II-nd All-Union 
Moscow, Publishing House of Academy of Sciences 

Candidates dissertation, Moscow Yu. A. Kolbanovskly 

Publishini House of Academy oí' Radjolysis of hydrocarbons 
of USSR, I962. 
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Reports of Academy of Sciences of M. Brodskiy and Yu. A 
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Kolbtinovskiy 

e of the difference of Formulate your caui 

The dependence on R according to us is the very 

but Förster considers mainly luminescence, i.e 

is necessary to consider diffui 

I understood, your time of transfer of energy is the 

it is comparable with decay time 

according to your formula there i till necessary the condition 

If this is so, then huw do you explain experimental 

which with introduction of additions of terphenyl or anthracene 

mole/liter, no protection of benzene 

although their spectra apparently overlap revealed 

ou explain thi phenomenon 

In order to explain behavior in every concrete there la 

X JUCIII 

A. H 1, 

. 
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i who U' Ue ri e i : j V app r oxima11on, itfe cernaidered •X certain model 

only one excited level, which thi 

il. 'iîi i.*dwicK Chem 

usually cari not be realized. Thus may be changeover between several mure 

may, converroly, be carried out sensitization — the transfer from one level to 

another, furthermore, during inhibiting of radiolysis oX* aromatic hydrocarbons by 

aromatic hydrocarbons, it is impossible to expect considerable effects. 

Yu. V. Kunobo.yov. Will you tell me, please, in detail how you obtained the 

cone en t ration dopendeneeV 

A. M. : rodsKiy. We have some excited system, and at a certain average distance 

from it there is a molecule of inhibitor. If inhibiting is sufficiently strong, and 

location of molecules is favorable, then inasmuch as in radiation chemistry the 

concentration of excitations is usually very small, it is possible simply to take 

lhe average distance to the nearest molecule of inhibitor. If, in fact, absorption 

on the first molecule does not occur, it is necessary to consider following molecules 

•d* inhibitor, but then it is necessary to consider the characteristic attenuation 

term, which cuts off the influence of very distant molecules of inhibitor. 

V. A. Kronr/xus. It is impossible to pass from law of interaction between two 

molecules to average concentrations. From your method of consideration it follows 

,2 that Fhrct'-r’ü theory should give a dependence on C . 

A. M. 1 rodskly. Yes, in the limiting case of high concentrations and under 

oauditiom; corresponding to radiolysis conditions, i.e., comparatively high 

excitation energies. There is a region of sharp drop of rate of radiolysis, which 

-4 evidently falls In the range of concentrations leas than *3*10 mole/liter in the 
EJ 

case of investigation of liquids* Thus, when fcd/ojR is of the order of unity in 

general, as follows from the theory, it in impossible not to consider delay, break 

of the inhibit in/ curve in found approximately in the region corresponding to 

'o/ü)H 1, Appai'fiaty, at low concentrations, data are best of all described by 
: f'l 

y/3 power I w, where the curve is drawn not directly through experimental points, 

tut through *; polui uid in the direction of a straight line. Recently there 

have* I • : 'i* rod oAperJmental data with pointa lying on a s traight line 

• <instruoU i, ir ii:.; to I he 2/’ power law. 

y• }■■.« have a question for all comrades stud ying energy transfer in 

Hqul ' . jntly there appearial the articles of Hardwick,1 who found very strict 
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correlation;’, between energy transfer in saturated hydrocarbons and ionization ||| 
■j* potentials ut’ the c or re s p ond ing substances. He made hence the conclusion that in 

saturated hydrocarbons there basically occurs charge transfer, and not transfer of 

* o'ltution energy. This does not pertain to processes caused by the action of 

light, but should be considered in radiation processes. It is necessary to deal 

carefully with coincidences with formal-kinetic results, since very frequently very 

different kinetir schemes give very similar formal-kinetic equations. I would like 

to know the* opinions of comrades of working in region of transfer of excitation on 

this subject. 

ÍLl El n.dskly. Dependence on can be obtained only from theory of 

electromagnetic transmission, taking into account time lag. If it were possible 

experimentally to prove the 2/5 law, then this would be a decisive argument. If 

the mechanism of Inhibiting consisted of charge transfer, then the lifetime of 

excited state would be lo'1'’ sec, which corresponds to a very high rate of 
'l h 

propagation of excitation (time MO sec). I can not see how there can occur 

transmission of electrons with such speed. 

V. h. Ta i.» roze. 1 did not understand what you said. After all, the rate of 

transfer J.. aJways measured in accordance with definite assumptions about competing 

Ions proc41¾s. If you do not introduce such concepts, then you will obtain simply 

t forrmt 1-kinetic constant, which in direct form still does not express the rate of 

t ransfer. 

A. !¿. bitod.'R].y. Transfer hras time to occur before disintegration; decay time 

Is l<r!/-:i<r! ;t sec ; distance is 100 A, we divide one by the other and obtain the 
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INVESTIGATION OP ENERGY TRANSFER BY METHOD OF CHEMILUMINESCENCE 

R. P. Vasil*yev 

The fate of excited molecules should not depend on method of excitation. At 

the same time, every such method has its own peculiarities, and this can hamper 

Interpretation of results. Therefore, during investigation of role of excited 

states during radlolysls, it is expedient to utilize other methods of excitation. 

Chemiluminescence in cold and hot flames has been repeatedly used for 

excitation of simple molecules and investigation of their properties [1]. In the 

liquid ph'i. e, until recently, this method had not been used due to complexity and 

uncertainly/ of mechanism of reactions with bright chemiluminescence. Detection of 

glow in re-1 •Lions with well studied mechanism [i?] croates basis for application of 

chemical synthesis as u method of supplementing other methods of excitation. 

Peculiarities of the method are: a) excited molecules are distributed evenly 

. 
over voliuri' af reaction vessel; b) there is absent background of source of 

excitation, und ft is possible to record radiation with very low yields; c) 

effectIv Mirtians of energy are small (2-4 ev) ; d) absorbing ability of other 

component s r solution does not play a role; l.e., their presence does not affect 

es. js.r 1 < ) them are not excited highly luminescent components (they can be 

e ccitcd only by i rg.y transfer) ; f) excitation occurs by "dark” means; therefore, 

: i. r : , i ,, i , had there is possible effective population of 

. 

as. --.1:1, ■ •• ssi,) leal : :., of this method of investigation, we will consider 

Influence oif.,sjsui-orbital Interaction on intermolecular nonradlating transfer of 

r< 
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i;, wiiii iliwwn [;. that in chemí|jumirK>¡ ceiit react tuns of oxidation oí 

hydroc&rbonr,, Ited partie leu are carbonyl compound!.; In the triplet (¾)) átate. 

Kith introduction in the solution or luminophore, aa a rule there occurs 

ampl.il'ieation of ohemllumlncacence and change of its apectrum. It was eutabllshed 

Is] thftt in the caBe of derivatives of anthracene (A), the phenomenon reduces to 

ini, rniulecu lar nonradiating transfer of energy from JVy to the singlet excited leve] 

y (fir. i). Probability of transfer KpA is low for alkyl- and phenylanthracenes, 

but is Inc roa r.ed with the introduction of chlorine and bromine. It is remarkable 

;hat halogens also increase the probability k1 of intramolecular nonradiating 

transition V/J *l\> measured by the method of pulse photolysis 16]. It is not 

difficult to note that- both processes are 

intercombinational, i.e.* occurs with change 

of multiplicity. Influence of halogens on 

intercombination transitions is usually 

explained by spin-orbital interaction, which 

disturbs selection rules [7]» It» 

interesting to conduct quantitative 

comparison of this influence on inter- and 

intramolecular transitions. For the purpose 

of selection of a single "scale of spin- 

orbital interaction," we will consider 

characteristics of these transitions. 

1.0 ul /molí 

Fig,, i. Energy level diagram 
Illustrât 1 nr. cheiuiluminescene in 
i!v. reaction of oxidation of 

■ Lhyleneben. cne and transfer of 
. norgy to marlvalives of anthracene 
fate constants of radiative (solid 
uv. ■■;) and nonrudiative transitions 
(wavy linen) and transfer (dotted 
lines) are designated, 

|f <;mnafer occurn according to exchange mechanism (exchange of electrons 

auring superposition of peripheral parts of electron shells in the state of 

collision),1 J1. probability is proportional to square of matrix element of exchange 

intoru'.: i 19] : 

<Hi> I* - 1 ^ 'llfti, o4) VaO'i' 0,)-1-if.v (fi, <ti) “O dv» I*’ 

of energy transfer sharply differed [f>] irom those required by 
, — Maximum value of kpA ;ifüharn,■ • i.:-'M .. --- -- -• - * •• „ - 

,>j- j Miiui-ti v. resonance or re ab sorption trrnater. 
>Or< -,,,1.} t"i< • in. in bamme at SO°c) was one and a half orders lower than the 

,1,, (i .6*¡ ï it o r/nioic * see ) , which agrees with the idea of energy 
,i.i.drw -01.1 inioi of donor and acceptor. Apparently, in our systems there 

•:,! :oii,i¡. for the indue live-resonance triplet-singlet transfer which 
•.j >*<■ •nil-.îy in . olid solutions [&]. 

rnwillTMIffi 



Wave J'unctlonâ have the forra equal to zero 

IT there exirt the follovdng equalities for spin parta 

x«(<>2) 

XA(01) and 

Obviously these selection rules are not obeyed for paired 

p^iritioii j-iy — ' lyj I ry lyj (since i X^)i and <.H¡> and 

bf small. With introduction of halogens into their field, there is strengthened 

the interaction of spin and orbital magnetic moments, which leads to "mixing" of 

turn out to 

states of dUTcrent multiplicity 

ible to designate transfer xf enex-gy as a paired transition 

¡>r;->'rp|-|‘rA-'r;+x‘h|; 

rtain degree allowed, and kpA increases. it become 

Probability of in:, rrunulficu Laî- transition 

is proportional to square of matrix 

. of the corresponding operator1 H : 

fei — l J VÁ* (r, a) H, ^ (r, a) dx\K 

Selection rule require 

; it is not obeyed for the 

rA -* 1r’A and k 
Analogously to that which was mentioned above 

introduction of nalofeus "permits" the 

lit *r/mo I.», 

e leinen t 

conservation of 

transition is email 

transition and k* increas 

Exact calculation of probabilities of iif, 2, influence of 
s ub n 111u11 ■ 11 ; ; on proimb 1111 i e a 
of triplet.-: nglet Intra- and 
inlermolectAl ar trami it ions : 
K.| - accoi'dlnr to data of work 

17]; Kpß - according to 

xtißuinpt 
i exano 

transitions is difficult For a series oi 

halogen-cubotituted napthalene fairly good 

data of agreement 1th experiment was obtained on the 
work l1;], oil th 
that f for eye uraption that k where ^ is the is equal 

radial part of the matrix element of the 

interaction for 

la ton halogen atora L7] Therefore 

decided to characterise position of eompouna * clinch loi 
9-bromo; .1 
dl br m« . in the "scale of spin-orbital interaction' by mighit line 

p ro>>o rtlonal it,y 
the quantity which is equivalenl to i nd ordinate 

introduction of a very rough model of the 

•ran.' i tion H0 is the dipole moment operator; for non radiative 

c nonad l.ab/itlcity on ora tor. 



mo Lee ¡en isolated at iris independently affect the 

rallows that quantities 

excited 

K, and even 

approximately proportional to each other. This hows that, in accordance with the 

and intramolecular transitions is influence of halogens on inter 

Maine mechanism of mixing of states, 

r process — deactivation of the triplet product by 

g. 1) -is considered in work [^]. 

and 

Another intermo Lecul 
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Discussion 

Whft! experimental data confirm that, fact that the 

in the triplet state? 

formed 

conducted much preliminary work in identification of 

work Included investigation of pectra (with help of a 

Y.er which was specially built for these purposes) 

excited state (according to quenching of chemiluminescence), 

■i Mn .v V i * of radiation (according to activation of 
•tiiraiMiBl'Mu.ippppjB(ml plîirnmi. tSUi'I'S'•¥ffifflinJSIIw 11:¾! ! | 

; w,!i Parallel careful control oi reaction rate and with 

and the mechanism of tudled chemical react! 

f‘d state was quantitatively characterized with 

and this peral Ucd us to conduct its Identification 



hut Hk o. Is il Impoßsible to conclude that the activator with lower 

I activates better? 

Jo, we did not observe ouch a dependence 

They showed that a to data oi Backström and Sandros1 on triplet-triplet trar 

level of acceptor becomes lower than level of donor then energy transfer soon as 

In our experiments, levels of activator; occurs practically at every collision, 

were always lower than levels of donor 

o, i). hut ¿ko. Do you consider it possible at least partially to explain your 

data by formation of complex of activator with excited molecule of reaction product 

R. F. Vnsl Pyec. We studied the temperature dependence of activated 

formed, then the from which it followi? that if a complex i chemiluminescence 

5 kcal/mole. Moreover, we did formation in any case is less than 0 energy of I 

not observe the changes in spectra which usually accompany formation of complexes. 

Why don't you consider transfer to the triplet level of the 

triplet-triplet transfer in this case is permitted, in 

the type of transfer which you discuss in your report? Therefore, 

in any case to take it into 

activator. After all 

also necessary to introduce it into your scheme 

quenching, but not to that process which can load to processes account. It 

interest 

I think that in the framework of that investigation which was 

inasmuch as triplet-triplet transfer nducted here, this would not affect results 

occurs in p/uvUlel with triplet-singlet transfer. At the same time, we have 

certain liuninophors in a For instance that these processes can occur 

number of reactions are quenching agents; probably in the 

to their triplet level and deactivation of the latter 

indication! 

cases there 

transfer of ener 

i. Backström. Acta chem. scand 
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JJPKCIFIC QUENCHING OP LUMINESCENCE OF ORGANIC COMPOUNDS 
DURING EXCITATION BY FAST ELECTRONS 

P. Ktlin and I. M. Rozman 

During excitation or ionization of one molecule of organic compound, there is 

expended the energy of the fast electron, which ia about 10 ev. Therefore, 

limiting value of yield of radioluminescence could be ~O. J photon/ev (r^ — quantum 

yield of fluoreacence). In reality, yield ia ^ [l]-0 12] times less. This can be 

due to either the absence (or low efficiency) of transition of excitation energy 

from "nonlumineacent" to ’'luminescent1' states of the molecule [5-5]# or to the 

presence or additional quenching [6], For the purpose of checking the last 

assumption, we measured yields and durations of luminescence of a series of 

different organic substances. Obtained results, part of which are presented in 

works [7-lu], undoubtedly testify to presence of dynamic quenching during excitation 

by fa- t e.lortrons. Let us consider some of these results. 

Durât : un of glow was measured on phase fluorometer (frequency of modulation 

a) - 1.p6*!‘' sec'“1). From Fig. 1 one may see that for plastic scintillators 

containing additions of 1, 5-trlphenyl-A -pyrazoline [3IT] p$n) or 1, 1, 4j| 

4-tetrapheiiyJ-1, .^-butadiene [TPB] (t^B)j phase angle during X-ray excitation 

become. le:;s than the angle during optical excitation of the actual luminescent 

addition directly ¢^, if its concentration exceeds 0.04 mole/liter. For a 

scintillator containing 'MG.? mole/liter of 3PP, corresponding fluorometric times 

are equal to ü « 4.6 and 0() « 6,7 Nsec, Analogous reduction of duration of excited 

¡.late (d.e.s.) of molecules of energy acceptor is also observed In liquid solutions 
i ' “.i - i ..-1 ' i.L8 . ■ ¿i•tBffiüiii,1 ) i'l ¡--MtiilTi;i 1 1' ^.iaIîSfÜA'.u^KÄRfiisä 

: m ■ ■ ' . ..û . '3 !«apppk 

- ••"S :t ï : if. ..- 
( for inston. MP in toluene) . 

^ ■' I'lg1 if i ill wfIsfffiÄ. ' 
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Ci nu vint ration of »¿Mltlon, 

j'ig. i. Dependence or duration of 
glow or plantic acintillators on 
oonceni ration of luminescent 
addition. Along the axis of 
ordinal.oo is plotted phase angle 
of Light of luminescence of 
addition. 1 and 2 - 1, 5, t»- 

triphor»y 1.-Ä^-pyraiioline (3PP) in 
polyviny Itoluene; > and 4 — 1, 1, 
4, 4-tc<.raphenyl-l, 3-butadiene 
(TPB) In polystyrene. Curves 1 
and 3 correspond Lo excitation by 
x-rays; p and 4 correspond to 
excitation by ultraviolet light 
( \ » 3200 A - iüOO S) 

Fig. 2. Dependence of light 
yield of liquid (curves 1 iind 
3) and plastic (curves 2 and 4) 
scintillators on concentration 
of addition: 1, 2 - ratio of 
quantum yields of fluorescence 
of addition during optical 
excitation of solvent (X » 

o 
* 2Ò32 A) and of the addition 

directly (1 = 365O £) 3, ^ - 
ratio of luminous intensities 
during excitation by ß-particle; 

of preparation and photons 

(X * 36^0 A) (normalized to the 
region of low concentration). 

The ln! Inenee of specific quenching of acceptor on yield of luminescence 

dm*irig excitation by electrons may be seen from Fig. 2. This quenching greatly 

limits luminous efficiency of scintillators* since maximum output corresponds to a 

concentration of acceptor at which effectiveness of transfer of excitation energy 

io 11 is le nr. than unity. 

Thun, during excitation of plastic or liquid scintillators by fast electrons, 

processes able to cause deactivation of molecules of impurity 

energy of electron excitation by moans of transfer from the 

processes also have to quench excited state of 

description of the phenomenon we use the 

rate constants of the processes, then we will 

-162- 
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transfer anti specific quenching; in specific rate constant of energy transfer; 

K'n and k,are rate constants of specific quenching of donor and acceptor. It is 

easy to sec that this formula will not agree with experiment (Fig. 2). 

qualitative agreement with experiment is given 

by the following kinetic scheme, 

quenching act only for 

limited region of the solution Vr 

Processes of 

certain time and in a 

They affect the 

JC.% 

yield of luminescence of acceptor in the following 

way: First they cause deactivation of part of excited 

donor molecules. This part decreases with growth of 

concentration of acceptor, since then rate of transfer 

of energy to it increases. Secondlyi they cause 

Fig. IXpendence of 
duration of glow of 
anthranllic acid in 
alcohol on concentration 

acceptor molecules deactivation of a certain part 

which obtain energy due to transfer. This part 

increases with increase of concentration due to growth 

of average duration of stay of excited acceptor 

molecules in the quenching zone. Considering also 

that donor molecules excited due to distant collisions 

are not subjected to the action of specific quenching 

(their fraction will be designated 1 - 5), It Is 

possible to represent "quantum yield" of radioluminescence in the form 

and X-ray (F and F ) 
excitation. 1 and 2 — 
solutions saturated with 

i » 
air; :1 and : ~ the same 
solutions after bubbling 
with nitro,,en. 

where and q,., are efficiencies of transfer from donor to acceptor in absence of 

queue him' of donor and in its presence; y is efficiency of transfer with subsequent 

quenching uf acceptor. 

quantities n,,. , n,., and y can be calculated for different mechanisms of 
I U 1/ 

transfer and kinetics of quenching. However, the abundance of parameters whose 

numerical values arc little known or quite unknown leaves great arbitrariness in 

quantitative comparison with experiment. 

Tv> obtain an estimate of parameters b and ks# there was conducted measurement 

of duration of glow of water and alcohol solutions in which transfer of energy from 

doivent war. practically absent [7]. Duration of radioluminescence turned out to be 

considerably less than duration of fluorescence (Fig. 2). If we assume that 

-16 j5- lili.■'ir. 
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quen'*hlri(¿ <• »notant K, i; oip.ütant during i., and is equal to zero at t > , then for 

(>q we will ubutin Mu' Connut« (.itern-Kolmer Kinetics, o)t;. « 1) 

“ tí 
(t («« q. 4. d(t 4 u*> 4> t>U(t -Hi) 4- 1 - M«1 

(1 - 6) (tí* +1¾ 4-1 (t +14¾ f + Ô (1 -1) (2 (l-H«1) - «• (1 -f |i)l i 
(^) 

where u * z « 1 + u = is the d.e«s. of molecules of dissolved 

compound. It contains three unknown parameters: f*, kg, tß. However, experimental 

Juta can be coordinated with dependence (5) only for values of Ö satisfying inequality 

\<,1U < f> « 1. Numerical results for two values of to are given in the table. 

.’»election t. « 2 Nsec to a certain degree is Justified toy the idea of a "spreading 

opart" track. For values of parameters corresponding to tg « £ Nsec, the ratio of 

quantum yields of radio- and photoluminescence 

3L„l — 

n» * 
(») 

turns out to toe equal o 0.17-0.20. In the case ts » Tf, it is equal to 0.40-0.50; 

l.e., specific quenching considerably weaker. 

olvent 

Water 

Ethanol 

Sthanol 

thanol 

Lurainescent 
compound 

Quinine sulfate 

Sodium 
salicylate.... 

fc-Naphthylamine 

Anthranilie 
ac id. 

VMHH 

0.65 

0.84 

0.66 

0.75 

8 -1 
kr., 10 sec 

*’> 

ñ = 1 

0.62 

1.4 

O.65 

0.93 

5 » 6 MUM 

2.5 

4.2 

2.6 

3.4 

Formula (3) 

t„ - ¡VIO"5 ? sec 

8 -1 
K,?, 10 sec 

O.92 

0.94 

O.9O 

O.9O 

e b *= 0.9^ 

9.8 

9.3 

10 

11 

13 

16 

13 

14 

fl ^ 0.90 

18 

19 

Thus, with certain selection of parameters to, ß and k:-, there can be obtained 

satis fan tory agreement of idear, developed here, concerning specific quenching of 

»lumint cnce, with experiment. In connection with this, it is of great 

errst tv- obtain values of these parameters both from independent experimental 

data and from t heure I, Leal estimates. 

in euro ludion* wc will note one more Important circumstance: Investigation of 

luminesce1-.' of alcohol solution of anthranillc acid containing quenching agent 

OC.I1, snowed i lrnt In this region of the track where specific quenching acts, action 
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ot CCIj. hù Btrengtheneü. Rate constant of quenching here is equal to 

kq ^ ■ ï * 1 ' titer/mole* flee, Fov j)hotolumii4e.renct H i.. equal to 

k-u-io9 lit.er/mole-aec. 
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SOLID BODY TO MOLECULES ENERGY ABSORBED BY A ‘EANGMISSION OF 
ON ITS SURFACE 

Polak ovßklyi Yu. V. Pepclyayev, l 
L. Khait and E. B. Shlikhter 

heptane adsorbed on the following tudied kiamnia-radiolysis of n Ther',j wa 

ac t i va t e cl K^O ( 11 ), 

Linear dependence of 

catalyst 

aluminum (I), aluminum-chromium 

I), cobalt-aluminum-molybdenum (IV) 

C^Hlr'hr) on ratio of electronic fractions 

catalysts 

radiolysi 

ll/heptane, in interval of value 

kinetic DClieme there i 

With identical preliminary conditioning of catalyst strongly d 

cut catalysts lie on one 

which together with 

<p(z) for diff 

tive 1c the catalyst 

eparabe values of AP Ohd 11 i< nin 

Irradiation of The most 

he electron paramagnetic resonanco not change the absorb 

the Initial Irradiated catalyst to the spectrum of 

< TV < II < HI) > the less active the catalyst 

established that the greater the electrical 

compared 

has been 

the EPR signal ! Lc 4 he ch'ACKf* 

explanation of experimental results ble approaches for 

Consideration i ailed "activation model 

a polyc: rystal during hort interval of time alline regions of fact that tfiiorocry; 

that radiation energy absorbed sulated, so ;rldered to be quasi 

ui win leave time practically to reach equilibrium distribution 

i::,:-::,-:,'-:', { : 

nsitde 

nside 

tiiliii'iiMii! :J 
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Then it i 

b ill ty that: i liât ion energy as a result or a random process 

ule in a quanti y sufficient for overcoming 

the activation t-arrier oj' the chemical procès It is clear that under the above 

•Uîüuiftption H la possible to introduce idea about effective temperature 

forth, and to obtain the following formula for probability of an 

iementary event 

which will agree qualitatively with experimental result 

investigation of temperature dependence of rate of heterogeneous 

it was found that activation energy of chain process is 14.5 kca 

is equal to kcal/mole or homogeneous radiation-thermal cracking) 

:., temperature of beginning of chain reaction (reversal point on curve of 

i - i/Y) lie. ~.1.50°C lower than in the homogeneous process. These facts are 

luined by reaction of disintegration of adsorbed radicals weakly bound with the 

indicated the presence of two competing processes for weakly 

unci radicals formed in the elementary event of disintegration 

disintegration and recombination with surface (formation of a s 

reactions of 

i : o a tima t c • d 1 i f etini of weakly bound radical at 150 C value of which turned 

equal to about 1.0 

of interaction of hydrogen with A190 During Investigation of model reaction 

it was shown that experimental results can be explained 

uce of dissociative chemosorption with subsequent formation of a 

hown that In elementary events of considered process there participate 

urface active centers whose number for reaction 

v.lnd.lnn of number of active centers there was applied a new kinetic 

integral form of 

difference A. between total number of surface 

reactim; particles reaction 

Moscow Publishing House of Academj of 

'onsider the prob 

b re id on t he fact 

depc on value c 

——”• 

,v 1.1111 of hy 
p. ibB. 

droc arbor, b. 



of hydrogen with /VI,,0y integral forms of Kinetic equations have the form: 

Ü. M. '/,hahrova. What is the true radiation-chemical yield, for instance of 

hydrogen, in that region where there is no temperature dependence? 

Yu. V. Pepeiyayev, Yields of all radiolysis products were not determined. 

Yield of gaseous products (^-(¾ is 3 times as great as in a homogeneous medium. 

V. V. Voycvodskiy. During transition to chain mechanism, composition of 

products should change. Did you detect these changes? 

Yu. V, Pepelyayev. It is known that during homogeneous radiolysis there are 

observed strong increases of yields of unsaturated compounds with transition to the 

chain process. In our experiments unsaturated hydrocarbons are absent both at 

room temperature (non-chain process) and during the chain process. 

A. M. IQibakchl. To what energy corresponds radiation yield of products 

during radiolysis of heptane — energy absorbed by gas, by solid body or on the 

boundary? 

Yu. V. fepciyayev. In case of heptane we referred radiation-chemical yield to 

energy absorbed by liquid. 

PRECEDIN'! 
CAGE.BLANK 
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CONCERNING THE QUESTION OF DIFFUSION OF EXCITONS 
IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS 

V. M. Agranovich 

Earlier, in work [1], it was indicated that experimental study of temperature 

dependence of coefficient of diffusion of excitons in molecular crystals made it 

possible to clarify in what form energy of electron excitation migrates in these 

crystals and what mechanisms of scattering of excitons are the principle ones. 

Indeed, If transfer of energy of electron excitation is realized by excitons, 

motion of which is accompanied also by displacement of local deformation of lattice 

of crystal ("localized*' excitons), then as it was shown in work [2], coefficient of 

diffusion of these excitons DJ10K increases with temperature rise so that at 

temperatures of crystal higher than Debye temperature (T * ^j})* 

D^-D.a, (-§■)■ 

Ü 

Conver.-.ely, in the other limiting case, when appearance of exciton is not 

accompanied by local deformation of lattice ("free excitons”), coefficient of 

diffusion or excitons at temperatures T * decreases with temperature rise, where 

law of thin drop is essentially detennined by that mechanism of scattering which 

leads to the diffusion character of displacement of exciton through the crystal* 

Thun, If the only mechanism of scattering of excitons is scattering on phonons, then 

(see [t]) 

(1) 

if, however, excitons are scattered mainly on lattice defects, then temperature 

■ 

nU,¡ i'i! :.. 
dependence of coefficient of diffusion turns out to be essentially connected with 

temperature dependence of equilibrium concentration of thermal defects* 

mm mmm u m ¿ MI ^MKIHrWSÍIIiÍ^ÍÍi^ 
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Iniieeii, n..i i-int thnt ln tula case mean free path of exciten Is equal to 

1/oC> „here C 1« - neentr M'- of thermal defects and o is scattering cross section 

or exciton on th.-rmal defect, we find that l)CB - 3- - jS’ Here v 13 averaße 

thormal velocity of exciton, determined from relationship ^ *T, where M is 

effective mans of exciton. This, as earlier in work [2], we use the fact that 

under the considered conditions (molecular crystals, not very low temperatures), 

time of thermal liât ion of exciton tT - lO-^-lO'15 sec (see [1]) is small as 

compared with its lifetime t0 » 

- 

*T 
. -,-8 10 ecc. 

Inasmuch us in molecular crystals Intramolecular interaction considerably 

exceeds intemolecular interaction, it is natural to assume that under the Influence 

of thermal motion, in crystal there can occur change of equilihrium orientation of 

molecule relative to the surrounding molecules. Equilibrium concentration of 

u 

u on„al "defects" U determined obviously from relationship C = N0e , where 

u is the least of activation energies of formation of thermal defects; MQ is number 

of molecules per unit volume. On this assumption, coefficient of diffusion of 

''free" excitons 

0.-2^; «<n 
(2) 

j.e., it practically exponentially drops with temperature rise, inasmuch as 0 

depende on T exponentially. 

In the above considerations concerninu; diffusion of free excitons, it was 

implicitly assumed that us a result of scattering the exciton "remains" within 

limits of the same exciton zone. In reality, in molecular crystals, in the region 

or low. M cx.-ited states, there are usually several closely crowded exciton zor.es 

(.merry di. tunee of the order of 0.05 ev), which can be connected, for instance, 

, ¡Uicr will. Davydov splitting or with formation of electron-vibrational zones. This 

.lr<.ulrt ,,, ,, i,...um to the case in which only at very low temperatures does only the 

,,,,.,, ,,, -,...., ,,„0 participate in the diffusion of excitons. At higher temperatures, 

\)opu b'tJoi1" ■ * , i her sonos is also important. Thus, in the case of two zones (a 

ace whl' i. ' 1,,,,.,.,-1..101. for such crystal., as anthracene, which have two molecules 

I»01* . ' ■ '• i I ) 
he • i aU^ecl coefi'lc lent oV dilTuüior 

- A 
0. cn+'^ViiT) 

m 
(2) 

I+« 
A nr 

C J 

c 
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v/her^ A I*» - noniy »iiataiice between zones} nnd coeificients ol 

(UíTuüion or exeitcma in first and second zones. 

From rorumJa (;>) It follows that at Dg(T) » D^(T) in a certain range oi 

temperature., there can be observed with increase of temperature not decrease of 

coefficient of diffusion of free excitons, but, conversely, its growth, IÍ, 

however, D.} > ft, in that same range of temperatures, there can be observed a 

sharper drop of ÏÏpT- If quantity A is small and has the order of KT, then at 

D » 1*^, in accordance with (3), WÏÏ at low T at first decreases with temperature 

rise, at T A/k sharply increases, and at T > A/k again drops. From what has been 

fiaid, it follows that in certain favorable cases study of temperature dependence of 

coefficient of diffusion of free excitons can make it possible to estimate distance 

between exe 11on zones. 

As already was indicated in work [4], for study of temperature dependence 

D(t7 there can be used Investigation of energy transfer from basic substance to 

impurity at; small concentrations of impurity, when distance between molecules of 

impurity 1 mu di larger than mean free path of exciton. Further experiments in 

this direction are very promising. 
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Discussion 

A. D'-vyd'iv. You assume that coefficients of diffusion in the two zones 

differ sufficiently sharply? It seems to me that there are no grounds to consider 

that these coefficients differ essentially from each other or that splitting can 

be noticeable. 

V. M. bi-Ionovich. From this point of view, the most interesting are sharply 

anisotropic' crystals. Diffusion coefficient in the upper zone should be, it seems 

to me, Le;*..- than the coefficient of diffusion in the lower zone because exciton in 

upper zoho has more possibilities to be scattered. In order to note the considered 

effect, a u i f foremen in diffusion coefficients of 2-5 times is sufficient. If 

■ i; ru,- i,,j im i ! ' cunee Xa different, such a difference is not eliminated. 
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■LUMIMESCEKOE METHOD OF INVESTIGATION POLARIVJATTON __ 
OF MIOKATION OF ENERGY IN MOLECULAR CRYSTALS 

N. D, Zhevandrov 

in solid and oi‘ investigation of migration or energy 

on concentration effects or on 

’ent and impurity. It ia obviou; 

‘ migration in a ingle-component crystals and in mixed 

■ migration between molecules of Impurity. 

>n of energy in these cases, we have used the polarization 

on the independence of polarization of luminescence oi 

Lumine .cence method 

liquid solutions are based 

rties of solv 
that these methods can 

optical pr 

to the study of be applied 

lumineocoru 

Essence of it is the g from polarization of the exciting light 

principle of dense packing it follows that in a crystal there are 

ral types of orientation of molecules* Their oscillators of 

nearly polarized excitation will be excited with various 

•hie difference depends on position of electrical vector of exciting 

/G from this that the degree of polarization of luminescence should 

dependence in turn should be 

we will note 

following: From 

probablliti 

light 

xlarizatlun of depend on i 

going into detail here 

with an orientation which should 

determined by orientation or 

aliono have always been conducted 

correspond to 

Calculation: 

in Individual cases very strong 

»0 to +100/ 

B 

iliil: 



many aubstances have crystals of 

in all cases absolutely does not depend on 

result, paradoxical at 

SWWB 

riruont,! oonilu :teil on single 

j,;hovm that |k»lari:-.at Ion of Luminescent^’ 

fiosit Lon of electrical vector of the exciting 

J'lrst g lime e, can be explained if we assume that In the crystal there occurs 

migm Lion of exci tation energy, aa a result of which during the time of existence 

of excited state initial anisotropy created at the moment of excitation by 

polarized light is lost. 

However, for confidence in this result, it is necessary to remove or to take 

into account, a seriea of crystal-optical factors which complicate this phenomenon - 

in the first place, birefringence of the exciting light. The fact is that splitting 

of the exciting beam into components polarized in definite ways, which propagate in 

tho crystal with different velocities, can also lead to independence of 

polarization of Luminescence from polarization of excitation. 

In older to remove this difficulty, we used different methods. Among them 

Uu* must effective is to carry out excitation along the optical axis or to work 

with very thin single crystals (thickness d of the order of tenths of a micron, so 

that there is satisfied the condition dAn « a). There were also thoroughly taken 

into account other factors: optical activity, dichrolsm, secondary luminescence 

and others. 

Results of all these experiments permit us to consider that independence of 

i ) larization of luminescence from polarization of excitation is proof of migration 

uf excitation energy in crystals and can serve for a method of its investigation. 

The character of the proposed method, which works on the ’’molecular level'1, 

mnkeu It a sensitive and fine tool for investigation. As an example of its 

application can serve investigation of migration of energy between molecules of 

Impurity, 'there wan Investigated anthracene with impurity of naphthacene with 

concentration of gm/gm In the form of thin single crystals (thickness 

uhúHl. O.b m) i •cH-’d by light with a wave length (436 mp.) which is absorbed only 

l , naphlhaoi-ne ud 1 : nut absorbed by anthracene. For small thickness of crystals 

ir-n, I "lifipui'l Ly,f of light exciting anthracene can seriously distort 

i-.ml Low ctih'iid. r.vi.lori of impurity, intensity of its luminescence is very weak, 

fini;', even a 

rci.n I U: of 

and w 111. 1' 

'"■•‘•ru jiil g i 

. r !i ini. , ' developed a special method overcoming these difficulties, 

ip we showed that between molecules of impurity (naphthacene) there 

i m •!/ energy up to concentrations of 6* lO“^ gm/gm. Tills corresponds 
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to average distartee between molécules of 26 lattice constantjj or 208 A, where 

migration In thin case cannot be explained by either resonance or exciton mechanisms, 

but has a specific nature. 

It was. possible to apply the described method to Investigation of migration of 

energy in pure and mixed molecular crystals not only at room temperature, but. also 

at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, and also to crystals of other types (for 

instance ionic crystals). Thus, in single crystals of zinc sulfide activated by 

copper, an analogous effect is apparently explained by migration of holes in the 

crystal. 

The question is discussed in greater detail in the articles: N. D, Zhevandrov, 

Reports of A3 USSR, 88, 6?7 (1952); 100, 4¾ (1955); N. D. Zhevandrov. News of 

AS USSR, physics series, 2Ó, 67 (1962); N. D. Zhevandrov, V. I. Gribkov and Sh. D, 

Khan-Magomotov. Optics and spectroscopy, 11, 629 (I96I); 15, 96 (I962). 

Discussion 

V. h. Ta l *ro/.e. What decay time of the excited state did you take In your 

consideration? 

N, I), '‘.hevandrov. De-excitatlon time 

e omp ose s s e ve rn .1 nsec • 

V. L. Tal1roze. What are the 

obtained from fluorometrlc data and 

lifetimes which it is possible to 

measure by this method? 

Il, I). Zhevandrov. About 10 -7 sec. 

V. V. Voyovodskly. What proofs exist that molecules of Impurity (naphthacene) 

are not introduced Into anthracene in the form of dimers, trimers, etc.? 

II. I), /lir vandr-iv. The absence of such combinations is indicated, apparently, 

by the high yield of luminescence of naphthacene in anthracene. It is known that 

pure cryr.t->. lline naphthacene does not fluoresce. The low solubility of naphthacene 

in anthracene also indicates the introduction of molecules alone. 

V. V- Voycvedt;kly. The latter circumstance rather Indicates the possibility 

of formal.ion of an inhomogeneous medium, and not a solution. 

Quasi 1 un; Jlow were microimpuritieo introduced Into crystals? 

N, !)..Zhevandrov. Impurities were Introduced into the melt from which the 

batch wac cryatallized, after which single crystals were grown by sublimation. 

Concentration of Impurities In single crystals was determined spectroscopically, 
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—-'-î— 1 *1 . 'U• ' y-* the » o^r.ibllity of distribution of 

lmpurii.it ;; ti.y .m m.cri .'i. f.t-a mothod? 

i!^ti " - . It was shown that polarization of luminescence of the 

bikno (anth me ne) and impurity (naphthacene) are close to one another in their 

* mctnrl » i o. This indirates that during their Introduction, molecules of 

nap]ithm*ent• are oriented Just as molecules of the basic substance. 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

£ïl• ALl..J'Lût'_'i oi>yy. What elementary processes lead to deactivation of ex' IteU 

molecules? Apparently a certain contribution to deactivation of molecules is 

introduced by temperature quenching. However, the main role is played by exciton 

processes. At large distances, in the case of benzene and alkyl benzenes, 

octupoles are Important, At small distances, decomposition of the interaction 

Into raultlpnles is impossible, and it is necessary to consider these systems not 

as point systems. Radii, of interaction have to be small only due to resonance. 

It Is possible that in the condensed phase, where distances are small, an essential 

contribution is given by the mechanism proposed by Dexter, i.e., energy transfer 

during overlapping of electron shells of neighboring molecules. 

Whai is the role of microstructure of liquids in migration of excitation 

energy? What are peculiarities of microstructure of liquid md solutions in 

neighborhood uf excited molecules? If in the liquid there is sufficiently high 

short-rang»* order, then generation of exciton and its scattering on the region of 

short-range order will be possiblej however, an actual free exciton cannot appear 

here due to the large number of defects. In neighborhood of exciton, which is 

localized on several molecules in the liquid, due to resonance forces short-range 

°rcL;r can be greatly Increased, and thus there occurs protection of the exciton 

i rom extinguishing by thermal collisions. Thereby, the system resists exchange of 

energy on phonons. Namely such a case is specific for liquids. Is there possible, 

then, an exciton mechanism? Yes, this is possible. 

m «.. 
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lu • i it; prop i/;ution of electron excitation in condensed organic 

oystumr. not. it f '...I-jh propagation, but directed propagation? A certain directivity 

at distances of up to t- molecular diameters io possible in the case of the average 

i-ond; in the cuso of the weak bond there occurs diffusion of excitation. 

What arc the peculiarities of processes of kinetics of energy transfer in 

condensed organic systems realized by free and localized excitons? Por fast 

quasi-free excitons, processes of transfer and quenching apparently have to be 

statistical, find to bo determined by probabilities that near the excitea molecule 

there ,1s a molecule to which energy will be transferred. In the case of free 

excitons, directivity can introduce a certain contribution to kinetics, but thi 

question ir. debatable. 

In the report I talked about self-regulation and self-organization. These 

t'-nas are used not in the cybernetic sense. In the neighborhood of an excited 

molecule, orientation of short-range order is increased, and the wave of ordering 

, ropagates in the substance together with the excitation. Ordering itself favors 

an orientation of molecules which facilitates energy transfer, and this bond in 

view of the existing potential well for excitation protects from thermal collisions. 

Thus the exoiion always moves In a "coat" of ordered and molecules organized in a 

certain way. 

A. f.. ■•»vydev. My first remark pertains to the report of Kh. V. Protopopov. 

Lo crystals, excited states are divided into two types: exciton and local. In 

r- 

the locally excited state, one molecule Is excited and the lattice around this 

.'H')l cuir in ieJ'ormcd, Furthermore, excitation can embrace a certain region and 

nli’t throu» the crystal. This is purely exciton excitation. However, there is 

possible an intermediate case when the lattice is deformed within a comparatively 

large \ »lumc, iuc.luuin,; tens of molecules, and excitation of distribution is over 

all these in» * I ecu i cs. Then excitation energy will be a function of the configuration 

»!* ih- mu ' i ! .:, and the configuration in turn will depend on excitation energy. 

sed here, fueh excitations in three-dimensional 

n1' • uf-i, but In one-dimensional systems they are 

or the usual free exciton. 

bd arc caused by the excitation itself disturb 

s r ' |uir J energy; 11 is possible that in a liouid 

In " .talllzatlon"; thus, energy connected with 

-ifto« 

ilflliiliSi 
r 
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excitation an«i energy eonneoteci with formation of a certain order will "help” each 

other. Therefore, it io possible that these formations will appear more easily in 

a liquid than in crystals. Thus, deformation in crystals is connected with 

destruction of the lattice, and in liquida — with formation of one; i.e., work is 

accomplished only against the thermal motion. Thus, it is not necessary that 

molecules, he aligned in parallel. Rather, their location will be like the 

orientation in a crystal, where molecules are not parallel, but are oriented in & 
IMrofl 

definite way. Rut this can be more advantageous than the disordered state, when m 

on these molecules there is distributed excitation, and this excitation can, while 

gradually rearranging the liquid, migrate through the liquid. 

Theri1 appeared the question about boundary conditions. If the sample has 

sufficiently large dimensions, then boundary conditions do not have essential value; 

it is necessary only that there be included a sufficiently large number of lattice 

constants. Also important is homogeneity of the substance; then displacement of 

the excitou 1 possible. Apparently such formations in liquids are more natural 

than in crystals. 

Mow I will dwell on the question of transfer of excitation energy between two 

molecules. Time for transfer of excitation between identical molecules should be 

inversely proportional to the third, and not the sixth power of distance. In 

particular, this law will be observed for distances between molecules of the order 

of 1/^ a, whore n is length of the wave connected with that energy whose transfer 

in occurrin,., l.e,, for comparatively large distances. Therefore, it seems natural 

that i n exp* ri ment;, of H. D. Zhevandrov transfer is realised to a distance of up to 

2(> lattice constants; in systems with uniform molecules, energy can be transferred 

t< a distance of up to RO lattice constants. If molecules are not Identical, then 

there will in realized the 1/r^ law, and transfer of excitation will depend on 

overlapping of spectra, 

H. \\ Var.l.^ycv. There were noted two ways of creation of excited states - the 

Influence of radiation and light, Excited states can also appear due to energy 

'1 eased during chemical reactions, i.e., due to chemiluminescence. This method of 

nation wat. used in the gas phase in order to obtain excited states of such 

physically utabie, but chemically unstable molecules as, for example, CN, CO, CH, 

.,, etc. In the liquid phase this method was not applied, since those few reactions 
' 

ar c which are accomparJ et by bright chemiluminescence are very in liquid phn 
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complicate'l 'Uid cojjifused^ and Uiort* still jíüvg not been identified carriers ol the 

i'Iow; i.e., there tmve not been identified excited states, 
' 

; everal yeare ago. In the Institute of Chemical Physics of the Academy of 

Sciences of the USSR, there was revealed weak glow during liquid-phase reaction., 

proceeding by a simple, well studied mechanism. Detailed investigations of 

chemiluminescence with such reactions (thermal disintegration, liquid-phase 

oxidation) showed that these are complicated processes having several stages. It 

war. possible to analyze these complicated processes and to study every stage 

separately. 

Thus, during oxidation of hydrocarbons, excitation of glow occurs in 

elementary events of recombination of peroxide radicals, where it was shown that 

there are formed carbonyl compound in triplet electron-excited states. With this 

process there competes the process of formation of these carbonyl compounds in the 

unexcited .-.täte, and chemiluminescence itself ia a result of radiative transition 

from excited state to ground state. It is natural that with the process of radiation 

compete all those processes which usually compete with radiation during other 

methods of excitation, i.e., processes of nonradiative deactivation with transition 

to the ground level (in liquid phase this occurs with participation of the quenching 

agent). Furthermore, there can occur energy transfer to another substance, to an 

activator, wHh its excitation and subsequent emission of a quantum of light by this 
I |l| i :S||á||^P||i|||; SÍJ1- 

activator. These questions are discussed in detail in the report. Now I wanl to 

emphasize that this new region is being intensely developed, both along the line ol 

study of pure chemiluminescence during chemical reactions, and along the line ol 

study of weak chemiluminescence revealed in biological systems (biochemiluminebcence) 

The number of works in this region is small, but fully sufficient for discussion on 

a wide scale. 

M, I), (ialanln. In the report of Kh. V, Frotopopov, there was expressed a very 

into rentM.sni,unptlon with respect to the existence of excitons In liquids. 

Apparently, we do noi now have experimental data about transfer of energy in 

liquide. - ;i i a lor which there would be required a cardinal reconsideration of 

existing ;¡i¡ ok .1 s. 1.011 struct ion of a new theory and, in particular, introduction 0. <x 

hypothecj. 'hou* < xcl tonc. in the rudloiy. is ol liquid media# 

in ,,. , .., ini» wIM- this, I would like to make the following remark - first, 

tfUll ... oi/Ui.V'1 .'“iX!iupole interaction between aromatic molecules. Apparently 
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transitionn for the considered aromatic molecules are dipole transitions, although 
a 

these are forbidden. Therefore, in examining them, we have to consider not 

multipolarity of ground state, but the moment of the transition (dipole). 

Secondly, it seems to me undesirable to interpret the magnitude of the 

experimental effect ao a function of average distance between molecules. It is more 

correct to speak, thus, of concentration. Average distance between molecules in no 

immmmsrnm qr.- mam -p$, imm w®y er* 
depends i on distance 

Thirdly, nr. A. o. Davydov correctly emphasized, during interaction of identical 

molecu Les, there should be obeyed the 1/r^ law. However, when we deal with a excited 

molecule and with a molecule in the ground state, it is impossible to speak about 

identical molecules, since it is obvious that these molecules are ¿n different 

electronic states. 

Kh. h. ) -i.•.clasar».van. I want to consider the case of energy transfer by the 

1/r^ mechanism. There are many mechanisms of energy transfer, but this mechanism 

has been most fully developed theoretically. Therefore, in the first place it is 

desirable to clarify the boundaries of its applicability. For comparison of 

experimental data with theory, it is necessary to determine concentration dependence 

of some effect connected with energy transfer. Here is a simple case: diffusion of 

partie le::. c..n be disregarded, for instance, when process of energy transfer occurs 

in a sufficiently viscous medium. Let us consider a stationary process, i.e., 

ontinuous excitation and spontaneous deactivation as well as deactivation under the 

Influence of the energy acceptor (quenching agent). In this case it is possible to 

:/peak about a certain definite probability of detection of a certain excited particle 

*.i. a certain definite distance r from the molecule of quenching agent. It is 

possible tc say that there is a certain definite distribution function of excited 

particles around the molecule of quenching agent. This distribution function is 

obtained from the equation which N. N. Tunitakiy considered in his report: 

D*(nr) 
# r *• r* 

li. n; II i one entrai lor. of excited molecules ; {3 is rate of generation of these 

Molecules ; •« Is energy transfer coefficient; k is constant of spontaneous 

leaetlvutb»H In Uv absence of quenching agent. 

mm 
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Distribution function of 
excited moleculesj r — 
distance between interactin 

molecules; 1) a « icf-52 cmöx 

"1; k « 108 cec"1; ?) 

om^*sec"^5 K =* 

Lei- u; consider the stationary case when 

òn/«H ~ 0 and also the case when it is possible to 

disregard diffusion b » o. Then we immediately 

obtain distribution function n «-—r- (see 
1 + a/kr 

figure). Along the axis of abscissas there is 

plotted the distance between Interacting molecules. 

At a sufficiently l^rge distance, where action of 

quenching agent no longer appears, concentration of 

excited molecules is taken equal to unity. As can 

mi 

¡or 

10' 

= 10B jcc*1 

‘ e seen, at sufficiently large a the stationary 

concentration drops practically to zero at a 

considerable distance from the molecule of quenchin 

agent• 

Around molecules of quenching agent are created very considerable concentration 

gradients of excited particles. When medium is mobile and diffusion is possible, we 

will have diffusion flux to molecules of extinguisher, which will to a greater or 

lesser degree distort the form of the distribution function, depending upon 

parameters u and k. If law of distribution is known, then fraction of excited 

molecules which will transmit their energy to molecules of quenching agent is 

dot emir ied by the quantity 

* a 

iam\-* 
^4i«r»pár . 

whtíiv R0 1m sum of radii of reacting particles; Kv is radius of sphere for one 

mo1,( culo or quenching agenti 

JL». 
* “*3 

, .0 l] r: rut.Ion, we will obtain dependence of effect of qi nching on l í* ( ! • 1 I 

i* * me on t i*m 1 1 iu-'Uh’u it • ■ ' quenchiiif.' a,1 out v: 

r--!,,v/V“d«(¿./r) 

(J 
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Hence wo may üee that there iü imple ion between law of interaction and 

character of dependence on concentration v direct transition from the 

law of interaction to certain average distances and the concentration dependence of 

the quenching effect seems to me to be groundless This equation is of the type of 

the Ütern-Foimer equation 

For small concentrations of quenching agent there is obtained the formula 

which pemil compare the quantity 

derived by Fttrster and M 

V. V. Voyevodskly (concerning the report of N. N. TunitsKiy and Kh. S. 

BagdasarVyan). Insofar as I understand formulation of the problem, the matter 

reduces to the following. Rate of interaction of B* molecules 

with experiment. Our formula differs 

oinewhat from that which wai D. Galanin 

with A in your case 

From this it follows that molecules which are nearer sharply drops with distance 

react faster than those which are farther away 

observed a diffusion distribution, and it is diffusion which takes b" into that zone 

the same time there is introduced the boundary 

It is assumed 

For this reason there can be 

where the reaction 

condition (òri/òr) that at the wall nothing occurs with 

the molecule (thi follow flux through the wall is equal to zero) 

For its removal it is 

For example, we assume that there is a 

Ar and that in the volume 47rr^Ar there is a certain rate 

eemr. to me that there i a certain contradiction here 

necessary to introduce a stricter condition 

boundary layer of thicknes 

of interaction equal to u/r( 

proportional to (dn/dr)^ , A, 

Diffusion takes B into this layer with a rate 

(tarjAr)«,, 

This will be absolutely strict and should lead 

the case considered by N 

.targe? that n. 

In the limit, to 

N. Tunltskiy and Kh Bagda sarjan 

88 0, then also and it is possible to 

» 
. |J [C! ] t 
il 

A 

!) D 
«' . '• 1 ‘ ! ' : Î .¡f’.ji ;l ' 1 ifjjf! ® ¡ ? 11 i1 

■ 
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a boundary c 

ait. then n 

value., then it 1;:. neoeoju 

1 would like to make yet another general 

' tlliSÉ « 
$■ j-V ■> :■ ; ^ L T g 

lili 

ondition. If, converaely, 

^ 0, and finally, if a hua an intermediate 

'or solution in more complicated form. 

remark. In the greater part of the 

reporta concerning mec uni amo and modelo of transfer* of energy and experimental 

proofs of these models, there was allotted much attention to theoretical 

cons iterations, I would like to turn attention to two experimental reports1 in 

which, it seems to me, there it. formulated some new model of energy Interaction of 

particles in the irradiated system. This model leads us, on the basis of specific 

photochemical data (and not theoretical reasoning), to the fact that it is impossible 

to consider an excited aromatic molecule, in the solid phase, as well as in the 

liquid phase, apart from the medium surrounding it. We are obliged, thus, to take 

into account the existence of an "aggregate” of molecules. There appears the 

question of whether this concept can be applied to the problem about transfer of 

energy in the gas phase: maybe the interaction of hot atoms with molecules cannot 

bo considered as their interaction with a separate C — H or C - C bond, but rather 

the hot atom + molecule system should be considered as a whole. I would like to 

urn the attention of theoreticians namely to such a possibility. In my opinion, 

t is possible to formulate some directed investigation of this question jointly 

ith the expérimentera. 

L. S. folak. Experimental data assumed at the basis of our theoretical 

consideration can be divided into three groups: 

1) the ‘ompoDition of radiolysis products which we obtain in different ways 

uoec not chu/ige. Apparently excitation is taken from electron levels, so to say, 

up to the utage of chemical reaction; 

¿) inhibiting curves evidently have two segments. 1 do not consider the 

transition ;;onc; 

;>) durl.i ' raciiolysin of cyclohexane In the presence of small impurities of 

benzene, bt n ■ ■■ • Is ru t expended. 

Tills i\v\ kper JmentaJ facts needs explanation. The most important of them 

to me is i!-. :• or»»n‘litration dependence, and any theory should explain this basic 

€\xpfM-m#¡buI. 'act firs! of all. 

1f»ee »\ i'ori., of --1. T. Kir,‘min, 1. V. Bert* .in, B. M. Uzhinov and B. N. ßhelimov, 
N. V. IV'k, V. V ycvodrlvl^ in the p• * sent collection. 
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e reciprocal radiation 
of radloXyrUo of 
of benzene to the 

d.Lnr, to 14]), 

■'1 wanl- <•••■' ■-•■'-.v several words about, meohatilcmr of energy transfer 

U;'uh1'- of ill, It Is necessary to clearly differentiate aliphatic and 

.. " 1 1 • ^ t0 »»• the report of I. c. Kaplan there wan not 

conducted a sufficiently clear 

delimitation. The* absence of a 

delimitation is also noticeable 

during the derivation of certain 

relations which Yu. A. Kolbanovskiy, 

A. M, Brodskiy and their co-authors 

performed. In aromatic solvents, 

as follows from a series of 

experimental data, transfer of 

energy occurs essentially by a 

different mechanism than in 

-11 iph.ii.it i," I vent!.. In particular, this 1b due both to the difference In lifetime 

u' u''* Rtatt' »hd with the difference between distances of transfer, i.e., to 

the mr -huhh'.w of transfer. For Instance, such s mechanism as jump of excitation from 

one m. 1 ecu]e of aromatic solvent to another, let us say to benzene, is apparently 

n"1 u,lt:l1 u reachei3 acceptor molecules. Weinreb [1] formulated direct 

V' i' I mewl r;. which allowed that if we dilute toluene with any Inert solvent, for 

Instance -.7-1 „hexane, then from this the efficiency of energy transfer from solvent 

do- not - re.. , . if, however, there are ten molecules of cyclohexane for one 

molecul, < toluene, then this eliminates transfer by means of jump of excitation 

1.1:-)111 on«- moloculo oi* to3ucne to another. 

ln II,C c„;iu ,,(■ aliphatic solvents, certain facts of inhibiting ascribed to 

"norgy tr„n; for are a direct result of accepting of radicals. In any case it is 

necessary 1,, consider that with addition of iodine or benzene to cyclohexane, 

'W, r 1.i/., .1 -I, id or products is partially caused by accepting of radicals. 

',k 1o 1 lllJ:'.trate by experimental data the realization of the "a/j" 

wll;lohA- M- Brodskiy spoke of. m Pigs. 1-3, according to data 

"• "H". -1 In works ! '1 and [4], there are constructed graphs of the dependence of 

. ¡ -C. of energy transfer on concentration of acceptor to the degree 2/3 and 3/3 

'Wen;. Ac. be coin, there are no grounds to consider that linear dependence for 

Hi- /3 r w,:r in fulfilled better than for the 3/3 power. 

-18Y- 



V» 4# <« 4« 4« tut* 
Fig. 2. Dependence of 
reciprocal of radiation yield 
of decomposition of benzoyl 
peroxide in benzene on 
concentration of anthracene 
(in relative units). 

S, Polak. Transactions of Il-nd All-Union 
Moscow, Publishing House of Academy of Science 

Yu. A. Kolbanovokiy and L 
(X-r i for» ? nee on Radiation Chemistry, 
of USSR, 19^2, p. 6¾. 

Petroleum chemistry hcherbakova 

*(*•*) 

V, Y 4» 4M 4M 4M 4*4* 4*4* 4** 
Fig. 3« Dependence of 
reciprocal of radiation yield 
of hydrogen during radiolysis 
of cyclohexane on concentration 
of I2 (in relative units). 

Finally I should say that character of concentration dependence cannot in any 

way serve as a basis for selection of one mechanism of reaction or another, since 

with all mechanisms at low concentrations there essentially occurs competition 

between deactivation and energy transfer, and yield will depend linearly on 

concentration. At high concentrations there is observed saturation, which is 

natural for any mechanism of energy transfer, I consider that the most important 

criterion during selection of a mechanism is composed of the absolute values of 

constants, which In the theory proposed by A. M. Brodskiy and Yu. A. Kolbanovskiy 

cannot be calculated, apparently, in view of the uncertainty of parameter A [3]. 

Literature 

Cohen and A, Welnreb. Proc. Phys. Soc., B69, 593 (19i?6). 

A. M. Mrudokiy and Yu, A. Kolbanovskiy. Reports of AS USSR, 139# IO8I 
1961). 

1. c;. i -:rjM,r.. ! want to discuss on the theory of dependence of efficiency of 

! ranafer or energy on cola en t ration which wan presented in the report of A. M. 

Bonhikty. n the equation which is given in the report, there are contained three 

I refino Id dependence from 1/R , the second 

tonne are included in the following way: 

1/R4, and the third 
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where W in probability of transfer. As has already been indicated in the report of 

A> M* !,roclskiy, the first term (l/H2) becomes determining only in the case when 

concentration of addition C < 5*lo'-’ mole/liter. However, not one experimental point 

wan obtained in this region. Therefore, it is not understandable now the authors 

determined that in this region there is a sharp bend. Even if these terms were 

important, then with transition from a model system of Interaction of two molecules 

to the problem in the medium, i.e., with transition to concentrations, averaging 

over the probabilities of finding molecules near each other is necessary. This is 

done in detail in works of Förster, Dexter and others. There is obtained quite a 

complicated exponential dependence, which with transition to low concentrations 

gives a dependence on concentration C to the first power. With transition to large C 

there occurs saturation, as should be expected. During taking into account terms 

1/HC and l/H , another dependence at small distances should not be obtained. The 

swne calculations were performed for dipole-quadrupole interactions by Dexter, when 

probability of transition depends on distance as 1/RÖ. Evan in this case, at small 

coneont rationo there Is revealed dependence on C to the first power. 

As wan shown In preceding works of A. M. Brodskiy and co-authors, dependence 
%2/*j 

on C wac. obtained In the following way. Integral of probability of transfer W: 

*• 

J CWixR* dR, Mh'„ R 
it 

> Æi—-; 11 

w 

Since the biggest W(im taken from the average distance to a certain large distance 

contribution must be given by molecules which are at a distance closer than average, 

such disregard of the influence of neighboring molecules is incompetent. Disregard 

of influence of neighboring molecules and expression of limits of integration in 

i nrii; of concentration led the authors to a dependence on concentration to the 2/3 

pt >wer. 

F.evoral remarks about diffusion equation in report of Kh. S. 

"agdanar'yun: There are considered low concentrations (maximum concentration of 

e,. H. d molecules -JO1’ l/cm-'). Since lifetime of excited molécules is very small, 

hoy cannot arrive from somewhere from afar; they arrive only fr-.m a limited region 

or space near molecule of inhibitor. It is necessary to estimate dimensions of this 

, 
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U untail, and fluctuations of their number can be of th- 

uwmr.e numt'fr of th«se molecules. Then the idea of concentration 

loues meaning. 

The second remarks how would be possible to derive a criterion of applicability 

of the diffusion equation in integral form? Molecule b* lives for a certain time r 

(up to the tranofer of excitation). During this time it can diffuse to a disto.nce 

L. It ia neceasary to select a physically small volume in which there will be at 

ieaat tens of molecules D , Magnitude of this volume is Condition of 

applicability of diffusion equation is that l « L. It is necessary to make such an 

estimate. If it is not satisfied, it is necessary to use Integral or integro- 

difforcntial kinetic equation. 

N. N. Tunitskiv indicated that it is possible to use the conclusion of 

fmolukhovnkiy, according to which corresponding diffusion coefficients are simply 

added. Meanwhile, the ¿imolukhovskiy proof pertains to motion of heavy particle in a 

medium of light molecules. At every collision the heavy particle receives a small 

-lupulsc. This lu the condition for transition from integral equation of theory of 

random walks to the Fokker-Planck differential equation. It is not satisfied when 

mass of particle is close to mass of molecules. Likewise, in theory of 

neutrons, it is impossible to pass from kinetic equation to age equation 

hydrogen-containing media. Therefore, we cannot take into account motion of 

inhibitor molecules by summing up diffusion coefficients. 

The whole study was conducted for local region around molecules of inhibitor. 

In order to compare obtained results with experiment, it ia necessary to produce 

ummation -vor all these regions. Such summation leads to more "gently sloping” 

functions of dependence on distance than those which were given. Until such 

summation lu made, it is impossible to relate results of calculation with experiment. 

This problem is analogous to the problem about tracks, where results of calculation 

for one track arc averaged over the whole volume. 

lu», L. Kim.l t. I want to discuss certain questions touched upon in the report of 

Yu. A. Kolbariovukiy and others. Let us consider briefly the question about transfer 

energy ab;.orbed by a solid body to molecules located on its surface.1 We tried 

consenti vo iy 10 -01.» J«icr the influence of temperature and ionizing radiations on 

Hu-iMorj la ronnidered in more detail in the monograph "radiolysis of 
hydrocarbon;!, ’ M > v<»w, I*ub!ishing House of Academy of Sciences of USSR, I962. 



rate of activation processes. In the beginningj there were considered thermal 

activation processes in condensed bodies, taking into account the collective proceas 

of random localization of energy satisfying condition E* ä E * kT on separate bonds 

from a certain surrounding region, dimensions of which were calculated. Calculated 

rate of thermal activation process contains the pre-exponential factor 

i.e., a factor which exponentially depends on activation energy E and does not depend 

on temperature. This permits us to approach the question of a compensating effect 

from a new point of view. 

Further we tried to consider influence of ionizing radiations on rate of 

activation processes. Influences of heavy and light particles will be somewhat 

different. Let us consider electron with speed v and energy e considerably exceeding 

excitation and ionization energies; motion of electron is considered classically. 

There is studied probability of excitation of molecule by the variable 

field created by the electron at distance v from its trajectory. For th * purpose, 

there can be applied non-statlonary perturbation theory. With its help it xs 

possible to show that noticeable contribution to transitions with energy AE will be 

given by molecules located inside a cylinder of radius r « hv/AE. Thus, there are 

considered relatively slow electrons (e * 102 ev), for which a consistent theory of 

their interaction with molecules is absent. As a result, there are created local 

increases of density* of excited states, whidh in our case can be described by means 

of introduction of local temperature, entropy, etc. 

If on surface of solid body there io a monolayer of hydrocarbon or other 

substance, then it is possible to consider question about transfer to it of energy 

from solid body. For subsequent layers, such transfer is practically absent, 

v* KazmuiKly. Will parameters of track depend on energy of particles? 

Yu._ 1,. Khali.. Yes, they will, inasmuch as in formula of radius of track there 

1:-. contained energy of particle 
j j! jiHipjijj'.jiij ¡' ¡¡¡¡jm’¡j¡i f 'l jin! íij'jj» •• 1 f’ljj j- j[:jilif « !"'i; |<!pjf Mj‘ÍSWIITIIP 

Theories of slowing-down of fast particles, due to Bethe, Bloch and others 

v/nlch are valid for particles with high energies, are practically invalid for the 

consideren relatively slow particles, which forces us to use semiclassical methods. 

Thus, the motion of electron is considered to be classical, and transition 

probabilities in molecules under influence of field of electron are considered to 

be qu an turn -mo c ï '.uni c a 1. 
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B. KaaumihXy What is lower threshold of enert^.y of electrons for which 

deretl approximation is applicable? 

....».......mm.!......... 

rlstä ’• •ÜRïlil ¡v’iiüii:---' bi ' "’i1, ; y,, 
; .L‘ ' 

mi....1 ..! ^ 

¡IBiBiil 
''wílflIiillMlillwPi¿; lj f :í' -11116- i*' . ' ;"■> •, 

Tu^J-t Kluiltt Lower i.hrechold of energy is determined by the fact that DeBroglle 

wavelength X should toe snail as compared to dimensions of particles of medium and 

impact parameters, 

V* Tal'roze. Are there direct experiments confirming the considerations 

presented by you? 

Por checking of ideas expresad in work of Yu, A. Koltoanovskiy 

anti others, there are necessary direct, simple experiments. The proposed method 

represents a generalization of the method of consideration of thermal activation 

processes which has been checked with a wide group of substances, for instance 

during diffusion in solid bodies. Furthermore, earlier published data on 

heterogeneous radiolysis of alkanes and work reported here indicate qualitative 

coincidence of the considered physical concepts with experiment. 
.i 

N, Tunltakiy. What physical theory and what temperature do you have in 

mind? 

Yu« L, Khali. Some effective temperature, i.e,, local temperature of a certain 

region of fixed dimensions describing concentration of electrons at corresponding 

Levels which are created by an electron passing through. Real temperature of lattice 

can be lower. Question about interaction of slow particles with mrlecules of a 

medium with lowering of energy of particles has not finally been clarified, 

interaction of electron and medium is considered with the help of perturbation theox*y, 

Question. What is the radius of the track and how many particles are in itv 

Yu, L, Khalt. If energy of particle iu of the order of one hundred electron 

volts, then radius of track ic several tens of angstrbms. Hence it is possible to 

calculate the number of particles. 

q, Kotov. I would like to present certain experimental facts, apparently 

having a relation to the que: !.Lon discussed here about mechanism of energy Iran.;ier 

from solid pha.je u> molecules’, adsorbes} on its surface. It is known that on the 

"Uri'acH of piv.lJmirtarvtly untreated silica gel or msec* quartz (in this case they are 

. 

i'luiviUcul., :..1:.1 .•Xf.i-rjnu-nUii renulto, on the quRlitatlve ulcie, pertain to one as well 
■ «fe l»:j ' 1 ^ ’ i " 1 , ' 

as to the* other) there Is adsorbed water, and ?J*ter ^-irradiation at the temperature 

or l iquid ni trogen there is ohserved abonde hydrogen on the surface, 
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However, hydrogen ia observed not only after 7-irrûdiation of silica 

from a mercury lamp gel, but alr.o after irradiation (with soft ultraviolet 

type [DRHhJ (JiPU!) of silica gel preliminarily 7-irradiated and heated to room 
19 

temperature. In dependence upon the time of irradiation, the intensity of one of 

the linee of the EPR spectrum of atomic hydrogen characterizing concentration 

changes along a curve which can te described by the yield and limiting coneentrâtion4 

whfre.* for a larger dose of preliminary y-lrradiation, limiting concentration and 

yield are greater. Under these conditions, dissociation of a molecule of water is m 
possible only as a result of some mechanism of transfer of energy of a quantum 

absorbed by a color center of silica gel to a molecule of water adsorbed on the 

surface. This conclusion is confirmed by experimental results with thermo- and 

photodiscoloration. Depending upon heating temperature of y-lrradiated quartz, 

concentration of atomic hydrogen formed during a constant time of irradiation at 

77 K decreases. Temperature range of this decrease coincides with data of source 

material on thermodiocoloration. During photodiscoloration, i.e., after prolonged 

irradiation at room temperature, concentrations of atomic hydrogen formed during a 

constant time of irradiation at 77°K also decrease along a curve close to exponential. 

Concerning the mechanism of energy transfer, it is possible to say the 

following: since energy of affinity of a molecule of water (0.9 ev) and even of an 

OH radical (~2 ev) to an electron is insufficient for dissociation of the 0 - H bond 

in a molecule of water, an well as in an OH radical (5 ev), then participation of 

electrons located at the bottom of the conduction band without any additional effects 

.eemn doubtful. Besides, there still has not been revealed an influence of 

temperature on yield of atomic hydrogen which can be imagined by analogy with the 

temperature dependence of photoconductivity in the prenence of F-centers. It is 

possible that In the given case there is some other mechanism of energy transfer 

without participation of electrons in the conduction band, for instance an exclton 

mechanism, 

'■ -iJ. Parlyskly (to A. G. Kotov). What characteristics of paramagnetic 

Ü 

resonance spectra for the atom of hydrogen do you observe? 

A. Ci. Kulov. Splitting - 300 gauss. line width - 0.8 gauss, g » 2. The 

obtained £:PH spectrum does not at all differ from the EPR spectrum f .d with 

•/-Irradiation. 
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(V> (concerning transfer cf energy absorbed by a solid body'*. The 

question of transfer of ei orgy of ionizing radiation in a solid body io very 

important for radiation catalysis, A radiation catalyst can only be a system which 

is able to transmit energy to molecules sorbed on its surface. There appears the 

question of whether the mechanism of energy transfer is connected with electronic 

properties of the solid material on which the ionizing radiation acts. I will 

discuss results of work conducted by colleagues of the catalysis laboratory. 

Institute of Chemical Physics of Academy of Science of USSR, V. I. Vlad 

M. Kadoriatsi and me. Jointly with V. B. Kazanskiy and 0. B. Pariyskiy. 

There were investigated, by sorption, kinetic and EPR methods, a series of 
i j 1¾ <¿vjí1 .¾¾ i J’ '* I, 14. f1 1 f ‘ I 1 Ijlffl® liyfîSwîii’' - líjüaj : \ I i ’ -i i. " ■ 
catalysts possessing various electr "ic properties (insulators, good semiconductors 

and semiconductors with low conductivity). Catalytical activity of compounds with 

respect to dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to benzene decreases in the following order: 

Nö> 2W>> MgO > A1A > SO,. 

Prom the point of view of usual catalysis, the best catalysts are good 

semiconductors. In our case the best catalyst is N10, and SiOg is practically not a 

catalyst in the reaction of dehydrogenation of cyclohexane to benzene. We tried to 

carry out this reaction by purely radiation means in range of temperatures from 

-196 to +20°C, where it is thermodynamically forbidden and consequently occurs only 

at the expense of radiation energy which can be transmitted through the solid body 

to molecules of cyclohexane. It was clarified what catalysts possessing good 

conductivity arc inactive in this process. In the radiation process insulators werk 

The catalyst which is active in usual catalysis Is inactive in radiation 

Æm 

catalysis, and conversely. A radiation catalytical process sharply differs from 

homogeneous radiolynis. Homogeneous radiolysis of cyclohexane does not reach to 

benzene: hero hydrogen is detached, and there are formed cyclohexane and dimerization 

producid, in the radiation catalytical process there are carried out reactions of 

Uehyd rupotiM 11 on, with formation of cyclohexane and benzene, isomerization, cracking 

ami rond uns.-it ion. Consequently, here there is oh nerved . electivity of the action -- 

r-’oe : .-i .11 Ion "i.* ' ho nn< , mm Ica l.i y impossible reactions; i.e., there is revealed the 

.-pecii ]0 .dir: r.'fl.nr vi' ’ rnn. 1er of energy absorbed by a solid body during irradiation 

to mo t na. I ori of eye 1 oh--:.:-1)0 -i sorbed on surface of the catalyst. By the EPR method 

it war c lenf ly rhown l.nat on all - afaiysts which are the most active in this process 

phi fflgftfflfl g 
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then lhe radical an Intermediate product of the radiation-catalytical 

u ;:0¡no¿; Qua procès « of radio i. yclohexane 

■ 'ire observed 

Thus electronic 

radicals 

properties of an Irradiated solid body render a very significant 

procer,s of energy transfer from solid body to reacting aoleculea. 

energy transfer it, apparently electronic. 

Inviuenct 

Mechanism 01 
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ADDITIONAL MATERIALS ON THE QUESTION OF TRANSFER 
OF ELECTRON EXCITATION ENERGY 

A. S. Davydov 

On l.he Question of Energy Migration 

Lo me that the most original theoretical proposition was made by 

Kh. V. FroLupopov concerning the possibility of formation of excitations of the 

fifMTUj 

It has not been excluded that in a liquid type of "orientons" in certain liquid; 

the excitation can embrace a certain region which is fluctuâtingly ordered both with 

and then support thiu ordering, 

will be displaced in the liquid, 

but: only their region of ordering. There is necessary 

respect to orientation and location of molecules 

The excitation, together with a certain ordering 

Not the molecules will shift 

for confirmation of theoretical, development of this question. Finding experiment 

very important such formations i 

M, Barkalov, V. I. GolTdanskiy and others 

ation in solid phase is caused by fiui'f ioit.Tit L.y convincingly shown that polymer! 

that such short-lived states are not been excluded lived ¿via 

excitation.''; propageJinK along the growing polymer chain. For clarification of the 

are necessary theoretical and mechanism :.rf P< » Lyme ri rat ion in the solid phase, there 

experimente I. inves tigations, 

:. Migrai ton of energy Inside a molecule from one part of it to another and 

liquid and solid phase one molecule to another in ga 

place at this symposium has been A considerable 

hia collection 
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■tii-.j 1.1 <ji i.iMir.u i on ol* Uh? non radiativo oxriton ¡tiechani^m >f energy tranci’er. In 

i,••.mining ol* rxf^ -r» r xcl. It. 1:- not -..ways conn i tío re*i tha* thi. excitation 

,1 :, :¾ Äk ¿i ? 

in cor. ■ontra 1.(.(-1 not -n one molecnli^ but embraces a certain region of the crystal, 

here! in neconnar.v theoretical investigation of the question of how this excitation 

ivomen heat, raillai.ion and energy of cheratcal reactions. 

Tho contemporary theory of diffunion of excitons originates from the idea that 

exoMatiun har. a local, character. There is necessary a theory which would explicitly 

inn- into account the distribution of excitation energy. This distribution of 

'xci tal I on over a certain region of a crystal covering hundreds of molecules ensures 

it. relative stability and the small probability of Its conversion to heat. 

or clarification of role of migration of energy in process of 

pol.ynuirlzation there are necessary theoretical calculations of exciton states in 

pH.ymor chains. Hardly justified is the simple transfer of ideas developed for 

rv -tic to one-dimensional objects containing hundreds of atoms. In wy last work1 

1 !, war, shown that exciton states in thin crystal films containing hundreds of 

molecular !a./orr, ponceas a aeries of peculiarities. 

If polymerization occurs in liquid or solid phase, then it is necessary to 

id,,,, further the effect of the surrounding medium consisting of monomers. In 

•crtMln ca.uos. In the presence of a medium, there is possible formation of excitons 

of Van * ye-Mot t type (electron and hole). Displacement of VanVye-Mott excitons o 

largo radius along the chain is equlvaVurt to displacement of an ionic state. 

Thfir*1 ha: absolutely not been udied the question of migration ol energy along 

•fif 

a ;;ntur I chain. In saturated Hydrocarbons, in electron excitation there can 

pa i M • I pate only a-elect ron.?.; therefore, excitation should be accompanied by large 

deformations of the molecules. There la also possible displacement of vibrational 

excitation along the chain. 
y - !i: 

One of (he basic characteristic:! of the process of transfer of excitation 

from one m-lecub- i ■ another m*flocule located at a fixed distance from the first is 

duration o> 1.ran;.for of the excitation. During theoretical estimation of this 

quantity , wo o na l Ly rely on works of ffcrster and Dexter, which were based on the 

u,-.i.- i if th pc r fu cb;t f 1-. »ri theory föjrmuta 

2n 

"... -V /.hl'^Tl'1 (dournal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics), ¥j, 
■ 

: . • . . ¡ • . r&l: "l ' 
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for probability of transition per unit time from state ^ to state under the 
i i' }• -• ’i ¡í ' ' " 1 .j ' 1 4 ’ • ‘ 

action of interaction operator V. This formula and all its results are valid only 

for intPi’Viilo of time which are small as compared to the lifetime of state It 

is easy to show that this formula gives an incorrect value during calculation of 

time of excitation energy transfer between identical molecules. In this case the 

problem can be solved exactly (if we consider only two energy levels). There is 

necessary creation of a theory of transfer of excitation energy between molecules 

which would have a wider region of applicability. 

6. At present there is practically absent a theory of transfer 

s 
I 

of excitations 

corresponding to triplet otates. It is possible .to expect that in the process of 

transfer of 'îuch excitations, of especially great importance will be the medium 

surrounding the molecule, 

Bp ! i Pi« 

; !- 
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CONCERNING THE QUESTION OF MIGRATION OF ENERGY IN THE LIQUID PHASE 

Kh. V. Protopopov 

1. Rciüonftnee Energy Transfer in Aromatic Solutions 

According, to Weinreb [11, M. D. Galanin [2], T. P. Belikova and M. D. Galanin 

[2], in aromatic liquid solutiono resonance energy transfer of electron excitation 

from ¡solvent to solute supplemented by transfer of energy due to diffusion of 

molecules predominates. This point of view is not unique. Kallmann and colleagues 

[ij, 3] consider that here fast migration of energy through molecules of solvent Is 

important . Burton and colleagues [6, 7] and also Heller [8] develop the concept 

of domains. The author of this article accepts, with certain refinements, the 

theory of domains and supplements the latter with an orienten mechanism of migration 

of energy [9], 

Undoubtedly, energy transfer from some excited state (in the simplest case — from 

an excited molecule) of the solvent to a molecule of solute represents a resonant 

process. It iß necessary only to note that the Förster theory of resonance [10] in 
r,;i 

the form In which It is used in works [1-3] is unsuitable for usual aromatic 

solutions. Förster himself on this matter notes: "in any case I do not recommend 

the ei leu 1 fit ion of efficiency of energy transfer in liquid benzene by meais of 

formulas published earlier, since these formulas correspond to a weak bond only 

with d1pulc-dI pole interaction" [11]. Energy transfer with participation of higher 

multipoles, which Is characteristic for aromatic solutiono, can efficiently occur 

only to distancer, not exceeding molecular diameters [11]. 

on the other hand, Weinreb [IP], investigating in detail the influence of 
, 

Brownian movement on energy transfer in liquid scintillation systems, found that 
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"conaJiiemiLun ol‘ lirownlan movement does not fully explain, although it decreaaeo 

the divergence between experimental values of efficiencies of transfer and values 

which should bo expected according to Förster^ theory." Furthermore, according to 

?], for such systems, rate constante, of energy transfer to activator and quenching 

of uolvent by oxygen are times as great, and according to [4, 5] are approximately 

an order of magnitude greater than in the case of energy transfer by means 

diffusion of molecules. 

Thus, data on the character of resonant interaction, on the influence of 

diffusion of molecules and on values of rate constants of energy transfer and 

quenching processes will not agree with the theory of resonance with diffusion, 

Therefore, the theory of energy transfer in aromatic liquid solutions by means of 

resonance* taking into account diffusion, at least in that form in which it is 

presented in works [1-)] is erroneous. 

2 Excited Domains in Liquids 

H Excite«! states in domains of liquids can be similar to those local non-stationary 

•xcited states which appear Initially In molecular crystals and are nuclii of free 

excitons. luch states are described as the superposition of stationary states of 

the system with coefficients depending on time. This dependence describes Increase 

of the region of initial localization of excitation (expansion of exciton wave 

paeket) in time [\'>], It Ir, possible to expect that such local states appear 

1-111,, 

initially in domains of liquids and then spread to all molecules of the domain [9]« 

The excitation wave, which corresponds to stationary state of the system, obviously 

cannot appear In the domain due to the limitedness of its dimensions, its short 

lirct.imc and Imperfection of the structure as compared to crystal structure. 

According to work [7], domains of benzene or toluene give the main contribution 

to energy transfer at concentrations of activators greater than 0.02 raole/liter not 

only .In binary solutions, but also in ternary systems of the type of cyclohexane - 

bon:;cue ~ terphenyl, at concentration:; of diluents (paraffins) attaining 90#. This 

'Hi i par' »' injiü, Mr value;: of efficiencies of energy transfer in 

I lili I n r • wRI: diluent • which were obtained in work [1]. 
H» 

'ormufi *n <•! • Tient 

gonretvidjig Propf'1 ;Uc. of Oricnturir. 

In '1 Iquids is facilitated by the fact that resonance 

l « T<'( .. -i". < .icily that short-range or du r In the neighborhood of the excimer 
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which i:; created by the usual Vander Waal's forceo. Therefore, arrangement of 

ii 
molecules in an orienton should be similar to their stacking In corresponding 

NÉIhI * ill 'í: I, ‘ii, |n'í¡ crystals [-14]. 

It is Important that the oriento^ representa a self-consistent system appearing 

during interaction of a local exciton with its surrounding medium and creating 

conditions which promote preservation and motion of the local exciton. The "potential 

wtîll" formed around the excimer during this interaction promotes localisation of the 

exciton. 

disturbaría 

besides, the shell of bound molecules protects the exciton from external 

m 
It is Interesting that to the orienton there corresponde not only a 

potential well," but also a unique "entropy well," since the degree of ordering in 

It grows from the edger. toward the center. Moreover, to the orienton there la 

inherent a definite structure. It consists of the following parts, which lit ft 
essentially differ with respect to the binding force between molecules: an excimer* 

which Is the "nucleus" of the orienton; the inner shell, which is bound with the 

excimer by resonance forces; and the outer shell, which is of fluctuation origin. 

Hear rangement of excimer entails rearrangement of shells of the orienton. 

It is very significant that motion of the orienton, which occurs without 

transfer of substance, can possess a certain directivity [9]. In works [15, 16] it 

is shown that on curves giving dependence of light yield of scintillation in arooatlC 

solutions on average distances between molecules of activator, thòre are revealed 

he gently sloping sections which are expected during directed motion of orientant. 

An important argument In favor of the orienton theory is experimental dlecovttry 

of the effects of increase of quantum yields and de-excitation times, which are 

expected in this theory [1|3, 16], and also discovery of long-wave shift of 
■ ; Hi 31^- —», : ; • I -.4115- k.H-IÎW '• 

luminescence spectra with increase of concentration of benzene and xylene [17]^ and 

also naptha lane lib] and anicole [12] in the diluents. There are of course necessary 

experimental works on direct detection of orientons. In particular, orlfntone can 

revealed by ehangc of Kaylelgh scattering of infrared spectra, indices of 

and also of dielectric and diamagnetic properties of aromatic liquids and solutions 

during Intense, brief photoexcitation [15, 16]. Under these conditions. It would be* 

lnteres t inr 1.0 Ir ivestlgate the possibility of Davydov splitting [19] in electronic 

spectra or liquido. 

Also necessary arc wo workti on creation of the classical and quantum theories of* 

«•ríonions, and also investigation of cybernetic properties and the biological 

Importance oi orienton stator-. 
I 'Ï!-!; f. rl 
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CONCERNING ÏUE ELECTROMAGNETIC MECHANI2M OF ELECTRON 
EXCITATION ENERGY TRANSFER DURING RADIOLYSIS 

OF DILUTE SOLUTIONS 

I. G. Kaplan and M. D. Galanin 

The eleetroniagnetic mechaniam of transfer of energy of electron excitation 

developed In works to which the report of A. M. Brodskly and others is 

Im'-T. 1,1 

dedicated, differs from the electrostatic mechanism of resonance dipole-dipole 

IS 1:1 
transfer developed by Förcter [6] In that It takes into account lag. Such a lag 

during electromagnetic interactions must be considered at distances comparable wit 

the interaction wavelength X. Estimates show that the effect starts to show up at 

cone ont rations of impurity G < IO-5 mole/liter. Probability of tranafer at such 

large distnrif.-eü between molecules will be much less than the probability of 

spontaneous decay of the excited state. This signifies that mechanism of transfer 

of energy of electron excitation between molecules of solvent and impurity at 

distancer» reduces renbsorption, which has been studied thoroughly in optica. 

Direct non radiative transfer does not occur to such distances. 

Dependence of probability W of transfer on concentration of impurity, which ii 

riven in work;’. [ I -b J (at, low concentrations W ~ C2'^ and W ~ C at C > 10*^ mole/lii 

cause;:, serious objections. With transition from the model problem of interaction 

two moUiculos to interactions in a medium, it is considered that the basic 

'!| ■ i 
! s 

i ill 

honbrlbuLloit la given hy mnieculec of Impurity located at the average distance from 
. 

Uie c'xcKeti woLecule of aolvent. However, In connection with dependence of 

0 

prolmbl my of energy transfer on distance Vf ~ 1/Rn, the contribution from near and 

distant molecu lea of Impurity will greatly differ. Approximation by means of 

introduction of average diutance Is incorrect, and from the fact that probability of 



tranci ar di-«: ri:.—“- a» V1^* it not iollow that it depends on concentration as 

C . The correct depenilenun concentration of impurity for the resonance 

mechanism oi* transfer in those cases when diffusion is immaterial is given in works 

ol tWrater |0], Dexter [71 and M. D. Oalanin [8]. At low concentrations of impurity, 

the probability of transfer is proportional to the first power of concentration. 

Thus, consideration of lag of interaction for radiation chemistry is immaterial, 

and the concentration dependence advanced in works [1-5] io theoretically groundless. 
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In cation-chemical reactions, undoubtedly, an essential role is played by 

«<■ tnput „!«„!„ of org„lc 
»pp„„™„ M dis.pp„r„oe of trlplet rrequ,ntly ar> ^ 

™puu or no»™-!..!» (««„trop, or or electron 

T~o.ro,- or o„oW ,-ro. trtpl.t .oleouro. 0„ oeour b, t«o «oebaob«, „ch„.= 

ic.ionnnoe o„„ lM.otio«.„.ob«„„. ^.1,0,1„„ of «olo.ulo, l„ trlpXet ,t,t. 1, 

lo, i, 11- d --,1 only during exohange-reaonance interactiona. 

1Ü Solutions 

nechanl8BI the^ is carried out transfer of energy 

to unexcited singlet molecules, with transition of 

' ThlS rorm of transfer can induce optically forbldde. 

.-resonance transfer there is necessary at least slight 

1 ShellÉi of interacting molecules; i.e., it occurs gtf 

^ A. Triplet level of donor molecule should be located higher than 

^ 0r TrMt" «'■ —wr <» This 1, „«„„I if tBo 
signer rule of conservation of total «nin in «-w.« 

ox Total bpin in the process of transfer is obeyed. 
Transfer han the form 

, , , , » a * 
,,,.Ud~b,a Part or tn!,!., do„„ „lecui„ tm,„.u thMr ^ 

' o "‘""l;1"1"’'1 « .«.Pbon in aoud .mullon 
- '>• jo*j muie,o/liter, 
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rl1 layev. )lssert itlon, Leningrad, 1958, 

V. L. Yeniii layev. Present collection, p. 133, 

V, !.. /nnuolayev. UI-’M (Progresa in Physical Sciences), 80, .3 (I963) 

,, f' ■ N- 'l'ßruidti and V. L. Yermolayev. Newa of AS USSR, physlco series, s6, 21 
( b K »Pi, 

b) In solid solutions there can take place processes of transfer of energy from 
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i.riplel; molecules of donor to acceptor, which has an intense absorption spectrum 

overlapping with phosphorescence spectrum of donor. Transfer occurs by inductive 

resonance mechanism at distances of 2!j-60 K. As a result of transfer, triplet 

molecule of donor Is deactivated, and molecule of acceptor passes into excited 

slug]el. state, i.e., 

^+^ j jri. 

Transfer does not obey the Wigner rule. In it there is realized competition of two 

intercombirmttonally forbidden transitions: radiation of phosphorescence in donor 

molecule and nonradiative transfer. Only optically allowed transitions are 

effectively induced. 
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b) With respect to the possibility of triplet-singlet transfer of energy in 

MquJd soil it ions, the question is still vague. First observations in this direction 

have been made by H. F. Vasil'yev (see the present collection, p. 155). 

3. Crystals 

A number of works appearing in recent years indicate the possibility of 

1 Tectiv* migration of energy in crystals through triplet levels ("triplet exciton"). 

The mechan!fun is apparently exchange-resonance. 
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FOIWTION OF ION-KADlCAL.cj DURING RADIOLYSIS OF FROZEN 
ORGANIC LIQUIDS AND POLYMERS CONTAINING 

DISSOLVED ADDITIONS 

Kh. 3, Bagdasar^yan 

The proMont article presents a short survey of certain investigationa [1-3] 

conductmi in recent years in the laboratory of the author. 

During action of 7-radiation on solutions of 0,001) raole/liter aromatic amines 

(diphenylamine, triphenylamine) in a mixture of methylcyclohexane and isopentane 

frozed at -J96UC, there occurs formation of cation-radicals of amines, which can be 

identified by their absorption spectra in the visible region. Spectrophotometry 

should be carried out at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, since during heating of 

solution to room temperature there occurs irreversible disappearance of cation- 

radicals. Accumulation of cation-radicals is limited to a certain maximum 

concentration, which cannot be exceeded either by increase of concentration of amine 

or Increase .r do: e; for cation-radicals of tripheny lamine, the limiting concentration 

is equal to mole/liter. 

Aiv logous phenomena are observed during 7-radiolysis at -196°C of filma of 

poly methyl methacrylate containing aromatic amines (to 0.2 mole/liter): dipheny lamine, 

t rlphenylajiil no, D-naph thy lamine, phenyl-D-naphthy lamine, n-phenylene diamine, 

IM, N-dlmcjUiyl-paru-phnnylenDdiamine, |,DMPD) and others. In these ByUems the 

llmitintf. concentration of cation-radicals attains ICT'' mole/liter. 

Initial radiation yield of formation of cation-radicals in hydrocarbon glass ii 

equal to 0.10 (triphenylamine, 0.00b mole/liter) per 100 ev of energy absorbed by 

the entire c.yntem. In polymethyl methacrylate, yield is equal to ~3 (DMPD, 

0,3 niole/llter). These data indicate a sensitization mechanism of formation of 
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formation cation-radicals apparently occurs as a result of migration of 

positive hole and approach of it to molecule of amine. Tunnel ti ins it ion of electron 

from amine to hole completes the process. Probability of tunnel transition increases 

with decrease of ionization potential of amine. This permits us to understand, the 

effect of competition. 

In a pulytter medium, transition of electron from amine to hole leads to 

protection of polymer from chemical transformations, since this way of neutralization 

of positive charge of the polymer molecule leads to release of comparatively little 

energy, which is equal to difference between ionizing energies of polymer molecule 

and amine ('mVI-rad effect). Introduction of aromatic amines and certain other 

electron-donor molecules into polymethyl methacrylate (ß-naphthol, dithionyl 

disulfide) leads to decrease of yield of breaks of polymer chain by 1.5-5 times. It 

Is possible that part of breaks occur as a result of electronic excitation of polymer 

chain and not its ionization. This part of breaks cannot be prevented by presence 

of uminej. 
V fllfji 

it is necessary to emphasize that photochemical formation of cation-radicals 

of aromatic amines in frozen media [5] undoubtedly occurs by a completely different 

mechanism and is characterized by a low quantum yield, of the order of lO*’5 [6]. 

Experiments described in this report open interesting possibilities for 

systematic investigations of electronic and ionic processes and processes of energy 

migration occurring in the condensed phase during action of Ionizing radiation. At 

present these investigaI I,onr; are being conducted in our laboratory in different 

directions. 
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Discussion 

A. T. KorlU.fciy. 1. Are there observed EPR signals In your systems? 

2, Were negative Ions observed by the optical method? 

5. Was appearance of additional color observed upon the Introduction 

Kh. S. BiiKdauar'yan. 1. Works in this direction are being conducted 

signals are observed. 

2. We die! not observe optical absorption of negative ions in these system 

Possibly this is □«plained by the small coefficient of absorption of these ions 

No, this was not observed 

to which Is it possible to indicate the chemical h. Ta^roze 

formation of ion-radicals leads? 

The difficulty consists of small concentrations of products 

of Molecular weight of polymers 

Hawiasai^yan 

formed In our experiments. Investigation of decrease 

showed that additions play a protective role. 

V. L. TaProze. Is it impossible to explain observed i 

complexes with charge transfer? 

since 

absorption spectra by 

optical absorption neb a possibility eAistc . ivtgdasar^an 

spectra of separate ions and complexes with transfer of charge can be very similar 

A. T. KorltsKly. What is the mechanism of formation of ions? 

Kh. ... Ma^dar.ar»yan. Formation of ions can occur both as a result of charge 

transfer and an a result of excitation transfer. 

hange of color of 

action of light of various wavelengths? 

Buch experiments are being planned. 

1. What are the considerations in favor of homogeneous 

Were there conducted experiments on 

irradiated numplen under 

V. V. V' tyevodr.kly 

distribution of addition throughout the medium? 

amine, radiation yield is approximately 100-200 

..™.. .^ .. . ..T .... 

: 

» i 1( i con 

2. 

Kh, 

What is the radiation yield in conversion to amine? 

, *5. I'.ng'lanar1 yen. 1. (liasses and polymer films investigated by us we ire 

< if it Lea 1 t,y transparent, wmen maicateu nomogenous aiBiriDULion vi 
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XNVfcifíT 1 GATED BY OPTICAL METHODS OF ELECTRONS STABILIZED 
IN CERTAIN SATURATED HYDROCARBONS 

V. Q. Nikol'okly, V. A. Tochin and N. Ya. Buben 

It it; known tnat during low-temperature radlolysir. of organic substances. In 

them, in a cons lele rabie quantity, there are accumulated stabilized Ions UO}» 
I1! II K : |[| liU5 

order to obtain data about nature of traps in which electrons are localized during 

radloL.yr.it. of saturated hydrocarbons, in this work there were investigated color 

and photolumlnescence of .¡ampien of hexane, nonane, 2.4-dimethyl undecane, 

tetnvlecanc.*, cyclohexane, dicylcohexyl-4-decane, 1.2-dicyclohexyldodecane and 

hi/r,h-pi,f-polyethylene irradiated with fast electrons at a temperature 
4 8 Done cf ü^.'îi'jtlnn varied f^ori l ,10 to ?*10 rad. 

I invent ligated hydrocarbons acquire during radiolysis a yellow-brown colors 

HI 

In tens 11 y or which increases With increase of dose. It has been revealed <shat after 

rad Loi y fir. sampler, of saturated hydrocarbons luminesce at 77 K under action of 

llr.hl.. .’.pi'ci.rum of this gJow (phe uminesconce) constitutes a smeared-out band In 
K: .i. “^ ! * i1: ' i;M ?1 ültflH 

the range of 4000-6000 A. 

Preliminary experiment« hav shown that coloring of investigated substances 
Äimi'ïf' t’ Il I c 1 f i * ^ 

duidnr radiolynis and their phe . luminescence are not connected with formation Of 

¡.jii• i r ncllol.vjxLr. products or wK i accumulation of stabilized alkyl radicals. This 

In particular, by the disappearance of color during heating of an 

nr during Us illumination at a temperature of 77°K, In such 

i y f,bleuchedu samples, photoluminescence is not observed.1. 

I "bleaching'' the concentration of stabilized alkyl radicals does 
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Tlieee ro;;\iJt.n have allowed uy to conclude that coloring and photolumineseence 

ui' i-aLurated hyiirocarbonn irradiated at 77°K basically are mainly determined by 

stabilized ions. 

It har. been shown that photoluraineocence oi* irradiated hydrocarbons has a 

recombination character. This is witnessed, for instance, by the fact that in 

spectral composition this glow lies further into the shortwave region than the light 

exciting it. 

In the work there were investigated; dependence of intensity of photolumineseence 

of irradiated sample on wavelength of exciting light (spectrum of excitation of 
o 

photolumineseence) in the range of 4000-10,000 A, change of excitation spectrum 

with dose, and also change of excitation spectrum of photolumineseence, which is 

observed during prolonged illumination of irradiated sample by monochromatic light 

besides this, for irradiated samples of polyethylene absorption spectrum at a 

with the help ‘>f spectrophotometer [SF-2M] (C$-2M)» 

Results obtained thus show that in the beginning of radlulytsls of saturated 

hydrocarbons there occurs stabilization of electrons In traps of various types. 

However, even at doses ~0.1 Mrad the main part of captured electrons (70$) is 

localized in deep traps - from 2 to j5 ev« With increase of dose, concentration of 

electrons stabilized in shallow traps decreases; at doses of about 30 Mrad 

practically all electrons are captured in traps with depth greater than 2 ev. 

Redistribuíion of stabilized electrons in traps testifies to the fact that in the 

process of mdlolysis, in the substance there are formed deep traps, the concentration 

oi* which increase::, with dose, at least up to several tens of Mrad. 

Apparently these.» deep electron traps appearing in the process of i xdiolysis of 

saturated hydrocarbons consist of stabilized alkyl radicals. In particular, the 

following experimental data of this work agree well with the earlier expressed [4] 

assumption aii«»ul stabilization of electrons on radicals: 

prcdoinierud : ’ ah 1 Li sat inn of electrons on deep traps (2-3 ev) ; 

1,lei.tier, i form of excitation spectra of photolumineseence for samples of all 

.nmipourui; irradiated at value of dose from 10-100 Mrad, Independently of substance 

and its stale oi a/./'rogation; 

(.vmbatie .dringe of r r-rf fielen t of absorption and c one enc trat ion of radicals with 

dose for samples of polyethylene irradiated with electrons at 77-100 K; 
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chanco or excitation opectrum of Luminescence with increase of dose. 

11 is necessary to note that stabilization of electrons on deep traps revealed 

in i.hir. work testifies to the fact that recombination of ions during heating of an 

irradiated sample will be determined not by thermal releasing of the electron, but 

by thawin, out of molecular mobility and migration of centers of capture. Indeed, 

it is easy to estimate that thermal ejection of electron from such traps (2-3 ev) 

will begin only at temperatures of h00-800°K, whereas all substances investigated by 

us pass into the liquid state at lower temperatures. In connection with this, 

conclusions about depths of electron traps which can be made during the analysis of 

form or curves of thermal de-excitation do not have physical meaning in this case. 
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Discussion 

1. A, IlyasnikoV. 1. Does there exist a relation between the scheme proposed 

In your work and the scheme of luminescence proposed by V. A. Sokolov, F. F. 

Vol'kcnsteyn and A. N. Garban'?1 In the latter, an electron stabilized on a 

radical in detached during recombination of the radicals, and subsequent 

recombination of the electron leads to luminescence. 

?. In what sense is the band model used? 

V. G. rriknl'r.kly. 1, A common feature of these models is stabilization of 5I» 
P. The band model In used purely conditionally, only for clarity. 

y, y. y.'yevod.-Kiy. For certain hydrocarbons and silica gel there is observed 

orfeci of Inc reuse of number of radicals when oxygen has access to samples Irradiated 

In .i vacuum. Is It impossible to explain this phenomenon by the fact that oxygen 

detach« elec iront; from radicals? 

c 
lF. f. V'/l 'louisfcyn, à. N. Gorban* and V. A. Ookolov. In the collection: 

"f urfncc jToperticc. of semiconductors. " Moscow, Publishing House of Academy of 
•ich nees of Ilf.f.K, 1962, p. 179. 
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V, !-i. U i Kol1.:. . In :'.a.lurahed hydrocar bun a, within the limits of sensitivity 

of EPK methoii, there ir. n :»t bserved increase of concentration of free radicals 

during Knocking of eiectrons out by light, and also at the moment of oxidation of 

alkyl radicals. 

If in other systems concentration of ions composes a noticeable part of the 

concentration of radiolas, then in principle there can be observed the effect of 

which you speak. 

V. V. Vi»ycvndski.y. Is it impossible to consider the process of absorption of 

light by substance as a process leading to easing of mobility of lattice and 

thereby to recombination of charged particles, and consequently to the appearance of 

glow? 

V. h. bikol1skly. In this case, during prolonged illumination of sample, it 

is possible to expect fail of concentration of radicals. This was not observed. 

Question: Itow does concentration of radicals change under action of light? 

V. (1. Nikol »skly. Under action of light, in EPR spectra of certain substances 

irradiate«! w:i l,h small doses, there disappears the single line connected with charges 

captured by nonparamagnetic centers. At doses over 10 Mrad, coneencrâtion of 

radicals does not change during illumination. 

Yu. N. M«jlln. Whai. donee are needed in order to fill traps already available 

in system with charges? 

V. (i. N i Ko t1 sk ly. According to our «lata, filling occurs at doses not exceeding 

I Mrad, so that accumulation of stabilized charges in the radiolysis process is 

determined mnlnly by accumulation of new traps, l.e., radicals. 
K.;, 

Yu. Iiar.*trlr. In. Is saturation of concentration of rad 1«-als under irradiation 

.mposslbii' to connect with stabilization of charges on radicals? 

V. d. Nik«’I * : K iy. This is impossible, directly, since according to our data 

roncen I ml, 1 < u of radicals api urlng charge does not exceed 10# for all investigated 

unios of ruiiallon up to 10» Mrad. 

A. d. ¡V di:;. bow is your work connected with work of V. L. TaProze and Ye. 
i j-i ¡ jf'iip If-fj 1¾ î'‘ î-f'tv' ' ■ i! i ^ 1 iPPrff-¡ i ¡ i ! 1kl I ii : itii? ¡V 'i :’! ;l:'^ 
b. i rinVcyieli with ccsj-cci. I«» the study of electrical conductivity in irradiated 
,, i , -.i1 Bí^wmir : ’ !• ' í 

.•.aturate,i !«• *uiu!sY 

Y,» 1 *y b i . i^l ly. ...nal i tativety these phenomena are related, which confirms 

the I r c « i u • ra 11 t.v. 

c 

. 
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ON MIGRATION OF CHARGE ALONG A HYDROCARBON CHAIN 

Ye. L. Frankevich and B. 3. Yakovlev 

Thor» 1.. InvcwllKated high-voltage polarization [HP] (BTl) discovered by the 

authors, which appears In samples of saturated hydrocarbons Irradiated at a 

temperature of 77°K [1, 2]. HP appears in the fact that after inclusion of a 

voltage In i circuit in which there is an irradiated pellet containing electrodes, 

current in this circuit slowly drops to a certain magnitude. When voltage in circuit 

is turned off, there is observed a reverse current, slowly dropping to zero. Method 

of investigai.ion wnn earlier described in detail [2]. 

In Fig. 1 are presented curves of dependence of reverse current on time, which 

were recorded at various temperatures on the same irradiated sample of hexane. It is 

possible to see that curves are not described by exponential functions; however, 

after long times they approach straight liner., the slopes of which are greater, the 

higher the température of measurements is. 

lu Fig., t? there arc shown analogous curves for various saturated hydrocarbons. 

A corruuon regularity for there curves is increase of time constant (calculated 

according « <> slope of rectilinear part of curve at large times) with increase of 

length of moJecules. 

Investigation of distribution of potential in sample under voltage and 

meusu i vi id it of HP on samples of various thickness and various crystallinity allowed 

us l o eritabJinh that polarization is caused by displacement of charges in certain 

atiero rugi our [,? ]. 

fit 
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Fig. 2. Semi logarithmic 
anamorphoses of dependences’, of 
reverse current on time, taken 
for various saturated hydro¬ 
carbons. Current in arbitrary 
units. 1) hexane, tra » 52 sec; 

Fir,, i. Semi logarithmic 
anamorphoses of dependences 
of reverse current on time, 
taken for samples of 
hexane. Current I — in 
arbitrary units. 1) 

T - 126°K; 2) T = 130°K; 5) 

T » 1T/°K; 4) T = l4i°K. 

2) heptane, xm » 170 sec; 
decane, t^ > 240 sec; 4) 

tetradecane, T,* > 550 sec 

The proposed probable mechanism of high-voltage polarization consists 

following 

Electrons or hole formed under effect of radiation can be seized by raí 

great affinity for electrons and lowered ion; 

From this it follows that in saturated hydrocarbons irradiated 

which possess, ar> it is known 

potentials 

there must be present ions of type temperatures 

Motion of charge in such ions can be represented as 

5]. It is natural to assume that 

carried out more easily between neighboring 

transitions of proton or hydride ion H 

displacement of charge occurring thus i 

atoms 0 belonging to one and the same molecule than between atom; 

molccuLes. This assumption is sufficient for qualitative explanation of all 

noru 1 Inri tier. of HI* in irradiated saturated hydrocarbons. Indeed, migration of charge 

ystem of potential 

C from different 

along a bounded 

equal to the number of atomic C in the molecule which is 

that for large times, drop uch a system show; 

rronl is characterized by one time constant t, which is determined by 

lier between wells and number of these wells. 

1 there can be determined height of barrier: 

Calculation uf relaxation curves for 

height uf ba 

Accord 1 nr, to curves of Fie 

toady-state electrical conductivity of sample is determined by 

o on 

Má. à 



These transitions H~) from one molecule to another 

and at low temperature with overcoming of high potential barrier 

ra 'ely. Height of intermolecular barriers, according to results occur comparatively 

electrical conductivity of paraffins after irradiation [4] 

compoac 

relaxation time x is proportional to square 

,e., to the square of number of atoms C In 

time i sharply increases with increase of number of 

A cron It in', Lo the described model 

In experiment 

and becomes immeasurably large in the case of irradiated 

activation energy and 

the molccul 

atoms (• in molecule 

However, motion of charges occurring with low 

ir or H* inside one molecule can also be obsei^/ed in caused by transitions of 

Indeed, such motion, due to the polyethylene 

looks like usual great length of molecule 

during heating of electrical conductivity 

first of all motion of irradiated polyethylene 

charges inside molecules is thawed; at higher 

temperature there are possible transitions 

3 there is shown between molecules. In Fig 

dependence of electrical conductivity of 

irradiated polyethylene on temperature, which 

was taken by us earlier [4] 

? of first peak is close to 0.1 ev, and 

the described model to the first process. 

possibly leads to appearance of 

observed during this time according to EPR spectra [4, 5]. 

be estimated 

Dependence of electrical 
ity of irradiated 
ene on temperature. 

Activation energy 

ids within the framework of 

inside the molecule 

Within the framework of the proposed HP model 

lated in saturated hydrocarbons (dose of radiation aecumu 

on the basis of Calculation by means of the Lorenz-Mosotti formula 

a iir dielectric constant of irradiated hexane (eCT 

trap for electron and hole permits us to the radical 1 

Indeed, in stationary mcentratlon of stabilized charges 

radicals is 1er irradiation, the number of free electron, 

ombining with captured electrons 



If we conuider that contiÄions for holes p and electrons e are identical, then 

[e] « [p] tma [R ] « [R]*^. Ratio of rate constants and kg is equal to ratio of 

cross flections of capture of charge by neutral particle (radical) and by a particle 

carrying the opposite charge. This ratio is apparently much less than unity, and 

consequently the concentration of stabilized charges is much less than concentration 

of stabilized radicals. 

However, from the fact that theoretical and experimental estimates show that 

LR”] < [R]# it does not follow that role of reactions with participation of ions in 

radiolysis processes is small, inasmuch as a noticeable part of chemical 

transformations can occur during radiolysia in processes of recombination of hole 

(or electron) captured by radical and free electron (or hole respectively). 
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Discussion ♦ 

A. <». Kotov. Did you observe polarization in unirradiated samples of 

hydrocarbons? 

Yo, T., Frankevich. There were no effects in unirradiated hydrocarbons comparable 

with those which were observed in irradiated systems. 

V. K. Mi l Inriiuk. Does the mechanism proposed in your report assume simultaneous 

migration of charge and free valence? 

?>•. i,. j',r*uikovlc)i. No, free valence can "stand" in place, or its migration can 

be conned,«-il with very high activation energy. A charge can migrate by itself. For 

tli.ii» it 1;; !ieee:’.í5íu*y only that a proton located in the neighborhood pass over to 

iliis charge 



V, K. Ml Llnciiuk. In your works there in shown the important role of ions in 

j<rix;r. »»i' rfuUolysi:.; of molecules of saturated hydrocarbons. In the work of 

Charles by aiul others1, studying radiation cross-linking in polyethylene, conversely, 

h 1. /.liuwn that the observed effects are connected not with ions, but with radicals. 

How do Uioür data agree with yours? 

l£L<_I»» kranke vie h. Conclusions of Charlesby and others were made on the basis 

of campar 1 non of ./leid of radicals with yield of stable reaction producto. Such 

• impai 1 on: arc not very exact and do not have a quantitative character. 

Kh, :-. i'igdasar'ynn. Please explain the character of migration of a proton 

with a diagram. 

A diagram of mlgrati.in can be drawn in the following way: 

H I m i H 

1 
i H 

th« ’V« f tL'ia To what pertains the activation energy of 0.06 ev which 
« 

was ruft»rrod to in the report? 

Ye, h. KrnnK<-yleh. This is the activation energy of transfer of proton (or H 

ion) in ix moUtciiie oi* hydrocarbon to a neighboring carbon atom carrying a charge. 
X M h. ' H' ? 

lit, .'.1;_tinyuk. Wu: theca observed a dependence of relaxation time on dose? 

11 » h._l,,i,anK<,vich. In small Intervale of change of dose this was not observed. 

In Largo intervals of change of dose, this effect is difficult to Investigate. 

Vi .K» fofafpv. What is it possible to say about migration along a hydrocarbon 

cTin/u; rmt of u negative charge, but of a positive charge? 

ïy. 1 . - rankevloh. It is possible that a positive charge will migrate more 

jlowly. 

Yu. f . 1. ir.urk tn. Does concentration of ions depend on length of polymer chain? 

Y* » J-» With an accuracy up to an order of magnitude, it does not. 

‘^ hrk i rt. How many ions were there per molecule of hydrocarbon, for 

' ’u-tancc Hexane? 

v a .. ''rankcvleh. Many fewer than one (on the average). 

r.ir.l' , d race and Pi Iking ton. Chemistry and technology of polymers. No. 2, 
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Yu. Ut/.U l’K l i i. Au rar as X understand, for long molecules, for instance 

polyethylene there is a probability that in the same chain there will be icns of 

dilierent sign« Is it possible to observe qualitative distinctions for cases of 

Ion# and short molecules? 

Ycl''mnKt>vlch. Polyethylene is a system qualitatively different from the 

others. Vi)v it we, in general, did not observe relaxation, since it occurs with 

very Low rate, 

lu. N. Molln. Is it possible to expect change of composition of radiolysis 

producto if it io carried out in an electric field? 

Ye. I-, i'rankevich. In principle this in possible; however, the effect should be 

very ama LI, since perturbing action of electric field as compared to that of thermal 

vibrations is small. Chaotic thermal motion of ion along hydrocarbon chain will be 

disturbed by electrical field only to a very small degree. 

A_. Yc. Klv. Is a domain mechanism of polarization possible? 

Ye. t. {''rankovich. Your question asks if migration of charge can occur not 

within limits of one molecule, but in some region including several molecules. 

A lthough in principle this is possible, our experiments have not confirmed it, I 

have in mind experiments in which we conducted recrystallization of samples. It 

turned out that, relaxation time is thus not changed. It follows from this that if 

domaine exist, then they do not depend on dimensions of microcrystals of substance. 

This pojuibi Lity seems to uc improbable. 

A_. Yc. Klv. Is there a dependence of relaxation time on direction of electric 

field? 

Ye. b. F ranke vicii. Such a dependence is absent, just as hysteresis phenomena 

absent. 

V. K. Mlllnchuk. Does the mechanism proposed by you assume charge transfer 

between molecules? 

Ye. J,. KrqiKcvlch. Yes, this is the process of electrical conduction during 

: trnnr. heating of samples. Activation energy of this process is 0.6 ev, i.e., an 

tmior groaU r Ilian activation energy of process of migration of charge inside 

molecule. I’- . sil I;/ this is connected with the fact that protons of two different 

iiialeeulcs arc located at a larger distance than protons of two neighboring CHg 

groups in the ¡..-une iiiuleculç. 

C 
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V. K. M i i In« 'huk What were doses of radiation in your experiments? V/aa there 

considered the role of the double bonda which had ;o be formed in irradiated 

moleculea at large doses? 

inkeyich Data given in the report 

We did not cor oidor the role of double bond, 

Quesl.luri How do your data about the fact that numbers of radicals and ions 

are comparable agree with experiment Nikol1skiy for which number of Ions 

than number of radicals? 

Yu. L. Frankevich I spoke only about orders of magnitudes and in order of 

magnitude our data converge- 

. ,,,,11.... 

ï c •btained for a dose 
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GENERAL DISCUSSION 

Yut .’>« l.»i;;urKln. I wuuld like to say several words concerning reports of V. 

0. Nikol»skiy and Ye. L. Erankevich and B. S. Yakovlev. In these works there is 

inore convinoin^ly shown the accumulation of unique holes and electrons stabilized 

on radicals, and, which is still more important, there are obtained methods of 

quantitative estimation of concentration of these formations and their behavior in 

paraffin and polymer molecules. It seems to me that these works are extremely 

Interes tin/'; and apparently promising in the sense of further clarification of the 

mechanism of these phenomena. In connection with this, I want to make a remark 

concerning one conclusion which ensues from the work of Ye. L. Frankevich and B. G. 

Yakovlev. In both works it is shown that concentrations of hole and electron 
!; ;!,y '¡if ¡i | ¡¡ 

formation.-, on radicals no not exceed several percent of the concentration of radicals. 

II is Interesting lo clarify the cause why in the subsequent course of radiolysis 

there is not increased the quantity of such formations. In the report of Ye. L. 

Frankevich there wore given numerical estimates. Let ur. say that for substance with 

molecular weight of about 200 (this is the heaviest investigated paraffin) there is 

obtained a concentration of ions of about 2«:1019 l/cnP. At the same time the 

concent:mL:U>ii »r mol eeuleu ia (2-5).10^ 1/cm3. Thin signifies that there is one 

Hiair.c per 1<"t mu Locales. We can depict these 100 molecules, and on every hundredth 

I leeulr Ur c v.ill "ftll." .'lie charge. Apparently there will be both positive and 

ntyai.lvi: cim ir.cn. 

j.'d. U. iHJW • to 0‘d.ymc's. Let us take a paraffin witn molecular weight of 

:’uu,0uu. if w«,* .•nuu.uac that there the formation of these ions occurs in the same way, 

l 0,1 fl ' 1 ’’f purit'f 'in there will Mr.lt." ten ch i rgec — on the avera/^.e five 
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positive 'uul rive negative In this work it was ßhown that in an electrical field 

there oceun directed motion of these ions where for the incide the molecule 

relaxation time is of the order of 100 sec. If we assume that av< rai mo 

also occur in polyethylene molecule then inasmuch as of the proton (. 

l.onr.th of the molecule Id 100 times greater, then relaxation time will no 

times greater — namely :10 cec, i.e 

Migration of charge occurs not only in an electric field; diffusion Jump 

independently of whether there is a field or not. Therefore on oceut 

palyethylone r.hould migrate with relaxation time of the order of 10 days This 

in a molecule of polymer there are charges of different sign, then in mean 

the order of* 10 day!, they recombine, in distinction from a lovr-raolecular 

apparently, to try to reveal this phenomenon 

experimentally, Ouch migration of charge can be one of the reasons that in polymers 

stored large concentrations of charged particles. Besides, this is one 

r the mechan!cm of migration to occur which seems to be to me very 

h id well founded 

Frankevich and V. ' 

ed the investigation of ions formed in solid!¡¡organic 

These works represent a very important 

Bagdasarjan, Ye. L 

Lances under the action of radiation 

tage, in the forthcoming investigation of ionic processes 

ince for radiation chemistry most important of all is the question 

ions on radiation changes and how this influence appears 

to explain the importance of this question and to show to what these 

it will be necessary for me to repeat certain 

cli Ye. L. Frankevich and I made in works reported at the Washington 

and in particular at the conference on radiation chemistry in i960 [2] 

motion of 

ynipos i mn | 1 ] 

act particle in a gas, liquid or solid medium, there occurs 

If during a time of 10 sec electrons and ions recombine 

of chemical processes and composition f products will be 

illy by other processes. If, however, ions are some way separated 

ion there appears the possibility of chemical transformations through 

however, this is only a possibility. 

e processes occurring under irradiation in a solid 

es AB (A and B can be any groups of atoms) In the field 
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oí i un i;: in/;, radiation 'Irere can occur both detachment of an electron and dissociative 

ionisation. In the latter case we already have a chemical reaction occurring by 

ionic means, it is necessary, however, to consider that in condensed systems it is 

difficult for large particles to separate, due to the cage effect, and therefore 

probability of dissociative ionization can be very small. By detachment of an 

electron, there will be formed the ion-radical AB+, It can enter into different 

reactions, bat us consider the main ones: 

1. Interaction with neighboring molecule, i.e., ion-molecule reaction: 

products AB* + AB 

Recombination with electron 

j. 
AB^ + e. ■AB. 

llio first process leads either to formation of new ions, i.e., to chemical 

o changes, or to transfer of charge to another molecule. Thus, the problem is 

reduced to the question: will there occur chemical changes in the system during 

recombination of positive ion with electron, or negative ion if electron io seized 

in some trap? 

In the gas phase, such processes lead, as a rule, to dissociation. In liquid, 

and all the more no in solid phase, this can be not at all so. In the first place, 

wo should consider ionization potentials, magnitudes of affinity to electron and 

dissociation energies (with all corrections for the influence of phase). 

When we work with saturated hydrocarbons, where ionization potentials are high, 

and magnitudes of affinity of any formed particles to an electron are small, then 

there is cause to think that during recombination there will be released so much 

energy (about .1() ov) that dissociation will occur. However, when we work with 

amines, aromatic or chloride compounds, then we have a system with low ionization 

potentials and high electron affinity. The difference between them can be 

approximately b ev, which is very close to the magnitude of energy of breaking of 

bunds; i.e., dissociation in this case may not occur. 

The con-luotcd investí /sation is intended to show the possible role of ionic 

processe:: in •liomi.cal ch.'i., <.-s under I he action of radiation. After there are 

obtained In a number of works, It seems to me, very clear and demonstrative 

conclusion, about :. lab 11L sat lor of ions in different systems, it is necessary to 

mike iii foi l wlnj stop and to demonstrate the chemical Importance of these 

i <|hm\!iih i i , i ., to show Hi it Ions can be intermediate pr* ducts leading to a 

specific h< nil »••• i I. rnr srormn I Ion. 
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The n- •• ‘..lütu oxLomilvo experimental material which indicates that an irradiated 

diele.*( r h ln ( Imetrically conducting. Thus, U in Known that electrical 

cunduetivlt.y in liquids lu Ionic. Besides, it in Known that U* we calculate 

concentrai i = ,n or Ions, hasod on reasonable values of mobility, that it will turn 

out that Inn yield constitutes a fully noticeable magnitude, Sometimes there are 

found grounds to din regard role of ions in estimates of Magee [Jj, according to 

which the electron in a liquid "departs" from its "parent" Ion only for a very short 

time. It j, true that now Hardwick has published a work [4] In which he lias found 

ai roement b< tween energy tram fer and ionization potentials, but, in trying to 

coordinate his data with conclusions of Magee, he describes transfer constants so 

that they correspond to a time of "free existence" of the electron of only 

10-11-lo'14, sec. 

j would like to turn attention to the fact that If we do not bypass the 

Known physical fad of electrical conductivity of liquid dielectrics under 

irradiation, and, conversely, consider that a certain fraction of electrons "depart" 

fem the Ions, it Is possible to explain certain experimental data which are known 

in the region of radiation shielding, and sensitizations. Let us assume that an 

electron departe from an Ion as a result of a primary elementary event, and then 

In the liquid there occurs diffusion of ions and electrons. Positive or negative 

charge can I-c captured by a molecule with high affinity to some form of charge, and 

after this, recombination of ions will occur with lower energy yield. Another 

possibility 1 that recombination will have time to occur until hole or electron is 

captured. The question in this formulation is reduced to estimation of what 

concent rat li>n. of acceptor are sufficient so that at reasonable dose rates- with 

which work usual ly is conducted, there was- time for capture events to occur. We 
Tv ' -C1 Hi : r; \ ^ :: :!:' C ^ 
will IpptImato this with the help of the simplest kinetic equations, since I think 

that theoretica l comp 1 lestions, with that real experimental information which we 

have, probably confuse the question rather than clarify it. 

IAh* the steady-state case (continuously Irradiated system). 

^(í) (A) 

where W(, is rate of generation of ion pairs; (e) is concentration of "departed" 

electron:, (or holes); (A) is concentration of charge acceptor; k^ and kg are rate 

constants of ourresponding processes. 



Now it is necessary to select some reasonable values of and k?. As it is 

known. In liciulds it is frequently possible to use rate constants of bimolecular 

reactions which are close in order of magnitude to "gas-kinetic values", i.e., to 

10 10-lü ^ cinV^ec. Analysis of the equation given above permits us to write the 

condition for the electron or hole before recombination to be in a large number of 

caaes accepted: 

4Mr#<*îA*. 

If we take for k^ and k2 values of the order of 10"^ cm^/sec, for WQ values 

characteristic for the most frequently applied dose rate 1(1 ** 102 is rad/sec; 

Wq « 10 1/cm), then concentration of acceptor equal to 10 1/cm^ turns out to 

be sufficient for accepting to be predominate. In liquids this corresponds to 

—V —8 
relative concentration of 10"'-10" mole %, i.e., to a very small magnitude. I 

suspect that none of us has worked with solutions of ouch purity. I, in any case, 

have not. It is natural that to the extent that we err in magnitudes of k^ and k^, 

we err in this criterion. 
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ON THE THEORY OF ACCUMULATION OF FROZEN RADICALS 
IN SOLID BODIES1 

G. K. VriBil'yev and V. L. Tal'roze 

Ai\ is Known |:1, 2], during accumulation of radicals in solid bodies there are 

observed ^ri.innL deceleration of growth of their concentration and transition to 

limiting, or almost limiting, i.e., to very slowly Increasing concentrations. In 

this work there are considered certain hypothetical mechanisms of processes leading 

to the phenomenon of "limiting concentration." Part of these mechanisms have been 

to various degrees considered by other authors; certain are considered in this 

work for the first time. First of all, we should note that inasmuch as in all 
filli pi IE ^MíiÜllíhHÍI ¡Síjffli !|;i |f i;!ii|î-'|] ®jpi 

•.. « i: ra tlonr; of radical s are many orders higher than thermodynamically 

equi 1 ! hr I urn oncentrntiorin, then the nature of the phenomonor is undoubtedly 

oonnecia J with kinetic processes occurring in the system, either during radiation 

i'iflluaor lu a thermouynaplcully nonequilibrium system in the absence of a field 

of rad iM tion. 

(•r |,|n* pn»ccr.aen of the first type, in this work Uiere are considered the 

. 
■UaUiltll 
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r-i d l c a 1 s c: on servi ng mob 11 i t,y 

o,l ‘ hydrogen In hydrogen-containing 

kinetic scheme leads to the following 

radicals in the system: 
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where 0 lu t nl.ial.lon yield of radicals; ,j is emissive power of radiation; k0 Is 

rate conoUinl. ul* process K + H ^ M; k, is rate constant of process H + H-> H?. 

ii. PruC-esses of mlnratlon of charges to radicals. In this case it is assumed 

that radicals are formed us a result of recombination of charges, and with 

accumulation or radicals, in view of the fact that they possess positive affinity 

to holes, ms well .is t.o electrons 13], with greater and greater probability there 

occurs migration of charges to radicals, where they then recombine without formation 

of ‘'new" radicals. In this case there la obtained an analogous asymptotic law of 

accumulation of radicals: 

*“/15^. (J) 

where ü is number of ion pairs of formed per 100 ev of absorbed energies; k0 is 

rate constant of process of recombination of charges with formation of radicals; 

k^, kjj are rate constants of processes of transfer of charges to radicals. 

III. Migration of excitations. In this case it is assumed that radicals are 

formed as a result of decay of excitations, which with accumulation of radicals 

migrate to wenkened bond located next to free valence, and then disintegrate without 

formation of "new" radicals. For accumulation of radicals there is obtained the 

following law: 

R-V (i) 
nore H la the number of excitations formed per 100 ev of absorbed energy; k, i: 

rate constant of transfer of excitation to radical; %n is characteristic lifetime 
c 

of excitation with respect to dissociation; a is a constant not depending on 

emissive power of radiation. 

IBM 'k- '-t1 ^ ■ bv iilllii! 111:1111¾ 
1 ^ * Am i1 rt»e s» :; of ¡'.eeond type there Is considered the thermal-chain model 

1'■ j w 11,1m il, t.ti»- asr:nuipi Ion of existence of o critical temperature, where It Is 

usumed H f ji‘Hi,i,.[¡ of radical from potential well requires activation energy E. 

There 1c. old Mined mu (*xi i-ession for limiting concentration: 

£=»13.5i*(*ln 

,....,,.1.»I.LUU .. i >._m .,..1.1 _l i in ... 
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hero K î.,:: i3u.Lt::infinn’n conntfint; W in heat of recombination of radicals; M is 

coiicin t r.-t lion of 3a tura Led molecules; is frequency of vibrations of particle 

In |)o ten liai well; ^ In coefficient of thermal diffuslvity; a is a coefficient 

■ lectecj in ouch i mariner that heat capacity written as C - cikM, Is equal to its 

value at tempera ture '1' ; T is a quantity close to coordinate number of the lattice. 

V. Wf •on:’]d> r Uie i fierm 11-cnaiu nuviel during ot't.a irtln^ o\' radicals by radiation 

means. M i rinsumed that, field of radiation creates in the material a field of 

"hot” points I‘3], which play the same role as places of recombination of radicals, 

with the difference their nature can be more varied (recombination of radicals and 

lone and decay of strong excitations). For critical concentration there is obtained 

the expronsion 

5 “■« 4 (5) ftO~*0fXAf 

where q is energy released at the hot point; G is radiation yield of radicals. 

Conducted comparison with experimental data shows that it Is possible to 

satisfactorily explain the observed concentrations of free radicals (in particular 

nitrogen atoms) at the temperature of liquid helium with the help of the 
.. . -U••• *1 ■ ’ ’ ' ï:'i'!.!"' i iitl) ¿íf Jp!: isyimij 

thermal-chain model. Actually observed concentrations of radicals at higher 

tempera tures (in particular in organic compounds) are 1-2 ordere lower than 

predicted by the obtained formulas. The conclusion is drawn that in certain real 

systems it. is probably not. possible to expect obtaining of concentrations of frozen 

radicals nxc^-ding h.Ol (if we express them as a fraction of all bonds in the 

i-ystein) . 
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V. K. Mj i 1 h'-i.ui;. Whai. is the excllallon in your mechanism III? 

(1, K. Viil'yf-v, Wo do not specify what lhe excitation consists of. Kor us it 

is important to ns Limate to what lifetimes of excitation this mechanism corresponds. 

In order tu obtain limiting, concentration of radicals by this mechanism, it is 

-10 -12 necessary to assume that rate constants of transfer have the order of 10 -10 

cm /see. 

V, I. huMtovitskly. If a hole is displaced to a radical, then there is 

obtained an tori not. having unpaired electrons. With what will it further recombine 

— with an elec*iron? Then there again will be obtained an unpaired electron. 

fi. K. Vas ! I 'yev. During recombination of Ions, in this place there will be 

released energy. If this energy is sufficient for breaking the chemical bond, 

then it win «lo this, 'Hiere are obtained three uncoupled bonds in this place. 

Two of them certainly ar* quickly coupled. There was one radical and there remained 

one radical, -md radiation expended its energy. 

V. O, (binnari. Can there be explained within the framework of mechanisms 

presented by you the experimental fact that in a frozen system during photolysis 

radicals are accumulated? There are no ionized states, and there is not observed 

emanation of hydrogen. Introduction of several percent of nonphotolyzable addition 

leads to Incruase of limiting concentration of radicals by one and a half to two 

times. Appe’iranee of radicals of addition certainly does not explain such an 

inc rease. 

(u_K, V'i1 1 1./f‘;, i do not understand very well what system you are talking 

about, but if you are speak In/', about thermal-chain model, it is in general 

Inapplicable for such organic systems. 

V. !.. '!'• 1 r -. Kor complex systems the thermal-chain model is not applicable. 

In real /systems there certainly acts the totality of all mechanisms. Regarding 

your system spec If leal ly, it. is possible to assume, for instance, that the impurity 

is an • \ i < r i . and I hen model 1X1 will take place. It is natural to look for 

nu-n i lf'on.M .!{ nr-.aches in t he s imples 1 systems, such as atomic nitrogen in frozen 

un « í ‘ «s l a r ul i ai. In t.hJij case, wlt.h those approximations which were reported 

here. It is U, »•ry rlv* rcasonablc answer. 

in m u ra m.ri we wani.ed to enipharl/.e that the first three mechanisms do not 

load to caraniu iLmiting coneentrations of radicals, whereas the 

-2341 I I Jilliit 11. 
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l,íi«rini I-cl; . i ri lín-ory <U'vf, Mil:;, an the cuse of atoms N in lattice N^, only this 

thfnry In upplieable. 

u_._ImInsKly. To whnt extent did you consider change of concentration of 

i fee r-Miiculn after ceaan t ion of irradiation? 

V. L. ‘I1’11 * roxi.1. In certain cases it. Is possible to observe, according to 

sourer muter; .I, that concentration of radicals somewhat decreases after cessation 

of i rradiation if l imifinr. conCf ntratlon is already attained. On the other hand, 

in certain r.ystemc, for example, carboxylic acids, limiting concentration is not 

changed after cessation of irradiation. Our computations pertain to a great extent 

to cases when limiting concent ration is not changed after cessation of irradiation. 

h. 7,. Uoj^lfn'Kly, Is it possible, by changing method of generation of free 

radical:’, to change limiting concentration of radicals? 

V. !.. Tu Prose. The must striking fact of all those known about limiting 

concentrations Is that with different methods of generation of radicals, limiting 

concentrations are close to each, other, if not equal. This fact corresponds in 

the very heat manner to thermal-chain model. We will note that results on limiting 

concentrations obtained by various authors by [KPR] OflP) methods can be compared 

with .accuracy up to coefficient 2-3. 

N A. iukh. Quito frequently Limiting concentrations of radicals are attained 

a i i :, f. V • doses, when very significant changes of the substance already occur. Did 

you consider this In your’ calculations? 

V. 1 . Tul'm/c. No, because there are many examples when limiting concentrations 

arc attained at comparati vely small doses. 

ll. A. i ■tkh. Are there any data on limiting concentrations of radicals formed 

by -icUeh of heivy pari leles, and what is It possible to expect here? 

d. K. Va¡; 11 *yi*V, .Inch data are unknown to us. Undoubtedly track effect will 

strongly comp l lea tí* picture. 

1 . l ap 1 ni. Js Uu rin.a 1-chain model accurate during pnotolysls? 

V. 1.. Ta 1 1 mo'. Our astiumptions are sufficiently general and pertoin to 

vaidou:'. casen of destruction of radicals, independently of the method of their 
ll 

! o rima 1.1 on. M. In natural, however, that when, for instance, there is no ionization, 

Ma n thf-ia- In ao nenar In talking about the possibility of the electron-hole 

mechan l nni, 

1 • ioptan, if you started from the theory of "hot points" of Yu. S. Lazurkin 

"235- 
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t\i\<i M, A. MokuL '!»K L.. ¡1], khtm y«^ur conclusiona should not. pertain to the case of 

photo lye i 

V, !.. ï.-i I 1 ns/e. in examining of the mini-chain mechanism, we started from 

the thermal wave theory of Jackson [?!, who used theory of Semenov-Prank-Kamenetskiy. 

We applied the same approach but with an essential reservation. Jackson used 

critical tempera tur«?, which he selected as a parameter. A radical perishes if It 

tumo out to bo in the region with critical temperature. In our work, first there 

is considered kirie!.les of the process, since there is introduced a certain 

probability of destruction oí' the radical in this region. Secondly, we consider 

that hot points arc formed not only in places of recombination of radicals, but also 

during, recombination of ions, with local excitation. In such cases temperature of 

hot points photolysis can be times less than, for instance, during radlolysls. 

Now about the relationship between various mechanisms. Certainly it is possible 

i.o select their parameters so that they will satisfy obtained data. Howevi. 

case of such simple systems as atoms of nitrogen in lattice of molecular nitrogen, 

only application of thermal-chain model Is possible. 

A. d, Kotov. Do your models allow existence of different types of radicals 

(for Instance lon-radlcals)? 

V. !.. Tm 1.1 rotto. Not one of the models specifies the type of active particles, 

with the exception of the model connected with motion of the charged particle. In 

general, consideration of lon-radlcalr. should be made only during consideration of 

speclfic systerns. 

Questioni Does magnitude of dose enter Into your formulas? 

U. K. V.islPyev. In direct form, no. There are contained various exponential 

dose rates an l times. 

1. M, A, M«. > u U j ’ : k i y . i lip, n-mo l ecu tnr compounds, ï.’, 119 (I960) 

«,!. 1,.. a i' ksofi. -I. Chem. Phya., ;Vj., 1^4 (1999). 



RECOMBINATION THE QUESTION OF THE MECHANISM OF STEP 
FREE RADICALS IN IRRADIATED SOLID SUBSTANCES 

CONCERNIM 

Lebedev, A. I. M 
<*ind N. Va. Buben 

recombination of free radicals in irradiated inorganic 

first time was observed in works [l-?]. Lately ther< has been 

i»- recombination in cyclohexane and n-octyl alcohol [J|] 

combination of macroradicals in irradiated polyethylene [5] 

In distinction from 

character of 

Recentiy 

hown that 

6] at low temperature also occurs in 

higher than room temperature [7] We studied processes 

of ina- r*! die a.Is in various frozen organic substances — phenol 

maloti Le and palmitic: acids, and others. In majority of studied 

at a given temperature there 

Analysis of the accumulated radicals 

in the literature permits us to make the following 

recombination phenomenology of step cone I n.: 1 on 

(phenol range of temperatures re observed In a very 

free radicals remaining on a step 

is confirmed by of temperature i funct 

pi ij. ling, of a lepa 

on T in a number of cases satisfies the empirical 

io?o (19M ) Kinetic 

m. Ill 
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relationship 

4) construction of linear anamorphoses of kinetic 

curves shows that ’’step” recombination cannot be 

described by the usual kinetic equation of 1-st, 2-nd 

or 5-rd order, 

'Hie question about origin of recombination "by 

steps" as far as we know until recently practically 

was not discussed in the literature. In works [1, 3-5] 

there is expressed assumption about existence of 
Kiß, 1. Kinetic« of , ¿ . 
recombination of free "centers of different thermal stability, however, 
radicals In Irradiated v ^ n - 
phenol (dose of radiation physical nature of such centers is absolutely unclear. 

18 
It Is obvious that effective recombination rate sharply 

drops with decrease of n. As preliminary hypothesis we 

assumed that elementary event of recombination is limited by collective excitation 

of a certain micro-region containing at least two active centers. In case of uniform 

distribution of radicals throughout the sample, 

ntJ\ this leads to the kinetic equation: 
V 

Ä(-2^, ) 

where E0 is activation energy of first unit 
u 

s:ell: A is its dimension. At v * 2, it is 

--¿vJ possible to obtain /s »■ -.---—»T ^njnV 
* \ it* ART / 

Fig. 2, Dependence of n on 

temperature: 1, 2) glycine; 3) 
phenol; 4) miionic acid; 5) glass 
[1]. 

%*ART 

•ibices3T*/f exp («T7*)* (1) 

If, however, radicals are localized, for 

instance In pairs, then, if we assume equal 

* j 

distribution of pairs wltt respect to energy « -j-K0 in the interval (E^, E^), 

we will obtain [k^ =» k^ exp (•t^/RT)]: 

[«(- kit) - Bl(- Ml- ( 2) 
C|— Oi 

leuiuUon i'.Iiowu Mint, rqirM.Ions (l) and (2) well deDcrlbfe Kinetics of "step" 

recomblnnt.ii>11 and ¡.«roe with conclusions 1, 2 and 4. From equation (2) there also 

_ãai_j 



l ui lows conclusion 3, since upon usually appearance 

0, £/(— ^«C + InfAtO, ¿»O 

whenc In t + const. From Fif,. 2 It Is 

dc acid), (8 

on T is better described however, dependence of n, 

const, which ensues from (1) 

Thus ex ire satisfactorily described by the proposed model 

If we consider nonuniformlty of the distribution of radicals throughout the sample 

per 1 mental result 

hould become immaterial at very high concentration 

this will qualitatively agree with experiment c u rve 

Authors i re tliankful to academician V. V. Voyevodshiy for his discussion of 

work 
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Lebedev V. V. Voyevodskly molecular 

Discussion 

e nature of dependence of activation energy of 

recombination on distance between particles? 

reasonable to consider that it is more difficult for 

the deeper they are In the solid body. We consider that during 

excitation of cells separating the radicals occurs 

recombination of neighboring radicals is proportional 

NE/RT 
parated radical where N is the number of these 

inti ty proportional to distance 

"^1 
*! ^ 
BBI 

1. J. hoc h. Ann. Phys., b, 1^01 1 [I960) 
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<1 calculation of a simple SukhoruKov1 conduct«; 

Markov chain theory. This 

should increase with 

reaction based on application model of cooper 

of procès hows that effective activation energy calculation 

Thermal-model of recombination of din tance between reacting centers increa 
also lead K. Vasil'yev 

m be seen from calculation 

on average distance between radicals 

there is something in common between Do not you consider that 

top recombination? of step polymerization and process 

matter to say nothing on thi 1 will be able 

•a it follow from your experiments that : 

i limiting concentration of radicals? 

Wc usually worked at concentrations les 

dose from 5 t° Mrnd 

Lebedev 

Kotov 

destruction depend 

then limiting. For 

while limiting 
radiated phenol with a instance 

order of several hundred Mrad. 

timate within 

concentrations are attained at 
range it possible from your results to es V. K. M11. inchuk 

energy change ie tlvation 
gnitude of AE ä - E^? 

»t AE, but the ratio Kç/E, 

tímate m« Is U possible to e 

It is possible to estimate l.ebfdev 

about physical mechanism i ble to say anything 

model? diffusion proceeding from your 
certainly classical understanding < 

about directed diffusion 

Dll’fus Ion mechanism in the 

then talk recombinat lor 

be considered nd should 

the history of the sample t connected with this effect no 

defined limit within In oar sample* 

of recombination on rate of freezing and total dose of 

terial, such a 
lepcndencf 

according to source lohcxane« 

developed in s" of recombination Is 

bly is simply connected with ’mp** rature 

Cheml Jo\irnal of Physical '»ukJiurukov 

nt collection 

the* sa mp Le. 1 iC« ul* i nhüti iit « 
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KOIaMATION OF HAD1CALÜ DUIUNO LOW-TEMPERATURE 
RaDIüLY^IG of aromatic compounds 

N. Ya. Buben, V. A. TolKachev, 
and I. i. Chkr.eldze 

Inve3b.U;atiori of radiblyais of aromatic compounds and their derivatives is 

or p-re M interest due to their hiigii radiation stability. In our work, by [EPR] (9IÎP) 

method, there wris studied formation of radicals during low-tempe rature radiolysis of 

certain derivahlveu of benzene. In analysis of EPR spectra of the investigated 

Irradiated inihiitances, there were used spectra of simple radicals — phenyl [1] 

benzyl (?] r.yclohexadienyl J, phenoxyl [4], obtained in our laboratory and by 

other authors. Analysis of spectra of benzene and its mono- and dialkyl-substituted 

derivatives and also such derivatives of benzene as benzoic acid, analine and 

thiopheiiol (/ roup I) showed that a characteristic peculiarity of radiolysis of 

these rompounde is formation of secondary cyclohexadienyl radical as a result of 

ittnchinerit of hydrogen .atom to a phenyl ring. Spectrum of radicals of such type 

has been thoroughly studied in works [J, 6]. It is the characteristic triplet 

with splitting of components All » 413-^)0 oe. 

However, during radiolysis of such derivatives of benzene as 

Cf 11^(011)^, C, il^Cllp0H and (OH)NHg and C^H^CH^Cl (group II), radicals of 

cyolohexadienyj type are not formed (in certain cases, for instance C^H^OH, 

contribution of this radica] is about 10'/). EPR spectra of irradiated substances 

of 'Ms group constitute single lines with weakly resolved hyperfine structure, the 

total lixi.ent of which does not exceed $0 oe. On the basis of analysis of spectra 

of Investigated substances and comparison of them with spectra of simple radicals. 

*241. 
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it is possible Î.0 establish, for instance, that in spectrum of irradiated benzyl 

chloride there arc lines ol' radicals of two types — C^H^CHg and C^H^CtiCl, and in the 

spectrum of irradiated phenol — lines of pnenoxy radical, Maas spectrometrie 

measurements carried out by lî. K. Vasil'yev and V, L, Tal’roze that yield of 

hydrogen during rndiolysia of phenol and benzyl chloride is very small and 

constitutes about 0.02 molecules/100 ev. 

Thus, very low yield of hydrogen and absence of radicals of cyclohexadienyl I type for compounds ol* group II indicate that formation of radicals during radiolysis 

occurs by an essentially different mechanism than in the case of group I. It is 

possible that secondary reactions of atoms of hydrogen for compounds of group II 

lead to formation of water during radiolysis of phenol, and HC1 during radiolysis 

of benzyl chloride. Such directivity of secondary reactions is a peculiarity of 

radiolysis of these compounds, inasmuch as during reaction of phenol with hydrogen 

atoms, from the discharge there are formed radicals of cyclohexadienyl type [7]. 

This may be due to energy transfer to hydroxyl group, detachment of atom H from 

it and subsequent reaction of this atom with hydroxyl group of neighboring molecule. 

lelectivity of secondary reactions of H atoms is apparently caused by the fact that 

molecules of phenol are oriented in lattice thanks to presence of hydrogen bonds 

.iuch an orientation, however, makes possible the molecular detachment of water from 

other molecules of phenol. 

Peculiarities of radiolysis of benzyl chloride can also apparently be explained 

either by directivity of secondary reactions or a molecular process of detachment 

of MCI, 
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Discussion 

V. V» Voy^vodvKly. In Urn group or compounds II, which are formed during 

radio I y sis, II atoms are not attached to molecules of substance, but give HC3 or H^O. 

I. I. Chkh'-ld/.e. Mass spectrométrie analysis does not reveal H^O and HC1. 

This, however, still does not prove that HgO and HCl are not formed in small 

quanti ties . 

Yu, ÎI. Mo Un. What is the fate of II atom formed from methyl group during 

rndiolysis of toluene? 

J , i , Cl.iau ld/,e. It probably detaches hydrogen from phenyl or methyl group. 

We did not mensure radiation yield of molecular hydrogen in toluene. 

A. f.hifpatyy. 1. What is the influence of functional groups on the place 

of detachmeni. of II atoms in compounds Investigated by you? 

pt werv the given values of l¡ (H?) obtained during thawing of the sample 

after l r rad 1 <• U on? 

L flhkheldae. Innsmuci as at low temperature the formed hydrogen can not 

. m. rgr completely from the sample, the ampule with substance was thawed after 

IrradLation. 

Hyporfine structure of spectrum permits us to make conclusions about place 

of nU.nchm^rii of II. Kor instance, in tlie case of phenol, H is attached at the 

ortho- and ear - positions with respect to the OH group. In thiophenol attachment 

(¿f II occur:* it tiú* in» tu-pooition with respect, to the Sil group. In these systems, 

unfortunately, spectrum of radical of attachment turns out to be so wide that it 

• •an ci-riceai t h# spectrum of the radical corresponding to detachment of H atom. 

A. i . How do you explain difference in ll atoms iormed i rom CH^ group 

and from rliif'? 

1, i, ft.Khold/.-r. Atoms of hydrogen detached from ring possess a smaller 

v, of kinetic energy, and are chiefly attached to the ring with formation of 

r , < radic 'i1 . llvdrogen dclached from CH,-group is "hoUer'* 'irid is capable of 
( I * ^ 

,1,,,..,(,11,,,,,.,.1. ,-, -ic(1]. By the way, experiments conducted In the laboratory of 

,.. i. AvrM., t.Ko I','] indiente strongly in fnvor of the fact that capability of 

Ii ,1.,,1,, 1\,,' i,-1.,,,:1,ment r.tlon strontfly dependa on energy which this atom carries. 

1--,-.,:(,(-1- I-¡1 roil,hi,.•ted re.-icl ion between II atom:: and benzene at a temperature of 

• (».ui. -80c'c. il,- a I mont »bl -linod an absolutely pure spectrum of CgH^. L. I. 

Avrami-nKo Mini others conducted this reaction at temperatures of 20° and 220°C and 
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established that lhe fraction of radical C^H, Increases with temperature. An 

analogous picture Is obtained for phenol. 
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Hi'ICOMMlNATION OF KADICALü IN CYCLOHKXANK 
IRRADIATED IN (¡A.S CRY3TALINE STATE 

N. Ya, Buben, A. P, Pristupa, 
and V. N. ohamshev 

KeeomblnaUon of free radicals const,1 tutes one of the simplest reactions in 

the solid nhMic. However, rnechriniom of recombination has till now been insufficiently 

studied. If Is obvious that meeting of two radicals can occur either as a result 

of their di (Tijuion, or during transfer of free valence through the substance without 

• Isplncemc t nf molecules. It Is possible to expect that mechanisms of second type 

•ire espoei.* 11 I y essential in case of high-molecular compounds. Nonetheless, It 

r.eerns to m: that even for polymers it is impossible to exclude completely 

reeoinbInafion of radicals caused by thawing of motion of separate sections of the 

mac romoIecu I • . Estimation of magnitude of diffusion coefficient of the entire 

polymer !Ho!e<*ul.< as a whole, as this Is done in the work of 3. Ye. Bresler and 

'.•o ! leagtco Ml, cor I.a inly iocs not solve the problem. 

During ndlolysis of frozen organic substances with small molecular weight. 

If was earllor established [2] that process of recombination is mainly connected 

v/ii.h : «■ I r-d i i f Ion, since in most cases recombination occurs with great speed near 

i.nrnpemfur «d' melting or devitrification of substance. But in certain connections 

(for U in banc •• In eyclopenf-nne, cyclohexane, neopentane, and others) radicals 

mcoinljun at - 0111/.Iderul»],y lower temperature®, near the point of polymorphous 

! rart.ii I.ion ( ! }, this is connected with the process of rearrangement of the crystal 

l a i tic- 1..M '1 i. However, irradiation of ouch substances at T > Tn does not make 

it possible - icdemulate nulicals in them in measurable concentrations; this 
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indi i".dt recomb: aal.Ion of formed radiéis at any temperatures higher than ¡n. 

and not only durit| change of the lattice. Analysis shows that in all cases when 

Indicated pc.-.,) inri l lc.; in behavior of radicals are observed at T there occur 

Sli ' 

transition of sube Lance Into the gas crystalline state, in which this occurs intense 

rotation or irioiec»ilc»3 in Lattice [5, G]t 

We have studied with help of [EPK] (3nP) method kinetics of recombination of 

radicals In irradiated cyclohexane near Tn = 186°K and at higher temperatures. It 

urned out that 'fans It ion into gas crystalline state Is accompanied by sharp change 

r;iU' C0'1‘"£,r'1, 'ir‘d ivutlon energy of process of recombination. Thus, at 

r ^ 160 K K 110 enr/sec, in accordance with results of other works [7]. 

Activation en rgy of recombination of radicals In Interval 1G0-175°K is equal to 

kcal/molf 17]. At J = 188 K, it Is possible to observe radicals in cyclohexane 

only during, irradiation wilt, fast electrons ("under the beam"), where stationary 

concentration of radicals composes -4016 cm-3 arid changes with dose rate J 

I ropoi i.Ion,illy to ,J . After cessation of irradiation, recombination is completed 

In several seconds. More exact information about kinetics of recombination of 

relie,als in »ras crystalline state was obtained from time dependence of amplitude of 

M’K 1,1 abswice or unfolding of magnetic field after cutoff of electron 

"'■un. in range of temperatures 188-2^G0K, rate constant changes according to tne 
-/{000 

, ;‘w K 4 ll> cunVsec. Thus, during transition through Tn , change of 

i t inperatun , I logether liy 8° leads to Increase of k by approximately fc)5 times. 

AI the same time, activation energy sharply decreases from 20 to 8 kcal/mole. 

Analysl.' of results of X-ray-structural Investigations of lattice of 

cyclohexane and data or. nuclear magnetic resonance permits us to conclude that change 

of Kinetics of recombination is connected with small decrease of density of packing 

of molecules during transition to the gas Crystalline state. Assuming that molecules 

dit fuse throughout the crystal of cyclohexane by means of jump into vacancies, and 

/ value:. 01 I requerir: les of jump obtained from measurements of second moment of 

"ne of proton magnetic resonance [8], we estimated time necessary for recombination 

if" i»rmeii ' idic,-ils. it will agree well in order of magnitude with the measured 

v;i I ut*. 

there fore, we should eonslder that low-temperature recombination of free 

r ‘l'C!,li: .. ul' '■ ran:-. 1 l ion into gas crystalline state also occurs mainly by 

• i tilf’rtmion nuvh.-inU;»n. 
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La-iüioucii ms în rro/.eri cyclohexane at a temperature of about 200°K lute molecular 

.Jump or liydro^tMi a toma practically does not occur, it is doubtful whether It Is 

possible to expect It at low temperatures and for longer hydrocarbon molecules. 

Apparently mirra I, ion of valence by such fx mechanism Is associated with considerable 

difficulties. This Ln confirmed by low recombination rate of radicals in majority 

of irradiated polymers at temperatures of 300°K. Therefore, the role of migration 

"I valency jdurinp, recomblnaUon of radicals in low-molecular organic substances 

seems to us to be seconda rv. 
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Discussion 

Kin .:. 1 iLdr,What Is mechanism of recombination below temperature of 

polymorphous transi1 Ion? 

Y'1 ■ i think that in this region there occurs disintegration of 

crystal laid let;, Just as near the melting and vitrification points. 

A-„ f<‘r_ Rf 1 usK.1 y. i-'roin what data does it follow that reaction occurs according 

to second order? 

h. y:,, ; uhen. This follows from two facts: 

j) steady state concentration of radicals is proportional to dose rate 

(or i’Lux of r incIrons) 1.0 the 1/2 power (accuracy of measurements ~10#) $ 

: ) law o)* the second onvv is satisfied by kinetics of decrease of concentration 

of radicals after cessation of Irradiation. 

^ 1 » 1101 i'I* you Indeed have preexponential factor larger than number 

of col I U'.loun? 
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lu. During recoiiibination of radicale in solid polymers, there are 

observed values of pre-exponential factor exceeding gas-kinetic values by 10 orders 

and more. In our case this difference is not so considerable. For explanation of 

this there were utilized concepts concerning compensational effect. However, full 

clarity in this question is still lacking. 

V¿- Kt Hykhovskly. Characteristics of lattices of polyethylene and teflon are 

in general close. At the same time, efficiencies of recombination of radicals 

strongly differ. If we hold strictly to consideration of a diffusion mechanism, 

this is incomprehensible. 

ÜL*„ '^en. X do not assert that mechanism of recombination of radicals in 

polymers is always a diffusion mechanism, Recombination ratee of radicals in teflon 

and in polyethylene at the same temperature indeed differ. It is possible that at 

high temperatures in polymers migration of valence can also play a role. However 

mobility of segments of polymer chains can strongly differ even for samples of one 

polymer with different degrees of crystallinity, and therefore recombination rates 

of radicals in different polymers can be different with the "diffusion” mechanism. 

V. K. Mlilnchuk. You considered diffusion and said nothing about migration of 

valence. Meanwhile, in polymers, for explanation of recombination there is utilized 

namely migration of valence. Could you Indicate a system where, in your opinion, 

migration oí' valence is the determining factor. 

Nf Ya. Punen, The idea of migration of valence by means of Jump of H atom to 

free valence seems at first glance indeed very tempting, and I do not have grounds 

to reject this mechanism of recombination completely. In the beginning of my report, 

I wanted only to stress that estimation of recombination rate of radicals by diffusion 

mechanism which was made in work of 3. Ye. Bresler and colleagues,1 is based on the 

uruiocesaar 1 l,y cUffieuU assumption of diffusion of a mscromolecule with molecular 

weight of -H'tuuoo as a whole. In reality, for recombination, frequently Intense 

motion of separate segments of mac romo lee,; le is sufficient. Regarding, however, 

boundaries of applicability of migratory mechanism of recombination, it is possible 

tu say the following: According to available data for low-molecular organic 

molecules at tempera tures, we will say, below 0-20°C, it is possible to consider 

that mechanism of recombination in basically a diffusion mechanism. In polymers, 

. Yt‘* ''•«‘i’l.r, l'i. N. Ka/hekov, V. N. Fomlchev, F. Sech, and P. Smeytek 
'Olid « tu iv physics, % f 7>i (19#). 
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ure and higher oo« »mbi na • Ion radicale occurs room 

is possibl e that t. such tempera turcs Ion — polypropylene now 

a role, bul. •mu t»f hydrogen between polymer chains already plays 

it low temperatures shows that such a réaction by no mean 

that for small organic molecule, The conclusion from our work 1 

iiicch'mluM of recombination of radicals i apparently the diffusion 

Ar« there any data of yours or in literature about 

IliTiinloh in organic substances‘ below and above temperature 

oefficlents of self-diffusion 

of question about corree trie 

There are, however d< noi know such data 

width of [NMR] (BMP) line which show re rlependenCe Of u reinen is of 

sharp change of line width, which r-inr; 1 t i on there occur 

mo I. ion uf molecules 

that radiat.ion yield depends on method of thawing know 

showed, radiation radicai 

conditions ol 

hold cyclohexane for a certain time somewhat below the melting 

nd after that it gave reproducible was completed 

rapidly frozen to era ture, then fin IT, fiowevt 

I un reproducibility of recombination rate near T and secondly 

t low temperatures 

680 (I960) 

♦ 
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UIÍIC"A1N I)A™ 0N ^COtolNAnON AND TRANSFORMATION OF FREE RADICALS 
IN y-IRHADIATED POLYMERS «adicaLS 

V* K* Mill»chulc and S. Ya. Pshezhetakiy 

• 'tin LrnUon of radicals in polymers la connected with mobility of 

or parts of molecules, on which there are free valences. Durlr„ LSI 

;5,’U“y Ur ... Pro— Polyethylene, in a number of works 

",0 Ul!:'"ÜÍ!ed P08alb, Uty °f —“^nation of radicals which is caused by 

rr T V,,ienCe ^ the 8UbStanCe' — — — allowed transfers 
... U,e ra°l— - -11 - between molecules. However. th-rr ., 

° n0t t,Xpl'rl,"<,n,"'U w-c" would confirm this mechanism 

"ur,* investigation or process of recombination of radicals in certain polymers 

"md ÍrradÍatÍOn by Ught at 77°K' We °btained —which can be 

1 lr<.J"' U,t POi!"‘ °f Vl<,W °f mlgratlon of free valence througt. a macromolecule 
During investigation of recombination of ally! radicals of type 

-Oir-C-CH, 

¿U (l) 

>i>Pni>d t„ polypropylene, there ... „t.bll„«a 

:i:~i.. r''',u'“13 «. ,<...,.,«P,r.ture, ^ 

' "T, .. U”’ “ * "rt*1" —— ««• «• „.le.!., 

.. "■ — -- ■•'■•• "-**«.«» « . w ch. roe ter M, 

... —•■*•«» », Peo.e lnere.se „ 
■'"'''••'■'tun irnm ,, Kcni/m.,,.. „t 193°K to 27 kcal/mo le at J?3°K (¾]. 

... l—», »««»« (.) into ally, rod,.., ., ror. 
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and polyene radical [6, 7] 

-CHa-C- (CH-Q. - CHr- 

ck» ¿H. 

Trans format, ion of radicals (l) into radicals (2) and (3) was registered 

according to change of hyperflne structure of [EPH] (3HP) spectrum. During heating 

H «la TJ aln 

I'lg. 1. Change of EPH spectrum of 
crystalline polypropylene depending upon 
time of heating at room temperature. 

Temperature of measurement 77°K. Dose 
Mrad. 

of polypropylene (whicii had received a dose of Mrad), at a temperature higher 

than ?fjj5°K there was observed change of EPR spectrum in time (Pig. 1), which is 

connected with transl’ormatlon of radical (1) into (2). Assuming that mechanism of 

formation or -illyl and polyene radicals consists of migration of free valence of 

alkyl r tdltvil along polymer chain up to atom of carbon neighboring with double or 

conjugate bond, w< carried out kinetic analysis of changes of hyperflne structure 

of KPR spectra. Proceeding from assumed mechanism of formation of allyl radicals, 

rate ol thin process should ho equal to 

^-fciRii ic-a 

where |i;fJ h: eoncentration of allyl radicals; [] Is concentration of alkyl 

radicals; I'1 <• ] lr, concentration or double bonds; k is rate constant of 

transformât ion of radicals. 
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.“.olu 1,.ion oí* Ulla i-quaUon under definite assumptions gives for concentration of 

11 lyl radl< ;ih; . where [Hnl in initial concentration of alkyl radicals. 
X/ÍR.I4-/M ° 

Agreement between experimental data (plotted by points) and theoretically 

calculated curve (solid Lines) is satisfactory (Fig. £), 

min 

Dependence of parameter on time heating at 

different temperatures (ß^ is ratio of concentrations of 

rad 1 cals (?) and (1)): 1 - 273°K; 2 - 290°K; 3 - 308°K; 

4 - 5?^°K 

Transformation of radical (1) into radical (3) was observed In polypropylene, 

which preliminarily was irradiated with doses of 500, 1000 and 1000 Mrad. As can 

be seen in Fig. 3 and 4, with increase of 

temperature, intensity of singlet line, which belongs 

to polyene radical, increases. Activation energy of 

transformation of alkyl radicals into ally! radicals 

is 6 i 1 kcal/mole, and into polyene 4 i 1 kcal/mole. 

As we see, activation energy of transformation of 

alkyl radicals into allyl and polyene radicals is 

close to activation energy of recombination of 

radicals at low temperatures. Tills witnesses in 

favor of the fact that mechanism of migration is 

common to processes of recombination and 

i rann formation of radicals in polypropylene. 

Comparison of dependences, of recombination of 

radicals on temperature for two groups of polymers 
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Fig. 4. Dependence of 
parameter ß? on 

temperature of bien ting, 
lime of heating 
minutes. (ßn la ratio 

of concentrations of 
radicáis (?) and (1)): 
1 - t>00 Mrad} 2 — 1000 
Mrad; 3 - l^oo Mrad. 

of various structure, namely, polypropylene and 

polybutadiene with polyisobutylene and polyisoprene, 

confirms e ich a mechanism of recombination. For the first 

two polymers, Jump of H atoms can occur between 

neighboring carbon atoms, whereas in polyisobutylene and 

polyisoprene such a possibility is absent. In Fig. 5 we 

may see that recombination 0 radicals In polypropylene 

and polyisobutylene occurs at considerably lower 

temperatures than in polyisobutylene and polyisoprene. 

This difference in recombination of radicals in these 

two groups of polymers can be explained by the fact that 

in polypropylene and polybutadiene recombination of 

radicals by the migratory mechanism is possible, and in 

polyisoprene and polyisobutylene it is lacking. 

In iavor of migratory mechanism of recombination of 

radicals witness data concerning the fact that preliminary 

irradiation does not affect recombination of radicals in 

polypropylene. 

. Dependence of relative concentration of 
radicals on temperature. Time of heating 5 
minutes. Dose Mh Mrad: 1 - polyisobutylene; 

j — polyisoprene (SKI NK and natural *ubber)j 
4 - amorphous polypropylene; 5 - polybutadiene. 

.H. ln l'Wißll»!« '.o conduite that recombination of radicals in polypropylene in 

Uu! r,!,'U’" low turen occurs basically by the moratory mechanism. With 

!ncreuse or 'ompernture, recombination due to displacement of sections of 
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mncromoleculeti or phase transitions also enters the picture. Increase of activation 

ener/ty with Increase of temperature to 27 kcal/mole and recombination of radicals 

• it the vitri Uca lion point in amorphous pulypropylenes [^, 8] ap;ree with this. 

Durinr. mi^.ratlon these can occur intramolecular recombination of radicals, as 

i reuull. ol* which these are formed double and conjugate double bonds. Thanks to 

mir, ration oh free valence a Ion# chain of polymer there is also possible Intermoiecular 

recoinhlnal.ion of radica Is, with formation of ”c ross-link s” bf;t.weeri polymeric chains. 

As we established earl 1er [6, 9], In polymers o! various structure preliminarily 

,-irradia ted at yyuK (polyvinyl acetate, polystyrene, polymethyl methacrylate, 

polyvinyl alcohol, polybutadlene, natural rubber, and others), under the action of 

visible, and u l traviolet, lifhl- at 77°K there occurs destruction of radicals and also 

chanf.e of El'H spectra. Destruction of radicals in this case occurs at a temperature 

at which mobility of sections of macromoiecules is practically excluded. Now it is 

possible to say that i.líese effects are observed very clearly (after short exposures 

to irradiation) in polymers which contain absorbing groups before irradiation. 

Destruction of radicals after irradiation at 77°K was not observed in polydimethyl 

siloxane, which does not conUiin Chromophore groups, and In which under the effect 

of radiation there* are not formed groups which absorb in the region of visible and 

ultraviolet light. However, tills does not permit us to conclude that radicals do 

not absorb, and that absorption is connected only with Chromophore groups. As a 

rule, spectral region of absorption of polymer matrix is very wide (it. can include 

both visible and ultraviolet parts of spectrum). This prevents us from experimental 

dividing regions of absorption of light by radical and matrix with help of filters. 

Ai present, it. is possible to assume that under action of light there can also 

occur migration of free valence along chain of polymer. Light absorbed by radical 

trannmitU'd to radical along the chain from the Chromophore group to a C — H bond 

nuighboring with radicals facilitates jump of H atom. There Is also possible another 

mechanism of destruction of radicals, which consists of the fact that C — H bond 

neighboring with radical dissociates, which leads to their destruction, with 

formai.Ion of a double bond. 

In polyH.hylcn«', which, ¿ts it Is known is transparent to visible and 

ultraviolet light, destruction of radical also occurs. However, it is known that in 

pti I y ethyl en* the re an* formed double bonds in the* process of 1 eradiation. 

la-combi nation of radicals In polymers under the action of light at 77°K gives 

.255. 
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an indication that one or the causes concentration of radicals "passing beyond the 

1 ini Its" during irradiation of polymers can be excitation of macromolecules by 

radiation. 

Thus, the assumed mechanism of recombination of radicals permits us to explain 

the basic radiation-chemical effects during action of radiation on polymers - 

formation of double and conjugate double bonds and alro "cross-links and destruction 

of polymer chains without resorting to the reaction of disproportionation. 

It is clear that this does not mean that other mechanisms of recombination of 

radicals do not act especially under the action of light. Tasks of further 

investigation will he more precise study of action of light on radicals and 

clarification of the mechanism of this action. 
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Discussion 

V. V. VuyevodsMy. What is the basic characteristic of the new mechanism 

you' ? 

. 

1,1,0 porislbilIty of such mechanism was discussed In work I?]. it the experimental 

fj.,1.., which confirm If w< re absent. In particular, In the case of polyethylene, 

its preliminary irradiation did not affect recombination rate of radicals [2]. 

K 
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No, for polyethylene, this irradiation apparently did 

I|J| 1 Ne;i i ly, in ï.rant)Ter In paraffin chains not considered to be the same 

■is in polyethylene? in our work [.5] there is considered transfer of energy in long 

oil.Minn or p iralTlrm, und no*, in polymers, 

Yj:—ft. MllinchnK. In work [3] there was considered transfer of energy. Here 

then? is considered migration of free valence. 

Vj—V«, Voyevodakiy. You consider that there is trancfered free valence? 

Xji—tL:—Milriclmk. Yes we consider that there is transfer of free valence which 

is accompanied hy transition of hydrogen atom, 

—U—111 r*11 skly, How do you determine increase of concentration of allyl 

radica Is during warming up of samples using the EPH method when you have a large 

quantity of alkyl radicals and only a small quantity of allyl radicals? How could 

you distinguish spectra of allyl radical and determine growth of its concentration 

under such conditions when the total concentration falls? 

Yj.—!li..y» 11 noi.»ik, Kirst of all, during Irradiation at temperature of liquid 

nitrogen there ire formed basically alkyl radicals of the following structure: 

f* 
~CH,—CH,~ 

l)urJ,1,ï he£,tl"K ‘,r ««*1 J '-o temperature of 26j0K there occurs recombination without 

change of c In meter of upectrum. With further increase of temperature, there is 

observed change of hyperfir.e structure. 

We characteriaed our apee tro in the following way. In process of heating, the 

greal.eut. change:; were undergone by the central component, the height of which we 

designated by symbol hj. We took the ratio hj/hg, where h? Is height of second 

component, »• a ou ring from the center. We considered that during that interval of 

! Inn in which we considered this transformation, recombination of radicals was 

iiic.ei I . Change of this ratio characterizes degree of transformation of radicals 

1-.0111 alkyl into allyl. For polyene radicals there is presented an analogous 

" I" „d.-noo. Here we took ratio of heights of central line and side line, hj/ly 

witn j ne re on of concentrai.¡or. of polyene radicals, this ratio was increased. 

¿L.:!'--. '-nKijL ‘It is known that formation of conjugate systems of double 

honda ,0.1 allyl radicals ear, he observed by using method of infrared spectroscopy, 

id i you upply i.hi;-. mot.liad? 

——Üî—tÜi.!ll£líü!li. '«'Iß Investigation was not conducted by us. N. A. Slovokhotova 
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md otlicr: rved double bond in polypropylene 

he observe increase of their concentration during 

heating? 

V. K. Mlllnchuk This 1 do not know 

Ko r its1' 3 y have been published four works concerning this question 

[h-tf]. Did you become acquainted with works of Lauton and Bolvit [9» 10] and with 

other works where 11 was shown that in polyethylene, formation of allyl radicals, 

iyene chainn occurs at the temperature of liquid nitrogen? 

However, they do not contradict 

loable bonde .and 

V. K. MUinchuk L know of these works 

sinc‘j analogous r. suits for polypropylene in the literature are absent our data 

besides the works cited ty you do not contain indisputable data about the fact that 

77^K in polyethylene there are formed ally! radicals directly in the process of 

1rradintion 

1 have three questions for you Huben You assume a migratory 

mechanism along the chain. Is jump of H atom between molecules excluded? 

V. K. Mlllnchuk We consider intramolecular migration of free valence 

2. Could you give the numerical value of rate constant oi1 

recombination in some interval of temperatures? 

V. K. MUinchuk For Instance, In the interval 195 

Huben Do you not consider that action of ultraviolet and visible 

light reduce to absorption by the radical itself? 

Certainly light can be absorbed radicals, but it can also 

be absorbed by the 

You spoke of polydimethyl slloxane. Doe there occur 

under action of light? 

In polydimethyl iloxane destruction of radicals during 

not occur 

What radicals do you have in mind? 

formed as a result of detachment of hydrogen from 

r e bas1ca 11y stabilized 

These radicals do not recombine in darkness? 

These radicals at 77 K do not. disappear either in 

ing illumination 

molecular weight of polydimethyl siloxane? 

n of r; idle 

Mi ! Î IK 'nuk 

■ uLi 

il to 



mmm 

2 

t) 
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V. K. MiUnctiuK. I ÚO not tmve exact data. 

V. V. VoyeviMhik iy. L asK because in po ly di methyl siloxanes, depending upon 

their molecular weight, radicals either have or do not have the possibility to 

recombine at the temperature oí’ liquid nitrogen. 

V, K. WiMnciiuK. Yes; for instance methyl radicais can interact with the 

polymer mo I ecu le. 

V. V. VeyypdrKly. And then they disappear, 

Yu, N. M»111n« Did you have everywhere "step” recombination? 

V. K. Milinchuk. We observed "step" recombination in polypropylene and also 

In the binary ryntem, polyvinyl alcohol + hydrazine, and In pure polyvinyl alcohol 

Yu. N. Mol In. You said, 1 think, that you measured activation energy of 

recombination of radicals. How was this done? 

V. K. MilinrhuK. Activation energy was calculated on the basis of kinetic 

urves of recombination of radicals at different temperatures by the formula 

where t ̂ and t,, arc times In which there was attained the one and the same degree 

of recombination at temperatures and Tg, 

V. V. Vo.v'wodskiy. In other words, activation energy was variable? 

V. K. Millnehuk. Yes, activation energy grows with Increase of temperature, 

At low temperatures It chang,ed insignificantly. 

.d- i • 

V . K. M11inchuK. V, K. Mi 11 nehuk. Tliis factor changed depending upon temperature from 

lu“13 to 10“ om'Vsec. 

V. V. Vi».■^•vo'D-K . Does this mean tnat there is observed a compensating effect, 

V. i.. Ml I nehuk. Y*'s, in Irradiated polypropylene n compensating effect 

obscrved. 

Yu. Nt ;k>l in. If i correctly understood, then your method essentially reduces 

superp^u; i t Ion ^combina 11 on curves by change of scale. Mo, If recombination Is 

ornbination, they in principle do not coincide, i.e., "tails" of curves 

.*/',11 a I ways five divergen!, results. 

V. K. Mi i ;nehuk. Activation energy was measured according to thos* sections 

"ftep" re« 

of ra combin i ion curves where rate of destruction of radicals is different from 

xro. From su«. urves it Is possible to estimate activation energy. 
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Fsvetkov and v. v. Voyevodskiy .iLjo studied free 

Led polypropylene and c an;e to o conclusion concerning consecutive 

Ikyl, ally! and polyene radicals [11, 12] 

«Lively two possible structures of allyl radical 

3d by Piacher and llellwege [13] and by us [12], 

In the beginning we 

assumed altern 
however, then 

showed the 

he roilowing structure of allyl radical 

ure somewhat dif from that which is given in report of V. K Milinchuk 

measurements of relationship between concentrations 

and alkyl radicals have been c onducted insufficiently reliably. Our 

t* complicated EPR spectra shows that in badly resolved 

rimposed on another multicomponent spectra sup 

Intensities of 

relationships between visible 

tnay not correspond to relationship between integral 

r even how it Is necessary to measure intensity of 

ilkyi radical in this case. 

iCtilvation energies of process of recombination calculated 

component 

component 

without tfiklr ,o account, the stepness" of kinetic curves are insufficiently 

kinetic curve ict.lvatlon energy according to "steplike 

kinetic equations can lead to the most various value 

At first I will answer the remarks of Y, Lebedev 

truc ture of allyl radical. It 

here is proposed another interpretation 

pin interaction with protons of the 

ng on 0-protons. Such splitting is 

assumed 

a. o. Lebedev describes 

9 and explains the dependence of form of 

nt of relative concent ration 

^l3IIIWIIúfljiH^it||4'^||||)i|g|^ 

r ' i 



ti 

ÍJ 

r.uJIc.i I :j i;; <u3|ü|*rii..i I ly i.ruf, but we consider that rough estimates can be conducted 

in such a way, inasmuch as wo judged the concentration of ally! radical according 

i.o the intensity of the distinct central line. All the more so it is possible 

ic> use such a method in case of polyene radicals, since their line is very sharp. 

Í). Nogarding the method of measurement of activation energy utilized by us, 

it is applied very widely, tor instance, during the study of annealing of different 

centers in metals, where recombination occurs by a complicated law, during the 

study of destruction of color centers of lattice defects, etc. This is described 

for instance in the hook (1^]. 

V. V. V< './«‘vodsk l.y, 1 would like to say several words regarding the report 

of V. K. Miilncliuk. Data obtained by Fischer [13] and us [12] during the study of 

oriented films of polypropylene forced us to choose from two alternative structures 

of ally] radical the structure which Ya. S. Lebedev talked about, and which is 

cubs tant!a t» d In detail in the work of Fischer [13]. 

V- K- M»IInchukt Put this structure does not explain temperature dependence 

of spec I rum. 

V. V, VuycvodsKly. In an case, if there is doubt concerning such a treatment 

of the spectrum. It is necessary to present new experimental data. It Is impossible 

to give a new treatment of FPK spectrum by referring to the same experimental 

results on the basis of which the former treatment was given. 

Now, regarding measurements of concentrations according to spectra and of 

activai.ion energies. When there is no other method, it is done this way. 

However, U is necessary always to remember that this method is extraordinarily 

crude, and to not attribute too great significance to results obtained by such a 

method, -ill the more so if you have obtained variable activation energy. Reference 

i.o the fact that such methods are applied In physics of metals are indemonstrable, 

1numnuch an there the treatment of kinetic phenomena is sometimes improperly 

approached. 
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that in those cases when dose of irradiation of 

rubber, dicyclohexyl-4-decone omine 

OXIDATI ON OF ALKYL RADICALS DURING 7-TRANSI'ITON 
IN AMORPHOUS SUBSTANCES 

V. G. Nikol’skiy, I. I. Chkheid^e, 
and N. Ya. Buben 

Lately there have been obtained data about the fact that during low-temperature 

radioly.:ij of saturated hydrocarbons there occurs stabilization of ions on formed 

11 
alkyl radicals [1, ?]. In particular, in work [2] it is shown that already in the 

very beginninp, of radiolysis (at doses of ^0.1 Mrid), electrons stab il ed In 

samples of sa Lurated hydrocarbons are basically localized on alkyl r + -als. It 

would be possible to expect that during heating of such samples there wxll be 

observed luminescence connected with recombination of accumulated ions namely in 

those intervals of temperature where stabilized alkyl radicals recombine, for 

instance, for an irradiated amorphous sample, in the region of vitrification [5] 

However, we noticed that during heating of irradiated amorphous samples of 

dicyclohexyl butane, dicyclohexyl-4-decane, natural rubber, rubbers [SKB] (CKE), 

Í;;k.I ] (CKM), polyethylene and other organic compounds, there are observed two 
Hi1 ! Ü1 li 

flashes of light: the first f.0-8üo below Tct, and the second in the vitrification 

. ample Is 1 ess than 0,1-0,3 Mrad, during heating up there is observed only one 

i.Ih first flash, and in the region of vitrification luminescence is absent. 

In order to clarify the cause of this phenomenon, in the work there are 

Investigated |EI'Kl (1311?) spectra of samples of high-pressure polyethylene. 

fililí 
i. f-dieyelohcxyIdodecone, irradiated with fast electrons at 77 K. With increase 

J , 11:1. Ut II. 



. 

tîilîi «li 

Ktg. 1, Change of concentration of radicals (curve 2) and 
shape factor of line of EPR spectrum (curve 1} during 
heating of sample of dicyclohexyl-4-decone. Dose of 

irradiation «O.? Mrad; a) and b) EPR spectra at 100° and 
■|j>0°K respectively. 

°r ^^nipcrature of irradiated sample, there waa observed formation of radicals of 

peroxide type due to the Interaction of alkyl radicals with oxygen dissolved in 

the substance. In particular, for samples which 

before irradiation were vitrified in air, 

stabilised alkyl radicals were completely 

oxidised if their concentration did not exceed 

2* 10^ . l.io*® gm~*. In Fig. 1 are shown chang 

of concentration of radicals and shape factor 

of lines during heating of irradiated samples 

of dicyclohexyl-4-decone. As can be seen from 

the figure, total concentration of radicals In Fig.. 2. Transformation of 
alkyl radienJa Into radicals of 
peroxide typo ir: samples of 
dlcyclohexyL-4-dtiCone irradiated 
at various lamperntures. 
Duration of irradiation h sec; 
dose -O.ÍÍ Mrad. 

the sample during oxidation essentially does 

not change. It has been revealed that for all 

Investigated compounds the rate of oxidation 

of alkyl radicals is sharply increased in the 

temperature Interval located )-80° lower than the vitrification point, i.e., 

where during heating up of Irradiated sample there Is observed the first flash of 

It,"ht. For inrtiance, for samples of dicyclohexyl-4-decone (Tct * 19^°K) rate oi’ 

oxidation of radien is irier« aaes by almost 1000 times with change of temperature 

1’roin lPo° to i'io^'k (Fig, f), 

I i har. hndt luiticed that fast oxidation of alkyl radicals during heating of 

Irradiated .••(tuples or polyethylene and commercial paraffin starts at the 

tempera turc of y-transitlon, 1^0o-15^°K. Apparently, also for other amorphous 
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amples Uie température variation of rate of oxidation of radicals is 

tab ill <1 colored? 

; . ■ 

o 

I 

lieU’Pfiilnefl rirai, of nil by releasing of mobility of segments 

presence of t*.o flashes of luminescence during heating up of an Irradiated 

ted with oxidation or recombination of stabilised alkyl 

lula confirms conclusions made In work [2] about stabilisation of Ions 
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P. IGj! V’ í:‘ Nlkül,ílKly* v- A- To^ln, and N. Ya. hüben. Present collection. 

Vemolayev' Yu- N- and M. Ya. Duben. Kinetics and catalysis. 

Dlacuaalon 

——ln i,our »0T* do you speak about recombination of radicals 

obtained in a vacuum or in air? 

—""««Pies were Irradiated In an atmosphere of nitrogen, but 

before irradiation they were vitrified either In a vacuum or In air, and In certain 

oaaea were thawed In a vacuum, 

Xi. 1 » t Wiat are wave lengths of glowa I and II? 

v- iií. di ínoI «Lik ly. (¡low occura in interval of 4000-bü00°A. 

1 lk>-^v.n:îkly„% What io relationship between intensities of glows I and 

II for lari/,»- doses of irradiation? 

V. /. jlL!S£llgHi^ In the presence of 0? maximum of I with respect to 

temperature lies lower than the maximum of II. In the absence of oxygen, maximum, 

of .1 is not observed, and maximum of II starts to increase linearly with Increase 

I' doc»-, starting at a done of ^),2 Mrad. 

—- - • '■'I IliichuK. To what radical is oxygen Joined? 

i-i_it;. *11 !''01 'nkly. To alkyl radical. 

iliiii. J-' irradiated high-pressure polyethylene in which electrons 

---- ^ it natal y tic ally active with respect to any hydrogen 

• ail.a Inin,-; me lla, l’or inatance water? 

! 'i a 

. 

___ 
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ï_. K, Mj, 1 LiH’huk. Apparently it is impossible to say that these are oxidized 

namely those radicals which are formed during irradiation in a vacuum. We observed 

that in polypropylene, peroxide radical at 77°K under action of ultraviolet light 

with energy of quanta accordingly about 90 kcal/mole becomes alkyl radical, EPR 

spectrum of which consists of four components and corresponds to the structure 

«tCH (OU - CH-CHtCIV ~ 

At. the same Umr, during irradiation In vacuum there Is observed the eight-component 

El’R spectrum of the radical 

^r-Ceoy-CH,^ 

Thus, it is possible that there is observed not that radical which was in the 

vacuum, since there occurs displacement of valence (and corresponding transfer 

of atom of hydrogen) to neighboring atom of carbon. 



OF FOHMA'PION AND DESTRUCTION OF RADICALS IN 
AND POLYPEPTIDES IN CRYSTAL STATE 

PROTEINS 

A. F. Usatyy and Yu. S. Laiurki. 

Aü a result of Investigation of free radicale in peptides 

|f':PK] fónP) meUiod directly during their irradiation by electr« 

tbout 1 Mrv, ./e showed [1] 

1:: described by equation 

that 

where N ir. rminber oi* radicals Iri unit mass of sample; J Is intensity of irradiation; 

unit of absorbed energy); constants y and ß characterize 

lenis: y - under action of the actual irradiation. 

1 lb yield of rndlcfila (per 

cmctlun with other molecules 

During i rrfidi.ition in 

(1) is i.urncd inl.o 

uum (during continous evacuation) 3 O, and equation 

Consequent ly 

• Mm 



poKGlblH fJliT^rwnt mechaaisms, leading to disappearanc 

' ' . • ! 

• : ^ • . ^ 

radicals 

from field ul* vJrw ul’ KPH a reaction ol* the first order with respect to their 

concentration. This can bo breaking away oí’ side group from atom of carbon in the 

a- or fi-por»i i.lon, which correspondingly leads to formation of a blradical or to 
ifp:f ÉÉ1ÉSP.I.iMinllIliilllaÉÉttH.ÉãÜ ËÜ 

nonan turnt Ion. .To another possibility V. L. Tal »rose [2] turned his attention, 

Ö Indicating that radicals in organic substances have to play the role of p- and 

n-traps (nee also [5]). They can trap holes or electrons and be turned into ions, 

and also can themselves be subjected to ionization as a result of excitation formed 

In the molecule. Por ali possible mechanisms, the high probability of destruction 

of radicals by radiation observed in experiment requires participation of migration 

of excitation energy or charge from place of primary influence of radiation to the 

radical. 

In the work there were investigated about 50 different amino acids, peptides 

and proteins of various molecular weights (degrees of polymerization) at room 

temperature. Por polypeptides known to be linear and also proteins and ferments, 

whose tabulated molecular weight corresponds to one polypeptide chain (i.e., the 

molecule is not a complicated formation of subunits), there is obtained a 

correlation between degree of polymerization and constants a = l/u^ (u^ — energy, 

during absorption of which in substance there will be formed one radical), y NnH 

(all these magnitudes are measured independently of each other). 

It was found that in the range of degrees of polymerization from 20-30 to 4^0, 

here is observed the approx invite dependence » 
«1-(0,37*0.14)*. (4) 

whore K - degree of polymerization; M — molecular weight; ^3B — average 

molecular W'pirhf of peptide link, (see figure, black points). 

I1, luahlo.i (4), according to which energy expenditures on formation of one 

radical are increased with growth of length of chain, shows that in period between 

primary * v ni u:' Influence of irradiation and moment of formation of radical, in 

.xeiled irui.ecub Lhrr«' occur processes connected with part dissipation of 

• i ' flou ' e'Tg.y . with increase of length of chain there occurs decrease of 

p rob ibil i ty b n *■ King of chemical bonds in molecule. Inasmuch as in the whole 
•i ' i 

indica led inerval of moleeuii r weights, magnitude linearly grows with length 

of chain, it is probable that these processes are connected with migration of 

• - If': t i on • t.or.jy ilo rig the whole polymer chain. 
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Coruîf.unt >, efficiency of destruction of radicals by radiation, turned out to 

f; 
be Independen!, of degree of polyrnerication and equal to 

"iJli!-1 
T ■■ (lt®±0t5) • 10“11 <•»/•*■ 

Experiment also gives value of full saturation 

VnH-UJSiO.SS)-10**!.,-1. 

Comparison of ('>) with calculated value (by means of formula (3)) 

tfnH-(1.71¾ ■ 10" 

jTPr- 
confirms the Initial kinetic equation. 

The number of radicals per molecule at full saturation in the range of degrees 

of polymerization from 20-30 to 4^0 turned out to be equal to (see figure, small 

circles) 

4\ ’"‘ï 

Ijlpi'jip 

: : 

*n„ -0,29*0,08. (7) 

This number1 shows that ot full saturation, for every molecule containing a 

r ni Leal it h; necessary on the average to have somewhat more than two molecules 

iu»t containing a radical, a1 .hough every molecule has already passed some number 

of times, depending upon Jose, through the radical state. Consequently, 

dost.ruction of radical occurs with higher probability than their formation. 

If analogously to magnitude u^ we Introduce u^, characterizing full energy 

expenditures on destruction of radical, then from formula (7) It follows that 

• ip < u^. Pf sides, if we assume that formation, as well as destruction of radical 

1Xn work |1] due to incorrectness of 
in standards, there were given oversized 

He low are given correct values. 

determination of concentration of radicals 
values of constants a, G, N-,,, nnt,. 

InvMtijaitad 
poljflmr 

H«no«|loblrt . 
Lyvoz yw, , , 

s«i«ln • , , 

ry corrections were also introduced and into the text of the present 

preparation of manuscript for press 

.... . .1,1.u-i.., 
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is preceded by migration of energy through the 

whole molecule, then u? should also be 

proponional (see equation (4)) to degree of 

polymerization of molecule. 

These considerations can be represented in 

following quantitative form. Let us assume that 

molecule with molecular weight M contains one 

or several radicals; then primary excitation 

appearing In it as a result of migration of 

energy can lead both to formation and destruction 

Dependence of radiation yield of 
radicals (is) (black points) and 
number of radicals per molecule 

of the radical existing in it, where probability 

of destruction of one radical is proportional 

at full saturation (nnHJ (small 

circles) or degree of 
polymerization (K) (a ~ 1/K). 
1) oxidized insulin; 2) insulin; 
3) onlmin; 4) ribonucléase; 
*>) lysozyme; Ó) papain; 7) poly- 
L-ßlufcnmine acid; 8) poiyben/.yl 
Klutamale; 0) glycine; 
10) ditflyclne; 11) trlglyclne; 

L* 
15 
if) tetraglycine; 

to number of radicals In molecule. Then, under 

conditions when it is possible to disregard all 

other processes of disappearance of radicals, 

for the rate of their accumulation in one gram 

of substance it is possible to write equation 

hexnglyclrm; 14) gramicidin; 
trypsin. —-—/-J, * V /V 

* '.•IT*1*'* 

where Nl - number of molecules In one gram, each of which conUins 1 radicals. 
w 

ince 2 / iV/^=V. tiicn from equation (8) it follows that 
/-1 

! 

mml 
: 

Here is Avogadro's number; M is molecular weight. 

Consequently, In order to satisfy experimental values n„tl 
nu 

noce ns ary to set 
0.29i it is 

,''|i"'Hoii:- (1). (J|). (¡Í) und (10), we also obtain at JT 
3B 

(10) 

115. 

r ^ * 3.3 
T ^ qiFomk“ 

in .*u «-ord;mc. n] Ui experínif iil (see equation (5)). 

rtiUi-., in i-ryi:1.1] line proUvln and polypeptides with eufflclently long chains, 

C 
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romation anil ciest,ruction uf radicals during irradiation is connected with the 

preceding inigraUon of energy to considerable distances, where and in both cases, 

apparently, Uiia migration occurs along the polypeptide chain over its whole length. 

l or ami no acids and short peptides there are observed somewhat different 

characteristics (see figure), which may he connected with amplification of role 

of intermoircuInr Interaction in the crystal. 
□ 
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üo t s of dioappearance of 

radicals after irradiation la different, which can be connected with different 

diffusion constants of gases. 

Links of molecules of protein õiffer by the group R: —C—C—N— 

i ^ il 
ni 

“ 

H H 

for different R groups, form 

.1¾ S, ;••!;! 

diffusion or oxygen into cample for some reasons is small, or at high intensities 

Despite the fact that frne valence can be Ice 

of KPR spectrum (overall) for different proteins little differs in width 

cause), aXthongh there exist certain badly resolved components in the center 

and wings of the spectrum. 

A. A. Kevlna. Mow do you explain the fact that oxygen does not render an 

Inl’iuonce on yield of radicals and their limiting concentration? 

A. K. Hî-rttyy. I rid epn rid once of presence of 0? is observed In cases when either 

of irradiation, when rate of destruction of radicals by irradiation becomes 

:yt 
predominant. If NH « uj/(ß + ^J), then at yj > ß Nnti * a/y- 

Yu. N, Nkilln. Is it correct that formula » 0.57*K for efficiency of 

formation of radicals is valid only for large molecular weights of proteins? 

¿Unce measurements of yields of radicals were conducted at room temperature, then 

recombination of radicals, which lowers their yield, is possible. 

A, K, Ur.tqyy, Yea, this formula is derived for polymers with long chains, 

¡lince recombination after irradiation is not discovered, then it apparently also 

does not noticeably occur during the Irradiation, which is indicated by the first 

order of the kinetic equation with respect to concentration. 

■I 
_ i'' 1 1 roKc. You assume that decrease of yield with increase of molecular 

weight, in connected with "résorption” of energy along the molecule. Thus do you 

il n 
hive In mind some very etrong resorption, inasmuch as electron energy should 

become vi bratlonm energy? 

"¿•■ai.yy, It is possible that there occurs migration of a bound, localized 

ey.eiUm, which gradually gives up energy to the lattice. 

V. ,:. Airman. What iV ts witness that radicals indeed perish under irradiation? 

Vn, g. ha/.urkin. Prom the form of kinetic equation, there naturally does not 

ensue simply a mechanism of destruction of radicals as a result of the effect of 

radiation. There can be expressed different assumptions concerning this mechanism, 

which need experimental verification, Nonetheless, we can talk about destruction 
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r.'idicfili; by rndiaU.ori knowing that irradiation iß a primary cause of t: 

proceas Is proportional to 
appearance of radicals 

intensity of irradiation 
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1 NVl-*j li íjA IlON 01* IHANùFORMATIONS AND REACTIONS OF RADICALS WITH 
MOLhCULfcu IN CERTAIN SOLID MOLECULAR MATRICES AT LOW 

TEMPERATURES BY THE EPR METHOD 

V. I. Tuplkov, V. S. PshezHetskiyf 
and S. Ya. Pehezhetskly 

For niiii*»tion chemistry, knowledge of elementary chemical processes which 

will How in field of radiation in condensed phases is essential. Purpose of 

present work Is Investigation of low-temperature transformations of radicals In 

solid molecular matrices in a field of radiation. 

Under action or V"radiation in solid ammonia, there are formed radicals NHg, 

hnvlng [KPK1 (UI1P) spectrum of 9 lines. During prolonged Irradiation (up to dose 

^00 Mrad)- K|,K «Pectrum is changed! on the nlne-Une spectrum there Is gradually 

superimposed .-, singlet line with width of «40 oe. After disappearance of NHg 

radicals during heating, there remains only the singlet line. This Indicates that 

In process 01 y-irradlution there occurs transformation of NH? radicals into other 

radicals. It has been found that this singlet Is Identical with the singlet 

appearing during irradiation of solid hydraslne, which we earlier referred to the 

radical Npi 1., [1]. Hatlo of concentrations of radicals NH2 and NpHj decreases with 

Increase oí dose. It. Is possible to assume that there occurs two processes: 

MVPNH,-- W.+H* 
NH(+ NKg—> NiH* 

¡ iuc disappearance of NHp radicals during y-lrradiotlon occurs at the 

temperature of liquid nitrogen, It is obvious that their recombination Is not 

eimuei;ted with spatial displacement. It la possible to think that there occurs 
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diuplíieemeni. oi’ V: 

oï Th* re is also possible (iissociation of radical NH0: 

KH+à. 

with subsequent reaction of radical NH: 

NH-fH 

cnain 

0 

NH + NH.-* NtH«. (4) 

hurlnp. heaUiq» to there will be formed hydrazine, the quantity of which 

corresponds to the quantity of Nll^ radicals [1], This process probably is connected 

with certain reconstruction of lattice of solid ammonia at this temperature [2]. 

Processes of transformation of radicals In solid phase at 77°K occur also 

during action oí ultraviolet light. Results of these experiments are presentcid 

in Fig. 1, At X i ^000 A there occurs 

decrease of concentration of radicals without 

change Ox form of EPR spectrum. Disappearance 

of NHg radicals during action of ultraviolet 

illflis 

be connected with processes (?) 

, as well as with migration of valence 

119 
Tl»»t aiiiut«B 

t* ig. 1, Dependence of concentration 
of radicals on time of irradiation 
by uUrnviolet llgiit at 7Y°K. 
1) change of concentration oí’ NHg 

radicals in immonia; ?) change of 
«.* one entra Uor» of NJi. radicals Ln 

cryntuUln«- N.,11^ Î) the a.-.inp in 
amorphous Nr 11^ . 

facilitated by excitation of light. Since 

ammonia absorbs light with wavelength 

1860-2200 A [J], which Is practically absent 

In quart* ultraviolet, the action of 

ultraviolet light apparently consists of 

excitation of NH? radical Its dissociation. 

After Irradiation of ammonia with 

ultraviolet light, preliminarily subjected 

t. y-lrradlfii ion, hydra/.inc xa determined by the chemical method. Quantity of 

hydra«!ne 1.- Mention!, independently of whether disappearance of MHg radicals 

occurred urid< r action of 1 i('.ht or as a result of heating. 

Des truc i i on oi N^11, radio nla In y-lrradlnted hydrazine under action of 

ultraviolet llr.ht occur:; In region of X s 2800 A, hydrazine half absorbs In region 

<,r «'^««ngUm P80O A |H] and 2837 A (¾]. In this case, it is difficult to give 

fir*'re re nee I.*,, either of the two above considered mechanisms of destruction of 

r.-nUc.*i IV-. 

Uccoinhiii if ton of niillculn by meciianism of migration of free valence obviously 
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CHICHO+ 08,-0=-0 CH,—C—O—¿ 

at, 

what leads to convorslon of spectrum (a) into spectrum (b). 

HítdiCMl (III) can lead a polymerization chain, consecutively joining molecules 

of acetaldehyde. In favor of the fact that radicals initiate process of 

polymerization ar»? the following facts: 

1) por.si billty of initiation of polymerization by ultraviolet light; 

f*) Mgrvrmerit betwf^en number of polymer chains and concentration of radicals 

(set! t.nl)le); 

'-) Mgr* - merit of temperature ranges of destruction of radicals and 

polym« rlzatlon. 

NiaNr ®f polyoar 
»»«hnr of in 

1 (imJ ne«Ulu»uydl« «'•«Inf in 1 
•JfMitAldffhye# 

1,62-10»» 1,55.10» 
0,0410»» 
3,4 -10»» 
5,7 -10»» 

23-10»» 

1,07.10»» 
4,8 -10»» 

11.10»» 
26-10»» 
fift-IO»» 

if th«*n* occurs piiotodissociation of radicals (III), then ultraviolet 

Irradiation of solid acetaldehyde In which there were formed radicals preliminarily 

by y-irradiation should decelerate 

polymerization of acetaldehyde. Indeed if 

y-irradiated acetaldehyde is irraditted by 

ultraviolet light, then there occurs decrease 

of degree of transformation, and also of 

average molecular weight of formed 

polyacetaldehyde (Fig. 3). 

Thus irradiation by ultraviolet light 

interrupts the process of polymerization as a 

result of dissociation of radicals (III). Thus 

formed radicals (l) can initiate a new chain, 

hut at the same time they can also break 

polymer chains. 

m/m 

■in 

Mg. lUvlnt.ive change of 
degree of conversion (1), 
average molecular weight of 
polymer (?), and quantity of 
rad l cm Is ( '■ ) In y- i r r a d i a ted 
acetaldehyde depending upon 
time of irradiation by 
ultraviolet light. 

foncent re I Ion of free Radicals and Polymer Chains in 
' » r <d i ■< I • I Acetal .lehydfc1 

•¡1' ! I'll-'ll 

ãUikUL 

Mm*! 
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Discussion 

lycvodakly. Did you conduct estimate of diffusion rate? 

ammonia T~/Tnjl = 

is melting point) it which dir rus ion star 

magnitude TL is not a constant, and depends 

on concentration of radicals, rate of their formation, etc 

carry out other estimates. 

'n that radiation polymerization of carbonyl 

Data about radical mechanism of compounds occurs by nn Ionic mechanism 

n of these compounds are absent in the literature Do you completely 

ty of an Ionic mechanism of polymerization of acetaldehyde? 

Conclusion concerning radical mechanism of polymerization 

ulready said, is made on the basis of the following 

-a: 1) initiation of polymerization by ultraviolet light; 2) 

[uantity of radicals with quantity of polymer chains; 3) coincii 

vinges of polymerization and destruction of radicals. 

In the work of Letort and Richard 

inclined to spontaneous polymerization near the fusion point 

it is shown that 

into account spontaneous polymerization? Disregard of contribution 

conclusions concerning agreement between 

chains 

your 

md number of polymer doubtful necessary 

II • Í '.H.01 '•I, and 

1 t • III«*' 

• . 



ror you to melt the sample. 

V. I. Tuplkov, Contribution of spontaneous polymerization is very small. 

I'herelore, if. was not able to affect our results. Polymerization occurs at a 

temperature of -1*jO°C; melting point of acetaldehyde is equal to -123.50C. Thus 

polymerization occurs at a temperature lower than fusion point, which it is possible 

to observe visually according to change of optical density of samples. 

Y» K. hykhovskly. How is it possible to represent mechanism of recombination 

of Nli^, separated by molecules of 

V. 1. hiplRov. Recombination occurs by means of transfer of atom of hydrogen 

from NH^ molecules to NHg radical. 
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RADIATION CROSS-LINKING OF RUBBER POLYMERS 

V. T. Kozlov 

t.ítble i.here are compared values of radiation-chemical yields of 

and oror.tt-links 0 , formed during 7-radiolyflls of solid (at -I91 

Comparison of Yields of Radicals and 
Cross-Links Per 100 ev of Absorbed 
Energy During Radiolysis of Solid 
Rubber Polymers 

SKMS-50 AEKM 
SKo-50 ARM 

Values of and G were determined according to the initial 

curves of accumulation of radicals» which were measured by the 

it a temperature of -196 C, 

room température according 

and cross-links measured in samples 

to the maximum of swelling in 



Thif« was done jointly with 

ects of investigation were 

in which with irradiation there 

bonds was carried 

table, values of are located in the following 

I) > 0R (KhK) > QR (SKD) > Gr (3KMS) > 0R (3KS), 

Gc has the opposite character: (SKD) > G^ 

SKS, SKMS) Only in rubbers with aromatic , 

degree, to disperse absorbed energy are 

s and cross-links. Character of sequen< 

scheme 

xylene.1 As can be seen from the table, values of G 

sequence: G^ (SKKP) > GR (NK, GKI) > 

whereas the sequence of values of G 
c 

(NK, SKI) > Gc (KhK) > G (SKEP, 

In molecules able, to a considerable 

observed small yields of both 

values of GR completely corresponds to the 

groups 

there 

Character of sequence of 

of formation of radicals during 

radiolysis of solid hydrocarbons proposed by the group of investigators [2]. 

According to this scheme, for disintegration into radicals it Is required that 

energy of first level of excitation be larger than, or at least equal to the 

energy of the broken bond: In this case ■» 4 ev; for saturated polymers 

(3KEP) 10 to 7 ev; for unsaturated (rubbers) • 6 to 5 ev. 

Proceeding from the indicated scheme of formation of radicals, the detached 

II atom can be hot or "thermal” depending upon magnitude of excess energy E. - D_„. 

Degree of reactivity of H atoms can be estimated according to the consumption of 

"unsaturntion" In rubbers under irradiation, 

by the method of infrared spectroscopy. As - 

Wie rubbers NK, ÜKD, and [GKPM] (CK1.M), 

N. A. Klauzen 

selected 

determined Win concentration of double 

,-3 

- in a 

vacuum at a pressure of up to KT'' mm Hg or in a medium of inert gas). 

As experiments showed (Fig. 1), in the absence of oxygen in polybutadienes 

or in systems protected by antioxidants, under irradiation at does of up to 60 Mr, 

••onsumptiori of double bonds was not revealed, at least within the limits of error 

of the method Infrared Spectroscopy [IR3] (MKC) method (1.¾ - ^¾). This indicates 

the absence of rear I. Ions of attachment of H atoms and also of reactions of 

dri,nehmen! by H atom of other hydrogen atoms, inasmuch as the latter reaction 

apparently occurs with a rate of 3-¾ times lower than the first [3]. Absence of 

reaction of atbnchrnrrtt of II atoms to double bonds in rubbers under irradiation 

ran lie explained, first, by the lower reactivity of H atoms as a result of their 

‘Values o f \ 

introduction of :orrect.ions for end effects, or the possibility of interlacing of 
chains. This apparently to i certain degree leads to lowering of values of Gc, 

which, however, should not be too large with Increase of dose of irradiation and 
•it room temp« rature of swelling (see [i]). Resides, introduction of correction 
factors probably will not change relative character of location of G in the 

c 
series of !hV’stigated rubbers. 
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low available excess energy E'^ - DCH and, 

secondly, by the small quantity of atomic 

II, formed in unsaturated compounds as 

compared to saturated (estimate according 

to magnitudes of 0R). In turn, this can 

serve as an indication of the absence in 

the process of cross-linking of rubbers 

of a large contribution of reactions with 

participation of hot H atoms by the 

mechanism known from literature [4] for 

polyethylene. 

Thus magnitudes of CR are close to 

true values of yields of radicals, not 

considering, however, radicals closed by 

primary ions and electrons by the mechanism 

ot V. L. Tal1 roze and Ye. L. Frankevich 

M. During comparison oi' values of aR/? «nd «c (considering that, two radicals 

luring recomí,!nation form one croas-llnK) one may see that for saturated 3KEP 

Ipprnxlm.itcly half oi cross-links can be formed by radicals. The remaining half 

can appear :ta result of Interaction of secondary ions, i.e., ions closed by 

charges of radicais, inasmuch as, as follows from the data of Ye. L. Frankevich and 

I, .3. Yakov lev (hi, the concentration of such ions for solid hydrocarbons is 

cumpa r ' h J" With concentrations of radicals, and composes for a dose of 

ho Mrad ~ ÍMO cm' . whereas for saturated ÜKEP for the same dose of Irradiation, 

concentra! o. radica In composes -3.8-1019 cm"3. Altogether, radicals and 

•’"condary Ions can form for a done of 50 Mrad ~2.A.1019 cm"3 cross-links, which 

cor,•(-¡•.ponds i.o the experimental concentration of cross-links obtained for this dose 
'lirinp; rad loi,y nix. of solid .dKKP. 

Ab IOlll'ws 1'ro,n ,J”‘ prPnent work [51, processes of interaction of radicals and 

... occur lri oame tempe ra tu re-1 i me interval during thawing out of 

'11 u"’ System. Appnn-ntly there exists a complex of processes 

1) R + R-»R-Rj ¾ R- + r+__r_h; 

3) R + R--—* R—R + r; 4) R+R4-,R_R . 
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The picture will be different in the case of 

unsuturated systems, which due to small value 

of E1 (if above-indicated scheme of formation 

of radicals Is true) have to be characterized 

by on "absolute” yield of radicals, including 

radicals closed by charges, which is less than 

for saturated hydrocarbons. And, at the same 

time, unsaturated systems possess sharply 

raised yields of cross-links as compared to 

saturated ;ysterns. In this case, the complex 

iê u 99 m 
¡>>ou of imdlatlon, Hr 

of processes 1-4 no longer will be decisive. 

C( 

Mg. ?. Had i ntion cross-linking 
of NK and so I-fraction of NK (as 
percentage of maximum swelling in 
xylene) with the introduction of 
different quantities of DFPO and 
methyl styrone. 1) sol of NK; 
r) aol of NK i 1.?«) weight % 
IWU; /,) NK; 1») NK + 10 weight $ 

(A); *,) NK + 16 weight % 
methyl styrene (o). 

and other processes of cross-linking, in 

particular ion-raolecular processes, can obtain 

great importance; 

RH++RH-*R-R* + H* RH* + RH—R-R+H+ 

As a definite indication of the great 

significance of nonradical processes of 

cross-linking of rubbers can serve results 

once ml ng relation crous-linking with participation of inhibitors of radical 

procèssee - r.dicnl acceptors such as diphenylpicrylhydrasil [DFPG] (fl®nr) and 

rruts of methods of variable valence [7] (Fig. 2). 

Aa can be seen from Fig. ?, the presence in rubbe b of 1,25 weight % DFPG 

iccelerates radiation cross-linking, hegarding, however, salts, the latter 

manifest a sensitizing action during cross-linking of rubbers, 

,he process, as we showed earlier [8], by 1.5-1.7 times. If radiation 

of rubbers were basically a radical process, then the presence of 

to a considerable extent would retard cross-linking. 

<• of content of IH'PG to 10 weight % somewhat retards cross-linking, 

/plain, d by Mm increase of scattering of part of absorbed energy by 

with if »crease of their content in the system. It is obvious that with 

•>n Into the system of 16 weight % methyl styrene, which is not a radical 

in which the quantity of henyl rings approximately corresponds to the 

lo weight % DFPG, radiation cross-linking is delayed to 

The islven results can serve as an argument in favor 

u tm; [ 
a 
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oí the large contribution of the ion-molecular mechanism in process of radiation 

cross-linking of rubbers. mm 
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Concerning the Question of Destruction of Radicals 
Under Irradiation 

are being discuBced things which can cause phenomena of 

destruction of radicals under Irradiation, In particular the following« Radiation ilbi 
Itself creates microzones with temperature considerably higher than the average 

ambient temperature. In these mlcrozonea there are probably created for 

Umc conditions under which there occurs destruction of radicals located 

each other. Apparently such u pror as occurs In the case of linear polymers, for 

Instance polyethylene, for which ils mechanism was proposed by ïu. 3. Lazurkln 
•md M. A. Mokul»r.kly [1). 

Wo discovered a phenomenon w. Ich can be explained by processes of destruction 

oí r.'tiücíiL;j under Irradiation, This phenomenon consists in the following! curve 

uj accumulât Ion of radicals during radlolysls of solid (at -196°C) SKD 

(bunda 1-4 ~ ‘iW) has a nonlinear initial segment (up to dose of I50 Mr), 

!:! 

0 

curvature of which corresponds to Increase of radiation ylelda of radicals aR with 

increase of dose of irradiation, which la surprising. Usually curvas of 

¡1 
accumulation of radicals have an initial linear section and then there are observed 

wmm 
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devlniions eo rrfîsponding Lo concentrations oí* radicals going beyond 

constantly increases 

ins tunc e, n t dose 

nd in the Interval of doses from 150 t 200 Mr, Grj attains 

maximum value of 0.I9, where the dependence has a linear character. After this 

the curve of* accumulation deviates in the direction of concentrations 'going beyond 

the limit. Apparently in 

high-temperature mic rozones 

the beginning of the process of irradiation 

a certain number of radicals recombine 

QAs a result of these and possibly other processes, under irradiation there 

are formed transverse cross-links, which then hamper recombination of radicals. 

Transverse cross-links or side groups essentially affect character of destruction 

Thus of radicals under Irradiation if in SKD by means of preliminary irradiation 

we create 5^10 of transverse cross-links then in this case the 

radicals will have the usual character with an Initial 

red.ilinear section and constant values of G equal to 0.19 which corresponds 

the maximum value of yield of radicals obtained at large doses of irradiation 

(150-200 Mr) 

cross-links promotes 

quantity of side groups In the Initial polymer, for instance in NK, additional 

luring radiolysis of Initial SKD. Thus, formation of transverse 

iubillzation of radicals At the same time, with a sufficient 

In the form of cross-links in the range of concentrations of 

radicals fr< do not affect the character of accumulation 

segment of curve of accumulation of radicals is linear with constant 

furthermore, the action of light on radicals in the 

jointly with V. K. Mllinchuk) causes their destruction 

exceeds the rate of destruction of radicals in NK by 

rate of the process of destruction of radicals in 

dcd during irradiation by photon, with energy 

In the case, howeve of preliminarily 

grrf ) process 

riiilc.ils under action of light is retarded, and its rate becomes 

ntration of cross-links up to 5* 10 

of initial NK. Energy range of light quanta for 

adicals is analogous to character of destruction 

II 

•apondlu U wavf * lerigt ha 
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side branches 

Alfimov [2] 

1)) also has a step 

are preliminarily formed 

' hindered Is the beginning of thawing out of motion in the 

of thermal vibrations of segments of chains Thus destruction 

are sl.erical iy 

ampl1 fleaU on 

ol radicals under irradiation apparently corresponds to the long-wave part of the 

visible spectrum and the near infrared region. Energy release in high-temperature 

mlcrogones In the form of high-frequency vibrations probably cannot overcome steric 

hindrances caused by crons-l1nks or side groups, or give an impetus to destruction 

of radicals in such polymers. 

The condition for destruction of radicals in polymers in which internal motions 

system and 

radicals in high-temperature microzones under irradiation to a strong degree depends 

on structure of the polymer. Just as in cases of destruction of radicals during 

thawing out or under the action of light. This process is noticed only for linear 

polymers not having steric hindrances, only on the initial stage of irradiation 

— before formation of a sufficient quantity of transverse cross-links. 

Concerning the Question of Destruction of Radicals 
During Thawing Out 

Character of* curves of destruction of radicals formed by radiation in solid 

rubber polymers (Pig. 3) to a great degree depends on absence of steric hindrances 

created by aide groups. Thus, curves of thawing out of ethylene-propylene rubber 

(;JKEP), NK and 3KI-3 coincide, although the first does not have double bonds in the 

monomer unit, but all three types of rubbers have a side methyl radical. Destruction 

of radicals occurs In region of temperatures of phase transition from solid into 

highly elastic state. For linear polybutadiene SKD, the curve has a smooth 

character, whereas for polybutadiene [SKR] (CKB)# which has 

curve reveals a step, as was shown by V. G. Nikol'sky and M. 

for copolymer of butadiene with styrene (3KS-J50 [ARM] (APM)) 

character. A step can also appear for 3KD if in it there 

steric obstacles In the form of cross-links. 

Appearance of step on smooth des ».ruction curves of radicals occurs apparently 

only during formation of steric hindrances, for instance in the form of cross-links, 

and only for1 polymers which In their initial state do not possess side radicals, 

if polymer lia» side radicals, then an additional number of steric obstacles in the 

form of c m. ;■ - ! Inkr no longer changes the picture. Thus, the destruction curve 

IV r NK preliminarily vulcanized to a state close to ebonite (between cross-links 

there are contained two-three monomer units)Coincides with the curve for 

~ ....... ... 
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unvuJcunlziiU rtiw NK. Durlnp. croBS-linking of NK to the ebonite state (about one 

monomer unit between cross-links), the character of destruction of radicals is 

retained, but, phase transition shifts somewhat toward higher temperatures. Data 

//,1 ven in l-'lp,. }, pertaining to the case of destruction of radicals in stiffly 

cross-linked three-dimensional structures, In which displacements of segments of 

chains with radicals "sitting" on them are hampered, and the meeting of two radicals 

Is practically excluded, force to look for some other form 01’ destruction of 

radicals besides recombination of two radicals during collision. The overwhelming 

mass of radicals perish in the range of temperatures of phase transition, 

independent.I.v of the presence of considerable concentrations of cross-linKs; however, 

rigidity of the polymer system renders a certain influence on stabilisation of the 

radien is which remain 1 minute after thawing (see Fig. 3). 

Let us i,ote that irradiation at room temperature after thawing of samples 

irradiated m. the temperature of liquid nitrogen leads to the appearance of absolutely 

analogous spectra (widths and shapes of lines coincide). Curves of the dependence of 

rate of destruction of radicals on time of stay at room temperature are also similar. 

Those radicals quite rapidly disappear during the first two hours, and after 10 

hours there remain radicals which disappear extraordinarily slowly, and which still 

can be observed In concentrations of (0.0^-0.1)-1017 gm’1, even after one and a half 

months following irradiation. In samples heated to +50oC, rate of disappearance 

or radicals Increases by 10 times as compared to room temperature, where there 
kflâfinjŒi- i'm PWMS '• : ' HI I 

the e xponent i -,1 law of drop of concentration of radicals as a function of holding 

time, which ir, a loo observed at room temperature. Is approximately retained. 

The presented data showing Independence of rate of destruction of radicals on 

rigidity of system at the moment of thawing of motion of segments, and the 

comparatively intense interaction of the remaining radicals. In spite of the 

considerable distance between them, which is equal to hundreds and more angstroms, 

,„.rmli. us to conclude that processes of destruction of radicals with increase of 

vibrational motion of monomer units of the system to a very small degree occur as 

n .iult of direct recombination of radicals due to the approach of radical 

containing segments to each other. Apparently Increase of mobility of sections 

-ivis an initial Impetus to processes of destruction of the nearest radicals. As 

... ,.,,.3,,u of these processes, is energy released, which promotes the destruction of 

other radicals, supposedly as a result of a complex of reactions of "open" radicals 

lb 
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• m*] i-Kiical.-. "rioüiMj by a «ri.ar^j,11 as a result of phenomena discovered by 

V, L. Ia.l ' ro/.e, Ya, L. KranKevIch and B, o. Yakovlev [3# 
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1 :nvi •r/ITCATION BY KPR METHOD 
RADICALS UNDKR ACTIOF 

OF FORMATION AND TRANSFORMATION 
J OF y-RADIATION IN SALTS N1LC1, 

OF FREE 

Â -tr mirt-Tr» FROZEN 
N2ll4' I 1 i 11/ 

y 
,12^u4 hnu Anr*in 

¡ATER SOLUTIONS 

effect 

obvlou 

A. 0. Kotov and S. Ya. Pshezhetskiy 

A:*» H 1¿* known, character of radicals formed during irradiation of free 

molecules or condensed systems mainly depends on nature of dissociating particles. 

However, duo to the "cage effect,H which hampers spatial separation of fragments, 

formation oí' radicals in condensed phases occurs not so effect.ively as In the gas 

phase, and there predominate ways of dissociation which are less hindered by "cage 

. clear to what extent interaction with the matrix affects [EPR] (3TIP) also not 

spec 

i: 

drum and nature of formed radicals. This question has still been little 

investigated. To it is dedicated the given report. 

It. was shown [1. P], that during y-irradiatlon of ammonium perchlorate there 

an* formed ion-radicals NH4. From the point of view of clarification of role of 

matrix, in the first place there should be determined whether ion-radicals are 

lormed due to the fact that the initial particle is an ion whether this is determined 

i,y interact.Ion with the ionic matrix. For this purpose there were investigated EPR 

ijpoetra of Irradia ted oalts NH^Cl, lyyHCl, NgH^.HgSO^ and their frozen water 

solutions. Obtained spectra are shown in Fig. 1. Analysis of spectra of 

y-irradla ted Nik Cl showed what there are formed ion-radicals NH+ (in solid ammonia 

i hen* are \\ro revealed Nlln radicais). In salts of hydrazonlum there are formed 
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obtained if we take 

Mtt 

mu 
m 
- 

Mg« 1. EPK spectra of y- 
irradluled salte NH^Cl, 

N?H4*lfClt N^H^.HpSO^ rind 

i hoir frozen aqueous 
solutions! rJILCi: 1) 

directly offer irr/idiaflon; 
?) after lient.lng at 

l0O-?00oKj '>) Ute same at 

ion-radicals Analogous form of spectra of 

water solutions of those salts (in case of 

hydrazonium salts spectra of solutions are analogous 

to spectra of salts irradiated by a large dose, 

IOO-I50 Mr) permits us to say that in molecular 

matrices of frozen water solutions there are 

formed the same Ion-radicals. Thus, in matrices 

different in nature, there occurs formation of 

identical ion-radicals. Mechanism of formation of 

these particles consists of dissociation of the 

N — H bond, i.e., it is the same as during formation 

of radicals as a result of Irradiation of solid 

ammonia and hydrazine [3]. 

However, form of EP^ spectrum one of and the 

same ion-radical is not identical in different 

salts, and at first glance there is created the 

impression that from the sume particle there appear 

different radicals. Study of temperature 

dependences of spectra has shown that while in 

frozen water solutions of hydrazonium salts, spectra 

do not differ from each other and are not changed 

with change of concentration and temperature, in 

solid salts spectra are different (at small doses of 

irradiation) and depend on temperature. This fact 

is explained by the different spin density on 

protons, which depends on interaction with 

surrounding ions. From crystallographic data it 

follows that the distance N ... Cl in hydrazonium 

chloride Is equal to 3.31 A [4], and the distance 

N ... 0 In hydrazonium sulfate is 2.80 A [5]. It 

Is natural to assume that due to large repulsion, 

i*iu drnr.lty •. n proton:: referred to spin density on nitrogen nuclei will be larger 

in fydi < 1 m- .ulfal.e. Indeed, the observed number of HF^ components in spectrum of 

directly nfler irradiation; 
dose 100 Mr; 5) after 

heating at ?50°K; <•) 
registration of spectrum at 

7) 
directly after irradiation; 
dose 100 Mr; 8) directly 
m f te r i rrrifl I a c ion ; dose 4 
Mr; 9) registration of 

spec I. rum at .( r K. Water 

solutions: 1>) Nll^Ol; 11) 

NjyilCl; 1'‘) 
I i’c 1 « gauss 

s.h 
\ 



2. With this assumption 

Fig. ?. Change- of relative 
concentration of Ion-radicals 
depending upon temperature of 
heating (a) and time of 
irradia lion (b). a) 1) 
hydra zonium mmonium 

MKi K; hydrazonlum chloride; 
^1) solution of b) 

solution of NII^Cl; 6) solution 

o i ' N01* UC l ; 7 ) a ñuño ni u m 

chloride* dc»sf* Mr; 8) 
ammonium chloride; dose 1‘pO Mr; 
0) chango Of optical density of 
l-'-ci-nt.c rs in NII^Clj b) 

lies ruction of Nll^. 1) 

irradia I.Ion l>y visible light 

(A y,Q mil) at 90°K} ?) 
I r raidi.a l ion by visible llgl>t at 

78°K (l and f pertain to the 
lower time scale); 3) 
illumination by ultraviolet 

light at 7$°K; 4) illumination 

by u 11 r- * V lo let 1 igh t at 90°K 

temperature changes of these relationships explain 

temperature changes of EPR spectra. 

During heating of frozen irradiated salts 

and solutions and during irradiation by light, 

ion-radicals perish. Change of their 

concentration is shown in Fig. 2. It is 

impossible to assume recombination of 

like-charged particles during their contact. 

Therefore, it is necessary to look for other 

mechanisms of destruction of ion-radicals. 

Obtained data show what one of probable 

mechanisms of destruction of ion-radicals 

consists of their recombination with electrons 

of F-centers. This follows from the agreement 

between temperature dependences of color [6] 

and rate of destruction of under action 

of ultraviolet light [7] (Fig. 2b). At the 

same time not all facts can be explained by 

this mechanism. For Instance, there occurs 

change of concentration of NH^+ in NH^Cl under 

action of visible light absorbed by color 

centers (^-jiaKG “ 500 mp). Since rate of 

destruction in this case does not depend on 

temperature, and color of sample is kept, then 

we should assume dissociation of NH^-f to be the 

first step of destruction as a result of energy 

transfer by excitons. 

Mechanism of destruction of ion-radicals 

in water solutions and in salts In which 

F-centers are absent remains unclarifled. The 

main difficulty in explanation of destruction 

of Ion-r.idlCM 115 in connected with their Coulomb repulsion, which forces us to assume 

meehaulcms excluding direct interaction of these particles, By analogy with 
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aufficlently large concentrations with aollfi solutions in which at 

rccoitibiiiMtlmi witli elect^om: liberated I’rom B’-centers ol* cryst.Ml, It is possible 

l.o assume Un ir mromblnntlon with solvated electrons, although EPR spectra of 

frozen solutions do not reveal any signs of these particles. 
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Discussion 

N. Ya. hüben. From those curves which you gave in your report, it follows 

that F-centers perish at a temperature lower than How then is it possible 

to use presence of color centers in the mechanism of destruction of NH^? 

A. G. Kotov. Here there were given heating curves for two doses; at large 

doses these destruction curves do not strongly differ. Besides, it is simple to 

see visually that color is changed. 

P, I. hoi In. What Is the role of water in formation of radicals, and what 

is their concentration? 

A, G, Ko toy. For NH^Cl there is known the dependence of melting point on 

concentration of solutions. Concentrations were chosen in the region up to 

£*mitarai.ion, anti role* of water was reduced to role of an insulator of ions, but an 

insulator of different type than in the ionic crystal. 

G. h. Manoils. Did you have solid solutions in water, or was there formed an 

eutectic? Wint is the order of destruction of NH^, first or second? 

A. G. Kuicv, In this system there is observed step recombination, i.e., 

uonconi/rntlon oí* radicais does not drop to zero with increase of temperature. 
1¾¼ I mmx Ü-fáiiiraaii n Ilin'i;1’ T h &;Ù ' Ijj l-:; Win’V' ¡1^0 , ■ I''! ;v * i¡ ¡jjàlijiwilrtiiii ¡¡'’¡■iljiiíiitíü • fi Gíí¡Í;Itt:’:!C ¡: : : .i:i ¡: ;i‘:: ; ;!i:';i: ¿¡i;;r.í : i i i 

Tl rrcft>rt:, Miore lr obtained first or second order depending upon at what 

concentration measurement is started. Regarding the first question, consider that 
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oi aalt Ulero probably was also a eutectic 

4** 
V, A. Toehin. Did you observe change in EPR spectra under action of light? 

A, <i. Kotov, Yes we did. They are explained in the following ways Our 

initial spectrum consists of super position of spectra of three paramagnetic 

particles: a 9-llne spectrum, 12 lines of NH^ and an anisotropic line, apparently 

connected with Cl atoms. During irradiation by light, changes consisted of the 

following: at firt'b anisotropic line disappeared, and whole spectrum changed from 

a 12-1lue to a 9-line spectrum. 

V. A. Tnchln, Was there seen EPR spectrum of F-centers? 

A. (i. Kotov. We did not find signs characteristic for spectra of F-c enters. 

Ü 
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INVESTIGATION OF IRRADIATED AMMONIUM PERCHLORATE BY METHOD 
OF ELECTRON PARAMAGNETIC RESONANCE 

Yu. M. Boyarchuk, N. Ya. Buben, A. V. Dubovitskiy, 
and G. B. Manelis 

Study or elementary processes in crystal lattice is of considerable interest 

for cInrif lent Lon of mechanism of thermal decomposition of solid bodies. In certain 

cases, it. is issumed that processes of thermal decomposition occur with formation 

of intermediate active particles, atoms, or radicals, properties and behavior of 

which determine character of the decomposition. ' 

The mod convenient method of observation of radicals In solid phase la 

electron paramagnetic resonance. However, sensitivity of [EPR] (3I1P) method usually 

does not permit the recording of metastable centers directly In the procesa of 

thermal decomposition, ibis Is due to the very low steady-state concentration of ' 

such centers. 

Cf rt.iln useful Information cun be obtained by studying accumulation and 

recombination of motastable centers appearing as a result of action of ionising 

rud lut inn. Thus, it ic possible to expect that certain paramagnetic centers obtained 

durinK Lrradl.ition are similar or identical to metastable particles formad during 

simple thermal decomposition. 

Wo have studied the nature, accumulation and recombination of paramagnetic 

enters appearing undor the action of ionizing radiation in pure ammonium perchlorate 

Ln NHjjLlOjj wltn additions of CaO, MnO^ and KMnO^, These additions are 

ï alysto uf thermal decomposition of ammonium perchlorate [1]. 

•emrnts oi kinetics of accumulation and recombination of paramagnetic 
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centers wor« conducted in i.enperature interval of 100-400% on an EPR spectrometer 

l'Und dlrtu ' I y under a Penm of electrons with energy of 1.6 Mev [?]. 

Under the nctlon of radiation in NH^CIO^, as analysis shows, [3], there arise 

three types of particles appearing in tne EPR spectrum: Ion-radicals NH+ 

paramagnetic molecules 010^ and particles giving a wide singlet in the spectrum 

(width between points of maximum slope about 40 oe), probably F-centers. 

From temperature dependence of anisotropy of hyperflne splitting of spectrum 

of NUj , it. was found that ion-radical NH^ (and also ion NIlJ in NH^CIO^) lias, along 

with rotation, also vibrational (translational) motion with potential barrier of 

0.66 t o.O‘j kciU/mole. Thus vlbr<'itions have a predominant direction in the (100) 

plane of the crystal. 

lor 1 ast estimation of stability of paramagnetic centers, there were recorded 

|::PH spectra during "thawing" of a sample of NH^CIO^, Irradiated at a temperature 

of 160°K, with rate of change of temperature of 1°K per minute. This experiment 

showed that upon achievement of temperature of 270%, centers which give the wide 

singlet in the KI'K spectrum completely disappear. 

Oiudy or Kinetics of accumulation and recombination of radicals NH* and 010^ 

was conducted In the range of temperatures from 300 to 370%. It was found that 

radiation yield of Nll^ increases with increase of temperature, with activation 

energy of 2.7 ¡ 0.6 kcal/mole. 

Values of radiation yields of NH+ and 010^ at a temperature of 295% are equal 

to 0.4 1/100 ev and 10 P 1/100 ev respectively. 

Decrease of concentration (after cessation of irradiation) is described by 

second-order Kinetic equations 

dc/di—lu*. 

Kccomb¿nation rate constants are equal tos 

JflÄÄ 
ÂNif-lO^xp (-8300//77) sec*1.mole -.cm' ¿ 

JkcKJiÄlO» exp (—20000//77) sec mole*1, cnr* 

AiifllM«>mí; oí* (:,,0, MnOp and KMnchange recomolnation rate constant of NH^, 

J-urmat.ion oi* unJ Nil* can he represented by a diagram: 

ao;^MM4+^-^xib+o; 

NHj'vv^NHÎ+a 



Hecombination of CIO^ molecules occurs according to tie equation: 

acKV-’Cii+ox 
Oxygen can be seized in traps in the form 0 ; then recombination of NH^, probably 

om 
occurs on defects 0' : 

2NHÎ+01-- reaction products. 

Pfopertles of ion-radicals NH* studied in this work, which are formed during 

mdiolysiD of NlkClO^, permit us to obtain certain ideas concerning the behavior 

of active particles formed during thermal reactions in ionic crystals. Regarding 

radicals C10/t they are apparently also intermediate products during thermal 

decomposition of ammonium perchlorate. 
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Discussion 

V, I. Lukhovltakly. You obtained oxygen in atomic form, and in the trap it 

turns out to be In the form of a negative Ion. How does it acquire an electron? 

A. V. Dubovltnkly. It is possible to assume that at a temperature of 270°K 

there occurs recombination of two F-centers. Such recombination, as it is known, 

occurs by .*» Ici molecular law and can lead to formation of a so-called F^-center. 

In which there are two extra electrons. On just such a center oxygen can be seized. 
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GKNERAL DISCUSSION 

1 »ngdasar^on« I would like to express certain considerations concerning 

recombination of radicals in a frozen medium which occurs as a result of migration 

of valence. Such migration of valence can be considered as a diffusion process 

with a certain effective diffusion constant, and consequently recombination of 

radicals can be considered according to equations of diffusion kinetics, if we 

consider that during encounter of two valences there occurs their destruction. 

Then we obtain the following expression: 

—J- -4*W>«», 

where K is the sum of effective radii of these molecules or radicals; D is 

coefficient of effective diffusion, which can be estimated by the formula of 

omolukhovskly-Klrusleln, from the known relationship 

here X la ;« certain elementary displacement of the order of molecular dimensions; 

i la time during which this elementary displacement is accomplished. 

AI. the .••.nnif* time 

T-‘A 

where k it: rale constant of monomolocular reaction, l.e.. 

where t ir> activation energy of transition ---v_0^.. *.VM. ..>.*c,..ww. 

monomer unit. 

—
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ï'roewdlng from (.hese coîlisiderations, I made certain calculations. If we take 

E ** 8000 CMl/mole, then at 170°K we have k » 1*10^® cm '/sec, which is very close to 

the magnitude obtained in the work of N. Ya. Buben and others. At 120°K this 

constant is obtained to be of the order of 10 cm^/sec. These calculations give 

orders of magnitude close to that which is observed in experiment, and apparently, 

it is necesSiiry to consider this mechanism, 

Ya. :., l.obedev. 1 want to turn attention to the fact that the existence of a 

limiting concentration of radicals during irradiation of solid bodies formally 

ensues from the possibility of step recombination. If recombination does not go 

to the end, this means (Independently of the mechanism of this phenomenon) that 

r*combination rate W strongly depends on the total number of particles n, which 

Is conditionally written ns: 

dr/*i»o> 
Then, Independently of any concrete models, the equation 

£-<v-r, 

where the first term takes into account the formation of radicals, and the second 

takes into account their destruction, will give a limit which will not depend on 

dose rate, i.t., concentration will practically not change after turning off of 

the source of radiation. Thus, simultaneous existence of the phenomena of limiting 

concentration and step recombination is fully natural. 

V. V. Voyevodskly, 1 would like to express certain general considerations 

concerning accumulation and recombination of radicals. We have two different 

approaches to these processes. On the one hand, we study reactions of radicals 

after cessation of irradiation, i.e., the kinetics of their transformations into 

solid phase, and here it is clarified that these reactions are strongly Influenced 

by thawing of internal motions, the possibility of transition from one regime of 

Interna] motions to another during transition through various ’’singular points,” and 

also the regime* of freezing. On the other hand, there Is the question about 

behavior of radicals In the course of irradiation and achievement of limiting 

concentration. Models of these processes were offered in the report of 0, K. 

Vasil'yev and V. L. Tnl'roze, and also in the report of A. F, Usatyy and Yu. S, 

Lnzurkin. In the case of reactions in the course of irradiation, in principle there 

are possible two approaches: 1) Irradiation renders some influence on all of the 



cryataX lattice as a whole. For instance, during irradiation energy is continuously 

dissipated and converted into energy of vibrational nonequilibrium motions. We know 

that various motions affect reactions differently. The "stationary concentration" 

of these motions Is different from zero in the course of irradiation, and it will 

affect recombination reactions. Thus there have to be obtained effects of influence 

of dose rate, which were noted in the last report. However, we know that in certain 

experiment.a dose rate does not render an Influence; 2) Irradiation affects 

radicals and their further secondary reactions. 

From this it follows that the questions of accumulation and recombination of 

radicals should not be detached from each other, inasmuch as their mechanisms can 

in some part be the same, although under irradiation there can be additional effects 

which it is necessary to take into account. It is necessary to overcome the 

disagreement in data which exists. 

V. L, Tal1roze, 1 would like to note the exceptional interest which the 

report of A. F. Usatyy and Yu. S. Lazurkin causes. The conception of "resorption” 

of energy along all of the length of the molecule clashes with very serious 

difficulties. 

liiere is no aence in talking about the hypothesis of "resorption of energy" 

within the framework of one molecule when the number of degrees of freedon is such 

that for every vibrational degree of freedom the energy is less than the energy of 

the vibrational level. Huch "resorption” cannot occur without participation of 

neighboring molecules. 

A remark with regard to the paper of Kh. S. Bagdasar'yan. Flow is it with 

those substances where destruction of radicals is observed at 90 K? In this 
-22 -30 case, rate constant of migration of valence should be no longer 10 , but 10 

cm5Aec. For this reason the externally attractive theory of migration of valence 

for the majority of objects, not for all certainly, was abandoned by us. 

0t p# :'rT7>;f?.yev. Apparently in processes of accumulation and stabilization of 

radical:- a 1 irge role is played by chemical reactions. In confirmation of this 

I want to pnv.ent certain of our preliminary results on photochemical accumulation 

of radicals in eye Iuhexyl chloride and bromide, a mixture of chlorine and cyclohexene, 

and a mixl.un- of Hhr and cyclohexane at 77°K. There are not revealed radicals 

only during photolysis of cyclohexy bromide. 

V. ijll'('a l • rm’c. One more remark with respect to the questions Can thermal 

Í 
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uturns conduct some reactions can they for instance detach an atom of 

— _ 

hydrogen, or can they not basically enter into recombination reactions? V. Ye. 

akurnt arnl I recently carried out the following investigation: On tungsten wire 

then nr* obtained II atoms (pressure of hydrogen in the system is several hundredths 

mm of mercury), which diffuse into a sample of completely deuterized 

polyethylene. The whole system Is Immersed in liquid nitrogen. In this installation 

there wan recorded deuterium-hydrogen exchange, and there was investigated its 

kinetics, Consequently, It is possible to state that a thermal atom of hydrogen 

is able to detach atoms of hydrogen from molecules of polyethylene. 

My Inst remark concerns the report of V. T. Kozlov. It is known that the 

number of eross-links is determined with low accuracy. Frequently there is met a 

divergence of 2-3 times or more. During determination of number of radicals, there 

Is also possible an error of 2 times. Therefore, although V. T. Kozlov gives 

reasonable arguments in favor at* ion-molecule reactions, it is necessary to regard 

them quite carefully. 
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MECHANISM^ OF CERTAIN PHOTOCHEMICAL AND RADIATION-CHEMICAL 
REACTIONS 

CONCERNING THE QUESTION ABOUT MECHANISM OF PHOTOLYSIS 
OF AQUEOUS SOLUTIONS 

V, s. Curman and G. B, Sergeyev 

It ts known that during photolysis of frozen solutions of H?02 In water at 

a temperature of 770K In a wide range of concentrations, from ?9 to 10“2 mole/liter, 

radical HO2 la stabilized, and only during photolysis of solutions with concentration 

of 10 mole/llter is there recorded the spectrum attributed to OH [1, 2], 

At présent, It is accepted to consider that during photolysis of frozen 

solution rndJcala appear according to the following mechanism: 

HA—»30H; 
0H+HA-H0| + K«0. 

Thus, in solution with concentration of lo'2 mole/llter (molecular ratio 

Mj.,0:HjjOp “ '.honü), in which radical HOj, is stabilized, there should be realized 

a mechnnluit: ensuring transfer of free valence to a distance of 15-17 molecular 

diameters of water. 

Kor nddlMorifd check of presence of such transfer, we conducted photolysis of 

last fnv.eri solutions of hydrogen peroxide and n-propyl alcohol In water. 

Photolysis was conducted by light from lamp [SVDSh-250] (CBfln-250) in a quart* Dewar 

•<t. ;j Kempt n* i.ii re of 77°K. 

Prom 1 Li,‘ 1 one that at the molecular ratio Hg0:Hg0g2n-Cj!U0H « 2100:1 

°r 1 on lhe sf,t'cirum oV the radical recorded during photolysis of solution of H202 

m water (í^nd:!), f.hera* ic superimposed another spectrum. Figure 2 shows that this 

r.rrond a pee I rum belongs to alcohol radical formed obviously by the reaction 
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Pig. 1. EPR spectra of solutions of H^O and 

Ilo0o + n-propyl alcohol in waters 

1) HpOiHp02 = 2000:1; 

?) Ih’OîH^OgîC^IUOH « 2000:1:1 

1 

J 

Fig, 2, EPR spectra of solutions 

JH^Op + n-propyl alcohol in water: 

1) H^O:UpOpSC^HyOH = 2000:1:8; 

P) HgOtH^Op-.O^Ii^OH = 2000:1:35 

3) HgOsHgOpSC^H^OH = 2000:1:1. 

Photolysis of frozen solutions 

of alcohol in water showed the absence of 

radicals recorded by the [EPR] (3nP) 

method. 

Mechanism of transfer of valence 

explaining the above described processes 

can be, for instance, chain reaction of 

radical OH (possibly excited) with water: 

OH + HgO * HgO + OH, proceeding with 

participation of hydrogen bonds of ice. 

Such a reaction was postulated in the 

mechanism of radiolysis of water by 

V. V. Voyevodskiy [3]. 

Literature 
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PHOTOSENSITIZED BIMOLECULAR REACTIONS 

M. G. Kuz'min, I. V. Berezin, 
B. M. Uzhinov, and Yu. A. Mikheyev 

A< present there are known numerous photosensitized monomolecular reactions. 

In these reactions, as a result of a collision of second kind, there occurs transfer 

of excitation energy from sensitizer the breaking bond of the reacting molecule. 

Usually there are then formed radicals or Ions. However, in condensed systems, 

in principle there is possible another way of reaction (especially if excitation 

energy or sensitizer is less than binding energy). For closely relatively located 

molecules there exist collective energy levels, corresponding, for Instance, to 

the four-center complex: 

A . . X 

à .. .b 
If energy of sensitizer is sufficient for formation of such a complex, then there 

can be observed a, photosensitized bimolecular reaction: 

9»+AB4CD—-* $+AC + BO. 

We have detected such photosensitized molecular reactions of isotope exchange 

in liquid and solid phases. During irradiation by ultraviolet light of a mixture 

of saturated hydrocarbons (for instance cyclohexane and pentatriacontane), one 

of which is tagged with deuterium or tritium, in the presence of sensitizers 

(benzene, anthracene, etc.), there is observed the exchange reaction of hydrogen 

* + *H + RT—S+*T + *'K 

jMlfi 
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It ia obvious that- then there nlso occur exchange reactions both by identical i :oms 

of hydrogen and between homogeneous molecules. Apparently, such a analogous 

photosensitized re--tion leads to formation of tagged ethane during photolysis of 

acetyl peroxide in tagged solvents: 

c/\ *>C*T+ICQ| (~50%) 

^JCH+ICO, (-50%) 

It is found that in such exchange reactions there can participate only alkyl 

atoms jf hydrogen. Hydroxyl atoms of hydrogen of alcohols and carboxylic acids 

are not exchanged. Also atoms of hydrogen of aromatic nucleus and in the a-position 

to it are not subject to exchange. It is shown that the reaction both in the case 

of hydrocarbons and in the case of disintegration of acetyl peroxide occurs by a 

molecular, and not by a radical or ion mechanism. Quantum yield is of the order 

of units (during consideration of all possible ways of reaction). Probability cf 

exchange of n given atom of hydrogen partially depends on its radical reactivity. 

Isotope effect is small* Variation of sensitizers and wavelength of light permits 

us to estimate activation energy of bimolecular reaction for those cases wh»n 

thermal reaction occurs by chain means (for hydrogen exchange in hydrocarbons 

^70 Kcal/molc), 

Obviously by such a molecular mechanism there can occur a large number of 

different photochemical reactions. In particular, it explains the numerous cases 

of a difference in properties of "free radicals*’ obtained by thermal and photochemical 

methods, iluch reactions can have special importance for solid and ordered media 

where the re are a large number of collective levels. 

Discussion 

1. Ü. tapian, Knergy level of excitation of anthracene lies lower than energy 

level of excitation of your reagents. What mechanism of energy transfer to reactants 

do you nmnimeV 

M. (j. K> y.»min. 1 us sume transfer of energy to the collective level 

correspond 1 nr to a four-center complex, 

1. d. teni.-m. Tims, according to your hypothesis, a four-center complex 

uLmiigly lowrs en«>rr.y relative to energy of one separate molecule. What is this 

1 « iwo rj nr? 
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M. 0, Ku/Jmln. It ic possible to estimate energy of formation of such a 

four-center complex. It composes about 70 kcal/mole, which corresponds lowering of 

level by 

I, (i, Kaplan, There should be conducted experiments which would show that 

there Is indeed a new absorption band, 

M, (J, Kuz'min. There will not be an absorption band because for its appearance 

change of internuclear distance is necessary. Such a transition will contradict 

the I'Yanck-Condon rule, 

Yu, N, Molin, Do you think this four-center complex exists beforehand in the 

form of an intermediate product, or will it be formed only under the influence of 

excited molecule of sensitizer? 

M, C, Kiiytfmln, This is an activated complex which will be formed as a result 

of transfer of energy from the sensitizer, 

M, /., Nor.lnskly, How do you estimate magnitude of quantum yield of these 

reactions? 

M, 0, Kuzmin, It is considered that probabilities of exchange of any two 

atoms of hydrogen are approximately of the same order of magnitude. Hence, according 

to the content of tritium in the final compound, and knowing the dose of irradiation 

by ultraviolet light, we can estimate the quantum yield. There is obtained a 

magnitude of order of units. 

S, /. Horinskiy. Whnt is it possible to say about kinetic Isotope effect 

in these reactions? 

M. (j, Kuzmin, During photodisintegration of acetyl peroxide, there is not 

revealed an essential difference between deuterium and tritium. It Is necessary, 

however, to consider that with deuterium the accuracy of experiments is considerably 

lower than with tritium. 

L. N, (îanyuk. Was there investigated action of inhibitors? 

M, G, Kuzmin, Inhibitors, in the full sense of this word, were not applied. 

We used such radical acceptors as anthracene and Iodine, If reaction passed through 

formation of a radical (H or R) then In the presence of radical acceptors we would 

have to detect the change of quantum yield of exchange simply due to the destruction 

of radicalr. as a result of change of the relationship between different parallel 

and successive reactions leading to exchange. 

V, 1. dot1danskly. Did you have a case when, after formation of such a 
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complrXj bond;• regrouped somehow, let. us say with formation of HT? 

M. 0. Ku''min. We did not obtain hydrogen. 

N« A, !''ik 1 ’. What Is the estimate of quantum yield of the reaction of 

decarboxylJ '/• Ing? 

M. (J, iUjä'mlrw 10^. 
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KINETICS OF PHOTOCHEMICAL DECOMPOSITION OF METHYL 
ALCOHOL AT LOW TEMPERATURES 

B, N. Shelimov, N, V. Fok 
and V. V. Voyevodskiy 

We hnvr shown [3] that alcohol radicals CH^CHOH are very effectively decomposed 

by ultraviolet light, with formation of methyl radicals, which in turn enter into 

the reaction CH^ + C^H^OH-• CH^ + C^H^OH with molecules of alcohol. 

That fact that alcohol radicals are intensely decomposed under action of 

ultraviolet light was confirmed in works of Alger, Anderson and Webb [2], and 

also Johnson [3]. These authors revealed that decomposition of radical CH20H by 

light leads to formation of radical HCO [2] and also gaseous and liquid products 

m. 

For clarification of mechanism of photochemical transformations occurring with 

participation of alcohol radicals, we studied kinetics of accumulation of radicals 

and gaseous products during irradiation of dilute solutions of and in 

methyl .alcohol. 

Alcohol solutions sealed in quartz ampoules were irradiated with the [SVDSh-250] 

lamp directly in the resonator of the [EPR-2] (3nP-2) instrument, which 

gave us the possibility to conduct recording of EPH spectra simultaneously with 

irradiation. After irradiation, ampoules were uncovered, and.formed gases were 

analyzed by mass spectrometric method. 

Analysis of obtained EPR spectra showed that during photolysis there are 

formed radical a Cll^, HCO and CH^OH, time change of concent ration of which in the 

course of irradiation, after turning off of the light and ifter turning it on again 
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f. 

HO /60 nln 
l,,ig. 1. Kinetics of accumulation and 
transformation of radicals in system 
llgüg+ CH,OH 4 hv. 

Is represented in Kig. 1 for a solution of in methyl alcohol. During photolysis 

of diluted solutions of there was observed a kinetic picture similar to the 

one presented in Fig. 1. 

Gas released during photolysis was a mixture consisting of 17# CH^, 26# CO and 

‘>7# Hg. Composition of gas did not change with irradiation time, and their absolute 

quantities exceeded the quantities of radicals by a few times. 

Measurement, of concentration of IlgOg showed what in a certain time after the 

beginning of Irradiation, hydrogen peroxide ceases to be consumed, whereas the 

quantity of gases continues to grow. 

These facta indicate that under these conditions, in the solid phase there 

occurs an :1 r itinted reaction, which in a certain time after its beginning continues 

without participation of the Initiator. 
mmm 

Initiation obviously Is carried out In the following way: 

HA^20H, OH aCHaOH -» HaO+ CH«OH: 

CiHg + CH/3H -• GH« + CH|OH + H 

Formed Clh.OH radicals are decomposed by light with formation of CH^, which 

then enter Into the reaction 

CH, + CHjOH -> CH. + CHiOH. 

W« showed that during, irradiation with the full light of a mercury lamp, there 

rtl. o occur:* formation of radical HCO from CH^OH and decomposition of HCO by the 

rone11 on. 
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Fig. 2. Kinetics of accumulation and 
transformation of radicals in system 
C/rH/r + CÍLOH -i hv (experiments with filtered 

light) 

H00-*H4-œ ■ H + CH/W->H» + CH*OH 

repeated irradiations by light with \ > 320 mp decomposing HCO and Indeed, during 

not decomposing CH^OH, concentration of HCO sharply drops and concentration of 

which CHo0H grows 
c 

decomposes 011^011 and does not decompose HCO 

which one may see from Fig. 2 (as Initiator in this case there was 

which does not absorb in this region of the spectrum). 

Imultanecus formation of CH, and HCO, occurring as a result of absorption of 

If, however, conversely, we use 

then concentration of the latter 

grows In time 

taken benzene 

can be connected with the fact that this radical is Joined light by radical CllgOH 

by hydrogen bonds with one or several molecules of alcohol, and under the action 

of light this complicated radical K Is decomposed by the scheme 

R-CHi+HCO+R' (CH* HCO. CH«0H, H)+ products 

This elementary reaction leads to increase of number of free valences, and 

which follows from &\Lg. 2 therefore is a branching reaction 

However, In spite of the existence of the branching reaction, there does not 

occur continuous growth of concentration of free valences; therefore, it is necessary 

to assume that under these conditions there also occurs a reaction of chain 

termination This can be the reaction 

CH+H-CH*. 

basis of data obtained in the work there can be made the conclusion 

is realized a unique photochemical chain reaction. In sie User*1 

distinction from the usual chain reactions initiated by light under the action of 



Light tiierc occurs not only Initiation, but also branching and certain processes 

of continuation of the chain. 
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Discusaion 

hi Oanyuk. Why do you consider that hydrogen is detached from methyl 

group? 

N. V. I'ok. According to source material, in liquid as well as in frozen 

normal aliphatic alcohols, hydrogen is detached chiefly from the cuposition. 

Furthermore, after turning off the light we observed formation of CH?0H radicals 

by the reaction 

CHa+CH|OH -»CH4+CHsOH. 

S, Z, Koglnskly. What is the cause of high stability of HCO radical? Did 

you try to interrupt irradiation when there had not yet occurred saturation of 

concentration of these radicals, in order to see if this concentration changes? 

N. V. Fok. HCO radicals are stable only in darkness; under the action of 

light they disintegrate by the reaction 

HCOifH+CO. 

We conducted experiments with cessation of irradiation at the moment of growth 

of concentration of HCO radicals and did not reveal any change of their 

concentration after turning off of the illumination. 

!l a* !*■«*<h. Did you not observe a reaction of release of hydrogen with 

formation of formaldehyde? 

JL v» |lt,K« Wr* 'Ud bot succeed in detecting fomaldehyde in reaction products. 

Yu. N. Mojln. Are you sure that the quadruplet of the RPR spectrum observed 

b./ you Is canned by methyl radicals, and not by some others, for instance CH^O 

radicals? 

N. V. I'W;. Comparison of character of spectrum with the fact of release of 



\w 

methane in the process of Irradiation permits us to conclude that the indicated 

spectrum can be ascribed namely to methyl radical. 

Yu. H. Nlolln, Were yields of stable reaction products and radicals measured 

under comparable conditions? 

N. V. lù>K. Moreover, this was conducted in the same experiment. 
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c ONC K KNIN(1 DISINTEGRATION OF HYDROCARBONS AT LOW TEMPERA TURF«? 
PHOTOSENSITIZED BY BENZENE AND ITS DERIVATIVES 

E. N. Shelimov, N. V. Fok, 
and V. V. Voyevodskly 

Durir,* 1 rradiation of benzene frozen at the temperature of liquid nitrogen 

(77ÜK) by Ul,ray3olpt ^ > 2000 A) in hydrocarbon container. *hlCh are 

transparent for ultraviolet light, along with well-known radiative processes of 

fluorescence und phosphorescence, there also occurs decomposition of benzene, with 

breaking of the C - C bond of the benzene ring. As a result of a series of works 

Í1-3], with the help of methods of ultraviolet spectroscopy and gas chromatography. 

lloWnS e3UlblIat"* that n product of photochemical decomposition of benzene at 
h Is substituted hexatriene: 

i l+I 
*v /X" 
\ <• 

We will note tint decomposition of benzene occurs only in dilute solutions, and 

only In the frozen state* 

win, the help Of the IKPR] 'gnp) method, we revealed [4. 5], that'durtng 

irradiation of dilate solutions of benzene in methylcyclohexane and 3-methylpentane 

770K' ;Ü0Ur wtth hex,itrlGne there «l®o formed alkyl radicals (respectively 

‘Itiese hydrocarbons vitrify well during freezing to 77°K. 
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CH, 

met.íiyIcyclohexy 1 and CH, • CHg - ^ . CHg - The same radicals also were 

recorded during irradiation of solutions of hexadeuterobenzene (CgD^). It also 

turned out that during Irradiation of CgH^ in the above-indicated solutions, there 

will he I'cvriTiml hydrogen, and during irradiation of - Hg, also small quantities 

(0-10%) of HD. 

Formation of alkyl radicals and hydrogen during photolysis of benzene does not 

fit within the framework of schemes given in the literature which have been 

proposed for explanation of formation of substituted hexatriene; therefore, we 

should assume the presence some other processes which can explain these facts. 

Hie process leading to simultaneous formation of alkyl radicals and hydrogen can 

only be the reaction of disintegration of hydrocarbons which is photosensitized 

by benzene: 

CAfiW—- 
+KH-. CA (CM + K + h. 

Energy of a quantum of light absorbed by benzene (112 kilocalorles/mole) is 

' ransmitted to molecule of hydrocarbon, which is incapable of absorbing ultraviolet 

light, and causes breaking of one of the C-H bonds (energy of breaking of the 

weakest of them is 86 kcai/mole [6], Atoms of hydrogen formed in this process 

(probably hot) can enter Into the following reactions: 

K+RH-»HrfR; 
M+CAeCA)-*Ht(HD) + CA(CA) 

with the subsequent process 

CAeCA>+*H-CA (GAH) 4- R. 

which probably occurs very rapidly in the solid phase. 

In this work there was investigated dependence of initial rates of formation1 

‘•‘i’ hexatrlone WpeKC, radicals WR and hydrogen WR on concentration of and 

,M 5-,n< 1 hvlpeii'-.-trie at 77°K and the dependence of WreKC and WH on temperature 
n2 

l‘,r (G 10 ’ wuh'/l) ir» several solvents. It turned out that at 77°K, 

initial iv.tr .*1’ i*ormaI,Jon Is a magnitude proportional to quantum yield. 
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»w ,md Wn^iv^ _\ dt,pend on concentration of benzene for OgHg, as well as for 

VHm I'm. \VHrhMD » 

CrDr. With Increase of temperature, WreKC and W„ drop to zero In quite a narrow 
Ou ., 

,,H,lge of temper!!tures. However, this fall occurs according to various law«. 

(nonuymbntic). These facts compose a weighty argument In favor of our assumption 

U,..,t procese s of formation of hexatrlene and photosensitization occur independently 

of each oth' r. 

Our me- .,.,,,,.,,1,-. showed also that the ratio W^/W^ at the eame temperature, 

1,1 iK 3i,me concentration of benzene and in the same solution depends on structure of 

solvent (glass I Ue or nne-crystalline). Presence of crystal structure of solvent 

Leads to dee rouse of WreKC. ^ « elution of CfH6 In cyclohexane WreKc turned 

out to be .al to zero at all temperatures. These phenomenon are possibly 

connected with the fact that for flow of the reaction with formation of hexatrlene 

there Is required « certain definite relative location of CgHg and RH molecules. 

Jo a glassl1ke solution, where there can be realized with equal probability any 

relative location of Cf»c and RH molecules, probability of formation of hexatrlene 

is greater than In a crystalline solution, where some one mutual location 

predomina for. which does not favor this reaction. 

Let us now consider results obtained by us In experiments with certain 

derivatives of benzene. During Irradiation of solutions of toluene In 

metliyIcyclohexane and 3-methyIpentune with ultraviolet light at 77°K, there are 

formed alkyl radicals, and there is released molecular hydrogen.1 During photolysis 

of dcuterlzed toluene CrH, CD, synthesized by us In light 3-methylpentane there Is 

released lly and h* HD, and during photolysis of o-D-toluene and n-D-toluene In 

the same in I vent there Is released almost exclusively light hydrogen. During 

photolysis of 0,11,011, in partially deuterlzed 3-methylpentane, there was discovered 

formation of lh,. hi), Up 

These facts unambiguously show that also in the case of toluene there occurs 

photosensitized disintegration of hydrocarbons by the following scheme; 
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CfH^CHi + RH ——♦ substituted hexatriene; 

CtIVH; + RH (RD) - Q^CH, + R-f H (D); 

H(DH-RH(RD)-H,(HO.IW + R; 
1RD) + H«(HD) + QHaCHi. 

The fact that we do not observe the EPR spectrum of CgH^CHg radical (formation of 

la radical during photolysis of toluene was shown [7] with the help of ultraviolet 

spectroscopy), can be understood if we consider that there will be formed, as can 

he seen from experiments in the system C^H^CD^ + RH + hv, 10-12 times fewer of 

them Minn alkyl radicals. 

it also turned out that photosensitized disintegration of hydrocarbons at 77°K 

also occurs In the case of ethyl benzene, cumene,, o, m, n-xylenes, diphenyl and 

triphenyl methane, and other compounds. 

r. 

152. 
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Discussion 

A. N. Nesmeyatiov. How does yield of products depend on concentration of 

hydrocarbon In benzene? 

1L N, ShclJ mov. Dependence of yield of hexatriene on concentration of benzene 

is known from the source material.1 

Yield of hexatriene passes through a maximum at concentration of benzene 

-2.IO"1 mole/l. Yield of alkyl radicals changes much more slowly than yield of 

hexatriene, and ihrre la revealed only a small maximum. 

... K 
M. Migl nlliiynri, !.. Grajear. J. chim. phys., 56, 7^9 (1959). 
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■ ». >■. Kop-.lntik ly, Whui in the quantum yield? Did you observe partial 

polymerization of liexat/riene, and, in particular, is this connected with the 

max Imum? 

B. N, imov. Maximum quantum yield of hexatriene is not known exactly. 

Inasmuch as its coefficient of absorption is not exactly known. Approximately, 

the quantum yield la equal to 0.023. We did not determine the quantum yield of 

formation of radicals, but obviously it is of the same order. 

Polymerization of hexatriene is indeed observed when after irradiation the 

solution is held in an atmosphere of oxygen or air for a long time. In evaporated 

solutions, polymerization is not observed, and the formed hexatriene is quite 

stable. 

P. l, iMilii, What is the difference in behavior of amorphous and crystalline 

states, and how did you obtain amorphous and crystal states as desired? 

P. IM. .'itu-1 Imov, During fast freezing there is obtained glass. If, however, 

::amp 1 e In slowly cooled and sustained near melting point, then there is obtained 

a nne-crystalline opaque cample. Regarding the difference which is observed during 

measurement of Initial rates of formation of hexatriene and hydrogen for glaaslike 

and crystalline solutions, it turned out that, for instance, at a’temperature of 

-19'>°C the ratio of Initial rates of formation of hexatriene and hydrogen in the 
, 

transparent solution Is equal to 0.18, and in the crystalline solution -0.04. 

At a tempera l ure of -188°C, these magnitudes respectively are equal to 1.04 and 

0,04. 

A. T. Koritskly. Did you compare photochemical yields of these reactions with 

different sensitizers with the height of the singlet level of the sensitizer? At 

what, height of the first singlet level did you observe cessation of sensitization? all 
h, N. Irnov. We investigated only substances for which singlet level is 

cufficl.ently high, and its energy exceeds energy of breaking of bond in a molecule 

uf hydrocarbon. 

Wf huv other data which show that, sensitization Is possibly connected with the 

triplet, elute. We measured In tensity and time of decay of phosphorescence for 

certain derivatives of benzene. It turned out for Instance, that in the case of 

.uéIda there Is direct proportionality between product of initial intensity of 

plioaphorescenec* by decay und rates of formation of hydrogen. 





TION OF RELATIVE CONCENTRATION OF PRIMARY EXCITED 
THE ACTION OF IONIZING RADIATION ON SOLUTIONS 

role of different secondary effects during radiolysis 

transfer Is very Important to know stationary 

tribution of concentrations of primary excited states In this report there will 

considerations concerning this question 

errnination of relative quantity of ions and excited molecules 

'fried durJ nr, irradiation of the solution is still not possible. Model calculations 

xample of the H0 molecule give a ration of iïl 

radiation from Co which is moat frequently applied in chemistry, almost the 

i reduces to the Influence of fast Compton electrons on substance 

slow electrons with E < 100 ev (the contribution consider the influence of 

tin difficult to estimate), then, as follows from the theory of 

probability of excitation of the k-th state of the atom (or molecule) 

Is proportional to fj</EK, where fM Is oscillator strength < 

ground state to k-th state. Inverse proportionality of E, leads 

chiefly valence elections will be excited, where there will 

it.ton to high levels, since for molecules f can change by orders of 

itude with growth of k. For Instance solution of benzene In n-heptane 

f. - 0.79 (X, - 1900 A) [3]. 

rt of the excited molecules should be at high levels 

lied molecules is further increased due to so-called 

According to Platzman, the probability of ionization of 

MWi. 
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molecule during absorption of energy greater than ionization energy remains less 

than units, even at (E - I) ^.0 ev [5], 

Since due to fast internal conversion (characteristic time ICT*^ - 10~12 sec), 

the molecule from the highly excited state passes nonradlatively into the first 

singlet state, it. would be possible to expect that among excited molecules there 

will mostly appear such molecules. However, data on y-sensitieed luminescence do 

not indicate in favor of such a conclusion, According to Sangster and Irvine [6], 

absolute efficiency of luminescence of a solution of 1,5 gnr»/l of anthracene in 

toluene at :50oC la 0.14# (from energy absorbed by the solution). Energy of a 

quantum of luminescence of anthracene Is ^.7 ev. Consequently, per 100 ev of 

energy absorbed by the solution, there is radiated 0.05 quantum. Quantum yield of 

luminescence of anthracene In benzene saturated with air is 0.2 [7], we will also 

take the same value of quantum yield In the case of toluene. Efficiency of energy 

transfer for a solution of 1.5 gro/l anthracene in toluene under the same conditions 

ia 0.9 18]. As a result, we obtain that in transfer of energy there participate 

0.3 excited molecules of toluene for every 100 ev of absorbed energy. A magnitude 

of the same order should also be obtained for a solution in benzene. It follows 

from this that resonance transfer of energy along lower singlet levels cannot be 

responsible radiation-chemical yields of 0 > 0.5. Apparently there is quenching 

of excited molecules of the solvent caused by track or other effects. 

Predissociation and transition into the triplet level compete with the process 

of Internal conversion of molecules In highly excited singlet states. As follows 

from the data of work [9]» the yield of fluorescence at room temperature for liquid 

benzene and certain of its substituents drops during excitation of the third 

transition to 20# of its value during excitation of the first electron transition. 
» 

It is possible that one of the causes of this drop is an increase in the probability 

of singlet-triplet conversion with an Increase In the excitation energy of the 

molecule (sec* also [10]). An increase in the number of triplet states is also 

promoted by (.hr fact that, in the processes of collision of molecules with slow 

electrons and also during recombination of ions, due to their large statistical 

weight the triplet states will most often form singlet states. However, the 

available experimental data do not allow us to estimate the relative quantities of 

triplet and singlet sl.ates that are formed during the action of ionizing radiation. 
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Discussion 

You said that there are no data on ion yields during radlolysls 

Ivanov [2] and many others, which t we use the old data of Taylor [1], V. I 

the radiation ion yield is equal to unity in order of magnitude? 

l'in. I spoke only of the ratio of ion yields and excited particles 

approximately equal to 

1roze. What is the ene 

This ratio 1 

rgy of higher excited state? 

I. Knplan. A magnitude that is smaller than the ionization energy. 

Incidentally, according to Platzman the excitation potential can be higher than the 

ionization potential and nonetheless an electron will not leave a molecule Possibly 

corresponds to two-electron excitations 

V. L. Tal*roze How do you consider a process of the type 

If it is thermodynamically possible? For the gaseous phase such reactions are 

usual; In the condensed phase they would open one of ways for energy "exchange 

inglet state and by passing the hindrance factor. 

If such process Is possible, it probably would open one of the 

ways for dissipation of energy 

'yrm. What is this magnitude of 0.14# you show? 

The energy radiated by the solution is 0.14# of the absorbed 

ene rgy 

, 0 ». Kaplan. 
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KXI'KRIMKNTAL CRITKUXA OF DETERMINING THE NATURE OF THE PRIMARY 
PROCESSES DURING RADIOLYSIS 

V. M. Uyakov, B. V. ErBhler, V. G. Flrsov, and 
M. A. Nezhevenko 

TH«m- In now n widely-spread point of view according to which active particles 

that can react with solutes and with each other appear during radiolyels of aqueous 

solutions I during reactions of active particles among themselves molecular hydrogen 

■ind hydrogen peroxide are formed. However, there Is also the opinion that these 

molecular products appear not through recombination of active particles. 

To determine the nature of these primary processes we suggest using two 

experimental criteria! the I-regularltles (l-dose rate) [1) and the dependence of 

the yield of llfJ and llpO? upon the concentration of the acceptor of active particles 

i. Let ns first consider the I-regularity criterion. 

By very general and simple reasonings it is possible to show [1], that with 

C(|ual dim,II loll.Ion of active particles by volume, whatever their nature, the curve 

oi dependence of yield of the products of "capture" of these particles by the 

acceptor upon the logar! thin of the acceptor concentration during a change In the 

"-'.wí.íJfl lit- :;r hiU* from 1 

1 • • irvr dootf no 1. o 

ti 

Thor, i w-a I consideration of the process of radiolysis of aqueous solutions 

"h'l'i- lh, no I ion or hard y-r.uys and fast electrons [2, 3] explains the equal 

•lim.ribul.lon of active particles and, consequently, of the I-regularlty In a wide 

Interval of the dose- rate and concentration of acceptors. The existence of 

I-regularlty Is shown for acid Solutions of trivalent titanium and bivalent iron 



(Ill) and Fe (IX) 

exactly correspond to the magnitude of 1/i? log (I1/IP), expected on the basis of the 

curves of the oxidation yield of 

theory of I-regular!ties. It has been shown experimentally that during radiolysis 

acid solution of H^O of an nqueou that is saturated with hydrogen exact fulfillment 

also observed 

’lhe pnaüence of 1-regularities in an acid solution of Hr.0o indicates 

•h.* ! 11 e vornan t of an equal distribution of active particles in it. Appan 

nducing (with respect to peroxide) particle here is the hydrogen atom 

The same can be said about acid solutions of Ti (I! molecular ion II 

whore the active particle can also be molecular hydrogen ion or hydride-ions of 

Experimental manifestation of I-regularities and theoretical prediction of 

radical model of radiolysis are a convincing argument in 

favor of Mil The presentation about the essential role of excited molecule 

idiolysls of aqueous solutions does not agree with the presence of 

Let us consider the second experimental criterion 

are two different points of view on the mechanism of the 

primary molecular products. According to the first, a hydrogen molecule 

formed by recombination of two active particles, for 

According to (.he oLhor presentation, molecules oi hydrogen and peroxide oppea 

interaction of a water molecule with only one active particle 

one model leads to a linear dependence between 

ry molecular products and the concentration of radical acceptors 

connection contradicts experimental data The available experimental 

the existence of a linear dependence between yield and the cube 

root of the concentrnLion of radical af cceptors 

nalysli; shows that if we start from the first model 

yield of primary molecular products and the concentration of 

pondu to that obtained experimentally. This conformity is a 

favor of the presentation of the formation of primary molecular 

through recombination of two 

__ 
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Dlsonsaion 

1. A, My-tnnlkov. Do you have direct experimental data about the existence 

of hydrogen atoms and Up4 ions in the conditions of your experiments or are the 

conclusion concerning the existence of these particles based on indirect data and 

cons id emtio ns? 

M. Byakov. We have no direct experimental data. The conclusion concerning 

the existence* of hydrogen atoms is based on the fact that in the conditions of our 

experiments this reaction occurs: 

OH+H-HO+li 

v^—V. Voy, vohskly. Are there direct experimental data on whose basis you 

reject the diagram thaï; includes excited states, or was this done only because 

your experimenta l data are satisfactorily described on the basis of a mechanism with 

the participation 01’ radicals? Did you try to describe your experimental data 

in the framework of the possibilities ensuing from a diagram that Includes excited 

stales? 

V. M. Byakov. We consider that the dependence of the yield of molecular 

products of radiolysla upon the cube root of the concentration of the acceptor 1 

speaks agalrmI. the mechanism of energy transfer with participation of the excited 

States. We did not conduct direct experiments that excluded the role of excited 

3 tutes. 
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Till*: CKI.I.m.AK KKFKCT 1)1 JHING RADI0LYSI3 OK HYUHOCARBONS 

A. M. Rrodskiy, V. B. Titov, 
.und K. P. Lavrovskiy 

An w-'in nutf-d In u number of worky, (luring recombination of thermal radicals 

fonned ns ;» msuit of n sequence of elementary acts during radiolysis of liquid 

hydrocarbons the cellular effect plays an essential role. In this report we will 

expound a mrtliod of appraising the cellular effect based on a study of temperature 

dependence of the rate of radiolysis. We previously noted [1], that the shown 

dependences have the general form represented on the figure for a specific example 

of the formation of ll0 during radiolysis of C^Hg. ^ie aPPearfince of an activation 

energy different from zero, whose magnitude attains 3-5 kcal/mole, on the initial 

section up i.o a temperature corresponding to the break point (see the figure) is 

specific r<»r radio lysis of liquids and does not have an analogy during radlolysls 

of gases, where the temperature shift on this section corresponds to an activation 

energy less than 1 kcal/mole. The presence of a characteristic break point Tc on 

the graph of the température dependence (see the figure) was connected (1) with the 

competition of the processes of recombination and disintegration of thermal radicals« 

the ratio of which changes with a change in temperature. 

in particular, at point Tc the disintegration rate has an order of magnitude 

of the recombination rate: 

Substituting the comparatively small values of the recombination rate of radicals 

j 



scaping lhe 

Igure, wh* 

luff 

"--——--——— ..« 

Typical dependence of the 
up.nrlthm or lhe rate of 

r.'idiolycla or llcjuld 
«yd roenrbonr, on Inverse 
temperature; (\ - radiation 
utput. 

value ni . Actually, for liquids and /rane.*; 

T turns out to be approximately Identical 

(~300 C)f although in the gnsious phase 

recombination occurs at a considerably higher 

rate. The assumption about the predominant flow 

of recombination of radicals In the "cell” permits 

removing this contradiction. 

As follows from simple computations, the 

average rate of destruction in this case will be 

proportional, with a coefficient approximately 

independent of temperature, to the magnitude 

described by a formula of this type 

i.his activation energy of diffusion Increases with an Increase in the molecular 

weight of radicals. The break point Tc obviously corresponds to the temperature 

which 

Kormula (^) permits making an Interesting appraisal of the average "dimensions" of 

the coll on the basis of experimental data of the considered form. Tims, putting 

into formula (?>)* ^ where d In the effective dimension of the cell and D In 

• he coelTic 1 eni. of diffus Ion, which for hydrocarbons is approximately equal to 

cm /see. in using, the experimentally determined activation energy of destruction 

uni preexponent 1 a i Tactor, which Jc considered equal to sec*1, for the case of 

h i gh-mo I rcu I a r hyd n>»*a rbnns we obtain d m 10*^ cm. 

•ne his Ion w* will note that the mechanism of the formation of radicals in 

0,11 1 refitly he represented in the following way. At first there 

is <11 slniegrniinn oT tiie inolfa*ulo with the formation of a hot hydrogen atom (or 

another light £ 4cal) which then enters into the substitution reaction in direct 
«¡f'¡í¡¿J illilij)-' ,11¾ ' 'luí 'Íií':liL!''l'-¾¾¾}•• Ui-fiwi-T' tí.p-i 1 i-trí .?'• V • , :1 

proximity to the fíolnt or its formation. Including with the Initial lalecule. This 

l.he radical destruction constant; *rn is the charac ti eristic : time of 

cell duc» tc > diffusion. Formula (2) well describes the curve shown on 

? ti,e meaning of activation energy on the initial section makes sense — 

. .,., 

'NM. 1..1...11 _ 



MíjsumpMon Iü supported by the formation of ciclene during radiolysis of 

high-inoleeul-ar hydrocarbons [3], proceeding obviously through biradical intermediate 

P roducfs, 

hi fera fure 

1. A. M. lirodnkiy, K. I*, havrovskly, and V. n. Titov. DAN USSR, 138, 1143 
). 

P. N. N. Semenov. About certain problems of chemical kinetics of catalysis 
and reactivity. M., News of the Academy of Sciences of USSR, 1958. 

3. A. M. Urodnkly, I). V. Makarov, and others. Oil-chemistry 2, 332 (1962). 

Discussion 

Yu. N. Molln. Does not the point Tc coincide with the melting point or the 

point of any phase transition? 

A. M, hrndskly. If does not. 

Vu. N. Molln. Do all the results pertain to the liquia phase? 

A. M. hrudskiy. Yea. 
m • i 

Yn. N. Mt»I in. Now a second question. I can grasp why the yield of heptane, 

ethane, etc., increases with a temperature rise, but I cannot grasp why the polymer 

yield drops, 

A. M. Irodskly. The polymer yield drops for following reason. If the two 

radicals formed in the cell recombine basically below some temperature, then with 

an increase In temperature an alternative possibility of disintegration is opened, 

their concentration correspondingly decreases and there is, therefore, less yield 

of the polymer. 

N. A. I a i k h. .'îliould the presence of some radical acceptors affect the 

tempera tura* T, and, correspondingly, the yields and concentrations of the products? 

A. M. I rodskly. Apparently, yes. We are now investigating this question, 

ouch « J im* 'Tfee I. has already been observed on a whole series of yields, within 

the limits of experimental error. 

V. V. '••lyoy.’i. How will this stagnation temperature Tc change for other 

compounds flint have substituents? 

A. M. I rodskly. Those experiments 1 know about were conducted on hydrocarbons. 

Kor hydroenrimns Tt lies in a very narrow interval. For stable aromatic hydrocarbons 

the magnitude of Tf, (the maximum of the magnitudes we know) is on the order of 



non 
o 

ni í!# KíM* IfiU'rvili en* l^mpcríit.urrff: T 290-400 

V. V. Vnyfvnfi^KI^, Vou said thaï, the temperature r[’c is rather critical and 

that there ar.; clinrp hreaks; I’rom the 0trier side^ your cells are so great that there 

U no olear hounilary hetweer a particle In a Hceil.,, Isn’t this a contradiction 

A, M. hrudskly, 'Itm Idea of a cell 1b not a precise idea. In fact, this 

ulmply one Interpretation of accelerated recombination. Trie sharpness of the bre 

Is connected not with the cell, but with that rather sharp dependence of the 

dinIntegration rate of radicals upon temperature as compared to their recombination. 

'Iliè ill sin teg rat ion rute ia determined by the sum of rate constants of two processes 

one almost does not depend upon temperature and the temperature dependency of other 

ia described by an Arrhenius equation with an activation energy of 20-25 kcal/mole. 

The large magnitude of the activation energy determines the sharpness of the break. 

Yu, W, Mol In. One more question. In your appraisal the cell dimensions have 

■ in order of 100 A? 

A. M. hrodskly. Yes, approximately. 

Yu. N. Molln. This, of course. Is a conditional boundary: 100-200 A. If 

we consider that two radicals are in such a region and if we consider chaotic 

diffusion, then they will have a greater probability of separating than recombining. 

A. M» hrodskly. We consider molecules with 20-30 carbon atoms rather long. 

If they turn out to he in the cell and are at a temperature lower than critical, 

basically they will recombine. 

Yu. N. Molln. Ouch a conclusion is obtained without assuming that they have 

some directivity of diffusion? 

A. M. Uroilakly. Yes. 

Yu, N. Molln. And you did not calculate the probability of recombination as 

a result of chaotic diffusion? 

A. M. Mrodokly. No, we did not. 

V. V. r..’! raye va. If we consider that the behavior of organic substances (in 

particular, hydrocarbons) Is determined by the kinetic structure of the actual 

Liquid, then It Is pousihle to consider that this kinetic structure of the liquid 

should h«* determining not only during the processes of radlol.ysie, but also during 

other p roc» ijr.iti (In particular, during processes in the presence of free-radical 

acceptors). 

Oil cortnIn oxamplcs ! want to illustrate that this is not so. We investigated 



IIWW11!!'! .. J ... III!|!NH!^IP!W 
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pntilucl.B tlurinc, r-ulintlon-chemioal oxidation of hydrocarbons of a 

dcpf-ndIng upon i*m^ruf,ure (In the interval from .78 to +€0°C and 

of viscosity does not occur in this temperature Interval. For 

just as for radlolyaio (A. K. Brodakiy ahowed this) 

processes, with different acceptors we alwaya observe 

Put, in contras • to what la observed for radlolyils, 

for oxidation of hydrocarbons) occurs In quite another 

. Usually this region of temperatures is from +10 to 

cause of the break Is In the cellular structure of the actual 

hydrocarbon, In my opinion such distinctions should be observed. This break depends 
On .t.ru,.|„re of the compound and It characterises the process of oxidation, 

ib, „».her ti.-.nd. If the break Is connected with the cellular effect, its position 

should depend or. the dose rate. However, a thorough Investigations of processes 

,,,• oxidation of Isooctmie show that, depending upon the dose rate, at different 

temperatures definite distinctions are observed. For Instance, at temperatures 

below +1()°U the dose rate does not affect the process of oxidation. At a temperatura 

Of >P0°C at a dose rate of 1015-10lf’ ev/ml-sec we obeerve independence of the yield 

or products . rom dose rate and at smaller doee rates the yield of products Increaaea. 

At temperatures of +'>0° and 90°C we observe a dependence upon dose rate even et 

Its large values. On the basis of these data we are Inclined to consider that 

cellular effects do not appear in this case and the whole effect Is connected with 

differences In the kinetics of the process, i.e.. In one case purely radical 

processes occur (the region of low temperatures) and with an Ircraase of temperatura 

we pass Into the region of radiation-thermal oxidation, where thermal procesa starts 

1.0 piny a noUfenblf? rolo. 

y- V. Vovevodskly. Your data on oxidation dots not coincide with the data 

on radio l y ill *5? 

1 feel that th«sa 'J&t,* iifiould , 

:. V, 1 r l. 

eap'wrl < .V of f L 

Li We consider hydrocarbon'*» the phenomena connected with the 

yield capacl I.y of a radical from a cell should not, In my opinion, depend upon the 

acceptor, otherwise. It is possible to assume what oxygen (an acceptor) "pushes out" 

radicals from the cell and this Is very difficult to understand. 

V, V. Voy^vexiskiy. us consider two stritt of datai in ons series 
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V. V. Voyttvodakly 

payevft 

(Um data ou radlolysio) Mm break point dot*a not depend upon either the doae rate 

or the molecular structure. These ore the dato of A, M. Brodskiy, et al. 

explain them. You presented data on oxidation; here there la also a break, but it 

la located at another temperature; its position depends upon the dose rate and 

upon the molecular structure. Is it possible to compare these data? 

If consider hydrocarbons, it is possible to consi 

cellular «IToct should be developed within limits of the some temperatures regardless 

of the form of the chemical reaction. 

In your 

flmfiLl additions of peroxide? 

rímente did you observe effects connected with 

We conducted experiments on other objects with additions of 

peroxide and there indeed we observed the Influence of these additions on the yield 

of producto. 

V* V. VoyevodBkly. What are the absolute values of radiation yields? 

V« V* ¿"»arayevn. They varied for different compounds. For isooctane, tens of 

molecules, and for esters, for instance, hundreds of molecules per 100 ev of absorbed 

. hrodnkly. In her report V. V. Sarayeva expressed the assumption that the 

break temperature depends on cellular structure. In fact, T (the break temperature) 

hat 

1b determined mainly by the activation energy of the considered reaction. If we 

pass from activation energy of PO-Pb kcal/mole to one of 10 kcal/mole, the break 

temnorature with the ontne effect on the cell should decrease by P-3 times. In our 

oxpnrlmerits, T. « 6oo°K, but for processes with an activation energy of 12 kcal/mole, 

T should lie in the region of 300°K, which coincides with the data of V. V. Sanyeva. 
Í3 

'111o proximity of Tr for all hydrocarbons results from the activation energy of the 

process of their disintegration being close for almost all hydrocarbon radicals. 

Moreover, If Miere Is a surface that lowers the activation energy of disintegration 

of radicals, Uw break point is displaced up to 150 r the very same reason. 

A second remark, 

by not only Mil;; 

following. The ¡ 

In general, the break point luring rudiolysis can be caused 

, In particular, during oxidation it is necessary to consider the 

ictlvation energy on the initial section la 3*5 kcal/mole; this is 

!.(,<■ ncl.lv.'iUon on.TRy or dltTuBlon. In principle, a "relay transfer" facilitating 

the yield or radicals from the cell la possible. During radiolysis of hydrocarbons 

this Irani:for does not exlct and during oxidation It Is possible. In this ease we 
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INVI'mÎTIOATION OF THE EFFECT OF OXYOEN ON 1UE PRIMARY 
PKOCIiaaES OF RADIOLYSIS of organic compounds 

A. A. Revirm, A. P. Podeobiyayev« 
and N. A. Bafch 

,;.r!‘ i.} ¡! . : 11 '.y1 ;| ::i hlli'!;;".!!!,:'' !K! j!;i{¡K.Wf 1 ! 
Appllent.ion of the I^PK] (BIÎP) (electron paramagnetic resonance) method to 

mm 

InveBi.iuM.r n.dlolyalB ¡inti rndlation-oxidatlon of certain organic coapounda allotra 

ua not only tu Investigate the processes of formation and transformation of radicals# 

which are secondary procr-ssea, but also to reveal certain affecta directly connected 

with lh«* primnry fiL-to of the interaction of a aubatance with radiation. Irradiation 

at -I'Ve or pnimiUc acid, trlpalmitate and potaaaiun palnltate, which differ 

only by aul.otltutlon In the carboxyl group, leada to the fonaatlon of radicais of 

a dltlrrent .".I. rue ture with different radiation yielda. Theee resulta agree with 

ih«> known data about the different radiation stability of a fatty acid, ita aalt 

and eater, and they confirm the existing point of view about the migration of 

absorbed energy along n molecule and on ita localization near a definite bond. 

A comparison of the KPK spectra at -196¾ (Pig. i) and the radiation yielda 0 

radicals formed at the same temperature in an acid, a salt and an aatar under the 

efiect of radiation (see the table) showa what presence of oxygen during Irradiation 

causes no changes as compared to the evacuated samples in the cast of the acid, hut 

leads to a decrease In 0 for the eater and the salt and to a change In the character 

of the spectrum for potassium palmltate: along with EPH signala Of the alkyl 

radicals a single symmetric Une appears with AH • 10 oe, which ia aaerlbad to 

-Or-air^. 
' : ' . ' . 

lililí 1 fp y* 
*■ 
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.ectrri of palmitic acid 
itc (2) and potassium 

aimitatc (^) 1 rradi&ted at < 
) in a vacuum; b) in oxygen 

Radiation Yields of 
Radical« Formed During 
Radiolysis of Palsdttic 
Acid» Its Ester and Its 

IBAIWlÜ'iÜiir H 

í!l:p!.| l|Jí(i |¡ 
¡í FrrrEü 
.a . , 

+ 0T 

The ahBence of this radical during, 

radiolysis In a vacuum and during radiolyola 

of two other compounds forces ub to connect 

its appearance with the presence of an anion 

and with the presence of oxygen near it, 

which is ensured by the structure of the 

ionic-molecular crystal of palmitate. The 

formation of the radical can be explained 

by the reaction 

CHr-OV-C^0 +¾ 
» 

»¿vjT 

with transition of an electron to the 0g 

molecule in the primary act* 

Analysis of the EPR spectra of 

piperidine irradiated at -196°C in a vacuum and in the 

presence of oxygen also allowed us to make certain 

conclusions about ths character of the primary 

processes. A sharp distinction from the spectra of 

the nearest analog, cyclohexane, agrees with the 

difference In yields of the final products of 

radiolysis and radiation oxidation of these two 

compounds. The character of the EPR signal of piperidine irradiated in a vacuum 

cannot be explained by the formation of the radical due to breaking of the C-H or 

fí-H bonda, •nie .tructure of the EPR spectrum, which la a düblet of triplets 

(AH düblet -40 oe, AH triplet -7 oe), la kept with an Increase of temperature up to 

fusion and corresponds to the Interaction of a free electron with one proton and 

with nitrogen. Prom this It follows that the signal should be cauaed by the 

0. lon-mdleal, 'the formation of tetrahydropyrldlne and molecular hydrogen 

during radiolynIs In Jiccordancc with this can ba axpialncd by the sequence of 

processes according to the diagram 

GaHtiKH—+ H* 

IMS diagram la confirmed by the ratio between the destruction of radicals and 

formation of It 
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, r.rn s peu unt ui xi * «am*«» v««- 

piperidine: 1) in vacuum at. -i9^°C; 

?) after a uUy in vacuum at -76°C for 
()l> hours; after n stay in vacuum at 
-19°C for 90 minutes; 4) irradiation 

in the presence of a stay at -17°C 

for 30 minutes. The temperature ot 
recording the spectrum* -196°C. 

without radical stages of the process. 

In the presence of oxygen the radiation 

yield of radicals is lowered (from 5.5 to 

2 1/100 ev) without a change in their 

structure. In spite of the absence of 

the process of radiation 
i if. 

oxidation occurs* leading to the formation 

of hydrogen peroxide. In developing the 

above diagram, we can assume the following 

mechanism of the formation of the peroxide 

compound: 

IQHuHH « QTQWIOQN. 
According to this diagram the 

presence of oxygen leads to its 

Introduction Into the piperidine molecule 

The observed decrease in the yield of 

radicals in the presence of oxygen thus Indicates their decomposition with the 

formation of hydrogen peroxide. 

Discussion 

V. L. Karpov. I want to ask a question concerning the technology of the ^ 

experiment: how was the small yield of hydrogen determined at low temperatures* 

before melting or after melting? 

A. A. Kevins. The small yield of hydrogen was determined before melting* i.e.* 

ul the temperature of liquid nitrogen. / 

VT Lt Karpov. Can hydrogen get stuck? Such phenomena have been observed. 

There can be certain difficulties with diffusion of hydrogen A. A. Hevina, 

at -196°C, but at -80 or -100°C hydrogen diffuses very easily; nonethsleem* the 

observed yield of hydrogen st th... temperatur« was lower than aft« Mitin*. 

y. y, vovevodBkly. Were th. machanisna with the Introduction of oxygen In the 

case of nitrous compounde confirmed by kinetic methods, or ware your conclusions 

made only on the basis of an analysla Of th. final producta? 

A. A. Hevina. The assumption, about the mechaniem wer« made on the heale of 

on analysis of the KPR spectra and the final products of radiolyela. 

VovcvodsKly. Were there quantitative coincidences? 

-3*1- 
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A. A. Hcvlnti. 'Ote mdintion yield or hydrogen peroxide during irradiation 

of piperidine in the presence of oxygen in the liquid phase is equal to 5 molea/100 

ev, which in very close to the yield of radicals determined at the temperature of 

liquid fill.rofwn. 

If determine hydrogen peroxide after mating the piperidine Irradiated at the 
. - ' '' ' 

temperature or liquid nitrogen, Us radiation yield Is lower: it is equal to 1.8. 

lilla ia obviously connected with the ciency of Op in the solid crystalline 

phases "The Ion-radical C^HjqNH in this c%so la expended on the competing reactions 

of the formation of hydrogen peroxide and disintegration on hydrogen and 

tetrahyd ropyrldlne. 

jL—Vt Voyevodskly» What can you say ajout the variation in the quantity of 

oxygen durirv» transition of one effect into the other? 

A*A* Keying. We hope to obtain these results in our next experiments 



WlíCiFIC CHARACTER OF RADIATION SOLID-PHASE POLYMERIZATION 
DURING IRRADIATION 

Qol’danskiyf N. S. Yenlkolopov 
Q. M. Trofimov« 

I. M. Rarkulov, V, I. 
and 

The problem of radlutlon polymerisation in the solid phase has obtained 

considerable Interest both for possible practical applications so also for the 
. 

development of general theoretical presentations of chemical kinetics. In the 

usual method of investigating the kinetics of radiation solid-phase polymérisation 

. 

the polymer yield and polymerisation rate are determined upon completion of not 

but also after strong heating of the sample accompanied 

by fusion and often by phase transitions. As a result the obtained data turn out 

to be very Indefinite since it remains vague whether polymerisation occurs in the 

solid phase (it, can occur during irradiation as a result of "after effects11) or 

or at the time of fuelon (1-4], 

tab lieh the mechanism of the process of polymerisation of every 

>e question of Just when it occurs his gréât importance. 

We investigated solid-phase radiation polymerisation of acrylonitrile (AN) and 

vinyl acetate fVA) under the effect of electrons with an energy of 1,6 Mev with 

calorimetric measurements of the liberation (absorption) of heat both during thawing 

omers and also in the course of the actual irradiation 

iEPR) (8Ï1P) signals (under the beam and afta«1 

A description of the method of purifying the monomers1, 

regulating the dosimetry and determining the yields of polymers is given in the ,, 
11 ir- 

detailed report |«,]. lb determine Just when the effective reaction of 

only the actual irradiation 

during thawing in region of phase transitions 

given monomer 

and with observation of the 

termination of irradiation) 



... 

polynrrlzfi U un (Hjcura, ln Uhe aolid phase or during thawing, we designed and applied 

a dlathemlc cnlorlmeter, the principle of which Is offered in work [6]. This 

calorimeter allowed uo to determine thermal effects (both signs) with an accuracy 

of *1 cni/g during thawing of the irradiated monomer. Thermal effects were measured 

directly under the beam on a calorimeter with a higher sensitivity, one that was 
* 

based on the same principle and described In work (7l* 

Acrylonitrile. As thermograph'* nnlysis has shown in the temper ture range 

from -19f> to -Y»;“«, there is one thermodynamic equilibriiim phase transition, 

"crystal-cryntMt," at -150°C. The melting point of AN is -8?°C. The effect of a 

different phase state of Irradiated solid AN was observed on all kinetic regularities 

At temporil tu res below -ij>0°0 (the point of the phase transition) we observed a 

"limiting11 of the polymer yield at large doses, which was especially clearly expressed 

at nrlef Irradiation by large doses (8 Mrad) with thawing of the irradiated 

monomer above the point of phase transition, the sample not necessarily fusing, 

and reverse freexlng after every irradiation led to an increase in polymer yield 

proportional to the number of irradiations. The molecular weight of the polymers 

obtained at tempera tu rea above the point of phase transition was more than for 

polymers obtained at lower temperatures for using the same doses. And finally. 

post-pollmer! nation of AN was observed only at temperatures above the point of 

phase transition. 

n»e form of the KPK signal of irradiated solid AN under the ' 'am and after 

termination of Irradiation iu identical.1 In the temperature range from to 

-i30°C the Int.Mislty of the signal also does not change and only after the phase 

transition do wr observe a decrease in the concentration of paramagnetic particles, 

which drops to r.« ro during fusion of the sample. Calorimetric measurements showed 

that no ehnnp/s In the heats of phase transition and fusion due to liberation of 

the heat of |K>lymrrUntion during thawing of the irradiated sample were observed 

Inasmuch ns the poat-poll me riant Ion rates are low, ft noticeable quantity of the 

¡1' I ! ! I 

polymer also cannot form during fast thawing of irradiated cample. Also, 

muasurnnenlr conducted on the more sensitive calorimeter allowed us to directly 

observe UbmUori of the heat of polymerisation during irradiation. Thus, 

*V. N. »thnitifihev partielptited in these experiments} the authors express their 
sincere gratitude to him. 

. 
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‘ollowing from the presented results one imi.un» I 

9 1 < § / V n t* 

Tempernturf dependence 
of the Inltj-il 
polymcrlznl.Inn rate of 
ric ry lonl trlie. Dose 
rate of Irradiation, 
0.3 Mrnd/mJn. 

" If'.n iJ I'm 

polymerization of AN at t < -130 C was complete, and at. 

t > -130°C, after subtracting the insignificant 

contribution of slow aftereffects occurs in the solid 

phase during irradiation. 

Vinyl acetate. In solid state this monomer can be 

obtained in a glasslike state and in the form of crystalr 

Hie temperature of devitrification is about -129°C. 

W«; studied the polymerization of VA in two these states, 

in the glasslike state VA io polymerized at a rate almosl 

one order greater than in the crystal state. The 

molecular weight of the polymers obtained from glasslike 

VA are also somewhat higher. As compared to AN, the 

polymerization of VA requires larger doses; post* 

poll me rlzation of VA Is lacking at all temperatures In 

the glasslike and crystal stales. The form of the EPR 

r VA during irradiation and after Its termination Is identical. During 

thawing of Irradiated glasslike VA the Intensity of the signal remains practically 

constant up to the point of phase transition (-129°C), after which the signal 

disappears. A comparison of the calorimetric data for irradiated and unirradiated 

samples of VA, au iri the case of AN, leads to the conclusion that the reaction of 

polymerization oceurn In the solid phase in the course of irradiation. 

The sharp difference in fast polymerization of solid AN In the course of 

Irradiation from its slow post-poUmerlzatlon and the fast polymerization of solid 

VA under the beam In the absence of after effects testify to the specific character 

of radiation solid-phase polymerization in the course of irradiation. One more 

characteristic of such noild-phase polymerization wunder the beam*1 is the practical 

absence of a temperature dependence of the polymerization rate for both AN and VA. 

As it Is known, a similar phenomenon can be explained in the framework of the 

hypothesis of N. N. Semenov about the flow of solid-phase polymerization by means of 

the development of err rgy chains, [8, 9]. In this short report we can only consider 

it is possible that the basic cause of the effective flow of the process 

in the course of irradiation Is the appearance of short-lived molecules, which are 

naturally destroyed rapidly after the beam is turned off in the solid phase, and in 



Un» liquid ph.'iOf? i.hry ure £jl.or*»d Ln much smaller atationary concentrations due to 

an increuoi? in the rate oi‘ "quenching." Such centers, playing the role of energy 

'depuis" that compénsale for uselesn scattering of energy, can have more importance 

Uirui "ordinary" Ions or radicals for the development of energy chains that lead to 

thi* polymerisation of a solid monomer. A second possible cause of acceleration of 

solid-phase radiation polymerization can be the presence of hot active centers 

during irradiation. As work [10] shows, local heating up along the track cf a 

primary electron does not exceed several degrees and therefore cannot play a role. 

However, "loosening" of substance along the tracks primary particles and 

b-electrono, which is apparently responsible for the phenomenon of radiation 

acceleration of diffusion [1], [2], can have definite value. The possibility of 

molecule displacements in a solid body under the effect of electron impact, short¬ 

term releasing of Internal rotation and excitation of all possible oscillations 

brings the proper!.let. of an irradiated solid body close to those observed near the 

points of phase transitions or fusion and promoting, as is known, effective 

polymerisation. 
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laiiiii Wmäm 
DI scission 

L--V.,v v,>yi‘.y,t.,,<1:;k What, direct experimental proof do you have that 

l'Uiymerlz.'i U on occire nniri»? ly in the aolid phase? 

l U’V. «'"»• work wan a«b up Just to produc« direct proof. We measured 

U"' l'r'r'1' '•lv,'h ol1' 'l"r!nr Ui.'iwlni;. Jr polymerization passed at the point of phase 

iranuitlon the point <>r fusion, we would have observed additional liberation ol¬ 

he,I. due to polymerization. The thermal effect at the observed percent of 

polymerization had to he Increased I,y 1-,0¾ with respect to the heat of phase 

1 rans Itlon (the aecuraey of our method was 110¾). We did not observe additional 

lient emission. We conducted direct measurements of the heat liberated in the course 

ot Irradiation lor acrylonitrile. These measurements were conducted on a more 

::-nsl.t1ve calorimeter will, two incasurlnfl cells. After the beam was turned on 

heal, emission due to polymerization. 
, 

-• V‘ I"'1 .vo«1 measure the heat durlru; polymerization at various 

-h i'tiis and was heat emission proportional to the percent of polymerization? 

j_.. M. harta li>v.i iNirlnr polymerization of acrylonitrile at -I9f,°c we observed 

the I'ollowlnp.: al ter achievement of 4.¾¾ polymerization increasing the dose by 

r,nlr'r ,lo,':s n<"- lprl" ,ü •'|,|l|l tional formation of the polymer. Heat emission under 

the beam also correspondu to 4.5¾ polymerization and stops after that. 

Oil the linear section we have not yet succeeded in obtaining a kinetic curve 

With respect to I,eat measurements under the beam due to deficiencies of the method 

(lonr rrl.-ix.-ii.iori t.lmo). 

—:i’kl’iliv- li- 'here a dependence of the effects upon the energy of the 
I ).*i rt. lo 1 rã? 

.U—M.—harkajov. We have experimental data only for the process of 

polymer Iza 1.1 on under the elTecl. of an electron beam with energy of 1.6 Mev. 

i.hsauson and Marx |1 | conducted polymerization of acrylonitrile under the effect 

>'r'l'n'''io"- Tll"'v cv.-d the same slope of the kinetic curve) the activation 

'•I"'n;.y lor the trocas III the solid phase Is practically absenti the magnitude of 

i he IlmlMup yield also coincides With our dilt.ll, 

It-h-Jr111-7,: W1-'-1. I« '■"> difference in the structure of acrylonitrile below 

. *1 ""i:" Why lu the polymerization rate higher for vinyl acetate in the 

I-lasa like stale than In the fine-crystalline state? 

—>v> Wr only ?i Uiermor.raphlc analysio of a frozen sample, 
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'V.lVic volumes 

ylolii if fin Irrndl 

rifMii'Bsn 

IntRrnwfdifji, *• products 

the cryotiil? 

with n Umitln/r concent rut Ion 

occurs in ihr c ryst.-il, l-o r t| 

It lu known ih-.t .-,t In ucry Ion trile there occurs hn equilibrium trencition 

I’Vir vl 

upon dl 

the 

dependence of the polymerization rate 

. which naturally flow faster for the ßlasslike state. 

What diffusion are you speaking of? 

Diffusion of the formed polymer radical. The difference in 

of the crystal monomer and polymer Is great and the formation 

of a polymer 

the crystal. 

that . 

to carry oui, 

ihc 

tnl of vinyl acetate requires a substantial deformation of 

lly, this is not required in the giassllke state. 

1« it possible to obtain a multiple increase of the polymer 

ted monomer is thawed and then frozen and again irradiated? 

■nils leads to a multiple increase in the yield. We showed 

ry to thaw the sample to the liquid state. It is sufficient 

rrinnltlon and to freeze sample again, nie same multiple 

In heating to the liquid state. 

this signify that there is some limited quantity of 

or do breaks, microdisturbances, form in the structure of 

polymerization stay at 4.5#? 

the limiting concentration is connected 

"Intermediate products," from which polymerization 

. I'or the formation of new "intermediate products" it is 

necessary to ralee the temperature above the point of phase transition. 

Khi,u% ln u Possible to say that a moving electron "loosens" the 

How can different motions be released in the lattice (this releasing 

th the motion of heavy particles) if it In known that the cross 

(jrix-oasfü In vfry omrtll? 

Iitirln« Un- effect, of radiation on n substance there In 

and, thereby, dllTuulon la sharply accelerated In the substance 

tun. I expressed the assumption about releasing of motions 

t tun. 

Uie basis of your experiments Is H possible to refute the 

th.- yields und rates of different reactions of radiation 

ry great In the region of the melting point? 

The peaks at the points of phase transition pertain not to 
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rrjijbil.Loü [»olyiiiMri/Mi.inn, huli to polymerization of frozen mixtures of 

: <■ it./i lysi.-mofioffirr. 

i'ofiriiiJfjrhytjo .'it t.lif’ point of phase transition 

Th« literature contains data about explosive polymerization 

I should say that we did not observe 

cxplnclvf l'otyiin ri zatloFi, even for formaldehyde, 

Y'1« T<-mk1n. Ar«- the «IIstances between atoms in the crystal lattice kept 

iiu>; formal Ion of new chemical bonds In the process of polymerization? 

1 •■ftalov. Hi). The difference in the specific volumes of polymer and 

crystal ncry lonl t rile Is n round is/*. 

A. Yn. T«-mkin. 

of Ui«i? nioriom* rs? 

I , M, I t rkaI ov 

Uics the polymerization rate depend upon the type of symmetry 

i; I'; 

■ï 
Th. Vinyl •KTtnLe sample was fine-crystailine. The monomer 

was i n»/.cn io /Y°K ; we uhtalned a sample in the glansllke state; it was further 

h«af«'d a i »o V « Mm pnin' of phase transition and then it passed into the fine-crystalline 

atal.f. ’Ill«» sample was then kept at the studied temperature and irradiated. We also 

obtained a larve crystal of vinyl acetate by keeping the sample several degrees 

h« low th«- rn«-li.1np; point. In such well organized crystals polymerization occurred 

at an even low«’r rate; the molecular weight was lower than in the case of 

flne-eryal a 1 I I ne samples, 

V. V. Voyovodekly. Mow should we understand the fact that polymerization of 

um* monomer in gl.annlike state flown at a higher rate than in the crystalline state? 

b<M s till:; in»-an that the growth rate constant of a chain in the amorphous state Is 

larger, nr e*,n this b» * caused by a lower yield of radicals in the crystal sample 

with a higher growth rate constan», of the chain? 

I. M. p-.rku lov. ’Iiie yield of radicals was measured by the ERR method directly 

unih*r the b. .m. w<- found that t»»e yield of radicals In the crystalline state is 

somewh.a» low. r i.h.-m in th«* amorphous state? However, this difference cannot be 

m d by the observed d 1 ffererire in the polymerization rates in the amorphous 

and crye t.a 11 I ii«* st-ates, 

‘f ‘ »'-’k ly. I »Id you press the sample strongly after polymerization of 

'' •1 ^ wl11 ,liî; b'd. maintain the process? In topochemical reactions it is 

i r. UU. Iii.ly obr- rv«*d tbai. a reaction stops due to a break in contact between the 

Initial and loniilng plias» s, 

i_._M, K'l-i alnv, w«* «lid not try this* 

b, I I * » k, What are the molecular weights of the obtained products of 



‘i, 

pcilymcTl^ii.lnn? 

1, M, ivirk'i Inv, Thf: rtuilnculur weight oí* the polymer obtained during irradiation 

of glfiOfllLk«’ vinyl acetate is approxitnately 1^,000, in the case of acrylonitrile, 

it attainu 1(K),0()0. 

Omk., V, A. Kargin, et al., [?] and Bensasnon and Marx [1] observed a 

phase trann 11.ion in acrylonitrile at -lhO°C. Do you have any data about such a 

transition? 

s 

SJ 

III 
eM\ 

I 

í.»_ iVtrkalov, henoaoson and Marx did not observe a phase transition at 

-1(*0°C, V. A. Kargin and others worked with mixtures obtained by condensation of 

molecular beams, Molecular-dispersed metals and monomer crystals during thermographic 

analysis naturally can give a transition at -160°C. We conducted thermographic 

analysis of a pure monomer. 

M, At hruk. Investigators [3] conducted solid-phase polymerization of 

acrylonitrile and gave a graph of the dependence of the logarithm of the rate upon 

the magnitude of inverse temperature not in the form of a straight line, but in the 

form of n broken line. These authors consider that at several points the activation 

energy passes from positive to negative. In particular, they consider the activation 

energy negative near the point of phase transition of acrylonitrile, whereas your 

data Indicates the absence of n temperature dependence of the polymerization rate 

In the solid phase. 

I, M, Barkalov, In the work of .'»obue and Tabata f3] this dependence is not 

given in the form of a broken line, but in the form of straight line where the value 

of the activation energy of solid-phase polymerization of acrylonitrile equal to 

0.4 kcal/mole lies practically within the limits of experimental error. This permits 

affirming that activation energy Is absent. Bensasson and Marx obtained precisely 

the Sane data, 

N. P. fiokolov. According to the theory of N. N. Semerov in hard-phase 

polymerization excitions corresponding to certain excited states play a large role. 

IXi you plan to study this process during irradiation of frozen monomers by 

ultraviolet light of a definite wavelength? 

1. M, harkntoy. Yes, we do. 

V, I. Iiiikhvl t;>K1y. Did you observe a limiting value of polymer yield during 

Irradiation of vinyl acetate In the crystalline and glassllke states? 

1. M. Hnrkalov. No, not in either case. 
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OTÍLwTOflfl:* fettofd iari¡jfi!«a! 

lût 
was the? dose rate in your experiments? 

-^- r^. l'<'r .-1/:rylonli.rile, 0.3 Mrad/min; 1'or vinyl acetate, 5 Mrad/mln, 

—k-Jlhlhllit T,if| í,orm oí’ the EPR spectrum change at the point of phase 

ill 

tfirisi i.lnnv 

M'Vf, At* tiu* phase transition point Tor acrylonitrile we observed 

only a drop in l.hr si run I Intensity without a change in its form. 

—•.Wh-lt Is the difference in the molecular weights of polymers 

when the reaction was carried out in different phases? 

i¿-üf , l^rkaloy. In the case of polymerization of acrylonitrile in the liquid 

phase the molecular weight continuously increased up to full cross-linking at a 

dose near H Mrad. In the solid phase (in both states) we observed an increase in 

the mol ecu 1 fir weight up to a definite limit. 
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Ktîllï.I AlÜ'lt K.» 01« TIIK FLOW OF PHOTOCHEMICAL IIYDK013H0MINATION 
01«* ETHYLENE IN THE SOLID PHASE 

0. N. Kovalev and H. B. Sergeyev 
.,:1 il â' fä’ j ! ■ H}' I .i l¡r. ¡U-H'I 

A mlxlur* oí' hydroreri bromide and ethylene was frozen at 77 K and illuminated 

by ultraviolet llr.b^ l'or • a definite time. After thawing, in the reaction product. 

w€* found ethyl bromide and dlbromomethane in the ratio ol* ‘.>00:1. Tiie depth of 

transformai.Ion attained (0%, 
With Uiermorraphle analysis we show that the reaction of hydrobromination of 

ethylene berJnr. at about 77°K and has an explosive character. A peculiarity of 

the reaction developed iJurlnf, continuous illumination of the sample at 77°K, 

presence of no induction period (i ” 4*50 sec)* duririf'', which the reaction 

n depth on the ord'«r of several percents. 

The jVuit cxotheniilc process has a thermal nature since a decrease in heat 

rlly Illuminated samples leads to gradual self-healing of the 

« r i certa ir» tcmjjerature is achieved, to a stormy reaction, 

and a direct appraisal of quantum yield 

mixture, rind aft 

The 

of I hi* pc ir f ion :* h< »w t| at in the described conditions hydrobromination of ethylene 

• •hi In mee han Ism with the length of chain being several hundreds of 

nee I i otic. iS 

o 

Kxperlmrht 'I «lata and an analysis of the possible elementary reactions lead to 

eonehmloa M hromlru? atoms and possibly ^-complexes of bromine atoms with ethylene 

can be utored In the illuminated mixture. 

A siudy of dciicndenco of the induction period upon the intensity I during 

<.or!l,ir„,ou!ï illumination of the mixture up to the moment of explosion reveals an 
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î nl.rrt’;;l,Liifr, pi'cu11 :■ rí l..y ul* Ui<* r«ac:l,lon, WIUi n decrease Ln I the induc tion period 

inep’nfiofi r.o thaï, I,lie product i-t remains constant over a considerable interval of 

Intensities, I.e,f por an explosion to develop at 77°K a definite dose of irradiation 

is necessary. 

The followlnr, exp Lariat ion of the Found facts is the most probable. Under the 

effeet of Ur,hi. there occurs a dissociation of hydrogen bromide into H and Dr atoms, 

hue to their mobility at 77°K the II atoms easily recombine, giving hydrogen, whose 

lberat Ion we recorded. The bromine atoms stored during irradiation at 77°K are 

durably secured in their cello and cannot enter Into the reaction. However, in 

rare cases during specially favorable conditions due to point liberation of heat 

during recomhlnatlon a bromine atom is Joined to a neighboring molecule of ethylene 

and thus a single chain of the reaction can develop. The thermal wave of a single 

chain of the reaction spreads along the solid mixture and, attaining the nearest 

stabilized bromine atom. It can make it possible for it to start a chain reaction 

in turn. Inasmuch as the temperature in this thermal wave drops rapidly with 

distance, tin* appearance, under the effect of the thermal wave, of a second chain is 

poseih le only if a second bromine atom is less than u certain critical distance from 

the first, N. N. '»ernennv calls this mechanism the developmen of single chains 

branched with help of elementary thermal waves. As the concentration of stabilized 

bromine atoms Increases the probability of "thermal branchings" Increases, leading 

to an increase in the reacticn rate, which appears in a gradual at first smooth and 

thfN all more accelerated, Increase In temperature. During illumination the 

reaction rate .attains a certain critical mr~.nitude at which influx of heat from the 

reaction becomes equal to heat removal. When the reaction rate exceeds a critical 

number of acts of "thermal branchings" and straight chains an avalanche-type 

explosion develops, during which all the bromine atoms accumulated before the 

explosion are Involved in the reaction. 

In the si me conditions of heat removal an explosion starts at the same critical 

re io i ion rate. Tills rate depends upon the concentration of stabilized bromine atoms, 

which, independent of Intensity, Is attained only after illumination of a definite 

critical dose. 

Thus, the described phenomenon manifests the traits of thermal and chain 

explosions and we consider it as a confirmation that "thermal branchings" do occur 

in the solid phase. 
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Discussion 

V, L, Kartiov. Did you study the dependence of the magnitude of the Induction 

period upon tlic* nverngc dimensions of the crystallites? Do you think that this 

dependence should occur If the mechanism of the reaction is connected with a special 

method of retaining the bromine atoms? 

(L N« Kovalev, both are possible. The main thing is that the energy subtracted 

during chemical reaction is expended on ejecting the bromine atom from its trap. 

Which then starts the reaction. 

fl. Z, Itoginskly. Do you consider that heating up at least its start, is caused 

by absorption of light? 

G, N. Kovalev. Our control experiments showed what this heating up is not 

connected with absorption of light. 



Their potentiel 

tlvated »tete« eüioh 

lo Aucler-IransItlone 

turn out to be In an 

. 

Th<- iormiiiiiUon or i.hla problem is connected with the appearance of a lange « 
i|unriliiy or ^xp^rlmnnlut driLn inriicaling the possibility of the appearance of 

t: I. rue turn L <11 uturb.'inceB In cryatnls under the influence of radiation with an energy 

lower than Mir thrrnlioid nncessary for elastic displacements. 

Hie tinir n at11 In 1 nto.^ Is Inside a potential well is determined by the 

CAN DluPLACKMKNT OF A 3TIT1AL ATOM INTO THE INTEKSTICE BE ACTIVATED 
A3 A RESULT OP IONIZATION OF THE K-SHELL? 

V. Starodubtsev and A. Ye. Klv 

! 11,:-11 i .¡ Ü ¡i, J p ííIímbíM Hil 

rxpresnlon 

Mu- rffretlve rrequerwy where v0 1 

the potential harrier. 

oaclUatlOM of the etoni E la the hel«ht of 

An n remUt of lonlxatlon of >e K-ahell atitial atoata of not very heavy 
' ' 1 •: 

elrinento ohtnln a positive chart 

merp.y Jn the crystal increases 

In certain emirs can lead to their going into an interstice. 

Let mi eonalfirr this question with reference to valence crystals. We can 

conside r that thr potriitl.il energy of atom In such crystals is basically caused 

h.y Coulomb npulalon oi* the cores nnd exchange Interaction of the valence electrons. 

If on«' of tin atomic cores obtains an additional charge, the potential en#r(tf of 

thr atom can grow by a magnitude sufficient for the atom to be above the potential 
i - ¿.J- •. J; j ' • • l'| 

barritar |ilt 
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* I ti 

t, 

«»a» 

lier*? /.1*5, /j«t /ire l.he chnfgiîs of the atomic corea In thie crystal; Cj are the 

cc:reenlrif; conntantc caused by valence electrons; rjj Is the distance from the 

examined l-i.li ntom to .all ,J-th atoms ol* the k-th coordinate sphere; e Is the 

dielectric conctmit; r.. Is the radius ol* the sphere inside which the additional 
0 * 

charge provoking polarization of the medium la located; la the charge of a 

repeatedly Ionized atomic core. 

In general, the process of displacement is determined by the magnitude [2]: 

v-mln (¾. tj, 
wli È-M¡ííiiM ffifcií i riliii; 

Here n , z e are the effect quantum number and the charge for the given shell; 

a() is the Hohr radius; a is the lattice constant; At is the ionization energy of a 

valence electron; tm in the lifetime of the ionized state of the given atom. 

During pansage of a fast charged particle through a crystal ionization of the 

K-shelis of two neighboring atoms can occur, which will lead to an even larger value 

of AVj. The probability of this process is expressed by the formula; 

where 

N() Is the concentration of atoms; o is the ionization cross section. 

The crons section of the process of displacement can be written In the form; 

whe r*1 n I e. the loot znt. Inti crons nee lion of the K-shell; is the yield of 

I* I ini reticence ng the l-nef*li?s of the X-ray spectrum. 

Appeal. • Inlu>w that this Ionization mechanism of atom displacement can also 
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play an Important ro 1 » when the ene rgy of radi ntlon Is 

dl n place mt ‘lit ol at OIIIS n i c rysuu.. 
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General Dlacuaslon 

N, V, Kulyuplna and A, M, Kabakchl. Under the effect of Ionizing radlAtlon on 

multlcumponent aystema It lo uaually taken that the energy of radiation abaorbed by 

every component ic proportional to its electron ahare in the mixture. In accordance 

with thin, nn additive law ic formulated according to which the yield of primary 

producta of radiation-chemical transformation of each of the components of the 

mixture must be proportional to the electron ahare of the component. Deviations 

from the additive law are conaidered aa a result of secondary processes caused by 

un intermolecular transfer of energy. 

Distribution of Absorbed Energy of Radiation (in %) 

Syëtm GwpoMfrt MCltAtlMI 
OalcuUWld 

poUntUl, 
V 

bran 
atari« 

Methyl neihaerylaU 
- ethyl acsWiU 

(1.1 

Styryn# - onrl<on 
tnirKehl<«rtti« 
( i it l y »«iwit) 

a •lotlnn 
of iimll'H« olilorlda 
( ? ael*/! Î 

MMA 
Cá 

stortM 
CCI4 

H*0 
NaCt 

<5,2 
64,0 

<0.6 
156,0 

66.0 
163,5 

50.5 
46.5 

52,8 
47,Î 

68.5 
11.5 

CU aula tod frm tho owtri- 
butlan to atop|iln4 ptmr 
durlm Um offoat 

(2 Hao)' SjM I SJ 

50,2 
49,8 

54.5 
45.5 

•0,5 
6,5 

50,2 
16,8 

57,6 
42,2 

60,6 
6,2 

60,2 
46,6 

55.6 
44.1 

01,3 
8.7 

50,2 
46,8 

57.1 
42.1 

62,8 
7,2 

According, to the Lethe theory the energy dispersed by a particle per unit 

lerpüth uf the path an a result of nonelastlc collisions depends# in a determined 

way, not only upon the electron density of the medium, but also upon the average 

ex«? H al ion potent I a I of the entering particle. If the primary particle Is an electron 

with energy rra aier than 1 Mev, we must also consider polarization of the medium. 

’ll if* re fore, ca lenlai lun of the energy of radiation absorbed by the compontnits of 

mixture from electron aliaren can carry only nn approximate character. It is obviously 

more accurale tu haue the calculation on the assumption that the absorbed energy 
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power ol' Ihr medium wLUi respoct, t.o the given 1'orm of radiation. 

'll»»* fahle gl vea vmIupü oi' the energy of radiation absorbed by the components 

ol* the mixture calculated from electron shares and from the contribution of every 

component to the stopping power of the medium for certain systems studied in the 

radiation-chemical sense. 'Wie energy of radiation absorbed by the components of the 

mixture was calculated from their contribution to the stopping power of the medium 

for protons with energy of 2 Mev and for electrons with energies of 0.02; 0.2 and 

? Mev. Por electrons with energy of P Mev we introduced a correction for 

polarization. 

Prom the tabular data It follows that when the average excitation potentials 

of the components differ little from each other# calculations from the electron 

shares of the components and from their contribution to the stopping power of the 

mixture give coinciding results regardless of the form and energy of radiation. 

When the average excitation potential of one component essentially exceeds that of 

another component, the results of calculations from electron shares and from 

contribution to stopping power noticeably differ from each other. The divergence 

between the results exceeds the usual error of radiation-chemical experiments. For 

an aqueous solution of sodium chloride (2 mole/1) under the effect of electrons with 

an energy of P Mev the divergence between the results of calculations both methods 

is approximately Hi)/ with respect to the energy absorbed by sodium chloride. It is 

obvious that the divergence will be even larger for such systems as concentrated 

aqueous solutions of potassium bromide or mixtures of rubbers with different fillers, 

which are very common objects of radiation-chemical investigations. 

V. L. TaProze. 1 would like to consider this question: To what degree can 

the difference in atomic numbers of elements affect the process of primary absorption 

of energy during rudlolysis. First, we must consider that in the formula for the 

energy losses hy charged particles (the Bethe formula) there is a logarithmic term 

that depends upon the excitation potential of the molecule. It Is possible, however, 

to show that lor most organic systems. Including those that contain oxygen, this 

correelkin dors not play an essential role. Thus, for electrons with an energy of 

Poo kev this correction Is one percent of the full energy for a cyclohexan.—benzene 

mixture and *!■/ for water. 

However, it In always possible that a difference in radiation effect on 



mol ecu.'! « -a will a l.Mrt l.o h.'iv«- eíTeo t *it sm/ill electrón ener^leo (100-1000 ev), when 

the H»;Um- I’orMnuIvi \n pruMJc/»lly Inapplicable, 'llils cliiTerence can be essential 

11’ alow »• Lee trona play the main role in chemical-radiation processes. Apparently 

the only iiiH.hori to approach auch questions Is to compare the experimental data on 

the Interaction of slow electrons (with energy of ^4.00 ev) with various individual 

im* I ecu I cm in the r.asjoous pha&A* These questions have been studied in detail in 

m.'ins spectroscopy1 and ve* can now consider it fixed that the Ionization cross section 

(.'aimed by such electrons Increases directly proportional to the polarizability of 

(.he molecule. 11 Is very s 1 gnlfleantiy that the electrons of a molecul'* or atom 

play the main role In the process of Ionization. To clarify this* with 

Ye. 1., KrankeVIch we compared the dependence of the ionization cross section of 

different molecules (organic compounds, inert gases and NO, HCl, CO2* H^O, etc.) 

upon the full number of electrons in the molecule n, and also upon the number of 

peripheral electrons nnöp. We found that the ionization cross section of organic 

molecules (saturated find unsaturated aromatic hydrocarbons) increases proportional 

to n. For »II Inert gases and those that do not contain hydrogen, the ionization 

crons section also Increases proportional to n, however, for each of these substances 

the Ionization cross section Is approximately 2 times less than for a molecule of 

an organic subs trineo with an identical number n, 

if we construct an analogous dependence of the ionization cross section upon 

Mnept (°mohuh ^nc'reason proportional to an increase in n^gp) the ionization cross 

sections for all organic compounds and most inert gases lie on one curve. The 

exceptions are only argon, neon, CO, Np and llpO, whose cross sections are about 

twice reduced, Consequently, for organic substances with large hydrogen contents 

practically to the smallest energies of primary electrons it is necessary to consider 

all tlu* electrons. 

A difference can appear only in such mixtures as a mixture of xenon with 

organic molecules. Ilion we must consider that for xenon approximately half of 

electrons will he effective and the others not. Apparently, this must tlso be 

considered during radlolyols of hydrogen-free compounds with large oxygen contents, 

V, V. Vnyevodskly and Yu, N, Molln, The clarification of the nature of active 

particles, the precursors of some form of primary chemical disintegration during 

‘.I. h 
(1^‘V). 

•fuiklin, V. II. Field, and F. W. Lampe 
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in th, et**,,, rorm. 11. I« ,*p,<U,nt to ,xpre0a certain qualitative conolUeratlorm 

on thia matter, which can l„ userul In netting up this general problem. 

According our prevloualy expresaed hypothec. [1, ?), the effectlveneBS radlolysis 

in the condenued phase is determined by the difference of energies AE between the 

energy of first excited level of the molecule Ej and Its energy of dissociation D. 

When h = Bj - I) < 0, dlcsoclatlon from the lower excited state Is doubtful and the 

suba tance should have Increased radiation stability. This hypothesis Is valid if 

that the disintegration probability of molecule from the highest excited states is 

small as compared to the probability of transition into the first excited state. 

In the condensed phase this condition is usually fulfilled. From the point of view 

or this hypothesis a consideration of the data on the formation of radicals during 

radlolyais of solid hydrocarbons permits us to explain the regular change in the 

radicals with a change In AE, and also to express an assumption that, the 

direction of the reactions of hydrogen atoms formed during dissociation la determined 

by m.’i/çnl l.udr of* nxcros fïnor^y AE, 

An analysis of the totality of processes occurring during radlolysls requires 

Ci 

more a detailed consideration of the question about the nature and paths of 

disintegration of molecules in the lower excited states. During radlolysls, along 

with the first singlet ÍJ and T levels of excitation, we must consider the state of 

ionization 1. Considering each of these states as a precursor of some chemical 

diDinte^ratlori 

. *» 
* —'> ( produst)£* 

_ *r 
* —■» ( produst)j.; 

* —• (produst)|, 

in the post general form we can affirm that the yield of a certain product of 

disintegration will be determined by the rate constants of the corresponding process 

;‘,"i cor|centration of the precursor. Affecting the concentration of 

on, or another Preaumor by different additions, in principle we can establish u,at. 

the Precursor is r-sponsible for one or another decay. However, application of this 

rn. thod. even for U„ simplest class of organic compounds, hydrocarbons of different 

sfruetnre. -nr,.untern essential dlI fieul ties due to u series of complicating side 

-'•IVets. In eonneetlon with this there is great. Interest In experiments on 
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pl-otoeIK.Malc.i ! .loea^, in which wn cnn obtain to precursor of one type (for instance ii) 

nml thus rru-eh'l one ol’ paUu# of raülat.iori-cheniicíil transforrAation, 

Experiments on photolysis of dilfferent hydrocarbons In the gaseous phase in 

recent years led to the conclusion that the basic means of decay of singlet-excited 

molecules is detachment of molecular hydrogen [5]. These experiments can serve as 

.in indirect, indientlon that during radiolysis of saturated hydrocarbons in the 

condensed phase, of the three basic processes of disintegration 

/R + H 

RH——R' +R" 
\ 

Nh'+h» 

the l ist in caused by sing,let-excited molecules. Recently reported data on photolysis 

or solid ethane 1*11, as It were, confirm this assumption. However, for final proof 

more experimental data are needed on photolysis in the condensed phase. Direct 

application to the condensed phase of results of numerous experiments carried out 

¡n the gaseous phase would be too risky, inasmuch as the path of transformation of 

excited states can essentially depend on the phase state of substance. 

In recent years Interesting data have been obtained through the [EPR] (3I1P) 

method indi eating that even very Insignificant changes in the structure of a solid 

can affect the direction of the primary processes of chemical disintegration. Thus, 

the yield of alkyl radicals in cyclohexane can change by 2-3 times depending upon 

the conditions ol* freezing, [‘j, (>]» Even stronger effects were observed in our 

experimenta conducted jointly with I. 1. Chkheidze and N. Ya. Buben during radiolysis 

of frozen ((Ml, ):11(011^),, The conditions of freezing in this case affected not only 

i he yield of rndieul:;, which changed from experiment to experiment within limits 

of one order, hut .. Ian the direction of primary chemical disintegration, which was 

indicated hy n change in the form of the EPR spectrum. At this symposium 

H. N. Mhelimov ‘itui N. V. Kok reported that photochemical processes in the aromatic 

hydrocarbon-saturated hydrocarbon system stopped almost completely with an increase 

In the tempera ture of ».he mixture frozen at 77°K by only several tens of degrees. 

I’robably, in thin case the structure of the substance influences the effectiveness 

uf chemical disintegration. 

It Is doiiM.fui whether we can consider it random that the sharpest changes In 

Hie direction and effectiveness of the processes of primary chemical disintegration 

,observed in systems that contain aromatic rings. In such systems the transition 
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oJ* üXciUit.ion en«rr.> of Uie »•system info dissociation energy of o-bonds should be 

ofrongly inhibited and, therefore, we cun expect that very insignificant structural 

changes in the substance (deformation of chemical bonds, a change of mutual location 

of molecules, etc.) can Influence the probability of certain primary processes. 

I*'rom the point of view of the hypothesis that in the processes radiolysis we 

must consider only the lower excited states, substances with large systems of 

conjugated bonds must be subjected to radiation destruction. However, destruction 

In three canee nevertheless occurs although with a small yield. One of possible 

paths of chemical disintegration in these systems can be quadratic processes. In 

which the energy of two excited states Is expended on one act of dissociation. 

Data on Increased radiation yield of the products of radiolysis of aromatic 

hydrocarbons; with a shift to irradiation by heavy particles, which were given by 

I, V, Verechehlnskly,A evidently confirm such a possibility. In the tracks of 

particles the density of ionized and excited molecules is very great and therefore 

the probability of quadratic processes should increase sharply in this case. 
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l'oink 1 n. Will you please say on what you based the conclusion you made 

In the very beginning about hydrogen formed during disintegration of the C-H bond 

being hot. After all, first the transfer of excess energy into a vibrational 

degree of I'reedoin of the same molecule is possible; secondly, inasmuch as the matter 

: . i J 

in crystalline, this energy can be transfered to the lattice. It would be very 

important to have experimental proof of this. 

V. V. Vo.yevorJskly, Kirst of all, we proceeded from the experimental fact that 

when transition with energy release occurs, i.e., transition from a higher level 

thi :• col lection, [>. ?87. 

UlUiuiuj 
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to a Lower one, hutfe yJ ♦> |rjr. of molecular hydrogen are obtained; these yields are 

absent when such trum 1 Lions do not occur. It Is known that the primary act In 

both (vuson jidentical, the breaking of the C-H bond. However, during radlolyais 

oC one group or compounds molecular hydrogen forms and during radiolysis of anothe 

group, it do<r not. This fact requires some explanation. We originated from a 

» L triple con.ald« r.aMon: a light particle Is detached from a heavy one. Light and 

heavy V 'articles distribute the energy among themselves and the light particle 

receives the main share of energy. Ili'liSilwM 
IBll! 

A. Y; It Is certainly true that the main part of the energy goes to 

the light particle. However, the fact is that in the actual process of breaking 

••way of a light particle energy can be converted to a vibrational degree of freedom. 

V. V. VnycyndsKly. Certainly. 

A, Vn. Temkln. The question is what energy can the light particle receive. 

It is fully possible that a greater part of the energy released during transition 

can be converte,] into a vibrational degree of freedom of the lattice. This 

considérâtinn apparently does not exclude the actual fact of energy release. 

V. V. V«»yeyud;;kiy. Our reasonings are these; there Is a qualitative physical 

concept that the light particle receives the major part of the energy and this 

dimple concept, allows ua to explain a very large number of previously unexplained 

data. Before our work, as far as I know, there was no explanation of why comparatively 

little molecular hydrogen is formed during radiolysis of aromatic compounds and why 

a lot Jo formed during radiolysis of aliphatic compounds. 

Ye, Kupriyanov. You said that during photolysis in the far ultraviolet 

a hydrogen molecule can detach from one carbon atom. But It can also detach from 
., 

two carbon at.onus. What can you say about the ration of these processes? 
¡sffip !í 

V. V. Voyevodr.kly. Works carried out by the American Bureau of Standards with 

tagged atoms ¡show that, In the region of wavelengths 1400-1300 A the basic path 

of the formation of hydrogen Is the breaking away of two II atoms from one C atom 

this does not preclude the possibility of molecular breakaway of 

0 atoms. 

We should note that there are data on photolysis of propane 

The basic mechnnlom of the formation of molecular hydrogen is the 

• way of a hydrogen molecule directly, A comparison of these data indicates 

roeerui of breakaway of a hydrogen molecule from two C atoms is more 
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probable than from one 0 atom. 

V. V. Voyevortskly, No, I nevertheless cannot agree with such a conclusion. 

If we consider data with tugged atoms in a detailed analysis for Just ethane, in 

which it has been proved that lip breaks away from Just one carbon atom, on the 

basts of nnnlogy with other substances it is impossible to affirm that these data 

are Incorrect. Data on different substances must be compared through one method 

and in every case the mechanism must be shown. I think that in various cases, for 

instance, for methane and other hydrocarbons, there can be different mechanisms. 

Therefore, the question about the mechanism of IU breakaway cannot be posed in any 

other manner. 

1, V« Vereohchlnokly, Recent investigations convincingly showed that the 

radiation-chemical yield of the products of radiolysis of liquid aromatic hydrocarbons 

essentially depends upon the nature of the ionizing radiation, i.e,, upon the 

magnitude of linear energy transfer (LET). In other words, during radiolysis 

of liquid aromatic hydrocarbons there are track effects. In discussing the nature 

of track offerts, it in expedient, apparently, to be limited to a consideration of 

radiolysis of the simplest aromatic hydrocarbons, those that do not contain alkyl 

groups, benzene, diphenyl and terphenyl. 

The available data fire very incomplete. In the case of radiolysis of liquid 

rarifled benzene a considerable dependence of the magnitude G upon the LET magnitude 

Is observed |lj. A similar dependence was found during radiolysis of terphenyl 

l?]. It Is interesting to note that magnitude of the ratio of radiation-chemical, 

yields of the products of radiolysis found at two different values of the LET 

depends little upon the nature of the hydrocarbon. 

Pi ( During ridloLysis of o-terphenyl under the action of «-particles of Po 

the whole Investigated Interval of temperatures (60-200°C) a linear dependence lg G 

upon Inverse tempe?rature Is observed. The lack of a deviation from the linear 

dependence indicates the insignificant role of pyrolithimic processes at these 

temperatures. The activation energy is ~0.5 kcal/mole, i.e., close to the activation 

energy of the process of diffusion. 

The known presentations do not seem convincing. The assumptions of Gaeumann 

I »1 about the simultaneous formation of intermediate radicals and their reaction 

with each other mill I they diffuse does not agree with the noted temperature 

dependence. The ¡'-urns model [4], according to which active particles and accepting 

in 

« 
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- the same molecule of substratum, Ignores 

the correspondInp; coej'ncl 

it Is apparently necessary, first of all, to 

molecules. In order of magnitude the time 

-9 Is 10 7 sec, In the first approximation we 

LKT magnitude the distribution of the primary 

for all aromatic hydrocarbons. The magnitudes of 

of diffusion cannot considerably differ from each 

other. 

o 

The discussed effects can be explained If we accept the hypothesis of 
'tw '• naii 

V. V. Voyevodskiy and Yu. N. Molin, which establishes a correlation between the 

magnitudes radiation-chemical yield of radicals and the position of the lower level 

of excitation of the corresponding compounds 15]. In the case of diphenyl and 

terphenyl the position of the lower level of excitation is somewhat below the 

magnitude of the energy needed to break the C-H bond. 

If the lifetime of a molecule In the excited state is greater than or equal 

to (in order of magnitude) the time necessary for diffusion to another molecule 

the effectiveness of radlolysls increases. It is clear that the effectiveness of 

tills process increases for high local concentrations of excited molecules, 1.« 

for large LKT, 

further .Investigations of the radiolysis of a series of aromatic hydrocarbons 

at various values of LKT and at different temperatures can give proof of the 

correctness of the presen ta fions developed here. 
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V. M, Agrmovlch. The phenomenon of solid-phase polymerization deserves the 

moat serious study. If Is interesting to clarify what role the excited states of 

' : : : 1 ' ■ " ■ . : . , . ! " ,:i : I I ¡¡ r P '‘¡¡«-lï Ü! ! ifll I I JllllRl- 
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U,o monomer mol.-cules ol.:,y hrrf. At. pr...ßr;nt., ns far I know, U.er« is no specific 

cli'ir.rrmi of Ul« imrUclpiiUon or excitoiiB in such n process. Therefore, I will try 

to any Severnl words about the possible mechanism of polymerisation with 

^irUcLpriUoi) of excIlona, 

■nit! hen I. of polymerisation for one molecule la ~P0 kcal/mol«, i.e., during 

breaking; oi a «-bond and formation of a o-bond energy on the order of 1 ev is 

liberated. Where doea thin energy goT It Is clear that this process primarily 

concerns the electron subsystem. Knergy transfer from electrons to Ions Is weakened 

due to the 'in ference in their masses. If we'can indicate any process in which 

the released energy is converted into any exclton, we could present a diagram of 

polymer nation with participation of excitons as "initiators" of the process of 

polymerization. Can such energy be turned into energy of excitons that are available 

In a solid? The question Immediately arises about the energy of an exclton that 

exials In « mononwr. 

0 

Hie Ionit oxcited a «.file of a monomer presents greatest interest. Possibly t the 

first ouch state In the triplet state, and the next, the singlet. We must clarify 

the role of these exclton states In such processes. First of ail this question la 

vaguei What excited state Is necessary for explosive polymerization? This question 

cannot be an:! we red on the basis of experiments on irradiation by fast electrons 
-i_ _ . 
since we can consider that under the action of fast electrons among all the formed 

molecules about 30# are molecules in the triplet excited state, and the others, 

in the singlet state. Let us assume that the process of polymerization requires a 

triplet exclt.-d state. Krom the point of view of power balance this state is of 

great interest because its energy is less. When a n-bond breaks and a a-bond form! 

pn Mirm 

«I..1 t ■ pn 

* occur i,i 

In any single process exactly 1 ev of energy will be released. If this energy 

Is sufficient to excite the triplet state, at this place would be formed a triplet 

exclton will form at thin place that at any ether place may cause the process of 

pol.yinorlzai.lon. However, apparently energy of 1 ev Is insufficient to excite the 

If such process does occur, the monomer exclton does not participate 

M.Tgy should be turned Into heat. It is possible to devise another 

I rip I I. a tni. 

f Ml n.ir-1, -, cMiiircitvc* process would be considerably less, since It would 

if,l< Intermedia le virtual states. 

1 on|y Indicated a possible role of the triplet state. Kor ninglet excitons o 
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Mif dia^ríim iü .'i|>proxJm?i<.el,y the same; however, one should expect what i 

rxf ll.on l i: rormed and n triplet is needed that the singlet exclton can go to 

triplet level arid the reaction will go further. The participation of exclton 

cun Id branch 

o 

the reaction, l.e., give many polymerization centers. In this case 

H 1:: por.r.lblc, by Introducing Impurities that capture excitons, to somehow regulate 

the ral» of explosive polymerization, 

y. I. del Man.'.k ly. (ba lor 1 metric measurements during thawing of irradiated 

olid monomer:; .and 1^:11 or l metric measurements in process of* Irradiation show that 

in these monomers tin- process of polymerization occu *3 in the course of irradiation 

and practically without activation energy. To clarify the role of excited states 

in such reactions, I want to speak of the possibility of conducting experiments 

with the Introduction Into monomers of different additions that extinguish 

luminescence, ] ’ excited states are responsible for polymerization, a decrease In 
'M : ’’ ' ' j1 1, /-1 » , - ‘ \ u? 

their stationary concentration with the Introduction of extinguishers will lead 

to a deceleration of polymerization. 

Let me s »y several words about the properties of a substance under an electron 

beam. There are a number of processes, for instance, diffusion, that sharply 

aecrlrral.e under the beam; this acceleration is not explained by an increase in the 

temperature of the sample. It Is clear that the passage of rapid polymerization 

under the beam .and acceleration of diffusion can be analogous. However, both the 

phenomena have not yet found a good explanation. It is known that polymerization 

often occur:; »spec I .a I I y rapidly near the points of phase transition and fusion. 

V. A. Kargin and hls colleagues explain this by the fact that in a frozen monomer 

there .are ordered Intermediate products that are close to the future structure Of 

the polymer and, In addition, near the point of fusion their mobility is increased. 

thank: to whleh these intermediate products can have n form somewhat different 

from that required for polymerization "to be corrected," 

in tills: minner I. ion l want to apeak about one experiment that illustrates a 

unique similarity of an Irradiated solid and a liquid. I have in mind experiments 

•ohduef. i h, mir laboratory and in certain foreign laboratories on annihilation of* 

pos 11, rone In solids .and liquids. A positron can form u positronium atom, which la 

•n arm log of the hydrogen atom. This positronium atom exists either in a state 

Uth a ni Ip.ar.a lie | spins and a lifetime of 10~10 sec, or in a state with parallel 

••bins find a lifetime of 10*^ sec In vacuum. The "long-livedw state enters into 

369- 



participation of the positronium atom and different paths of the formation of 

pooltronJurn alTect the lifetime of positrons and the probability of the formation 

of positronium. In particular, the formation and behavior of positronium depend 

upon the state of the substance. Thus, in solid napthalene and anthracene the 

loni'-lived component practically will not be formed because in these substances 

there lo no "free volume" for a positronium atom, whose dimensions are twice that 

of n hydrogen atom, to be formed and retained. In melted napthalene and anthracene 

the Jonf»-lived component Is* observed. It Is interesting to note that polymers and 

substances like napthajene that are subjected to irradiation behave like a liquid: 

the loni'-l ived component, of positronium forms in them. Tims, here is possible to 

speak about changec in the properties of u solid, bringing It near, in a certain 

sense, to a liquid. Possibly, this plays some role in the kinetics of solid-phase 

polymerization, brings polymerization under the beam close to polymerization near 

i 
llil l - 
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the points oí* phase transition. 

A. Ya. Temkin. ’Hie assumption about the role of excited states in the process 

of solid-phase polymerization, which was expressed by V. I. Gol'danskiy, can be 

checked by Introducing Inhibitors. If these inhibitors effect only the process of 

chain initiation when they are introduced the average length of the chain and the 

average molecular weight will not change. If, however, the excited state plays a role 

in chain development, in each elementary act of bonding molecules of the monomer, 

introducing an inhibitor should lead to a change in the molecular weight, of the 

obtained polymer. 

I want to make a second remark concerning the energy development of the chain. 

There are two types or monomers that polymerize at low temperatures. In some cases 

polymerization requires only a change in the electron shells; the distance between 

nuclei do not change; In other cases, in the process of polymerization a change 

occurs in the distances between nuclei. In attempting to apply the presentation 

about the energy development of chains to the second case we must be careful since 

here it lo required that the electron-excited state exists long enough for the nuclei 

Lu approach the necessary distance. However, there is a possibility that the energy 

of an oleetron-excltud state will be converted into energy of motion of the nuclei 

and thus the excitation dissipates and the process of polymerization ceases. Tills 

poro 11>11 I l.y must hr- cons 1 dcred, 
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A. N, I oncim irev, V. L. Tal'roze, D, A. KrUskaya and I. K. Larin have developed 

a e alo rime t.rlc method or studying radiation solid-phase reactions during Irradiation 

by eleclronr, (3!’ I.Jk* kilovolt, range. 

M'lie dlrigr.'im of’ the Installation consists of the following. 

•Hie sl.iitUcd suhntanee was frozen on an adiabatic calorimeter; it was then 

lrrndl.it.ed by electrons with an energy of several kilovolts. From the temperature 

change of the calorimeter (at Its known heat capacity) the quantity of heat 

sep?irated in Irradiated layer as a result of absorption of the energy of bombarding 

< lee Iron:’, and the chemical reactions occuring was measured. The excess of the 

mrar.un-d heal emission above the energy of’ absorbed radiation naturally constitutes 

Ih«* hen i «.if «•hemlcal reactions In the solid layer. The basic nerita of this method 

*ir«* the possibility of easy control of the electron beam, which particularly allows 

work on the l*«>ctor method with a high frequency, and the possibility of creating 

very high dose rates in the irradiated layer. For instance, it was possible to 

work at a dose rate up to 10^ rd/sec. 

To check the possibilities of this experimental method we conducted calorimetric 

measurements of a thin film of acrylonitrile at 130°K during irradiation. We obtained 

a clear excess of the recorded heat above the heat given off by the electron beam; 

the excess « qunled loo# of the latter. It is interesting that this result was 

obtained at m electron energy of 2 kev and a dose rate of rd/sec. The 

calculated ratllatlon reaction yield of polymerization is 100 elementary acts per 

loo ev of nbsorhed energy. We consider these results to be a confirmation of the 

phenomenon ihserved by V. 1. Gol»danskly, et al. In our case the radiation reaction 

yield turned out to be two orders below that of their work. This result can be 

xplained cither by accelerated recombination of active particles at high doses or 

by track effects, 

V. I'shezhetskly, In a study of solid-phase polymerization we must consider 

ihr o truc tur«' of the crystal lattice. In particular, it was revealed that the 

position of molecules in the crystal lattice of frozen acetaldehyde is almost the 

same as the position of monomeric sections in the polymer formed from It, We 

determined the temperature at which polymerization occurs thermographically. For 

.acetaldehyde we showed that the tenerature of polymerization changes depending 

upon tin dos«*. Ar. the dose increases the temperature of polymerization drops and 



po lyiiK'r j I Inn i,Aîiu innrr.un.a wlUi the •lune and it alen attains a limit at the same 

done as the tempera ture <>r polymerization. To connect this thermal effect Just 

with polymerization and not with other processes, we Introduced inhibitors (acetone) 

and allowed that the thermal effect decreases with an increase in the concentration 

of the addition. 

1«_-M« Markalov. 1 want to make certain remarks because of the report of 

V. .i. Pshezhetskiy. 1. Acetaldehyde does not belong to vinyl monomers, which our 

report was dedicated. The polymerization of acetaldehyde is postpolymerization; 

we spoke about the specific reaction during irradiation; therefore our results do 

not contradict what V. iî. Pohezhetskiy said. 2. One of the causes of fast 

polymerization In the course of irradiation, which we considered in our report, is 

the increase in mobility in a solid during Irradiation. During y-irradiation this 

reaction also apparently occurs. Rensasson and Marx, and also the Japanese 

researchers •»obue and Tabal.a, consider that polymerization of frozen acrylonitrile 

occurs directly during y-lrradiation, and not during subsequent thawing. 

V, I*. Kazanskiy. Recently in our laboratory G. B. Pariyskiy observed the 

disappearance of the KPR signal of hydrogen atoms that were stabilized on the surface 

of silica gel at under ultraviolet light. If one were to irradiate silica 

gel with fast electrons y-rays at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, as is known 

the bonds of the hydroxyl groups covering the surface of this substance break and 

hydrogen atoms are formed that are stabilized on the surface. Simultaneously there 

Is weak coloring of the samples as a result of the formation of F-centers. The 

adsorbed hydrogen atoms and the color centers give the EPR signals. 

After Illumination of irradiated silica gel by ultraviolet light there is 

discoloration of the samples and the KPR signals of both the adsorbed hydrogen atoms 

and also the K-centers disappear. We consider that under the light there is a 

transfer of elrctrons from the adsorbed hydrogen atoms to the color centers with 

U.»* formation of protons and the disappearance of color centers. The formed proton 

1r ofnbllJy.rd at a negatively charged aluminum atom that is introduced into the grid 

oi Uu* »II l<*a /'.»*1. it seems to me that a transfer of the energy absorbed by the 

olid to that adsorbed on the surface of molecules, as reported by Yu. A. Kolbanovskly 

and others, can occur In a similar manner. 

v- A* R«>gluak ly. During the study of hydrobromlrmtion of ethylene in the solid 

phase under ultraviolet light and y-radiatlon we obtained certain new facts along with 

rry.niiy, that agree with the data of G. N. Kovalev and Ci. B. üergeyev [1], 
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HB Durlnr. i rrvuihAtlon of 'in equlmoleoular mixture of C?H^ and HBr in a quartz 

ampule (4 mrn in diameter) by filtered (|l ^-11) (I1C-11) filter) light from a 

I ;;VI);ih-Pbu] lamp at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, after the first 

thermographic peak norrespon ling to a transition of the reaction into the explosive 
M* 1V « ï ■ 

repj.me, we <»i*r,rrve«l several more similar peaks (up to four), A similar picture was 

noted durlnr; J rrad i a Mon, at the temperature of liquid nitrogen, of the mixture 

1’rorn a Co*'0 source (intensity, r;00 rd/sec), but. the number of peaks decreased to 

two with » t.'• mu ! tririeouii Increase in the maximum heating up. These facts obviously 

confirm the hypothesis of D. A. Krank-Kamenetskiy [?] about the possibility of a 

regime of thermokinetic oscillation of the reaction rate for multistage processes. 

The conclusion (1] about the Independence of the product of induction time and 

Intensity from intensity Is strange inasmuch as this can be comprehended as the 

1edependenci of the probability of bromine atoms obtained during photolysis of HBr 

ret.ting out «if tlie stabilized state from the Intenfcity of illumination. The reaction 

rate of chain development, which determines the probability of transition of the 

pmeess lufo the explosive regime, depends upon the concentration of stabilized 

bromine atoms, the conditions of heat exchange, and also the Intensity of irradiation. 

At a sufficiently low intensity, the rate of chain development can be insufficient 

for a transit.ion of the reaction Into the explosive regime. 

Indeed, with a decrease In the intensity of ultraviolet light by tens of times, 

transition Into the explosive regime is not carried out at ail, but with subsequent 

full light intensity this transition occurs very rapidly. During y-irradiation of 

the mixture «i the temperature of liquid nitrogen from a Co*,u source (intensity, 

[fO rd/sec) the transition into the explosive regime is also not carried out, 

although the reaction occurs completely in the field of radiation. This is confirmed 

by the fact that during thermographLc control of the processes of thawing the 

Irradiated mixture exothermic effects ire not observed. 

Literature 

j. (1. N. Kovalev and <1. B. Üergeyev. This collection, p. 353. 

p, d. i\. Krank-Kamenetskiy. Diffusion and heat transfer in chemical kinetics, 
M,-I.., Publishing House of the Academy of Sciences of USSR, 19*17. 

(i. N. Kovalev, In a brief report at this symposium it is not possible to 

consider the whole series our experimental data on low-temperature photochemical 

Itói Í ? i|: 
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''í r!’l' »H <»»»•• nhoul-j noi.K i.ti.jf. Lhf* reproducibility of the results strongly 

»IdpeiHln U|)nti Mir riicthn.i ol* pre|>ftr/it.Jon of the samples and the conditions of heat 

nmovnl. In .h v«-loplnr. our experimental method we also observed several peaks ir, 

coiul 11lorut poor heat removal from samples. 

The eons fancy of the product It In /1 definite Interval of intensities is an 

experimental fact. At Low intensities we also did not observe an explosion. The 

causes of this are incuffLeiently clear; however, the totality of obtained data 

permits assuming this can be explained by energy inequivalences of stabilized 

bromine atoms and a change in the average length of single chains during illumination. 

otabil]zatlon of bromine atoms also oc urs and at low intensities of 

illumination since during subsequent thawing a rapid exothermic process is fixed, 

tn light of this, the absence of overheating at low doses of radiation, observed by 

V. A. Hoglriskly, la interesting. In our opinion this difference is connected with 

il 
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tlie formation of hot bromine atoms during radiolysis, which in a reaction capable 

matrix of ethylene and hydrogen bromide cannot stabilize and immediately initiate 

Ingle chains of reaction. Therefore, during radiolysis thermal branchings of the 

type we described apparently should not occur and critical phenomena characteristic 

for photolysis will not appear. 

JS Y. K’-shier. Minee today is the last day of the symposium, I must note that 

the experience of such an organization is very positive. Preliminary formulation of 

questions subject to discussion and distribution of reports on these questions 

Iuclll tn ted the work very much. I think we have to express gratitude to the 

organizing committee for such organization. 

On the other hand, the wide subjects of dlscussej questions leads to the 

participant:; ol' the symposium having the most diverse profile. In connection with 

this several survey reports on different regions would help all participants to 

follow the work of the symposium. 

I.et me 11.-.0 note that this symposium heard a great number of different models 

: 

I reach I,ed. 

Now I Mill /10 to the radiation chemistry of aqueous solutions, which was 

presented ni Mils symposium only by our report. The essential difference in this 

region in II I. here there Is no doubt about the existence under irradiation of 

: : ' 
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dllToreni. 'JCtlvf parUclns, both oxidizing and reducing, or of the formation during 

radiolyeis of a definite quantity of molecular products. The accuracty of determining 

tho quantity of ad Uve particles In aqueous solutions, in contrast to organic 

suh«tances, is about Vfi. In connection with this I want to turn your attention to 

Uh* value of the criterion we suggested. The most diverse acceptors give identical 

yields, which are fixed with great, accuracy. There is also a region of acceptor 

caneentr-iMona in which yields do not depend upon concentration. In those regions 

where the dependence of yield upon acceptor concentration is observed there is 

competí I. Ion lie tween recombination of active particles and their capture by an 

acceptor. Within «.hese limits the advantages of our criterion is that it is valid 

regard lose of the nature of active particles and the character of their formation. 

mv i,M,V ftomething with respect to equal distribution of particles In the 

medium. If particles are distributed evenly, this criterion must be in effect, 

it consists of the fact that in the region of the dependence of yield upon acceptor 

concent ration the curve of the dependence shifts during a change in the radiation 

In tensity by a strictly defined magnitude. We do not need to know what processes 

I low in tin' solution, the type of active particles, etc.; it Is only important that 

ti"’ active p .H ie le:- are distributed evenly. If this shift Is proportional to 

I / , the dIshrlbut!on of these particles should be uniform. This criterion allows 

us to n.Jeei a serle:: of mechanisms of the appearance of molecular products In the 

solution and ho make certain conclusions about the nature of the active particles. 

An example is the exception of the hypothesis about energy migration in water. 

:f ' : ' 
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01« INDUCED RADIATION CHEMICAL KKACTlONü A3 PO¡ 'SOURCE 

IN CHEMICAL REACTIONS fïENKRATION OP C0HERF:NT RADIATION 

roze 

h'Wf* tried to find paths for the creation of a "purel; 

il " qn.'iritum Ronerntor of radiation, i.e., a generator in which the energy 

Recently rer.cm reher 

c hemi«. 

1 reaction or transmitted in the form of heat of 

will be converted Into coherent radiation. Experimental search 

the whole Mould precede theoretical consideration of problem on 

vec the resulta of a very general theoretical consideration of 

xcitation and the efficiency for a hypothetical generator 

reaction and a transition between working on 

made in terms The derivation is electron-excited levels 

The system of the chemical kinetics of chain reactions 

Is depicted on the figure. Here, X, X are the products 

in the states between which induced transition occurs; 

is the rate constant of the process of excitation in 

/sec; kp is the rate constant of the process of Induced 

a is the total rate constant of spontaneous 
. 

radiation and loss of excitation during collisions of X 

radia Lion 

s with transition of or with with other particles 

W are the rates of formation of the 

Is the total rate products X 

tant of the transformation of X not Into X, but Into 

hi the total rate constant of "destruction" X in chemical 

ÜvllSi;!;' 

-wbwGií’ 



reue Liona, on Mu» wall, and also, if X is an excited sta*;e, through spontaneous 

radiation and collisions of the second kind; w is the fuli chemical reection rate; 

fi la the "fraction” of the reaction leading to the formation of X and X*. We show 

that, the efficiency of this system, i.e., the ratio of the energy of coherent 

radiation to Q, the heat given to the system (for an endothermic reaction) or to 

the thermal effect (for an exothermic reaction,)1 is 

Si ! « : 

. <!*,(•,+ *r) 
I'*'*«;* 

whern |i 1c t.h*' obtainable deptli of the reaction! q is the energy of the "worKlnf," 

\ 
(1 
V 

* t 
quantum; g und g are the statistical weights of X and X ; ec transmittance of the 

mirror; Er In the "absorptivity11 of light by the mirror; l is the length of the 

laser; X is the wave length; * = a(/r» where ao is the radiation and f is the full 

line width for .a "working” transition. 

Tim following cases arc considered: i) X is an excited molecule; ?) X is an 

unexcited .atom or a "small-atom" free radical; 3) X Is a Monatomic radical; 4) 

X is an excited molecule or radical. It is shown that case 4 is optimum for 

fulfillment of the conditions of self-excitation; however, in cases 2 and, to a 

lesser degree, case 3, these conditions can be carried also out if "removal" of the 

radicals la produced uc a result of fast elementary reactions of acceptance or 

exchange. 

Let us discuss the requirements presented by the conditions of self-excitation 

to the chemical reaction rate. When a working transition occurs in the atom, a 

relative rate of transformation of 10"^ -2 -1 
10 sec ; if, however, the working 

transition occurs in n radical or a molecule, a relative rate of transformation of 
-1 10 10*' sec“1 (due to "smearing" of the electron transition line into a band). 

Let us recall that the last values of the rate are practically accessible at 

not too large temperatures only in chain chemical reactions. 

Let us consider the specific kinetic regularities of simultaneous flow in a 

system of chemical and "quantum" ("wave") chain reactions for the cases of unbranched 

and branched chemical reactions. The specific nature of these regularities permits a 
us to determine such, now hypothetical, Jointly flowing chain reactions as "chemical- 

wave" chain reactions. It is shown, in particular, that for an unbranched chain 

‘Correspondingly, the concepts of thermo chemical and chemical quantum 
gene rn I.oro are introduced. 
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r in ml « -i I-wiv»- rvnri.lon rcqul remen ta presented by the conditions of self-excitation 

iu |,|M. thfUii.- tl rn/irtlon rite lead, with certain assumptions, to the expression 

"gw% 

(2) 

wh< ier*' K|, Is the rate constant of induced radlationj and the rate 

connt.ints oi’ break In/'; for wave and chemical clialnsj is the rate oí generation of 

ehemica L chains. 

'chemical-wave” chain reactions (limits 

diameter and length of the 

Critic!'I phenomena are 

with respect to pressure, temperature, 

T- ratio, etc.) and their character is considered 

ture of photochemical or radiation-chemical initiation of 

ions that are proposed for use in quantum generator# Is shown. 

1* the possible values of the efficiency in chemical quantum 

exceed 10*^. ins ion that it is doubtful whether they can cone 

Discussion 

spoke about the efficiency of a chemical laser. Can y< 

led by this and can you give its approximate numerical 

the fraction of introduced thermal energy efficiency we mean 

I,Ion) or the fraction of thermal effect of an exothermic 

ed into energy of coherent radiation 

thermoneutral reaction proceeding practically without 

the denominator of formula (1) turns 

With such a that Is convert 

determination the case of a 

paradoxical. Then 

Inite efficiency. However, this difficulty is purely 

shows that we need reactions with the known processes 

ry acts. In reality, auch acts apparently can exist in 

What magnitudes of efficiency are obtained? Rough 

boundary of i-0.i#, and if we actually manage to obtain such 

exol.henulc reaelions 

very well 

hended correctly, only about Vf> of the energy of If I compre 

be converted into energy of 

icllorín more than 1% of the chemical energy ie turned into known U 

mderstand this fact? 

___ ...— 

1 • On the other hand, it is 
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V, L, Tal 1 nr' We .‘ire Uilking not simply about obtaining more light, but. 

nbout obtaining coherent radiation. For this it is quite insufficient to simply 

have more light, but a whole series of conditions must be fulfilled, which was the 

r 1 

essence of the whole report. 

V. V. Voyevodskly, What transitions did you consider: from oscillating-excited 

or electron-excited otates? 

V, L« Tnl'ru/o, Fleetron-excited states. In examining oscillatory or rotary 

levels whole series of new problems appear. 

F>. %. For.Inskly. In the requirement that the rate of removal of particles 

from the ground state be greater than from excited states still in force? 

V. L. Tal * roxo. To continuously support inversion of the population density 

particles must he removed from the lower state as rapidly as from the upper. 

Identical removal rn'ou of particles is the generation limit. 
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AITKAKANCl?; 01*' NEÜATIVK TEMPERATURES DUIUNG CHEMICAL REACTIONS 

A. N, Orayevskiy 

In ;i number oí* chemical reactions the compounding of separate reagents into 

one molecule occurs with participation of excited electron states [1], For the 

appearance of states with negative temperature is necessary so that the number of 

excited particles, which are products of the reaction, exceed the number of analogous 

particles that are in the unexcited state. If in initial state products of reaction 

an* lacking, the appearance of a state with negative temperature it is necessary and 

sviftMcient that, 

where k'(k“) Is the specific rate of the reaction leading to the appearance of 

±. .. 

, 
It Is known (1], that the reaction 

excited (unexcited) electron states in the products of reaction; g is the 

statistical weight 0p f.pe states. 

Nii + CI-NaG + Na 

Leads to the appearance of excited N* atoms and the appearance of the yellow line 

or Iumlnesc*nro (iMine) characteristic for Na.As experiments ahow,[2]at sufficiently 
A 

low preosuren (Mo*7 mm llg), when quenching of the luminescence due to collisions 

is absent, Ho/, of the sodium atoms appearing as a result of the reaction radiate, 

CotuUMpiontly . 

. 
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The ral.io of the statistical weights gVß" = 5, and from (3) it follows that 

Condition (1) is fulfilled. 

The fulfillment of relationship (l) guarantees the appearance of states with 

negative temperature only at the initial moment of time. 

For an analynis of the appearance of negative temperatures in a steady-state 

operation we shall consider the simplest kinetic equations describing the change 
i m m B ' y ' ■ mm . W u |TMl m 1 

m the number of particles in different states: 

«isfeäaa 
- BW«,— 
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where n, and are the numbers of excited and unexcited products of reaction; C+ 

.■md C are the reaction rates; wcn is the probability of radiation decay of the 

excited state; w* and w" are the probabilities of removal of the products of 

reaction from the system. 

In the steady state dn^/dt « dn_/dt * 0 and the condition of the appearance 

n. n_ 
of negative temperature — > — leads to the inequality 

g g" 

El £ 
( :* - T wr & 

ful filled I t lo necessary that the ratio wcn/w" is sufficiently small. If the 

excited state appearing an a result of the reaction is not metastable, then 

(5) 

cn es JO ner 1 and w should he on the order of 10^ sec“* or larger. Tills rate of 

removal of unexcited particles is difficult to ensure by ordinary evacuation. For 

Mils purpose It In hent to use adsorption or a chemical reaction, an a result of 

which products are formed that do not have spectral lines that coincide with line 

of radiation. In particular among such reactions are chain reactions, similar to 

the reaction of sodium with chlorine, which are developed according to the diagram 

HI: 

:11]HtfH.iuswi 
»»lililí 

Nt.+CI- ■Kia-iNa; (6) 

NafOt-NlQ+a. 

For mich reactions relationship (iij) takes on the form: 

ÉMHlMÉiiMÉMk 



whert* X Is the concentration of k and k are the specific rates of the reactions 

Ma 4 Cig ~ NaCl 4 Cl and Na + Clg « NaCl + C1 (Na is an excited atom of sodium). 

Since for the 1)-11 ne of sodium wcr| * (•ICp sec"’^', and k » 6*10^ cm^«mole*^*sec"^ 

t?]# ful i'll linen t of rel a tionnhip (7) requires pressures on the order of one 

atmosphere*. 

According to dIngram (0) the reaction Cs -t Cl can he more favorable, since for 

it k* * 0. 

If ns a result of the reaction atoms appeared in the metastable state, with 

help of suffic 1 eutl,y fast evacuation it would be possible to remove the "processed'* 

atoms from the system. I''rom this point of view thermal dissociation of COg, N?0, 
i 

the ground state of which is X, is of interest. Since the ground state of oxygen 

Is 'p, it I:? possible to expect that during dissociation: 

C0,-C0('2) + 0; 

NiO-N, («IJ + O. (8) 

oxygen will be formed in Uie excited state *0 [1, 3]. The state is metastable 
A 

since 1» ia r.lnglet and the ground state P is triplet. Evacuation rates of 

1000 l/sec are fully sufficient to remove the products of reaction from a volume of 
j •(> 

1 cm In 10 sec. 

Let. us remember that many biochemical reactions occur with participation of 

excited electron states [4], Therefore, it is fully possible that negative 

temperatures play a definite role in biological processes. 
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Discussion 
P 

;i. Pui ’iko. In the reaction you wrote, as is known, a large part of the 

light Is given off In the form of sodium D-lines. But along with this In spectrum 

of this luminescence there is a whole series of other lines, Including a line 

located in the region of 2000 A, What components, what products of reaction are 

responsible for this radiation and what is the mechanism of the appearance of this 
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A, N, Oriyevakly, I cannot specifically answer this question since I did not 

study this reaction. A study of these questions would be very interesting. 

V. L. T,i 1 1 ro/.c. You are not confused by the fact that at any conceivable 

temperature in an equilibrium mixture of Na? vapor there Is always not more 

Na^? Tills Indicates that more than 99# of the sodium is in the atomic state 

at the zero level, the actual one to which you want to pass, i.e., you preliminarily 

pump to the lower level almost 1000 times more particles than to the on upper. 

A. N, Orayevskly. This is one more argument for using molecular beams on the 

first stage. According to Ramsey, in a molecular beam approximately 0.5#, or, in 

the beat case, about 1# CSg can be obtained. If we calculate that 10^ atoms depart 

,17 per second, we obtain 10 for Cs?. Furthermore, In molecular beams we can separate 

Cs from Cs0 atoms comparatively simply in a nonuniform magnetic field ï Cs is 

deflected by a magnetic field and Cs^ is not. 

V. L, T.iProze. Tills separation in magnetic field is the only means; all the 

remaining* disregarding the application of a molecular beam, cannot help since in 

molecular beam gns Is fed from a furnace where it is in the equilibrium state. 

A. N. Orayevakly, 1 Know of no data about the probabilities of formation of 

higher states in this reaction. 

V. b. T-iProze. Indeed, perhaps higher electron states will be obtained and 

we will start to work on a multilevel diagram. But I doubt that the heats of 

reaction will be sufficient for this. 

A. N, Orayevskly, 1 also doubt this, but I have no data favoring or opposing 

this assumption, 

V. N. Kondratiev, 1 have more of a comment than a question. To stop speaking 

about Cs,-, and N.*i^, J must say that such a process as 

Ns, fCI-N«CI + Ns* 

dorp not exist. Sodium can be excited a second time; oil the energy in the 

ht-ginn Ing Ir. concentrated apparently on NaCl, which then collides with a Na atom 

anti exciten it. 

A. N. orayevakly. Perhaps I have old data, but according to Magee, this is 

not ta». 

V. N. Knndrat'yrv. 1 myself studied this reaction. Therefore, I am not 

talking about molecular beams« 
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A. IJ. . ,-,v ,::Ki.v. AcnunUr.K to Magee, the rate of the appearance of Na In the 

excited átate In cmaWerahLy more than the rate of Its formation from the unexcited 

state durlnr, collisions of excited NeCl with Na. Moreover, according to the same 

,,..I,a fur eeshim the channel of the formation of unexcited state is practically closed, 

,,. liheill. are refule,I. a series of additional difficulties appear when molecular 

br/itnn aro ura'd. 

y, V. Vevev.irisk iy, I have a question about terminology, it is necessary, In 

general, to Introduce the term "negative temperatures" and does it characterize 

,‘i nyat.em? 

A. H. UrayevsR.ly. This term has already been introduced, it is in wide use, 

., u hough he does not always have deep meaning. In this case "inverse population 

" In mart* prfíl’erabie. 
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M. G. Kuz'min 

connlol.fí ol' opUc.il oxc 1 i-nUon or substances having several excited levels. The 

subs tunc« • ric,r*s not change Us own chemical structure and only passes through a 
■ijijá,¡;|ii i;\i.•jji'PiS’ffyriM'litwMviñPfíI’PIIIIm-líPiliT! 

serles o 1' exe 1 l.ed raiergy states. 

However, it Is easy to obtain a system with "negative temperature" with help 

of optical excitation if we use the difference In the chemical properties of the 

ground ond excited states. Let us consider the equilibrium systems 

where K amJ K* are the respective equilibrium constants. In many cases the constant 

K and K* <1 i iTcr by several orders. By changing the conditions (medium, pH and so 
9 

forth) it i: possible to select the constants such that K « i, and K >1. Then, 

,»l a sulTIclcnf.I.v great (as compared to the effective lifetime of the excited state 

t) rale of e¡*. tal» 11 sh ! ng (qulllbria (i), a large part of the unexcited molecules 
# 

will l»e in form A, and the excited, ln form B : 

IBI-KIAI IBWIA‘1- 

At a rate of photochemical excitation W and quantum yield <p 

|B]»lA*J + IB*]-rif. 

■587- 

iillllf 

--—i—i—. 
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'Wien, to protiuco '’no^utIvn temperatureM with respect to the transition B*îB * 

it is necesßfiry that 

IB*|>|BJ. 1..., rtf > If [Al. or r>^i. 
ff 

To create "negative températures” by this method the fast reactions of 

dissociation into ions, recombination of ions, isomerization, dimerization, 

polymerization, compounding-detachment and oxidation-reduction can be useful. 

Especially convenient are organic luminescent compounds since, by modifying their 

structure it is almost always possible to select the necessary parameters. 

As an example we will consider the reaction of electrolytic dissociation. The 

dissociation rates and constants of certain organic compounds in aqueous solutions 

are known. In the singlet excited state the dissociation const.ants are increased 

by ».j-T orders (for instance, for a-naphtol pK « 9.23, and pK* = 2). Calculations 

show that to produce "negative temperature" in aqueous solutions of such compounds 

(for ra-naphtoi C» 10~4 mole/l, pH * 4) the easily attainable (especially In the pulses 

regime) rate of excitation VmilO8* molecules/cm^»sec is sufficient. We should note 
* « 

that the absorption and emission spectra A, A and B, B essentially differ from 

each other. The difference in the frequencies of luminescence maxima is equal to 

« - ; uiir-lii* 
* ■ ART ' 

Let us now consider the question of the possibility of the realization of 

amplification and generation of light in such systems. Obviously, for this it is 

necessary that the optical density of the system 

£*-0*0,-In ^<0. 

here l Is the thickness of the sample; Is the concentration; is the coefficient 

ol' .absorption by substance 1 of light with wavelength X; IQ is the Intensity of 

incoming, and 1, of outgoing light, Kor many organic compounds the forces of 

10' 
•8 sec. oscillators of singlet-singlet transitions are very great (TM3jiyqaT 

-O 4 
Y in cm ). Therefore, even in liquid solutions, in spite of the large widt 

of the spectral hands (ftelOtoT1)» the coefficients of absorption are sufficiently 

f rc . t(t*10> I/mo I «‘•cm), nie coefficient of forced emission B is equal to the 
* 

coefficient of .ibsorpi.lon tj,; ni the frequency of the emission maximum B , 

1 

is sufficiently s ma 1 i. Then, in tl lie a bnence of absorption by excited molecules 

<« 4 i 
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Kor the typlc.-il c!¿i»e D -lo ' W. At the Attainable in the pulsed regi me 
pj i 

1i> mo ) ecu J er./cfrr . sec, D - -0.01, l.e., t he amplification factor 1-h 
2.3$, 

IT we pi non Uio a^nple bfM.wffn puivillel mirrors (Fabry-Pero Interferometer), with 

loas<;s In Uin optical nyatom smaller than this magnitude self-excitation and 

/jene ration or I Lghl. will he observed, 

Ihe presented principle makes possible a wide selection of various systems for 

the creation of a four-level quantum generator profitably differing by the lack of 

the necessity to convert a Larger part of the initial molecules Into the excited 

state. A change In the structure of the utilized compounds and the introduction 

of different substituents permit us to select a substance with practically any 

emission spectrum, from the Infrared to the ultraviolet region. 

Discussion 

V. h. Yermo laycv. How do you plan to study the absorption spectrum of excited 

molecules; ibis is obviously Impossible? 

M. tí. Kin, »min. For singlet excited states it is indeed impossible to determine 

the absorption spectrum experimentally, but this Is not necessary. The absorption 

spectra of triplet states are easily determined with the help of pulse photolysis, 

_V_. h. Yf rrnolnyev. How does the offered diagram differ from the usual diagram 

of IMuorescoftce of complex organic molecules? I see no difference. For complex 

organic molecules the high oscillatory levels to which the molecule passes during 

fluorescence are also strongly Impoverished. In my opinion, this idea was already 

offered. 

« (o Ku/. ‘min. This Is the diagram of usual fluorescence of complex molecules, 
I ;i:Iffllf 1 |iij|¡M|111111 !¡§||j î 

wlien J nomerl nation or some other chemical reaction of particle occurs in the excited 

state, l suggested using this diagram for quantum generators. 

Y,* _ Vo^<>vort^k;l¿>. You said that removal from the lower level B with respect 

tv. the equi librium BsiA Is ensureu with a sufficiently high rate. The time of 

removal should be on the order of 1()’^ sec or less. You suggest recombination of 

Ions. The times for recombination of ions are determined not only by the constant, 

wiilcli Is sufficiently great, but also by the concentration of secondary ions. 

What calculations can you give? 
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THE oYMPOoIUM ON ELEMENTARY PROCESSES 
OF HIGH-ENERGY CHEMISTRY 

Taken at the concluding session of 
Symposium, 22 March 1963. 

yniposlurri on elementary processes of high energy chemistry (radiation 

p I a .••.ma chemistry, photochemistry, chemistry of the ionosphere, 

cosmoehrimlr.try, and of high-temperatu re chemistry) took place in Moscow on 

chemIs 

prepared by these scientific councils: on the use of atomic 

energy in chemistry of the OKhN of the Academy of Sciences of 

theory of chemical structure kinetics, reactivity and catalysis of the OKhN of the 

Academy of lencos of the USSR; on complex problem of "High-temperature 

” of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. thermophycI « 

Seientlist,s of 59 organizations from 11 cities of the Union participated in 

the work of the symposium. Tn all dentists participated in the sessions of 

the symposium were heard and there were more than 120 appearances 

rogram of the symposium was prepared by preliminary correspondence 

ta working In the specified regions. Besides the program of 

a list of 154 specific questions was prepared for discussion and 

Many of these questions were discussed and new 

I’he following problems were subjected to especially detailed 

with .100 

the symposium 

i wo re 

the* mechanism of disintegration molecule during electron bombardment 

role of ionic-molecular reactions in processes occurring in the 

Ionosphere « If 

**-ii>* 
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„ „„ „r „c™ - O«* transfer ln .11 r.8lo„. of M^-.n.ríy 

C"“l;ri kinetics n„s »O0.nl.. of .00— of fr.. — - ^ — 
... ^—--—- i*» 

UphL gene nitor» 
M„nv scientist» participated in dlflCUBSing these problems. 

On one of the discussed problems, the mechanism or excitation tranter ur ng 

™„ol,>s ...Urals Of conOens.d .,.1..., « — fro. .0., , • 

prep.r.O opoolflc .on.lo.lo,, f- t» -o-.nd.Uon. 

.orks In ml. ref lo„- .„Bang, of .„«»l infomtlon «,»1 

,,. -110,-10 tn. »on.nl.. 

:r:rr:r^« »——- r:r " 
- *.. ..»—'"zzizzz. ::..:.r.iinn 
high-enerRy chemistry. Just this generality ^ 

me symposium considers the rapid publication of the materials of t - 

necessary -1th a circulation of at least 3000 copies. ^ Bymposium 

To strengthen mutual communication and exchange o 

considers it necessary to carry out ^ ^; t„y cherals,y 

1, To oond’in L aymposla on the eleroen y p 

■.«iniv.rlv I wo or three times a year. 

~ , , oonduct, ,luring 1» n.,1 1» 

... ,,.m, 0run,for, - — - “—«* “* 

studyl.ig the utilisation of sola|^H||[ ' consider creating 
,. r„ f,:ik tho l-resldlum of Academy of Sciences ol UoSH to 

lbUah work on chemical the mechanism and elementary processes o 

:::::: ,1.... —. - 

..... of., — -—- r -.:. 
|\,M of the participants of the symposium, to lift level the state of the 

" " "n ,.B„ regions to a considerably higher level and it would have huge 

I.: 1, .... of u,. .„..in., "High-Energy Cn„,.,y" no».. ,,r„ .. 
p me t 

.•i trntntlve nnint* for this Journal 
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on elementary processes of high-energy chemistry is conducted to more widely invite 

the scientists working in regions adjacent to high-energy chemistry to their 

seminare and meetings. 

The participants of the symposium consider it expedient! 

„0 conduct experiments to clarify the mechanisms of the processes of energy 

er in super-pure substances; 

„o conduct in various laboratories exact measurements of the limiting 

concentrations of free radicals stored in organic substances under the effect of 

radiation. 

.Symposium turns to the Council on physics chemical methods of investigation 

find instruments with a call to consider Improving the technical base of experiments 

(especially the fKPR] fall?), lYaMR] (HUP)# mass, and optical spectrometers). 

Participants of symposium express gratitude to the scientific councils for the 

initiative that made It possible to carry out this symposium. 




